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The Museum of Mediterranean Wefts in Gibellina is an evident demonstration of
the fragility of certain conventional dichotomies: art vs. craftsmanship, individual
genius vs. collective knowledge, aesthetics vs. utility.
Ludovico Corrao, its founder, was firmly convinced of the “knowledge of the
hand”, defining himself as an artisan of culture. He created a place of weakness
of confines, where arts and crafts are jointly considered in their being at one and
the same time productions of techniques and symbols, moments of human activity
aiming at a purpose. It is a museum conceived not as mere conservation and
orderly display of objects, but as a constant workshop of ideas, a laboratory of
forms of knowledge, techniques and materials on which they engrave their
impress. The manufactured articles present in the Museum of Mediterranean
Wefts reveal extraordinary ability to overcome spatio-temporal confines: in this
connection, from antiquity to the contemporary world it is possible to identify
persistence in the forms, in the techniques and in the symbols, which is perceived
in the terracotta dish as in textile manufactures or in the goldsmith’s art down to
the works of art of the avant-garde. It is a site that is “museographically alive” as
Cirese puts it, where objects differing in type, origin and dating meet in a
dialogue relationship, even when they have lost their original function.
In the rooms of the Baglio Di Stefano and in the barn every item thus takes on a
communicative value, testifying not only to its past in relation to the context and
the original communities but also to its relation with other objects with varying
provenance, in a relationship precisely of wefts.
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alorisation of the cultural and artistic heritages kept in Sicilian museums
is among the principal objectives of the Regional Ministry for the Cultural
Heritage and the Sicilian identity, also for economic revival of the territory and increase and improvement in the tourist offer. The initiatives directly
promoted therefore had to include particular attention to Gibellina as a strongly
symbolic space, a habitual meeting place of international scholars and artists. In
this sense the Museum of Mediterranean Wefts is to be seen as a museum diffused
in a territory with major cultural value, for the signs that have been engraved in
it and for the avant-garde works that artists have chosen to put there for future
memory. It is a place tenaciously anchored to its past but at the same time projected into the future, a fantastic and utopian place par excellence, but also a
place of welcome and peace among the peoples of the Mediterranean, according
to the dream of Ludovico Corrao, today no longer with us.
We are particularly grateful to the Regional Centre for the Inventory, Cataloguing
and Documentation, because in close synergy with the Orestiadi Foundation in
Gibellina it has produced a far-reaching volume, succeeding in blending pathways of folk knowledge with excellent levels of scientific exploration.
Antonio Purpura
Regional Minister for the Cultural
Heritage and Sicilian Identity

Baglio Case di Stefano, entrance to the museum

S

peaking of a cultural identity of Sicily means speaking of several identities
that in the course of time, since antiquity, have succeeded one another on
the island, mixing and weaving in miraculous equilibriums. All this has conferred on Sicily a character of extraordinary univocality for its cumulative history
that has made it a theatre of encounters between different peoples, at the centre
of the Mediterranean, and between east and west.
The Museum of Mediterranean Wefts in Gibellina in this sense takes on the character of a metaphor, proposing in its developments the deepest meaning of the
island and its very genesis, crossed from one side to the other by different cultural
traditions.
The volume that is presented here, published by the Regional Centre for the Inventory, Cataloguing and Documentation, intends to go over the symbolic history
of Gibellina and its transformations from a rural village to a town of artistic rebirth after the 1968 earthquake, a place that is again an interlacement of national
and international contemporary cultural expressions.
The idea, the history and the difficulties of this “attempted rebirth”, artistic and
cultural, social and political, was preciously described to me, a short time before
his tragic death, by its protagonist, Ludovico Corrao, an art patron and the craftsman of a desirable happy cultural season that gives us, in addition to an extraordinary material inheritance, an incalculable patrimony made up of elaborations
and cultural provocations.
We, the custodians of this experience, intend with this catalogue to offer a tool
of reflection and reasoning that, starting from a selected corpus of works, is meant
as a further in-depth examination of a territory that is certainly singular. The richness of the contributions in the volume and the presence of the documents enclosed justify all this: a gaze broadened by a variety of interdisciplinary,
geographical and anthropological, historical-artistic and archaeological, urbanistic and architectural perspectives.
Marco Salerno
Director of Cricd

Above. Mimmo Paladino, Mountain of Salt
P. 10. The Great Star of Pietro Consagra
Pp. 12-13. Arnaldo Pomodoro, stage machines for the Oresteiad, displayed in the Granary
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DOING AND REPRESENTING IN THE WORK OF LUDOVICO CORRAO
ORIETTA SORGI

It is now a consolidated idea in the social sciences that
no artistic expression can be considered as a pure aesthetical fact, totally detached from its social function and
from the instrumental need that has inspired it. And, vice
versa, no response by man to an instrumental or material
need in a biological sense can be considered deprived of
a symbolic, though unwitting, form. This reflection has
led to a revisiting of the whole interpretation of artistic
phenomena, blurring the confines between the so-called
major arts and the minor ones and also weakening the
conventional hierarchies between the creative moment
of individual talent and handicraft technique as a serial
work fact, with pure utility (Angioni 2015). Hence, during
the twentieth century, there was a radical challenging of
the romantic and idealist tradition that separated spiritual phenomena from material ones, affirming the superiority of the former over the latter. Moreover, folk art
too, like folk music and fiction in the oral tradition, although closely linked to a social, serial and collective
function (Jakobson-Bogatireev 1967) is never entirely devoid of aesthetical and decorative principles. Likewise, art
with bourgeois inspiration, an expression of the genius
of the artist, is always closely conditioned by a practical
function and a precise social context, as Arnold Hauser
has taught us (1964). All human productions in a social
sense at this point can be linked to strictly cultural activity, as a moment of discretization on the spatio-temporal
continuum, of affirmation of the logos over the indistinct
chaos of nature (Buttitta 1996). In this connection a prerogative of man, since his appearance on the earth, has
been the contextualisation of language and praxis, of
forms of knowledge and techniques. As Leroi-Gourhàn
(1977) has clearly shown, prehistoric man in order to survive equipped himself with utensils to transform nature
and at the same time with the production of language:
the gesture and the word, doing and representing.
Human praxis is a cultural fact; it is material and symbolic
action at one and the same time (Bauman 1976).
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The Museum of Mediterranean Wefts in Gibellina is
one of the most eloquent testimonies to what has been
said here. Ludovico Corrao, its founder, was firmly convinced of the “knowledge of the hand” (Angioni 1986),
defining himself as an artisan of culture. He created a
place of weakness of confines, where arts and crafts are
jointly considered in their being at one and the same time
productions of techniques and symbols, moments of
human activity aiming at a purpose. It is a museum conceived not as mere conservation and orderly display of objects, but as a constant workshop of ideas, a laboratory of
forms of knowledge, techniques and materials on which
they engrave their impress. The manufactured articles
present in the Museum of Mediterranean Wefts reveal extraordinary ability to overcome spatio-temporal confines:
in this connection, from antiquity to the contemporary
world it is possible to identify persistence in the forms, in
the techniques and in the symbols, which is perceived in
the terracotta dish as in textile manufactures or in the
goldsmith’s art down to the works of art of the avantgarde. It is a site that is “museographically alive” as Cirese
puts it (1977), where objects differing in type, origin and
dating meet in a dialogue relationship, even when they
have lost their original function. In the rooms of the
Baglio Di Stefano and in the barn every item thus takes
on a communicative value, testifying not only to its past
in relation to the context and the original communities
but also to its relation with other objects with varying
provenance, in a relationship precisely of wefts. Costumes
and jewels, for instance, reveal not only their direct role
in particular rites of passage like marriage and the birth,
but also unusual bonds with other manufactured articles
like trappings – chests for nuptial outfits – or devotional
images protecting the female universe. One should see,
for instance, the Madonna of Lisbon, displayed at the Museum in the form of a processional manikin, or the African
wooden statue depicting a big-breasted divinity to confirm the power of the woman in nutrition and life.
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But the Museum of Mediterranean Wefts is also part
of a vaster design that involves the whole territory of
Gibellina. If it is true that ideas walk on men’s legs, the
whole history of this place is the result of the tenacious
determination of Ludovico Corrao to bring back to life a
place harshly struck by the catastrophe of the earthquake. And the rebirth was to happen in the sign of art,
art being seen as a moment of suspension of the becoming and the negativity of the present and timeless affirmation of myth and utopia. When the prehistoric graffiti
in the Addaura caves depicted ritual sacrifice on the rock
surface, they expressed not only the desire to fix that real
image for future memory, but, through it, also the need
to regenerate time and to perpetuate life. In this perspective art also takes on a propitiatory and augural meaning
that can also be seen as an element of unification among
the peoples of the Mediterranean, in the search for a single cultural koine. The tenacious will of Ludovico Corrao
was manifested starting from his first juvenile experiences, linked to Catholic associationism and the protest
movements close to Danilo Dolci. The defence of the
humble was the main objective of his action in a pathway
that led to the rebuilding of Gibellina as a fantastic town
and to the Museum of Mediterranean Wefts as opening
toward a world that a Eurocentric and western vision of
culture had neglected until that moment.
It was precisely Ludovico Corrao some years before his
death that entrusted us with the realization of a volume
on the Museum of Mediterranean Wefts in Gibellina. It
was, after all, a matter of transferring onto paper what
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had been the dream of his lifetime and found in the museum a concrete testimony – not a catalogue in the conventional sense, but a reasoned instrument that from
different points of view would go over the genesis of
that symbolic, multiform and diversified space that was
unique in the cultural panorama of Sicily. In this connection, the concept of wefts re-proposed the symbolic story
of Gibellina, the paradigm of a place visibly transformed
after the earthquake: from a country community to a
fantastic town, in the sign of utopia and rebirth. The Centre immediately welcomed that challenge, though aware
of the complexity of the enterprise. In this connection, it
immediately became clear that a museum thus conceived
was only a stage in an inchoate pathway, a resource diffused on the whole territory, where artists and poets had
engraved and would still engrave the sign of their work.
But the problem then became how to separate the items
kept in the Baglio Di Stefano from the works of contemporary art installed in the outskirts, from Paladino’s
Mountain of Salt to Consagra’s star, which serves as the
entrance to the new town. How not to consider all this
in continuity with the Burri’s “Crack” over the town that
had been buried and then risen up again? This type of
reflection induced us to adopt, for the structure of the
work, not quantitative but qualitative criteria, selecting
a corpus of objects that were as far as possible representative in underlining its wefts. In this sense any approach
in a chronological and/or geographical sense or a typological one is to be seen as a purely occasional and display-oriented choice, dictated by reasons internal to the
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1. Turkey, banquet of the Istanbul bootblack, wood and mother-of-pearl,
20th century
th

2. Italy, Sardinian bridal dress, 20 century
3. Portugal, Madonna of Lisbon, processional manikin, 20th century
4. Tunisia, baby’s crib in painted wood, 20th century

CORRAO, ARTISAN OF REALIZED UTOPIAS,
CRAFTSMAN OF A CULTURE OF BEAUTY AND PEACE FOR THE MEDITERRANEAN
FRANCESCA CORRAO

th

5. Tunisia, chest in painted wood, 20 century
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3

organisation of the volume. A series of contributions by
experts in different disciplines, many of whom were close
to Corrao in a relationship of respect and friendship, constitutes a substantial introductory premise to a reasoned
catalogue. To all of them there goes our most heartfelt
gratitude for having helped to reach a significant result,
even though obviously not an exhaustive one. The regret
remains of not being able to share this moment with the
person who inspired it and energetically promoted it.

4
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At sunset we drank the sun of a beautiful wine
Which brought its light to the dawn sun
And the sun lights up the Nile with sparks
Like lances striking the iron of the hauberk1

These verses by an Arab poet from Sicily exiled in Cairo
in the 12th century sum up the manifold interlacements
between arts and cultures in the Mediterranean. Ludovico Corrao’s creative activity was played out under the
happy auspices of a comet of beauty that illuminates East
and West. In the span of a century characterized by
bloody wars, he devoted his life to the search for truth
and the beautiful, to share it with others and at the same
time to ward off the horror of the destructions due to
human and natural calamities.
In this brief essay, which is set in the delicate field between private experience and research, I will try to reconstruct my personal vision of my father’s activity, and with
this the experience of life that led me to interweave his
interests with my aspirations. Ludovico Corrao was a man
of such rich talent that many have ventured to write
about him and on him new aspects to discuss will always
be found; for this reason, apart from personal implications, I claim to be neither exhaustive nor objective. I believe that his personal history is still being written, and
these notes of mine are only a contribution to the reconstruction of Corrao’s human and cultural career. It is also
a political career that led him to create the collection of
the Museum of Mediterranean Wefts, and to organize it,
especially in the last decade, also with the help of the architect Vincenzo Fiammetta. This collection recounts the
story of Corrao’s life and partly also of our family life; he
chose to donate it for the good of all in the hope of contributing to the construction of a better world.
Ludovico Corrao, a senator and lawyer, and also a versatile patron of the arts, always distinguished himself in
each of the manifold interests cultivated during his long
life out of the firm desire to revive Mediterranean culture
in Sicily. In looking back, rereading his biography and the
letters to us teenage children, it seems he never stopped,
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as if he was shot through by an unstoppable frenzy. Now
marking the stages of his existence is the rich collection
that recounts the long pathway of his formation and his
complex story as a patron of the arts and committed intellectual.
From the stories of his infancy to us there clearly came
the message of his inextinguishable thirst for life that according to him was already manifested in his adolescence
after experiencing the tragic slaughter of the 4 days in
Naples. From this tragedy he seemed, in my memories, to
have developed a special sensibility and conviction: after
so much horror, inflicting and suffering pain makes no
sense since man was born to create, not to destroy.
Born in a Christian family close to the humble, soon he
found himself among young people that followed the
teachings of Don Luigi Sturzo and Giorgio La Pira. To this
juvenile enthusiasm there was linked his interest in religious images, wooden sculptures and other sacred objects. His faith was never bigoted, and indeed for a long
time he was a friend and associate of Danilo Dolci, whom
he defined, “the apostle of marginalized people” and to
whom he was thankful for having introduced Gandhism
among Sicilian farmers.
Among his memories of the great uneasiness suffered
during the war, he well remembered the consistency and
commitment of his remarkable parents. His mother,
Francesca Sammaritano, was a refined embroideress, who
handed this art down to young apprentices; of her work
today a curtain is displayed in the collection of the Museum of Mediterranean Wefts (fig. 1). His father, Vincenzo Corrao, was a skilled smith and engraver, and a
delicate piece of work of his still hangs in his room at the
Orestiadi Foundation in Gibellina. In the same room
there are some pictures by his brother Francesco, a priest
and a fair violinist, on Long Island (NY), where he lived
for a long time after being a Vincentian missionary for a
decade among the natives of South America. A third
brother, Mario, was a rigorous executive, a simple man,
but cultured and sensitive to the arts; it was him that
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1. Italy, Sicily, curtain in embroidered flax, 20th century

2. The mayor of Gibellina, Ludovico Corrao, confers a recognition on
Leonardo Sciascia
3-4. Russian icons

1

took little Ludovico, without their father knowing, to a
puppet theatre. My father quoted the event every time
that we children asked to be allowed to go out in the
evening, and, laughing, reminded us that his father never
gave him permission! It was only that time that they succeeded in going covertly, but on returning they found
the door bolted: they were kept outdoors until late at
night, to punish them for their sinful behaviour.
A strong sensibility led him to love beautiful things and
therefore art, so much so that already at the time of his
sojourn in Palermo for his university studies he stopped
to buy a big number of precious objects at the flea market that now decorate the museum: wooden statues of
Madonnas, crucifixes, children’s heads recovered from
abandoned churches, little wax dolls.
The important collection decorated the flat where we
lived, a beautiful one in the centre of Palermo, a wedding
gift from my maternal grandfather Ignazio Agate, a re-
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fined entrepreneur from Alcamo, the owner of a hardworking mill and a pasta factory. My grandparents, in the
stories of my mother, Anna Agate, helped a lot both to
furnish the house and to maintain my parents’ standard
of living high when my father was still a young lawyer.
Then came the political turn, to whose success my father
contributed all his extraordinary clever talent and my
grandfather financial support. The result was an overwhelming success, satisfaction at which can be seen in the
pleased looks in a photo from the end of the fifties showing the family (my sister Antonella had not yet been
born) in the study, in front of the picture of the martyrdom of St. Sebastian by Carreca.
That picture, symbolic of the enormous sacrifices it cost
for his life and family, and premonitory of his end, perhaps came to be part of the trappings of the flat, originating from a private purchase, or from an antiques
dealer like many others in his classical collection. It is also
difficult to reconstruct the origin of the two hand-drawn
eighteenth-century chests that already furnished the
rooms of the home of my infancy, like that of the walnut
sideboard with a plate-rack from the same period.
My father often said that as a student, with major sacrifices, he helped some young colleagues in their studies,
with the double result of contributing to his own maintenance and being able to buy antique objects. He got
the most precious pictures from antiques dealers, like the
tondo of the maternity, attributed to Raffaellino del
Garbo, bought in Florence on the occasion of a political
meeting, and San Giovannino by Luca Cambiaso, with a
precious gilded frame by an artist of the eighteenth-century Trapani school.
After his brief (1955-1960) but politically fundamental
experience in the Sicilian regional parliament, the passage to Rome (1963) favoured my father’s artistic evolution, in terms of both frequentations and purchases.
From the end of the sixties he was an assiduous frequenter of a group of Roman artists thanks to his friendship with Renato Guttuso.
Of those frequentations I remember the sumptuous
dinners, prepared with great skill by my mother, in the
splendid dining room where already there towered the
nineteenth-century tapestry and the eighteenth-century
trousseau chest decorated with flower, fruit and landscape motifs. The guests sat on the eighteenth-century
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chairs lacquered in Spanish gold, around the long table
(sold following hospitalization in Switzerland in 1988),
elegantly laid and illuminated by a big nineteenth-century chandelier in wrought iron. Behind the people at the
table a couple of procession lights in graven and gilded
wood completed the furnishing of the striped curtains in
heavy cloth, a copy of a medieval model, woven on commission to Rome. These were the years when Visconti was
filming “The Leopard” (1963), in which my father greatly
admired the scenic taste (but without sharing the decadent vision of a mythical world).
Hence the search for objects blended, from the beginning, with shrewd staging, with a particular taste above
all for what concerned the recovery of Sicilian artistic
memory in the different expressions; to this sensibility he
added the original ability to insert this art in the more
general cultural context of the Mediterranean. In this
connection, in the living room, on the two painted eighteenth-century chests there was a pair of big majolica
vases from Caltagirone and a tureen from Marseille by
Jaques Boselly. In the corner a third piece, a corner cup-
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board, closed off the sequence, while the draperies in
fine fabric that decorated the windows behind the
couches were covered by the same velvet, which was the
colour of old gold. The tondo by Raffaellino and Russian
icons hung on the furniture, while on the fourth wall the
frontal in seventeenth-century embossed silver sparkled;
the study and the library were furnished with an old seventeenth-century piece of furniture in wood, a crucifix in
wood and ivory and some other wooden statues, among
which a Madonna with child and an oriental saint, and
on the walls St. Sebastian by Carreca and San Giovannino
by Cambiaso. Today all these are at the Museum of
Mediterranean Wefts.
Among the friends that frequented our home were
Corrado Cagli and Carlo Levi; the latter designed my father’s electoral manifesto for the Senate, a radiant little
shepherd reminiscent of the face of my brother Vincenzo
as a child. With Renato Guttuso the poet Ignazio Buttitta
and his son, the anthropologist Nino Buttitta, also came,
as well as the writer Leonardo Sciascia (fig. 2), and once
also Giuseppe Ungaretti, immortalized in a drawing by
Cagli now at Gibellina. The memory of the brief dialogue
with the great poet on the art of poetry has remained
forever in my heart, and contributed much to my passion
for verses.
Ludovico Corrao bought icons (figs. 3-4) during his visits to Russia, where he met the poet Yevgeny Yevtushenko (fig. 5). On the occasion of a stay of the Russian
artist in Sicily he accompanied him on a long tour of the
island, which took them as far as Taormina; they went
there on the occasion of the Easter processions, afterwards described by the poet in a poem devoted to his
friend Corrao. Yevtushenko had been a guest, together
with Corrado Cagli, other artists and men of culture, including Hon. Pio La Torre, in our country house at Mandrianova (Camporeale).
My maternal grandfather’s old property had changed
its look on the arrival of my father, who, in a short time,
had turned it into a modern farm with a stable, cows and
production of cheeses and wine. My mother among other
things also oversaw country jobs, while my father, working in parliament and in court, continued to collect other
wonders. He bought a fireplace in sculpted white marble,
with bronze applications (17th century) and got it working in the living room of the country house; to decorate
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5. Ludovico Corrao with the poet Yevgeny Yevtushenko
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the same wall he hung up five heads of putti in polychrome stucco; on the opposite wall he placed a fruit
bowl, two stoups in coloured ceramics (shattered during
one of our numerous removals), 4 tiles in polychrome majolica, yellow and green coloured shells from Caltagirone,
tiles from Sciacca and other dishes, today all at the Museum of the Foundation. The other rooms were decorated with the drawings donated by Cagli and works by
other artists including Ugo Attardi and Bruno Caruso.
Political life and legal commitment always interwove
with private life, and so artists and intellectuals often became family friends. Corrao, the lawyer famous for having defended victims of the mafia, became an advisor to
the director Damiano Damiani when he came to Sicily to
film “The Day of the Owl”, and then he renewed the association on the occasion of the preparation of the film
on the case of Franca Viola, “The most beautiful wife”;
the deep friendship established between the two extended to the families and still lasts today, even if the patriarchs are not here anymore.
With the 1968 earthquake everything changed and
suddenly the harmony was broken. My father took us
away from Palermo at night, and we ran away with our
friend the director Pietro Carriglio and his sister Paola.
Having reached Camporeale we discovered that the epicentre was right in that area, in the Belice valley. We
camped out for a month, but on the arrival of meningitis,
my father also took us away from the country house, to
Rome, where Guttuso put us up. Corrao remained with
the people of Gibellina for months among the rubble, reliving the drama of the war, and the event transformed
his life in a radical way. The centre of all his interest had
become the rebuilding of the village, an epochal event
for the history of the territory. The political class was unprepared and distrait, while Corrao was frantic; he organ-
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ized marches and managed to drag a group of earthquake victims to Rome with him, buying ties for everyone
so they could enter Parliament en masse to claim their
rights. After years of battles he finally got the financial
support and the necessary backing to move the village to
a new location, near the motorway and the railway, in
an enclave between Salemi and Santa Ninfa.
The earthquake brought an upheaval to his conception
of life and influenced his world picture, so much so that
alongside his sensitivity to the harmonious forms created
by figurative artists there was set the force of a new creativeness, built up on decomposition and abstraction.
Corrao met and began to frequent Pietro Consagra,
Carla Accardi, Antonio Sanfilippo, Giulio Turcato, Piero
Di Orazio, Achille Perilli and Ugo Attardi. With them
there began a collaboration that helped to enrich the
artistic patrimony of the town of Gibellina. From the beginning the rebirth project developed under the auspices
of the artists, and Corrao particularly sought the collaboration of Consagra, and commissioned the Town hall
from Samonà.
Between 1972 and 1973 the resources for rebuilding
began to arrive, and with these the bombs arrived at our
home. The family moved to Rome, and much of the furniture left the home in Palermo and ended up in my father’s office in Alcamo, while others followed him to the
small flat rented near the Senate, where Corrao sat in the
group of leftwing independents.
In Alcamo our life was organized in a small house belonging to my grandfather on Monte Bonifato; in time
some rooms were added to make it more liveable, and it
was progressively furnished with the pictures that he
now bought from the new friends he had met in Rome,
the Sicilian artists of the Forma 1 group. In the brief
pause in which Corrao was not mayor he travelled a lot
and devoted himself to courtroom activity. After less than
a year he was called on by the population to be mayor
of Gibellina again.
At that time, at the end of the seventies, I began my
Arabic studies at the Oriental School of the Rome La
Sapienza University, and therefore, thanks to scholarships
and the trust of my father, I set out for Egypt, where I
stayed seven years. In that period my father came to see
me many times, and together we revisited the places of
my explorations in the field of material culture.
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In Cairo in 1977 my Egyptian friends took me to get to
know the heart of the market, at khan al-khalili, when
there were not yet many tourists and most of the shops
still sold simple good-quality products. The antiques dealers sold copper trays worked by hand and also little
wooded tables inlaid with ivory; at the time the customers in the market were predominantly Egyptian, and
handicraft production had not yet developed for mass
tourism, as happened after the signature of the Camp
David accords (1978). In the market I also found the street
where soft camel hair carpets were sold and the coloured
ones of the Bedouins, perhaps cheaper, but difficult to
haggle over with the skilled Arab sellers.
In a little shop situated in a perpendicular street in the
opposite direction to the Al-Azhar mosque, that is to say
along the street leading towards the Ezbekiyya gardens,
in the direction of the modern business centre, I had discovered khardasa silk production and damasked shawls.
My curiosity to see the places of that handicraft production took me to a small village near the Giza Pyramids.
At khardasa, at the time, there were no shops and you
had to go to private houses to look for the manufactured
articles because that type of production was not yet
much sought after; on that occasion I found a silk shawl
embroidered with silver, with a technique that the following year I found in Istanbul applied to head kerchiefs.
This was a rare trace, which had survived down to those
years, of Ottoman production because, in general, the
cultural policy of nationalism aimed to give prominence
to Arab-Egyptian handicraft products against craft of the
Turkish Ottoman type.
A few kilometres from that village, on the road to the
Saqqara pyramids, there is the Harraniya community created by the art patron Ramses Wissa Wassef (1911-1974).
It is a village built according to the traditional construction technique with earth baked in the sun, where the
women and children of farmers are given an opportunity
to study, learn a trade and to sell handicraft products.
The weaving of carpets, terracotta objects, tapestries and
batik textiles are very original, so I returned there several
times, also with my father starting from his first visit in
1978.
Ludovico Corrao was fascinated by that experience,
substantially because he appreciated the idea of educating children to construct artistic objects and admired the
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museum of country art, with its natural light created by
loopholes put in on purpose to illuminate the showcases.
In purchasing a carpet and the curtains for the Alcamo
office, however, he chose abstract drawings and not naïf
ones, typical of the work of potters and local weavers inspired by country culture. The clients were at that time
still Egyptians interested in the recovery of folk culture,
and foreigners able to venture into that marginal place
off the beaten track of the pyramids were few in number.
At the centre of Cairo behind the streets crowded with
shops there were the alleys of craftsmen where over time
I had created a network of precious friendships. There
from a silversmith I had bought my first bracelet and
Bedouin rings. That shop was one of the first ones where
I took my father, happy to have found in that place an
atmosphere that reminded him of the craft shop of his
father. In those years the client sat and chatted with the
artisan and waited for the work to be completed. The
richest artisans offered drink and cigarettes and often recited poems and narrated curious stories or fantastic adventures in “oriental” taste.
In the first year of my stay in Cairo I met an important
character for the development of my subsequent investigations in the field of handicraft production, Hasan the
perfumer, the owner of a shop in the heart of the market
two hundred metres from al-Azhar. He was a craftsman
that had the merit of creating admirable essences and
collecting much appreciated objects from all over Egypt.
In his shop/salon I saw for the first time the brightly
coloured very light silks from Sudan, which I would also
find at Aswan, Bedouin carpets, blown glass, the fabrics
of Bedouin clothes with crewel embroidery that I was to
buy, as suggested by him, in the Bahriyya oasis. Hasan
told Arab histories of Giufà, and in a way he prompted
me to do research on this character, a dream that I afterwards fulfilled under the scientific direction of my teachers at the American university in Cairo, Hamdi Sakkut and
Sa’id Badawi, and of Prof. Antonino Buttitta.
In the following years, in the back-shop of the carpet
vendors, my father and I succeeded in buying various
Bedouin clothes similar to what I had purchased in the
Bahriyya oasis (the first of the suits in the collection of
the Museum) during an adventurous trip on rundown
local buses and diesel lorries. Obviously it was not possible to find any similar because the old silver coins, from
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the Ottoman epoch, in time had been replaced with
mother-of-pearl buttons, and sold separately from the
suit for greater profit. The suit, that I wore to the premiere of the Oresteiad in 1983, is two-thirds covered by
crewel embroidery and has two cuts to the sides of the
breast, to allow breastfeeding. In this connection it was
a wedding dress that, according to the Bedouin that sold
me it, was supposed to last for much of a woman’s life,
or even all her life.
On the occasion of a second trip, at Christmas 1980, my
father and I went to the south of the country, to Aswan,
where on a preceding trip I had found ankle bracelets
that in Cairo I had only seen at the camel market, straw
plates with very bright colours and monochrome baskets
that reminded me of our baskets at home. On the thresholds of the shops you often saw small ’nziri (from the Arabic zìr) full of water or bigger amphorae people drank
out because of the terrible daytime heat. The bright
colours of the fabrics conquered my father, who bought
many of them to decorate tables and windows at the
house on Monte Bonifato. On that occasion he stayed
longer in Cairo and so he was able to visit the innermost
part of the khan al-khalili market, towards the mosque
adjacent to the Bab al-Zuwaylah gate, where there are
artisans that sew marquees for big religious events, called
khìma, giving the name that designates the khaymiyya
area. The vivacious patchwork of these marquees reproduces the geometric designs typical of the inlays of trays
and wooden objects. The patchwork technique is particular, and requires a fabric of a certain consistency, which
becomes like a cotton quilt.
On the occasion of a second visit, in 1982, Ludovico
Corrao ordered three big sheets to cover the ceiling of
the veranda in the Alcamo house. The Egyptian craftsmen misunderstood the measurements, and so when the
sheets arrived they were so big that we didn’t know
where to put them and so we decided to hang them on
the balcony of house, as was the custom on the occasion
of processions of saints in Sicily.
When my father went to live in the Foundation, he
took the awning with him, and since then it has been
hanging there as an external decoration for feasts. Originally these sheets served precisely to provide marquees
suited to welcoming a big number of people on the occasion of marriage feasts or funerals. It is possible that
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the origin of these curtains, nothing similar to which is
found in other Arab countries, goes back to the Turkish
Mameluke domination (13th-16th centuries). Indeed, on
the occasion of an exhibition on the art of the Mongols
in Budapest I saw curtains which were similar to the
Egyptian curtains. The Mongols used them in houses, but
the fabric is different since the Asian ones, for climatic
reasons, are not in cotton but in felt. The adaptation of
the fabric probably goes back to the time of the
Mameluke domination of Egypt when these curtains
were prepared on the occasion of popular feasts, to appease hunger and to conquer popular consent.2
In the eighties, while in Gibellina the rebuilding was
being completed and people were moving into the
houses, Corrao went back to summoning artists and architects like Francesco Venezia, Franco Purini and Laura
Thermes to reconstruct the human fabric of the city. In
the meanwhile it was becoming urgent to have a text
written to immortalize the memory of the earthquake,
and so he asked Emilio Isgrò, a poet from Barcellona
Pozzo di Gotto who had emigrated to Milan, to compose
a work for the city destroyed by the earthquake. Isgrò
wrote “Gibella of martyrdom”, and for the scene he conceived a long table/showcase displaying testimonies and
traces of the tragic event.
Subsequently Ludovico Corrao, wanting to restore the
traditional feast of San Rocco, asked Isgrò for a new text,
and on the same occasion he commissioned from Pietro
Consagra the creation of a votive float. The coloured iron
and paper float created for “San Rocco on the balcony”
after the procession became part of the collection of the
Civic Museum that began to take shape thanks to the donations by Corrao. In 1980 there was the inauguration,
on the occasion of the donation of the graphic works collected by Nino Soldano, a gallery owner from Sciacca active in Milan. Corrao at the beginning turned to artists
and intellectuals to have their contributions to offer to
the new patrimony of the city. He invited them in this
way to pay their debt of gratitude to that land that to
them had generously given the beauty of landscapes and
fruits. Artists always responded enthusiastically because
Corrao’s ideas and generosity were stimulating and infectious. Over the years it was Sicilian artists themselves that
involved others, Italian and foreign, inviting them to
make their contribution. The most significant season of
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cultural activities in Gibellina matured with the performance of the trilogy by Aeschylus in the version by Isgrò
and the fortunate initiation of the Orestiadi Festival.
The house on Monte Bonifato was always open to
artists that called in at Gibellina to run workshops; among
the many names I first remember the fraternal friend with
whom he realized much of the Gibellina artistic project,
Pietro Consagra. Together with his children (above all Marietta and Francesca), his sister Carmela, his partner Carla
Lonzi with her son Battista Lena, the sculptor from
Mazara del Vallo spent a lot of summer holidays with us
but also the Christmas festivities between 1970 and 1990.
To our house many times another dear friend of the
group came, Carla Accardi, as well as Antonio Scordia
with his family (1973) and Nanda Vigo (from 1980 on); in
the summer there was a long stay by Mario and Monica
Schifano (1985), and for various summers Toti Scialoja
and Gabriella Drudi (1986-7). Frequent guests were
Alighiero Boetti (1984), Turi Simeti, Enzo Sellerio, Carlo
Ciussi, Andrea Cascella, Francesco Impellizzeri and also
Franco Angeli.
One year we also put up friends in my father’s office
in Alcamo, and particularly dear to me among these is
the memory of the long stay by Joseph Beuys with the
family. My father’s dinners were epic, and it was difficult
to limit him regarding both the quantity and the fanciful
variety of the dishes (Sicilian his, international those of
my sister Antonella, oriental mine, while my brother took
care of the roasts and the wines). Ludovico Corrao only
approached the kitchen after his divorce, so everybody
together found a “creative” way to build up a different
relationship in the family.
Of the many Pantagruelian dinners, many of which are
evoked by Pietro Consagra in the family bulletin-board
with the names of the guests and the menu, special mention must be made of Alberto Burri and the cooking challenge between my father and the artist, the only person
(as far as I remember) that also tried out his hand at this
art in our house. Arnaldo Pomodoro almost always came
in summer together with Ermanno Casasco, Franco
Quadri and Sherif. Obviously it often happened that with
them the directors and the musicians of the Orestiadi also
came, Filippo Crivelli and Francesco Pennisi with his wife
Laura, Federico Incardona, Marco Betta, Philippe Glass
and George kazazian. It is also necessary to remember
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the artist friends that over the years were close to my father, like Michele Canzoneri and Rosella Leone, but a
great number of pages would not be sufficient to mention all the actors and directors that frequented him,
among them Francesca Debenedetti, Hanna Shygulla,
Aryane Mnouchkine, Amos Ghitay, Marco Paolini, Moni
Ovadia, Bob Wilson, Peter Stein, Thierry Salmon, the Lievi
brothers, Mimmo Cuticchio, Pippo del Buono, Frej
Chouchane and many others.
On the occasion of poetry readings our guests included
many Mediterranean poets invited by me, like Etel
Adnan, Adonis, Malika al-Asimi, Maria Attanasio,
Muhammad Bennis, Maurizio Cucchi, Roberto Deidier,
Nino De Vita, Alfonso Gatto, Moncef Ghachem, Jolanda
Insana, Amal Juburi, Abdelwahhab Meddeb, Antonio
Porta, Fatma Qandil, Wafa’ Lamrani (Morocco), Zeynab
Law’ag (Algeria), Valerio Magrelli, Giovanni Raboni, Marilena Renda, Habib Tengour, Giacomo Trinci, Teruko Yamazaki, Sa’adi Yusuf, Natan Zach and the critic Andrea
Cortellessa. Biancamaria Frabotta donated the art books
of her poems with drawings by Giulia Napoleoni and
Adonis his collages. Ludovico Corrao, to pay tribute to
the latter, had a verse of a poem of his written on chalk,
now on display at the museum. It often happened that
my father, to compensate the generosity of artists that
worked for the Gibellina museum, bought their works.
In turn they donated their drawings to thank him for his
hospitality. These works, which belonged to his private
collection, followed him when in the last years of his life
he went to live at the Foundation; he asked us children
to leave them there and to forego the inheritance.
Ludovico Corrao’s generous hospitality also became
legendary thanks to Vincenzo Consolo, who remembered
him in his novel Retablo, where he calls him il Soldano.
The house on Monte Bonifato, with a splendid view of
the Gulf of Castellammare, was certainly particularly
evocative, so much so that Mimmo Jodice was spellbound
by the gates sculpted by Pietro Consagra, and photographed them during a visit.
The history of the gates deserves a detour; the house
had an old broken gate that was never closed, also because ivy covered its ugly cement structure. One distant
summer, towards the end of the seventies, Pietro Consagra offered to face the problem of the gate and designed a new one; in his opinion it was important to have
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a fine gate because it announced the tone of the house,
of the person living there and of those that frequented
it. He also considered it a tribute to the place where he
loved to spend holidays with his family. He immediately
started drawing and after a short time everyone found
themselves involved in the work: his children Vincenzo,
Battista, Antonella and Marietta also tried their hand at
putting wood plugs in the cement structure already done
by the workmen.
The house slowly grew in the course of time; for instance one evening while we were sitting outside dining
around a marble table, designed by Antonio Scordia,
Nanda Vigo proposed to design a glass cover to protect
the people at the table from the night damp. Then in the
eighties, since the family was growing, Consagra designed a bigger marble table to entertain all the children
with husbands and nephews, in the hope of being able
to go on spending the festivities together. The house in
the meantime was enriched with works of art and ethnic
objects brought by Ludovico Corrao, by my sister Antonella and by me on my return from my numerous trips,
as well as by artist friends that went on coming in big
numbers. I remember that my sister Antonella had done
research on the Indian origin of the floral motifs for Sicilian shawls, which was afterwards to lead her to invent
her work following in our father’s footsteps in the search
for beautiful objects around the world.
To Pietro’s sculptures there were added those of Igino
Legnaghi, and then the stage sculptures of Arnaldo Pomodoro and the ceramics of De Simone and other copper
lamps bought in Morocco, where my father loved to purchase coloured carpets. He made many stays in Marrakesh, frequenting the antique dealers that he had met
thanks to his painter friend Muhammad Melehi; there he
bought many jewels and also particularly fine vases, like
one of the Andalusian type that now is in the Foundation. His search and purchase adventures were also enwrapped in particular charm, and he enjoyed recounting
them with his typical shrewd wit.
Once he was on the Moroccan plateau south of Marrakesh, and he had spent all the money that he had
brought with him, and also used up the credit on his card
to buy the Bedouin jewels. So when he saw yet another
particularly fine jewellery set he took off his coat and
gave it to the merchant in exchange for that magnificent
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set. To us he always explained that he could not avoid
buying it, and felt a particular attraction, as if objects
drew his attention and wouldn’t let him go away. In short,
his relationship with beautiful things seemed to be enwrapped by a magic charm, as he loved to say: a destiny.
There were many welcome guests from Morocco, artist
friends like Muhammad Melehi, poets like Muhammad
Bennis and politicians, and from Tunisia too, with which
the exchanges became more frequent above all after Corrao had rented a house at Dar Bach Hamba in the Medina
of Tunis. His active participation in the Foreign Committee of the Senate certainly contributed to consolidating
relationships with the countries on the southern shore of
the Mediterranean; it brought him into contact with
many political personalities, facilitating his cultural diplomacy activity.
In realizing his political and cultural project he met
many artists but also politicians like Hon. Enrico
Berlinguer, Senator Paolo Bufalini, Hon. Giorgio Napolitano (who also came to visit him at the Foundation as the
President of the Republic) and their common friend Hon.
Emanuele Macaluso, Hon. Fausto Bertinotti, who also
came to visit him several times as the President of the
Chamber of Deputies and Hon. Afif Shibub (President of
the Chamber of Deputies in Tunisia) and Fayza keyfi
(President of the Constitutional Court in Tunisia).
The office of the Foundation in Tunis gave Ludovico
Corrao a further opportunity to plan joint cultural policy
activities with Tunisian and other Arab intellectuals. I still
remember how the opening of the Tunis office came
about. One day we were at lunch, during the Christmas
holidays at the end of the nineties, with Monsignor Toile,
the then Bishop of Tunis, of Jordanian origin. He was
worried about the fate of the Dar Bach Hamba residence,
which housed the Franciscan nuns at the centre of the
Medina. The nuns gave afternoon extracurricular lessons
to the children of the market and on Sundays they ran a
singing school, but being too elderly to manage the
place, they wanted to leave it. The bishop, wanting to
keep the activity of the structure alive, proposed to my
father that he should rent it to carry out artistic activity
there. My father, witty as always, in accepting the proposal declared that he would allow the children to sing,
but could not undertake to do the extracurricular lessons
through lack of time and experience. Beginning from
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2000 in the structure various exhibitions and meetings
were organised, from the famous exhibition on Islam in
Sicily done together with the Tunisian government, to
the one of a comparative type on Christian mosaics in
Tunisia and Sicily, down to the last show on cartography
organized by my father two months before his death.
These exhibitions, inaugurated in the presence of local,
Italian and Sicilian authorities, were housed in the rooms
at Dar Bach Hamba and the Bardo Museum. Alongside
these activities Corrao held cultural meetings of various
kinds going from concerts to an exhibition by works of
Italian and Tunisian artists and craftsmen and events to
which I contributed for my specific competences like
those on poetry and intercultural colloquies, the last one
in November 2013 with Tunisian intellectuals and artists
on the themes of the post-revolutionary transition.
The residence also welcomed Italian artists like Baldo
Diodato, who covered the crumbling columns of the
cloister decorating them with an artistic creation of his.
The Tunisian office surely favoured meetings between intellectuals and creative people of the two shores. Among
the local artists that contributed with their works there
stands out the name of Mdja Maadawi, who did a splendid “presenti” for the Foundation. Another important
contributor was Muhammad Messaudi, a fine artist and
artisan that did the furnishing of the museum helping my
father to buy quality ceramics, carpets, typical costumes
and jewels.
At the market Ludovico Corrao was known to everyone, both for his generous cordiality and for his insatiable
search for ancient objects to be added to the collection.
A typical trait of my father’s was the particular way he
interacted with artists, asking them to create special objects for him. He asked them to try out new forms; for instance he asked the craftsman that created the typical
Tunisian hats in red felt to work out new variations.
These stimulating commissions particularly endeared him
to people who felt their abilities were recognized and
their competences challenged and that they were
spurred to create.
In Tunis he was able to indulge his fancies because in
the Medina he was surrounded by active artisans that
were well prepared to welcome his requests; carpenters,
tailors, silversmiths were involved in this inexhaustible
factory of arts that was the Orestiadi Foundation of Lu-
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dovico Corrao. At times it seemed strange that he should
want to buy at all costs numerous exemplars of the same
kind, as for instance the trousers embroidered with silver
of the wedding dresses of Tunisian women, yet if we realise that now authentic ones cannot be found any more
we understood how foresightful he was in his intuition.
So many friends, colleagues, intellectuals and artists
believed in his extraordinary visions and made contributions to the precious collection. Fascinated by his passion
for the beautiful, many supported my father in his exceptional work, including politicians and officials, small and
big art patrons, who helped him to create a museum that
is unique in the world. The originality of Corrao’s vision
is in the collection made beginning from the skill of the
artisan, and in recognizing the greatness of human work
in its diversity and its recurrent characteristics. The collection that only apparently came into being as a traditional
work of bourgeois collecting showed from the start attention to the whole world of creativeness, that world
that also included minor ones alongside great artists.
The Museum of Mediterranean Wefts does not have a
traditional philological vision, does not aim to distinguish
between arts of the west and the east, or among greater
or lesser arts, but sets side by side manufactured articles
that are expressions of human creativeness, united by the
common denominator of the colours and signs of the
Mediterranean. Every piece in the collection has a story
that recounts what the people of the Mediterranean
have in common and what divides them; every object is
a reason for comparison and meeting among the different cultures, and a stimulus to seek in creativeness and
in comparison a path of truly human relationships. Those
of us that supported the extraordinary creative work of
Ludovico Corrao are left with the task of continuing it,
following the lines planned by him, and to continue with
the message of beauty and peace for the good of future
generations.

NOTES
1.
‘Alì al-Ballanubi, version by F. Corrao and G. Giudici, in F. M. Corrao,
Poeti arabi di Sicilia, Mesogea, Messina 2002, pp. 84-5.
2.
F. M. Corrao, Il riso il comico e la festa al Cairo nel XIII secolo, Istituto
per l’Oriente C.A. Nallino, Rome 1996.
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A CONVERSATION WITH LUDOVICO CORRAO
RENATO QUAGLIA

The 1573 Pacificacion law, made at the behest of Phillip
II, prescribed the urbanistic rules and constructive criteria
of the new world. The application of this law in hundreds
of new settlements in America, which had just been conquered, was a unique phenomenon in history, conditioning and normatively prefiguring the forma urbis of many
new cities, and with it the system of relationships that
those cities still make possible, in monumental buildings
as in ones it was planned to erect. Gibellina is among the
few towns in the world entirely rebuilt on itself, forced
to have a new beginning, a “second time round” in the
twentieth century. However, it was perhaps the only one
in the “brief century” whose rebuilding did not have to
follow urbanistic or building dictates established elsewhere. Through a series of perhaps unrepeatable coincidences it is probably the only one that in this century
chose very new contemporary creativeness to trace out
the constitutive and identificational elements of its own
“new world.” Here, as perhaps in no other place, instead
of laws it was art, architecture and the new creativeness
that without any ties freely reinvented the form of the
town and the system of relationships that that form allowed or inhibited. Art and the new architecture thus
proved to be a non-accessory but almost absolute component of its identity, conditioning the life of the latest
generations that have lived in the town.
That season set going a very original example of public
art, which was worked out in a project initially of monumental dimensions, on an urban and extra-urban scale,
but gradually thinned out, was reduced in scale and in
the end was limited to a portion of that urban and rural
territory contained in the Baglio di Santo Stefano. Here
a contemporary project art was downsized, no longer
conceived to trace out the town, but to testify to the new
creativeness in more traditional display rooms and laboratories; over the years it inevitably abandoned the
theme of the form to give to the town, to meet instead
the modes of Mediterranean art and the art craftsman,
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the old manual skills of weaving, of artefacts, in the timeless forms and designs of North African culture. The project for rebuilding Gibellina has not been interrupted, but
in time it has been converted from the Museum of landart to the Museum of Mediterranean Wefts, from an unrepeatable example of art that became architecture (also
dimensionally) into research on or testimony to (unrepeated in the sense of not being significantly taken up
elsewhere) the relationships between art and craftsmanship that becomes art.
Ludovico Corrao is sitting outside the main building of
the Museum of Mediterranean Wefts, on one of the two
dark green wicker armchairs placed at the right corner of
the building, the one that intersects the outside corridor
on which there look out the work rooms of the Orestiadi
Foundation, the rooms where Corrao meets and entertains people, has lunch, and works with his guests and
collaborators. Among these rooms, the one connected to
the central building, which also houses the Museum, is
the one where Corrao receives visitors, who can also meet
him, sometimes sipping Tunisian mint tea, in front of a
desk with a seventies design. The most informal meetings
sometimes continue at lunch, in the adjoining room, in a
sort of dinette with a rectangular table at the centre and
pictures on the walls that frame drawings of traditional
Sicilian and Arab craftsmanship or photos of kings, popes
and ministers embracing Ludovico Corrao or shaking his
hand, photos that are too simply framed in comparison
to the value of the political relationship that they are intended to document.
The room opposite, on the other side of the corridor,
shows a brass plate with a single word engraved on it:
“President”; it is furnished with armchairs with an indefinable design, perhaps from other Italian decades, perhaps Arabic modernity. Corrao probably uses it to meet
the most prestigious guests. The day when our conversation takes place, at a certain moment he comes into it accompanied by the barber that has joined him at the
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Baglio di Santo Stefano, for a home haircut and shave,
with a young apprentice that, his work over, before leaving the Baglio, will look in a last time to say reverently
goodbye to the Senator.
The room that contains the offices of the Foundation
looks bigger than the others, with desks and people that
apparently move in silent consonance with the place and
for this reason are mixed up with the small groups of visitors that silently move in the Museum of the Wefts, the
open courtyards of the Baglio, Paladino’s Mountain of
Salt and the rooms along the corridor, looking for Corrao
for a regard, a handshake, a brief hearing.
There is something ancient in this pilgrimage of people
that approach Corrao, a deference of the past, which
seems to clash with the modernity of the language of the
art and the monuments of these places and Corrao himself.
There is something ancient in the intimacy that is apparently established between the people and Corrao, intimacy interwoven with respect that nurtures distances
that seem impossible to get over.
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While we were conversing someone looked in to greet
the Senator, to introduce him to a young musician, a guitarist perhaps fourteen years old. Corrao invited him to
play a piece on the guitar, which the boy had naturally
brought with him. We listened to the intimidated instrumentalist plucking the strings, in the middle of a room,
surrounded by silence; it was a traditional Catalan song;
everyone awaited the Senator’s comment, as at an audition, an end of year recital, when one asks for a suggestion, a word from an authoritative personality, not
necessarily to change the future of a youth born in a
small village of hottest inland Sicily, but perhaps to know
he is favourable to encouraging that very difficult endeavour.
One has the perception of having travelled many kilometres to reach Gibellina, of having faced a long stretch
towards the inland part of the island, the journey so fatiguing and the town so distant as to make us think we
are the only visitors to that places where a certain idea
was traced out and above all realized, somewhere between utopia and obsession, on which pages and pages
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of art and architecture of the later twentieth century
were written. And instead, when you arrive, you are almost amazed to meet a lot of other people there, from
other cities in Italy, who (like you) wander in the sunny
spaces of the Baglio with the expression (like your own)
of people who thought they were the only ones that that
day would be capable and so determined as to arrive
there, to pay tribute to a project (and to its recognized
creator) that some defined a “dream” and others a “hallucination.”
The Senator does not get up; smiling, he invites me to
sit on the other armchair. He is dressed in light-coloured
flax, a light tunic in the eastern style, with long sleeves
and going down to the knees; white trousers and silvercoloured Nike trainers, an eccentric touch like others
that, other times, characterize Corrao’s attire.
Our conversation is an opportunity that the Catalogue
Centre of the Sicilian Region justifies as a customer. It is
also the first conversation between us free from themes
of contingent work, although for over a year we have
been meeting to discuss the ways in which the Museo
Riso, a Museum of contemporary Sicilian art, and the
Orestiadi Foundation can collaborate on a project that
will go all through 2008: the project for restoration of
the Cretto by Burri (which Riso starts with studies, structural analyses and the opening of a knowledge Base preliminary to the restoration proper, which today appears
and thanks to this action finally within the scope and in
the intentions of the Sicilian Region) and the positioning
of the work of Richard Long Circe of Life in the Baglio di
Santo Stefano (the work belongs to the collection of Riso,
but the Museum has decided to show it to the public for
the first time at Gibellina, instead of in the rooms of the
min Palazzo Belmonte Riso in Palermo, thus clearly indicating the intention to give life to a museum diffused on
the island’s territory and creating a relationship between
the different centres of promotion and production of
contemporary art in Sicily, according to an idea of a museum whose collection and activity rooms are metaphorically and concretely spread out in the regional territory,
in the places where a coherent and motivated project of
contemporary art is already ongoing or can be given further identity).
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1. Gibellina, 2008, Ludovico Corrao at the Baglio di Stefano

2. The mayor of Gibellina, Ludovico Corrao, leads the protest movement
for rebuildinh after the earthquake

What season is Gibellina going through today? Or, if you
prefer, what seasons have there been in the history of Gibellina from the earthquake to today? What seasons
would you recognize today, forty years on?
What we are going through today is a season with a presence … a tension … a remarkable attention by groups of
young people, of university researchers, of students; you
just have to see the number of degree dissertations that
they come to do here, these young people’s stays, the experiences they have here. It is a revitalisation of the
works done and a spur to go on.

What interest did the government of the time have in
flattening it and devastating it?
The interest was a double one. There was first the wish
to declare closed the story of an area that for centuries
had been destined to abandonment, poverty, exploitation, and hence to declare the end of any possible illusion
or hope of resurrection. Starting from the purely economic presupposition that where the land is poor it is not
even worth investing a lira, and it is better to encourage
people to run away, in accordance with the interest of
firms that would have liked to make money in this operation of wiping everything out. To make people abandon
this land once and for all, governments were even getting ready to provide ships for the desperate emigrants
to be sent to Canada, Australia, Venezuela, also to northern Europe, as desperate low-cost manpower …

Would you define this a season of rediscovery of the Gibellina art and architecture project by the youngest generations?
Not only rediscovery but re-appropriation of this new
town and the dream that created it by the young people
of Gibellina, who have launched into the new branches
of knowledge, with very different and advanced orientations, but are also engaged in theatre, in the applied
arts, in craftsmanship, and therefore bear in themselves
this germ that is the natural fruit of their having grown
up in an environment on which they have drawn abundantly, because of the mythical and mystical presence of
many artists with whom they have worked. I believe that
the most important datum recorded today is the permanence of a body of artistic craftsmen emerging from the
territory, with strong valorisation of the characteristics
and material identities, but also immaterial ones, of nature, of the landscape, of the territory.
Is it true that perhaps too many artists have worked for
Gibellina and Gibellina now is more alone? Was there at
one time an excessive concentration of enthusiasm that
would have been useful subsequently too, when attention moved elsewhere?
There are different moments. One is the moment of the
re-founding of the town, which fully involves all energies,
while the other one is the time of the necessary quiet, of
the spiritual idleness that comes after so much creativeness. The slow assimilation, absorption, the transubstantiation inside oneself of that history and that period. It is
above all the moment of the return, of the return of big
numbers of emigrants, of those people that at the time
ran away from Sicily because of the earthquake, and scattered all over the world. Perhaps today they are no
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longer the ones that return, because they are too old.
Their children come, from Australia, from Venezuela,
from America. They come to rediscover the land of their
parents, but above all the living disaster that was Gibellina, the complex story of a town of living ruins.
Still?
Well. Living ruins that were the legacy of very hard periods, of emigration, of illnesses, of hunger, of poverty, of
mafia violence and feudal power. Of enlistment for wars,
of the return of the corpses of the best young men in the
town. Ruins of ancient Gibellina that was inhabited by
the ancient Elymians and then by different civilizations
that followed one another down to the Islamic one.
Gibellina clearly bears the signs of all this.
Living ruins of a landscape devastated by geographical
and human isolation and by all the rest of the world. And
then the living ruin of 15 January 1968. The double ruin,
let’s say.
Why double?
Because it was the earthquake, which destroyed much of
the town. And it was also the insanity of a government
that wanted to raze these places to the ground, also wiping out the remaining homes left standing in the old
town. They wanted to blow it up with TNT, to have it flattened by bulldozers …
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Let us go back to the rebuilding of Gibellina. Who selected the artists that participated?
The artists responded to the appeal of other intellectuals
and artists, spontaneously. And the selection happened
naturally, not so much through criteria of aesthetics or
affiliation to schools and styles, but rather through willingness to accept the challenge that every man – and all
the more every artist – sets himself with respect to the
reasons for his or her life, his or her existence, but also
his or her artistic mission, which has to face the necessities of the moment, with the construction of a future,
with a sense of belonging not to a vision but to a living
reality … And therefore the appeal was answered first of
all by great Sicilians like Consagra and Carla Accardi …
and their invitation, their presence, set going the influx
of so many many others. As did the invitation continually
thrown out by the spontaneous committees of the local
population …
But how decisive is Corrao in that exceptional participation and mobilization?
Well, I have been here since the night of the earthquake …
Certainly, but in the choice of the artists or in their adhesion, what role does Corrao play?
In what way?
In the choice of the artists.
I repeat, the choice of the artists was a natural phenomenon, I would say determined by the high quality of
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3. Ludovico Corrao with Joseph Beuys among the rubble of Gibellina
in 1981 © - Mimmo Jodice
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those that first had come and came, and therefore also
determined by the selection that came about through
the mutual call between them. If there was …
Was there no artistic direction?
There was no artistic direction, but, let’s say, a “choral
fluid” that arose around this great miracle of art as the
mother of the re-founding of a civilization, of a territory.
And above all as a cradle of the future, as a vision …
So there was no mediation between …
No, no mediation, except the spontaneous appeal.
Though I specifically asked Burri and Beyus to come to
Gibellina.
Were Burri and Beyus directly invited by you? Did you
seek out them and their work for Gibellina?
Yes, these invitations were made directly by me. I deemed
them the artists most suited to the type of cultures of this
land, to the rewriting of the pages of the history of this
humble civilization, this country civilization, strong, tenacious, vibrating with the great civilizations by which the
territory is surrounded, between Segesta and Selinunte,
on the road that leads to the temples of Agrigento and
to Motya. There: we had to take up the crossroad of all
cultures. Let us not forget that Goethe, who had the vision of an extraordinary star that appeared to him in such
an unexpected way in the night that he considered it a
mysterious apparition, came this way. It was only the light
of a star that passed through the cracks of a ceiling but
the place, the context, the moment were so unique, that
for him it was an extraordinary vision, almost prophetic.
Have you felt at any time, somehow, at a certain point,
that after so much fervour the world of art could judge
the project on Gibellina concluded and the artists could
consider concluded the time of their commitment for
these people and this land?
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No, a project of that type can never be concluded.
Though it can be stopped by destructive wills that prefer
to return to the old system of spiritual, social and political
control of the population, because art is above all an expression of freedom against a robust attempt to return
to the origins, let us say violent, feudal, of the living
strengths of the population, of work. Let us not forget,
however, that in addition to these ruins of the past there
were great moments of struggle in the eighteenth century, peasants’ revolts against payment of exorbitant duties imposed by the vassals, the fight of the Sicilian Fasces,
which alas at Gibellina ended in a bloodbath, with the
police shooting at women and a big trial … held … and
at the head of this movement there were above all
women. Let us also not forget the great battles for the
conquest of freedom of the land, with the conquest of
the land reform in this flat territory, where the new town
now stands.
Is Ludovico Corrao a curator?
Is he a what?
Is he a curator?
Corrao is a bricklayer, together with the others …
No, no, a curator …
A bricklayer, together with the others [he laughs]. There.
I have laid my stone of stubbornness, of tenacity, as Sciascia said: “of tenacious concept” and of capacity to hope
against hope that this project would come true. It is
enough to remember that in the big protests in Palermo,
in Rome, there were not the flags of the parties, but
there were the cloths and the tapestries painted by
artists.
The battles with the great tapestries that were brought
… and then, of course …
For you what is a curator?
I consider myself not so much a curator but more a bricklayer together with all those that have worked as bricklayers in Gibellina.
But for you what should a curator do today? What would
he be? What role would he play or should he play?
He would continue to animate this dream.
I mean outside Gibellina. In contemporary art, today,
what function does a curator have in relation to artists?
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Ah, I see, you mean the role “in general” … A curator has
to have the ability to be himself, or herself, the
spokesperson of the needs of the history, of the traditions
of the territory where he or she operates, and therefore
he or she has to be capable of continuous and incessant
interaction with the artist. Not a simple receiver of the
work but a stimulator of the potentialities that every
artist has, to help him or her to find a different pathway
or a different language from those that he or she normally practises for commercial reasons or because he or
she is accustomed to the expressive form that is usual for
him or her. Here in Gibellina contact with reality has
forced artists to use new forms, new experiences, new
languages, at times unrecognizable.
Then you are saying that a curator is someone who succeeds in evolving the discourse of the artist, not only in
ordering it and displaying it.
Definitely. The curator must neither order nor simply receive the artist’s discourse. He or she has to enter into a
continuous constructive interaction with that discourse,
enriching it with observations, an expression of real
needs.
In this sense can we say that Corrao was something of a
curator for Gibellina? Or was the reality of the moment,
of the place, of the tragedy and of the inactivity of rebuilding an objective curator? Can it perhaps be the context that activate those processes of awareness and
stimulation for the artist and determines those general
criteria of trusteeship to which you refer? Who was the
curator of this project: the ongoing drama or Corrao?
In a way I played a role as an interlocutor rather than as
a curator. An active interlocutor. It is pressing. It is stimulating. But reciprocally with the artists, not one-way. It
has always been a fertile and continual interaction with
the artist, made up of giving and receiving, conveying
and getting back, putting him or her in conditions of absolute liberty of action, of expression. Of choice of his or
her role, in the end.
Why have you never wanted a curator with yourself, to
accompany you? You yourself have maintained that
Achille Bonito Olive was not a curator but an advisor, haven’t you?
He was an advisor and let us say he subsequently also in-
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tervened by organizing some big exhibitions, like “Landscape with ruins.” Taking care of hospitality for young
artists coming here to Gibellina, encouraging other artists
of his group to be present, like Mimmo Paladino, Enzo
Cucchi and so many others, Bonito Oliva managed above
all to broaden the vision of our project not only to Italian
artists, but to ones from all over the Mediterranean.
Was he the one that started your dialogue with the Mediterranean?
In a way, yes, in the first phase especially with Greece.
So in Gibellina there was, at some stage, a curator …
Yes, in a much later phase, but I repeat, I have to thank
Achille for this, though he also left us absolute autonomy
and liberty for other possible choices, other possible
openings. His role was important above all in his insistence on the need to overcome every barrier between
different artistic expressions or differentiations between
cultured art and so-called common people’s art. The
strong idea of hybridism in art, which here has meant,
has become, presence of artists that originated from
Africa.
Mediterranean, relationship between art and artistic
craftsmanship, hybridism of genres and techniques … is
all this a project of Achille Bonito Oliva’s or also of Corrao’s? How much is there of Corrao in these work orientations that are also orientations of cultural politics?
This led to our initiative of also having a centre in Tunis,
to strengthen these Mediterranean ties, because after all
the cultural, historical and artistic greatness of Sicily is the
expression of the greatness of the different civilizations
of the Mediterranean. There is no Sicilianness, or as has
sometimes been badly said, “Sicilitude.” Sicily is the universe, it is the mirror of the universe. It is the melting pot
of the universe. Its crossroad. The presence of new peoples with other cultures is remarkable all over Sicily. The
Tamils in Palermo, today, and thousands and thousands
of new ethnic groups. In Gibellina itself groups of Moroccans and Tunisians live, who live here and have got married here, with their families. It is the continual influx that
– alas – is rejected by a perverse logic of defence of identity or a purely economic one in Italy. You need to think
that Sicily has instead been a forerunner of receptiveness
and hospitality towards thousands and thousands of fugi-
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tives from around the world. For example, the first communities of Albanians fled from the Ottoman dominion,
and came here, helped by the Sicilians, and founded four
towns that still after centuries maintain their language,
their tradition, their religious organization, in a word
their culture. The rulers of the day were not afraid to welcome about ten thousand Albanians that came here to
seek peace and work. And today we forget that the
splendour of Sicily is due to immigration from Persia,
from Syria, from Yemen. Today the greatest masterpiece
of the whole Islamic civilization is in Sicily, in Palermo,
made by Islamic artists: the Palace Chapel is an absolute
masterpiece, but also a clear indication of coexistence, of
hybridism: the orgiastic and erotic scenes of the most refined Islamic art were put on the ceiling of a Catholic
church. Nor must we forget the power of the Arabic
poets in Sicily, of the poetic school of Frederick. All this
was the fruit of hybridism and the presence of other cultures and other people here in Sicily, of the many languages that were spoken and were also officially used.
Let us return to the construction of the biggest museum
of land art in Europe. How did you look for resources?
I have never considered this problem [laughs]. If had considered this problem, I would have stopped at the beginning, I would never have been able to do anything. First
of all a decisive factor was the enormous contribution of
the artists, who for themselves never expected anything
but a bowl of Sicilian pasta [laughs] …
Did they never ask for anything?
Never, never, never. Nothing.
How did you succeed in getting the huge sums necessary
for the realization of these works? To realize Pietro Consagra’s Star, for instance, how were the necessary funds
obtained?
We imagined it as we were walking in the territory where
the new town was to rise. It was natural for us to think
of it as a gate like the ancient gates of the ancient cities.
We looked for a gate for the new town that would express opening and not closing. One you freely enter and
go out through, as you go in and out of life, as Uncini’s
work in the monument to the people who died in the
earthquake points out, a door left half open, a shadow
that stretches out on the ground, which is the shadow of
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the underworld, but is also open to the light of the sun
of Sicily.
All right, but with what money was the Star afterwards
realized?
At the start small local committees, town, artists that
gave their folders that then we put on sale and from
which we got the money necessary for the raw material.
That is without government funding?
Never any. None.
No financing?
None, except … I don’t know … Consagra’s cemetery
gate. But the cemetery gate had to be done and so I said
that if they had to do one it was better to do one on a
project by Consagra. In that case they not only saved
money, but indeed invested.
Are you telling me that this exceptional twentieth-century experience, unique in Europe, was all realized with
private resources, not public ones?
Exactly, all with resources of the people. All only thanks
to the impetus, the generosity of the people of Gibellina,
who understood everything that was being done. When
for instance Consagra, from the Star project, made a
model for gold earrings, with a limited circulation of 300
pieces, the women of Gibellina bought all those objects
and they still wear them today with great pride. The
same goes for the folders of graphics projects. We have
had some private sponsors, for example for Burri’s work
it was Carlo Pesenti. Some local banks for some single
works. But all small contributions, because no commercial
racket was involved.
But all with private money, nothing with public money?
Not a lira of public money.
How much will what has been done in Gibellina be
worth?
In monetary terms it is absolutely incalculable. In moral
terms it is a continual and permanent yeast that stimulates so many economic activities in the whole territory.
If we think about the anthropological passage from a
mass of illiterate farmers – not illiterate only regarding
literature, but also regarding sciences and agriculture –
to being craftsmen, bricklayers, to building their houses.
This profound transformation that affected a town,
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something that had never been done before, I don’t say
by industrialization, but even by advanced craftsmanship,
and where the only form of artistic richness was given by
the work of the women engaged in weaving and in embroidery. This ideal of beauty, which is value, is inherent
in people’s minds.

nity. When we see the bare lines of Carla Accardi’s work
it is natural for us to think about the whole Arabic civilization, or there are Consagra’s very bold geometric
lines, which can very well be set alongside the figuration
of the creatures of the universe of the territory, or the reformulation by the great Sicilian Baroque.

Did you know contemporary art before the earthquake?
To some extent, because my frequentations led me from
the start to open my eyes on this remarkable world,
through my relationships with Carlo Levi, with Corrado
Cagli, with Guttuso and gradually with all the others …

You are telling me that Sicily has a historical predisposition to innovation, and the true Sicilian is a builder of
modernity because, being open to the new, he or she interprets the true Sicilian spirit.
Exactly.

When and how did you become consciously passionate
about contemporary art?
It happened in an almost natural way, first of all through
the sedimentation of curiosity and energies that were instilled in me by my parents. My mother drew and embroidered, also to help to keep the family. My father was a
remarkable mechanical craftsman, who built me the
shepherds of the Christmas manger in clay, in glue, in
cloths with glues, in sculpted wood. On his knees, when
I was a child, he had me read the Divine Comedy illustrated by Gustave Doré. The passage between the art of
the past and the art of the new that was triumphing
seemed natural, as has always been the case for Sicily.
When we think about the great Baroque rebuilding not
only in the Val di Noto but also in the Ragusa area, we
have to think about an expression of the artistic novelty
of that time in relation to the old arts of the past, and so
the Baroque was a choice that today we would define
“contemporary”; it was not a repetition of Greek art or
Roman art or Byzantine art.

In your opinion this region is not impermeable to the
new.
Exactly. This is Sicily. It has always been like this in its history. In every calamity it has always tried to regenerate
itself through the beauty of that time, not recreating
copies of the past, but reading the germs of the future
in its past, because every past contains the germs of the
future, because art is such that it is projected forward,
not closed in itself. Anyone who does not understand
Consagra has not understood all ancient art in Sicily. Just
as anyone who does not understand Picasso has never understood Raphael and Giotto.

Certainly …
I would almost say that every calamity in Sicily has been
an opportunity to try out new expressions of the new
century in which these tragedies happened.
True, without doubt. However, you will agree that the
choice by a Sicilian, from Gibellina, to approach contemporary art with the intensity and the visionariness that
have distinguished it has something out of the ordinary
about it, because the culture of these lands does not
seem a culture particularly open to innovation …
But the problem is knowing how to read this ancient culture, because this culture has in it the germs of moder-
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You, faced with the need to rebuild a village, its social
life and its economy, face the utopia inherent in every
project for total rebuilding choosing contemporary art
not only as a style and a language, but as an almost exclusive object of commitment to re-foundation. It was
not the only tool, the only possible way.
At that time it was the only one.
Why?
Because this broken land was heading for permanent
ruin, and so it was necessary to find motives and new energies, prospects and hopes to offer the people. Why
should they have stayed in this land that had always rejected them, had made them scatter like flocks all over
the world, people that the history of this land had humiliated, and aimed at the definitive obliteration, not only
physical but historical, of this territory? We had to give
these people the strength and desire to stay and undertake a pathway. We could not only offer them purely economic terms in which they would not have believed,
because they have always been deluded and disap-
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pointed by the promises of all governments, which are
never kept. These are people that have always and only
had trust, if at all, in themselves and in their own abilities.
Here it was necessary to give back trust, to revive the
sparks of spent fires in the hearts of men and only art and
culture could do this. Nothing is more useless than culture, but nothing can be done without this uselessness.
If you take away from people the strength of the dream,
they go into a state of psychosis, of incurable illness.
Couldn’t the “dream”, instead of being linked to art and
architecture, have been of a productive, occupational,
character, with experimental cooperative firms? Did it really have to be only of an artistic character?
That productive possibility would have come only “if and
insofar as” there had been sufficient energy to also face
an economic development. There was none and these
people felt they were denied this. Without this vital fire
inside you cannot face anything. This is the purely economic illusion of today: believing that wealth and development can lead to the transformation of man. It’s the
other way round.
What role has communication, good communication,
good media promotion, played in this project of rebirth?
I have to say that communication has had a remarkable
role. I would almost say it has acted in the air, in magnetic
waves. Communication primed, sustained, nurtured by
the presence of these artists, by the great reports produced and broadcast by Italian and overseas televisions.
The great documentaries by Sergio Zavoli, on the death
of that poor child, Cuccuredda … and more recently also
the visit by John Paul II, who evoked the tragedy of the
children that died in the earthquake and launched his
very violent excommunication against the mafia, which
had oppressed these populations.
John Paul II came here, to Gibellina …
To these places … to the centre of all the earthquake
areas, and then to Mazara, we have the photos here.
And did he relaunch his attack on the mafia from here?
In Agrigento …
At the temples, right?
“In the name of God, convert!” “The Judgment for you
will be terrible …” A thing that was really … he was step-
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ping out of line, with a force and a vehemence …. And
then, just think, Don Puglisi was from Castelvetrano, near
here. The archpriest of Gibellina was killed by the mafia
because he led the movement of the peasants that occupied the lands in the first post-war period.
In all this story of yours, how important has spirituality
been? Has it always been constant or has it been intermittent?
I would say that, through the very nature of human resistance, it has been intermittent, but always nurtured in
people’s hearts, handed down in the oral tradition, in
folk songs, with the great contribution of poets like Ignazio Buttitta.
You are speaking to me about the spirituality of these
lands, but I asked about you. For Corrao, how important
has spirituality been? How much has it conditioned you
or oriented you?
For me no, it has never been intermittent.
Has it been constant?
Yes. It is the reason for my life, it is what has made me
abandon everything and has made me devote all myself
to this dream.
Does Corrao believe in God?
[reflects]. I believe in the universal spirit. I believe in the
great evangelical message, in the great message of liberation of peoples.
Why didn’t Corrao create a structure, an institution that
after the first years of spontaneous work channelled the
work of all these artists?
We created the Orestiadi, there is the Orestiadi Foundation.
Thirty years later, however.
Six, seven years ago. I do not remember the date precisely. When it was clear that the small forces of a commune could not hold up such a complicated network of
relations and relationships, which is enriched every day,
then we created this reality.
But not in those initial years. Much later …
In those years we did it with the spontaneous strengths
of everybody.
Have you always wanted the Gibellina project to maintain a more or less spontaneous dimension?
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Exactly, but also made up of important collaborations. I
do not forget some public institutions like the Teatro
Massimo in Palermo, which contributed …
What did it do?
The first three years of the trilogy of the Oresteia, here
at Gibellina. Those first three editions were entirely
funded by the Teatro Massimo. The university of Palermo
too, through its courses …
But you did not choose to create an autonomous, local,
institution in Gibellina, a cultural reality that would be
responsible for ideas and projects, as the Orestiadi Foundation did to some extent afterwards. An institution conceived at the beginning of the project would perhaps
have been able to guarantee better the development of
the project thirty years ago, and give it organization and
structure, prospects of consolidation …
No, I did not constitute any structure because I believed
in the free formation of the cultural trial, in progressive,
continuous, experimental, unencoded becoming of ideas
and initiatives. The thing is, the risk that codification involves is that of embalming, of stiffening … The freer
things are, instead … Indeed, today’s Foundation has a
private structure and continues to maintain this experimental spirit, of spontaneous development through association of ideas and free contributions.
Did this choice also have to do with necessity, or more
exactly with the difficulty of finding people and professionalisms that you considered up to this delicate and
complex assignment?
In effect the selection of the quality of the people and
the collaborators that were trained working on these
projects was very important. We worked involving the
people of Gibellina, but also with the contribution of
people that came from outside, from other cities and regions … Advisors, friends, visiting artists, through …
Did you not create an institution because in those years
you did not find suitable people in Sicily or for other reasons?
I have little trust in institutions. The institutions, the structures that can be created, are like the life of men: they
are destined to go down in time, to weaken their creative
strength … The risk of the codification of a project is then
being imprisoned in oneself. The dream has to remain
something that is instead in a state of becoming …
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From the giantism of the beginning – for the great works
that were realized here were an expression of giantism –
Gibellina passes on to the particularism of the Wefts, to
the single works of craft and visual art of the Museum of
the Wefts at the Baglio Di Stefano. From the artists that
construct their works opening building yards and using
cement or experiment with the new architecture of buildings and piazzas, Gibellina passes on to the precious but
minute work of craftsmen that work the warp …
Exactly. Meaning what is, after all, the history of the continuous leavening of the world of culture and the world
of art. As also the history of reception, of the need to recognize cultural expressions that are different from egocentric ones, which are more easily recognized. For just
as a painter on a canvas unleashes his imagination and
his fragility, so too a woman at the loom frees up her
imagination, her dreams, her loving interlacements. And
when that woman deeply expresses the emotions she receives from her life and that in turn she is able to give to
the life of others, at that time, in that gesture on the
loom we can see an artistic expression.
It is, however, something different from the creative gesture of the artist …
We can say that there are artists, but we have to recognize that there are also craftsmen, without whom, without whose ancient job … Because artists too, after all,
draw deeply on folk traditions, for example you only
need to think about music …
But does not the Museum of Wefts perhaps also represent a form of withdrawal from the great utopian initial
project of Gibellina? Or is perhaps just a way of going beyond that project?
No, it is absolutely not a withdrawal, if anything it is a
form of encouragement to test oneself and one’s own
imaginative strength. Which is also a form of salvation
from depression, from boredom, from the failure of lives.
In what sense?
A refuge.
In what sense? Please explain it better.
When a woman … a craftsman, lives among terrible and
immense difficulties, he or she is tempted by depression,
by abandonment, by surrender. When instead he or she
finds in himself or herself the strength to discover the
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deep reasons for his or her very existence, why he or she
is here, on this earth, why he or she is part of this universe, of this creation, then in him or her a liberating
strength is unleashed that helps society to get over resignation, immobilism, the suffering of every day and the
punishments of life. It is a something of a cathartic function, as certain times religion can be.
Because, according to you, in this passage from the contemporary art that we know today – here at Gibellina
above all monumental, at any rate significant, done by
famous artists, in the search for meaning, naturally, but
also for recognisability, market communication – in this
passage from the contemporary art of rebuilding to the
mixture of art and craftsmanship that is the poetic of the
Museum of Mediterranean Wefts, despite the powerful
communication that has always accompanied Gibellina
and its initiatives, why doesn’t a movement start, a tendency to emulate the phenomenon, a school? It is as if
this new experience, this new orientation of cultural
work undertaken, was confined to Gibellina, very locally
characterized …
Quite the opposite, because the wefts are Mediterranean, that is to say they are wefts of everything that
that was the civilization of the world at that time. And
then the Mediterranean bears in it the history of all
Mediterranean peoples, the history of their migrations,
the history of the beginnings of every time, the history
of the Penelopes, the history of Mary Magdalene who
wants to scent Christ’s body with ointments, the salvific
and erotic passion of Theresa of Avila …
I understand the promptings that this new project brings
with it, but who has followed the thematic example of
the Mediterranean? After having offered places for some
of the greatest examples of contemporary art and architecture, after making Gibellina one of the places that are
an international symbol of the tragedy and the modernity of the re-founding and the possible utopia, at a certain moment you begin to move in a new direction,
proposing a bold approach regarding expression and display, a new map of values between craftsmanship and
art...
Here we all follow it …
Certainly, here you are its promoters. But I ask you where
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this experiment had led the way, elsewhere?
This has not happened yet. In this sense I have to say that
we ourselves are looking above all at North Africa …
Have you received more attention in North Africa than
elsewhere?
Yes, because their traditions are also our own. When you
think that the great embroideries of Morocco or Tunisia
are taught by women who are wives of poor emigrants
from Sicily and still in Tunis the terms of the lexicon of
embroidery are Sicilian terms – “ricamo” is still called
“raccamo”, as the Sicilian women taught them – or that
Franciscan fathers in Morocco taught women embroidery
as a possibility of work and salvation from the degradation forced on them by Islamic society … You can still
find, in isolated villages in Morocco, the “Assisi stitch” …
not to mention all the other minor arts: from the construction of boats to the construction of mosaics. Mosaics
in Sicily were made by African craftsmen; the enterprises
that made mosaics, including the famous ones at Piazza
Armerina, were the fruit of the skill of enterprises that
originated from North Africa, from Cartage.
It is true, however in Italy …
In Italy, alas …
In Italy people continue to do contemporary art exhibitions not perceiving the idea of hybridism that you propose here …
Not only, but there is this ugly result of the academic
schools, of the universities that divide the arts into sectors
each closed in itself, without seeing the continuity, the
connections, without seeing the whole. The artist is not
born an artist at random … He is born an artist because
he perceives the deep humours of the history of his people, of the past, of his land, of the promptings of nature
that surrounds him.
Then how would you define the project of blending of
art and craftsmanship in which you are engaged today:
experimental outpost or unrepeated experience that has
not succeeded in producing a trend school?
An outpost no, because we are an example that unfortunately is followed very little or followed in a very sectorial, particularist way, always in search of art and the
beautiful, of beauty, not of the deep values that the art
of any epoch has in it. When I hear people say that art is
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identified with beauty I appreciate the beautiful concept,
because certainly art is an expression of the light and
beauty of God. But art is not only this and it would be a
terrible thing if it were only this, because it would be an
art of contemplation, not of transformation of the identity of man, of his destiny. Art is not only wellbeing. It is
also the transposition of calamities, of the ugly things of
humanity, to pursue – of course – a higher ideal, of a superior order.
How have you experienced the relationship between periphery and centre?
This is another grave chapter. For while in past centuries,
especially in the nineteenth century, the relationship between periphery and centre was much more mobile than
now, because there had been a whole artisan class – who
in our country villages represented the intellectual class
– who moved to go to know, to see operas, but as in all
places in Sicily the theatres where the most important
theatrical companies came and therefore they had the
opportunity to follow, there being no television then.
Certainly …
As a child I assisted at performances by Ermete Zacconi
in Alcamo, for example. The bands of Sicily were afterwards the schools of American jazz for the Sicilians in
America. There was more transversality … even without
the means of communication that today seem to make
all information accessible to us, there was more exchange, more communication. Today there is separateness, in this case too, as always, as a consequence of a
wrong conception of the economy, which is seen as an
endless and exclusive source of wealth. Because of this
erroneous ideal of wealth, man becomes enslaved to
himself, populations are enslaved to their own land, they
try to over-exploit its resources, like oil, and the spasmodic search for possession of resources unleashes wars,
the fire of the world.
Then the periphery did not exist at one time … it begins
to exist when …
It existed for the humblest categories, for those people
who did not have any opportunities and were the “periphery.” But we could say that even the humblest,
through the phenomenon of emigration, had anyway an
opportunity to know other worlds, new worlds. When
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some of these old farmers return from America to Gibellina they are happy to see this new town of theirs, because they feel as if they were in “New York”, as they say.
It is not like “New York”, certainly, but the spirit of this
new town is modern like the one they met in America,
and they are proud of this.
Now instead there is separateness.
Now there is silting up, classification that shuts up in
cages the different forms of knowledge and does not let
us discover the complexity of the relationships between
them. And there is above all isolation of man as the true
and only centre. Now man is the periphery, the periphery
of a centre that is the society of wealth and wellbeing.
The other societies, that of love, of joy, of suffering, of
marginalisation … are left on the edges.
Does the artist seek the periphery when he seeks himself,
and look for the centre instead when he seeks results, recognition and success?
The artist, in my opinion, seeks the centre when he seeks
a stage and a stage on which there is the deus ex
machina. Especially for us Italians, for those us who come
from the marginal regions of Italy, the heart always remains in the small local fatherlands, and so it is for emigrants from Friuli, from Sicily, or Neapolitans … These
artists cultivate a double feeling, they have a double
heart. What happened here with the earthquake was the
demonstration of this; they gave life to the “phenomenon of the return.”
What do you mean by the “phenomenon of the return?”
All the great Sicilian artists have come to Gibellina. They
felt that here was their land, their destiny, that here the
problems of the art market had no citizenship. What
more could we offer, we, a small village in the centre of
Sicily destroyed, to Beyus than he had already from the
market? Nothing. And this was true of all the other great
artists like Alighiero Boetti, who worked with the women
in Afghanistan, as he worked here with the women in
Gibellina. Here is what we could offer them: the possibility of seeking in the periphery the roots of their own
being, their own soul.
Nino Soldano. How does he come into the story of this
project?
Nino is from this area, from Sciacca. He immediately par-
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ticipated in the movement of rebirth of the town with
the donation of his collection of graphics works. Then by
inducing artists to come here. He was the one that invited
Schifano to Gibellina. His too is the story of an emigrant
artisan: Soldano made frames in Rome and doing that
work was able to discover contemporary art. These are
the mutual flows I spoke about, the contaminations between artists and artisans, between handicraft production of art and the creativeness of visual art. The Museum
of Mediterranean Wefts is also founded upon these
awarenesses.
Is Sicily refractory to the modern?
Definitively not, quite the contrary. It accepts, takes in
modernity, because the Sicilian land is a virgin land. With
some sarcasm so-called educated tourists asked Gibellina
farmers what they understood of this art, of these works,
and the farmers answered no, they did not understand,
they did not have the tools, but they felt a deep and alluring emotion. It is the same thing as a child feels faced
with contemporary art: it excites his imagination, above
all his freedom of imagination.
Who are the young people that produce contemporary
art in Sicily today?
There are many, there are many young people, some already well known abroad, in England, in America. Others
prefer to stay here. Some of them are high-level ones,
whose works are present in our museum.
Do the young people that produce contemporary art
today know Gibellina?
For young people this is the only reference point in Sicily
where they can feel welcome, understood, encouraged,
The Orestiadi: what have they been and what are they
today?
The Orestiadi came into being out of a need for an indepth examination of the relationship between the history
of each of us and the great myths of the Mediterranean
in which our history is identified. They are a moment of
elevated civilization meant to celebrate the rebirth of the
town, which wants to offer itself to a process of analysis
of the reasons for life and existence. As an artistic programme it can also be defined as a way of involvement of
different artistic disciplines in a single project, to overcome
those that I define “forms of separateness.” Music, stage
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and text are blended in a single vision … without any regret, but to create the new fates of history.
After their beginning, what are the Orestiadi becoming
over the years?
They have become a phenomenon of great participation
of artists and people, especially in the first years, when
the stage was the ruins of Gibellina and every show a
symbolic evocation and at the same time a strong appeal
to life that has to continue.
In comparison to similar festivals held in Sicily, like for instance in Taormina, Palermo, Ortygia, in what do they differ?
Those are totally different initiatives, motivated by very
different logics. Those are useful, necessary for tourist
and hotel flows.
In the many cultural projects which you have set going,
you have never built, you have never conceived any projects in competition with others. Is this only because the
reason for every initiative in Gibellina was so evident as
even to prevent comparison with others?
The problem I have always considered is offering a stimulus to anyone that wants to use it, to be yeast and salt
of this earth.
Who financed the Orestiadi?
We receive small contributions …
But at least here is government funding effective?
We receive limited regional government funding but the
Sicilian Region does not give funding to the Orestiadi,
but to all the activities of the Orestiadi Foundation: from
scientific research to museums and conferences, also theatrical and cultural events.
And never any national financings?
Dwarfish, some also cancelled in time.
For the Orestiadi what was the dimension of the commitment in media communication of these activities? Was it
still important in order to be able to get people to speak
of the rebuilding and expectations of this community?
Communication is an aspect that must always be cultivated, but we need resources, which we have not had or
which in time have weakened our ability and necessity to
communicate.
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But were you seeking communication?
Yes, communication is the basis of giving and receiving.
However, now it also takes place in informal ways like
word of mouth. Do you see the people that come here
to the Baglio? One calls the other …
Is communication still necessary for Gibellina?
Yes, if it still communicates something of Gibellina and
its motivations, not if it only communicates the external
aspect of the reality.
But does Gibellina still have to defend its rebirth or not?
Certainly. Because like all towns, this one too never ends.
In every town every day a new stone is set, they demolish
others, this is the deep meaning of towns: continual
transformation.
But is the emergency over?
The emergency yes, certainly. Now the emergency, as in
the whole of Sicily, is the lack of work, above all for
young school leavers. The worst thing that has been done
and goes on being done in Sicily is the creation of a network of training institutes completely detached from the
real needs, the potentialities and the prospects of this
land. Art and vocational schools have been abolished,
and this is a serious crime. Some schools have been created to give salaries to teachers and diplomas to young
people … The true revolution would be a profound structural reform of school courses and institutions.
What economy has this project produced today? This
model of rebuilding that chose art and very new architecture, and also chose to revalue the relationship between art and craftsmanship and lastly to focus your
action on recovering the relationship between Sicily and
the Mediterranean and North Africa, this long project
that has gone on for forty years, what economy has it
produced?
For our lands it is always a matter of poor economies, always bearing in mind that the anthropological substratum of the people was not equipped for a transformation
to different economies. With the disappearance of feudalism a world disappears … But small land ownership
triumphs just the same and creates new opportunities.
These lands that one day were just bare and fallow now
are coloured by the enamels of the colours of the green
of the olive tree, vineyards, the yellow of melons. The
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enormous network of social cooperatives for the processing of agricultural products at Gibellina too has given rise
to a small artisan area … Here there are already small
winemaking industries that are doing well in the international panorama, the confectionery industry, the ricotta and cheese industry, little things that constitute a
slender weft of economy, and around these evidently
there is a whole catering industry and accommodation
for families with bed & breakfasts full and always, always
active …
Have you ever had the suspicion that artists and architects that arrived here produced more to participate in
this competition than really to help Gibellina?
Some certainly did this, and they are the ones most extraneous to the spirit of these places. However, most of
them, led by Pier Luigi Vicoli, through the laboratories
that were run here, were really involved and deeply participated. A lot of the criticisms that are still made of
Gibellina by the world of architecture come from those
people who were not so much excluded but did not yet
exist at that time, or were not part of the new schools
that succeeded one another here. But think instead
about Franco Purini, or Francesco Venezia … their relationship with architecture evidently derived from a deep
passion for the discipline and therefore for the way in
which they were truly to relate to the territory, the men,
the situation they were getting into. Not technical exhibitionism or playing a role but architecture for men. They
truly worked for Gibellina.
You maintain that contemporary art, unlike classical art,
does not prompt people to speak of the work in itself,
but, through the latter, is an opportunity, a way, to speak
of other things.
It is true: contemporary art makes us speak of other
things, it makes us speak of real problems linked to existence, the contradictions, the lacerations of today’s
world, or of today’s man. But it is always tempted by selfaffirmation and its egocentric role.
Today what has become of that active workshop that Gibellina was? Is there not a risk of it just being a museum,
today?
Yes, in part. Indeed that collection of works that I organized at the commune and that they have pompously cho-
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sen to call “Museum of contemporary art” is a little
paralysing, while here the Foundation is rich in real openings. Continual contacts avoid this risk.
Do you not feel the need to relaunch that project, that
exciting phase?
Certainly, but of course it cannot happen anymore on the
same scale, that of the rebuilding of the town. Today we
can have as our objective the creation of many oases,
here in Gibellina, and more here in the Foundation.
These oases can be high-level reference points for continual cultural exchange with artists from all over the
world. The arrival of Richard Long [with the work Circe
of Life, of Richard Long, a work belonging to the collection of the Museo Riso and displayed to the public for
the first time at the Orestiadi Foundation, in October
2008], within the “5venti” project and for this very intelligent operation of culturally reconnecting the cultural
centres of contemporary Sicily, in this sense is very significant.
How many projects were not realized at Gibellina among
the many that were possible at that time?
The project of the commercial centre and the town library was not realized, because the state greatly diminished the financings that it had promised to provide,
while we are going ahead with the project of the polyvalent cultural centre designed by Consagra, which includes a toy loan centre, a health centre, a theatre,
reference points for life and for passage from one side
to the other of the town. It is already ongoing, or at least
it seems it will get started again.
Who decided not to realize these works?
The central government, because of the scandal of the
so-called profligate use of taxpayers’ money in the Belice
valley …. Which of course was not really a scandal, because you cannot think of rebuilding villages without
equipping them with the structures necessary for today’s
civil society.
How did a movement contrary to the Gibellina project
arise? In your opinion who set going or favoured that widespread hostility to the Belice project? Was it perhaps
motivated by the overlong time that seemed to be required for rebuilding, which seemed endless?
It was just a matter of defamation. The defamation was
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instrumental to the true design, of an economic nature,
which was to close the chapter that concerned this land
and its people, limiting the action of the central state to
rebuilding the houses, since all the rest would have been
superfluous. There was even a law that forbade the use
of 2% of the amounts used for public works in favour of
works of art as regarded Gibellina … That law was valid
for all Italy, except for the rebuilding of the Belice area.
Just think, a law to deny a right to this town and these
people! The aim was to throw this population back into
the dark years of their history.
But who was behind this? Was it the fruit of the times or
errors that had been made here in Gibellina?
Different economic parties. The resources destined for us
must have been moved to other parts of Italy, much
stronger than us in those years.
Was it not also a consequence of some orientations that
emerged from local and Sicilian politics?
Sicilian politics only made the mistake of being submissive and being a silent witness. As always, the expression
of a supine class subservient to the interests of the ruler.
And then everything interweaves with the big strategies
of the mafia, the killing of judges, of union leaders …
“Sicily is an island in the island and Gibellina is an island
in the island.” Is it a definition that you like?
I certainly like it. But islands can also be landing places,
not only points of isolation or definitive departure. A raft
that can also bring salvation. However tragic, even the
flow of emigrants that in these years risk their lives, for a
journey that turns our sea into a cemetery, is a sign of the
attraction that this land continues to exert. There is a part
of beauty in the dream of a land like Sicily, desired,
dreamt of, rich in promises.
In your opinion what relationship is there today between
the young people that live in Gibellina and the village
that their fathers rebuilt?
There is pride, I see it when their relatives come, their
friends, see them help tourists and accompany them. I see
pride, above all I see it in children …
But when you started this project, were you talking to Gibellina, to Italy or to the world? Who did you want to
speak to? Who were you addressing?
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I was addressing the people of this land, because salvation could only come from them. Others can only contribute to your salvation.
What is “utopia?” Some think it is an unattainable ideal,
others that a utopian project is really an opportunity to
show what reality lacks, what we would like to criticize
of reality.
The etymology of the word is clearer than the interpretations. The present meaning has certainly turned this
word into the expression of a destination at the same
time to be reached and unattainable, which sends you to
other destinations, in a continual searching movement,
a higher search for life. The true utopia today is to conquer the planetary system.
But did you create a utopia here or not?
Here I have sought and am still seeking the genius loci in
the meanders of cultural and artistic expressions, to rediscover it in the depths of the passages of the different
civilizations through this territory.
Who do you remember today as fellow-travellers in this
experience of those years?
A great many people. I feel fortunate to have had the
opportunity to converse and to receive messages, words,
smiles from so many exceptional artists. We are speaking
of people who are dead now … Fausto Melotti, John
Cage, Joseph Beyus … Many musicians …
What is it that you would correct or would not repeat?
It is difficult to answer this question, because every action
is conditioned by the moment when it takes place; when
things are realized there are some conditions around us
that are unrepeatable, nothing is ever motionless, everything always seems a different thing … And precisely this
is the beautiful thing, this search, this rediscovery, this
sort of desire to always go along different and new
paths, never to feel the same.
If you had to remember or recall some works in the different fields of creation, having gone through the different disciplines of art in Gibellina, what images do you
still carry with you?
The great emotions that some artists gave me in those
years: of Carlo Levi I remember the inflamed words that
he uttered in a famous night-time vigil in Gibellina, by
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the light of torches, with thousands of flags of desperate
people, a poetic message that was never recorded but remains in the hearts of the people that listened to it. Of
Leonardo Sciascia the horror with which he chose to communicate to the world the massacre that was taking place
in the “temporary” accommodation (the intellectuals’ appeal). Alberto Burri’s Cretto, Consagra’s Star, the stage
works by Arnaldo Pomodoro, for the passion with which
he worked here even in horrible climatic conditions, of
heat, cold, among ruins. The greatest theatrical event
was “The Trojan Woman” staged by Thierry Salmon, and
there was also the “Oresteia” by Xenakis, recited in classical Greek – people were touched, and cried, as if they
were listening to their own language; they felt those
words, in a language they did not understand but perceived, as if it originated from the deep darkness of their
own being. The choir of Gibellina children in the Eumenides …
What have you read that has particularly struck you in
these years?
What I have reread, above all. The great works of the
Greek poets and the contemporary poets.
Poetry.
Poetry, deeply. When some friend tried to limit my
strength of imagination on Carlo Levi, telling me that I
did not understand anything about poetry, I responded:
“precisely for this reason I esteem him and admire him”
[laughs]. Sicilian literature does not persuade me deep
down, to me it seems epidermal, superficial, it lacks the
greatness of the Greek authors that wrote in Sicily. Even
the Leopard, the success of many very important authors
today … Like the literary extolment of Saviano’s book
“Gomorra” … My children gave it to me. I was a criminal
lawyer in Sicily for forty years; in that book I found such
ordinary things in comparison to what I saw and knew of
Sicily in those years [laughs]. Reading it I reflected on
how the world repeats itself. And on the strange destiny
of the past and future of Sicily, on everything that this
land has already seen and experienced before all the others, on how Sicily already has a memory of what now is
happening that is “new” elsewhere.
19 August 2008, Gibellina.
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LUDOVICO’S ISLAND
ANTONINO BUTTITTA

The ancient Greeks, though treasuring the logico-linguistic abstractions of the Babylonian Enuma Elish of Aristotle and the Aristotelians, also sought the origin of life
in a concrete place and thought about Sicily, dominated
by kronos, the father of Zeus. Let us hear what Diodorus
Siculus has to say about it:
we will first of all deal with Sicily, both because it is the most
fertile of the islands and because it is in the first place for
the antiquity of the myths that concern it. […] The Siceliotes
that live there have learned from their ancestors (a notice
that has been handed down to the descendants uninterruptedly since time immemorial) that the island is sacred to
Demeter and kore; some poets recount that on the occasion
of the wedding of Pluto and Persephone, this island was
given by Zeus to his bride as a wedding present. The most
authoritative historians affirm that the Sicani (who lived in
Sicily in ancient times) were autochthonous, that the aforesaid goddesses appeared for the first time on this island and
that Sicily first produced the fruit of corn thanks to the fertility of its land. […] And indeed in the plain of Lentini and
in many other places in Sicily there now also grows so-called
wild corn. In short, if an investigation were made on the discovery of corn, in order to establish in what part of the inhabited earth it first appeared, it is likely that the primacy
would be accorded to the most fertile land. Accordingly with
what has been said, it is possible to ascertain that the goddesses that discovered corn are extraordinarily revered by
the Siceliotes.
The most evident proof of the fact that the abduction of
kore took place in Sicily would be (so they say) the following:
the goddesses dwelt on this island because they loved it extraordinarily. According to the myth, the rape of kore took
place in the meadows near Enna. This place is near the city,
superior to the others for the beauty of the violets and all
types of flowers, worthy of the goddess. It is said that because of the scent of the flowers that burgeon there, dogs,
used to going hunting, do not succeed in following the trail,
because they are prevented by the scent from perceiving it
physically. The meadow of which we are speaking is flat at
the centre and rich in water; raised, instead, at the edges, it
goes down sheer with precipices on every side. It seems to
lie at the centre of the whole island, and so some call it the
navel of Sicily. Near it there are sacred woods surrounded by
swamps and a big cave in which there is an abyss that takes
you underground in the north direction: according to the
myth it was here that Pluto emerged with his chariot, when
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he abducted kore. The violets and other flowers that give
off scent burgeon there without interruption and against
every rule the whole year round and cause the place to appear constantly in bloom and delightful. According to the
myth, Athena and Artemis, who had also chosen virginity
and were raised with kore, were wont to pick flowers together with her and to prepare the peplos for their father
Zeus. Since they spent the time together and were intimate
with one another, all three loved this island remarkably and
each of them was allotted a part of the territory: Athena the
zone of Himera, where the Nymphs, to please the goddess,
made warm water gush out of the springs when Heracles
came to Sicily; then the inhabitants consecrated to Athena a
city and the territory that still today is called Athenaeum.
Artemis received from the gods the island that is in Syracuse
and that oracles and men from her name called Ortygia. On
this island too the Nymphs themselves, wanting to please
Artemis, caused a big spring to gush forth that is called
Arethusa. This spring contained many big fishes and not only
in ancient times; it happens that in our own day too fish are
still found, because they are sacred and must not be touched
by men. Often some ate them in war circumstances, but the
divinity sent unusual signs and brought great bad luck to
those people who had dared to take them: of this we will
give an accurate description at the appropriate moment.
Like the two goddesses mentioned above, kore too was allotted the meadows near Enna; to her there was then consecrated, in the territory of Syracuse, a rich spring called
Cyane. According to the myth, Pluto, having carried out the
rape, took kore in his chariot near Syracuse: he tore up the
earth, went down with the abducted girl to Hades and
caused a spring to gush forth, called Cyane, near which the
Syracusans every year hold a famous feast; private people
sacrifice small victims, while the public ceremony contemplates immersion of bulls in the water; this sacrifice was introduced by Heracles at the time when he crossed the whole
of Sicily driving the oxen of Geryon. After the rape of kore,
Demeter (says the myth), since she did not succeed in finding
her daughter, lit torches by the craters of Etna, went to many
places in the inhabited land and benefited them men that
offered her the best hospitality, giving them in exchange the
fruit of corn. […] The inhabitants of Sicily, having been the
first to enjoy the discovery of corn thanks to their familiarity
with Demeter and kore, in honour of each of the goddesses
created sacrifices and feasts to which they gave the names
of the latter, the date of celebration indicating the gifts received. Indeed, they dated the return of kore to the earth
to the moment when the fruit of corn was found to be per-
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fectly ripe; they celebrated the sacrifice and the party with
as much sacred zeal as gratitude is probably manifested by
those people that have been preferred to all men for the
most important gift. For the sacrifice in honour of Demeter
they chose the period in which corn begins to be sown; for
ten days they celebrate the feast that takes its name from
the goddess, a splendid feast for the magnificence of the
preparation, during whose celebration they cling to the ancient way of life. During these days they are in the habit of
addressing obscene sentences to one another during the colloquies since the goddess, grieving over the rape of kore,
burst out laughing because of an obscene sentence.
Many of the ancient writers and poets attest that the rape
of kore happened as we have expounded above. The tragic
poet Carkinus, for example, who several times sojourned in
Syracuse and was able to observe the zeal of the Syracusans
in celebrating sacrifices and feasts in honour of Demeter and
kore, inserted the followings verses in his poetic compositions: they say that once Demeter the mysterious young girl
/ Pluto abducted with hidden counsel, / he went down in the
recesses of the black earth; / out of longing for the vanished
young girl his mother, / seeking her, went all around the
earth; / Sicily on the Monti Etnei / full of fire with dangerous
currents / all cried; grieving for the young girl, / deprived of
corn, the race dear to the gods wasted away. / So that today
they still honour the goddesses.
It would be wrong not to mention the extraordinary benefits
granted to men by Demeter: the fact is that in addition to
discovering corn, she taught them how to process it, and introduced laws thanks to which men grew accustomed to
practising justice and it is for this reason (so they say) that
the goddess was nicknamed “legislatrix.” No other greater
benefit than these discoveries could be found, since they allowed people both to live, and to live a civil life. (Diodorus
Siculus, 1988: 250-252)

The Sicilians, in substance, were convinced that the island was a sacred territory inhabited by the gods. They
also saw this in the mythical event of Demeter and kore,
which explained the rise of the cycle of the seasons, and
hence the annual rebirth of vegetation, and so of life and
civilization. Plato also thought this and several centuries
later implicitly Goethe too when he affirmed that on the
island the key to everything is found. Fernand Braudel,
one of the greatest historians of our time, maintaining
that Mediterranean Sicily is a set of sets, is not far from
Goethe’s opinion. Perhaps it is more correct to say that
Sicily is a metaphor of this set of sets.
No place has perhaps seen so many so different peoples. No agrarian landscape, together with the presence
of these peoples, their needs and their commerce, has undergone equally radical transformations. The cultivation
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of corn, of the olive, of the vine, of the almond tree, of
the sugar cane, of the ash, of the pistachio, of flax, of cotton and citrus fruits, though not constantly present, has
triumphed in the different ages. The case of the vine is
exemplary: it was present in antiquity, but almost entirely
disappeared, for obvious reasons, in the Moslem age; it
was intensely cultivated in the nineteenth century, thanks
above all to the success of Marsala; it was again reduced
in the first decades of the twentieth century also because
of Phylloxera; it has come back to the top again today
due to the success met by the systematic industrialization
of vines like Nero d’Avola.
However, what has characterized the course of the historical vicissitudes of the island, and in actual fact has
traced out its complex identity, is not economic and ethnic change but the fact that parallel to it, in broad
spheres, both horizontally and vertically, big phenomena
of permanence have been manifested. Rather than an
evolutionary history, the Sicilian case is that of a cumulative history. The new peoples and consequently the new
cultures (customs, techniques, languages) have never
completely replaced the preceding ones, but have been
superimposed on them, sedimenting in levels that are in
some respects impermeable, while in other respects they
are shot through by osmotic processes. This has given rise
to a strongly stratified and diversified reality, economically, socially and culturally, in which the risk of conflict
and dyscrasia has been avoided by diversity being seen
as a constitutive element of the existential norm and not
as a violation of it. It is significant that on the whole island, among the many evils, there are no episodes of
racism, in keeping with a tradition that starting from the
Middle Ages, and today with ennobling contempt,
caused Sicily to be called “a land without Crusaders.”
In actual fact its being over the centuries the crossroad
of the meeting and clash of cultures has since the origins
oriented in complex terms the progressive delineation of
the ethnic specificity of the island, nurturing in the vulgate a series of misunderstandings. First of all, we are
wont to forget that the island was already inhabited even
before the arrival in Europe of the first populations that
we usually refer to as Indo-Europeans, of sure Asian origin. The Sicani, already believed by ancient historians to
be the first inhabitants of the island, belonged to peoples
that the same authors called Iberians or Ligurians, peoples
that, because of the intensity of the monumental traces
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1. Palermo, Zisa Museum. Marble tablet in four languages from the
Norman epoch

1

handed down to us, from Spain to England, and to distinguish them from the Indo-European tribes that came
later, we call Atlantic, even though the imposing worship
structures at Addaura, on Levanzo, on Malta and on the
Balearics also testify to their Mediterranean presence.
Surely not Indo-European were those Carthaginians
that turned into stable territorial possessions places that
were originally “emporiums” of the Phoenicians, whose
continuers they were ethnically. Also not Indo-European
were those Berbers with Islamic culture that from 827 to
1091 AD wholly or partly dominated Sicily. To them we
owe, thanks to the introduction of innovative systems for
the retrieval and rational distribution of irrigation waters, the presence of many crops, starting from citrus
fruits, possible only thanks to these innovations. This led
to a radical transformation of the agrarian landscape of
the island, especially in coastal areas – a fact that deeply
marked the culture of the rural environments linked to
these cultivations. Hence there arose the idea of Arab
Sicily, contradicted, in reality, by a series of elements, only
the most significant of which need to be mentioned.
As is shown by the foundation stone of the Norman
Palace, which since the time of its first construction, as
the place of the central power, has always been the fulcrum of the history, not only political but also ethnic, of
the island. In Sicily in the Middle Ages there prevailed not
one but three races. Indeed the stone, probably put in
place after from the Berbers with Islamic culture the Normans took control of the island, already Byzantine, is significantly inscribed in Latin, Arabic and Greek.
Sicilian “Greekness”, strongly strengthened by the affiliation of the island for some centuries, before the
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Moslem occupation, to the Byzantine empire was due to
the work of the order of St. Basil. The fact is that the
Basilian monks’ function was also to guarantee on the island the hegemony, not only political but also cultural,
of Byzantium. A significant reflection of the influence of
the Basilians is the fact that the Normans, evidently to
win the Greek community over to their cause against the
Moslems, at first made generous promises to this religious order. Only afterwards did they oppose it in favour
of the Latin clergy. Greek culture, and not only religious,
was nevertheless so big that it continued to persist for
some centuries despite the hostile politics of the Latin
Church. Nor must it be forgotten that the ritual use of
Greek was renewed on the island following the arrival
from Greece, in the Renaissance, of Albanian-speaking
communities that partly, as is well known, still today exist
on the island, and not only at Piana degli Albanesi.
Although Sicily gravitated for some centuries in the
Byzantine political sphere, it is an error to believe that
the presence of a big community with Greek culture on
the island is only to be linked to the influence of Byzantium. Actually, Sicily entered documented history thanks
to the Greek presence. When, using the Minoan-Mycenaean commercial ports as bridgeheads, the Greeks settled firmly and once and for all in Sicily, Greek culture and
language gradually got the upper hand all over the island, despite areas of resistance remaining in what were
previously Punic communities.
When a nation defeats another one and implodes it in
its dominion, cultural hegemony generally follows political. Hence it could be thought, seeing the subsequent
Roman domination of the island, that use of Latin replaced use of Greek. Actually, in Sicily too the phenomenon manifested itself that is well known in all territories
in which Greek was previously the koine. Although Latin
had been imposed by the conquerors as the administrative language, in actual fact in current use Greek remained the widespread language. This is the meaning to
give to the testimony by Apuleius concerning the fact
that, at the time when he writes, in Sicily three languages
are spoken. There is no doubt that one of them was
Greek. Another one was Latin, but the third language is
doubtful, though we could think of Punic or Hebrew.
In Sicily, substantially, also during the Roman domination, Greek, as is amply proved by epigraphic and literary
testimonies, played a hegemonic role. In reality, adoption
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of a language is never a formal fact. A language, as a
communicative code, includes both the plane of expression and that of content. Use of a language therefore involves not only adoption of formal grids but the way,
proper to these, of ordering the data of the experience,
that is to say of thinking of the world. In short, when a
community takes a language as its own code, it participates in the ideology communicated by it. The fact that
in antiquity the Sicilians also spoke Greek therefore
means that their culture was also Greek. Besides, it is
enough to think that to the Greeks we owe the introduction in Sicily of the olive tree and the vine in order to understand the decisive weight that Greece had in the
definition of the economy of the island, and therefore of
its civilization.
There is an old idea, which most attribute to Marx, that
economic facts are the determinant of culture. There is
no doubt in effect that to the former the latter are always linked. The Arab-Berbers, with the introduction of
citrus fruit growing, to give just one example, made a
major contribution to the development of Sicilian culture. To deny this fact would be a mere historical distortion. It is nevertheless an error to compare the Greek
contribution to that of the Arab-Berbers. The two and a
half centuries of the domination of the latter on the island are a slight matter in comparison to the duration of
the presence of Greek culture.
Besides, the Arab-Berbers did not intend to wipe out
their heritage. Unlike what is believed, and unlike the
Christians, the Moslems accepted religious differences in
the conquered territories, allowing the profession of
other faiths. It is significant that during the Norman conquest, on the island after the Moslem conquest a big
Christian population with the Greek rite still existed. Further, we must take into account a fact of very great importance. The conquest of Sicily by the Normans led to
progressive elimination of the Moslem presence, both because after the defeat many Maghrebis returned to
Africa, and because they were intolerant of the Christian
dominion. The last Moslem rebels, as is well known, were
moved to Calabria by Frederick II.
By contrast, the Greek community, as we have seen, at
first was supported by the Normans. However, Norman
policies in relation to the Byzantine empire ended up
favouring the Latin Church, which for them, thanks to
the so-called Apostolic legacy (by papal delegation the
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king was assigned the role of vicar of the Pontiff), constituted a decisive political tool. Besides, since as a result of
the war and various pestilences vast zones of the island
had remained almost deserted, the Normans practised a
robust policy of repopulation. They had people come
from France and above all from Northern Italy –areas that
were already Longobard ones. The ethnic profile of the
island was consequently redefined. The Latin community
(that is to say, as mentioned, the Frankish or Lombard
one) gradually became larger. It is because of these
events that Rholfs maintained the subsequent Latinization of Sicily, to the detriment of Islamic and also Greek
culture. The fact that the Basilian order remained strong
and active in Sicily until the late Renaissance testifies,
however, to the deep roots that Greek-Byzantine culture
had put down on the island. The arrival, in the same period, of Albanian communities with the Greek rite is certainly not to be related only to geographical proximity,
but, as in Calabria, substantially to the fact that these
were areas in which the Byzantine Church had left a very
big heritage.
The ethnic profile of the island was subsequently further enriched by the arrival of various other peoples. This
gave rise to the presence of new feudal families, and relevant communities, scattered around in various areas of
the island. A great number of individuals of varying
provenance arrived: Angevins, Aragonese, Catalans,
Castilians and, in the nineteenth century, also Neapolitans, Englishmen and Irishmen. All this highlights the plural identity of our land and explains the mythical
meaning that we assign us it. Metaphor is material constitutive of the symbolic universe, that is to say of myth,
whose fundamental characteristic is that of going beyond
spatiality and temporality. This is the reason why at all
times Sicily has stood out as the Island of the Gods and
as such is still perceived today by the Sicilians.
There is more. A friend of mine whose mother was Sicilian and who today manages one of the most important
contemporary art galleries in the USA, during a phone
call said to me: “How lucky you are to live on an island
where you meet sirens.” Evidently she was thinking
about the Siren of Tomasi of Lampedusa, who did not
hide the fact that he depicted himself in Senator La Ciura
meeting a siren. We may think that this only refers to
artists and writers. It isn’t true! A great historian of Sicily
that has just left us, Francesco Renda, a Marxist and a
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communist, in his monumental history of the island expressly affirms that in Sicily there were perhaps Cyclopes
and Lestrigons. When I read this page by Renda, I
protested to Elvira Sellerio for having published such a
fanciful affirmation in an academic work. Her answer
petrified me: “Isn’t it true?” I am sure Ludovico Corrao
would have given me a similar answer.
Tomasi signed letters to his cousins, also mythical beings, as follows: il monstrum. Here the term is not to be
taken as we take it, but as the Latins took it, meaning a
prodigy, a portent: “amare id, quod futurum mostra”
(Septem linguarum Calepinus. Hoc est lexicon latinum,
variarum linguarum interpretatione adjecta in usum Seminarii Patavini, ex typographia Seminari, Apud Joannem
Manfrè, Patavii, MDCCXXVI).
Ludovico was a monstrum. He prodigiously anticipated
the future. No differently than Tomasi and others, the Sicilians still think of Sicily as the island of the gods and in
any case do not forego thinking of themselves as gods.
Ludovico Corrao was sure of all this and this is the true
reason why he chose to call the Gibellina museum the
Museum of Mediterranean Wefts. Why wefts? The mythical world is an unicum continuum; it does not know spatiality and temporality: here and elsewhere, past and
present, tradition and avant-garde, reality and imagination. It is a cultural dimension in a total sense. The
threads that constitute it are invisible wefts whose sense
is only perceivable through details. A museum that sets
out to document it necessarily has to be organized not,
as is customary, in material and immaterial facts, in art
and craft. It must not be realized in arbitrary typologies.
It has to represent reality from different angles, even
from conflicting points of view.
It is precisely what we find skilfully documented in the
essays that make up this volume. The authors are so wellknown and appreciated that it is not necessary to sing
their praises. It is useful, instead, to return to and reflect
on the term wefts. On Ludovico’s intent in collecting the
materials: to set out in a unique collection the millennial
and diversified cultural history of Sicily, showing it as a
set of sets, of fine and endless threads that although invisible make it a real and unrepeatable fact.
The key to understanding Ludovico, his soul which is
able to reflect ours, is knowing how to read the mythical
substance of his human and cultural identity. It is impossible to understand his work without taking into account
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this singularity of his. What luck it is to have met him!
What a happy occasion that the task of documenting the
museum created by him has gone to Orietta Sorgi. Not
differently than her father Nino and her brother Marcello, friends of Ludovico’s, I love her and I consider myself rewarded by the destiny of having met a siren like
her. She is a being that does not refuse, even in the endless difficulties that loom over us, to live and recognize
herself in Ludovico’s own mythopoeic imagination.
Every human group, in institutional form and visualized
in symbols or simply in purely ideological terms, ends up
recognizing itself in something: object, product, plant, animal. Each one aspires to possess a brand as a concrete exhibition of its own identity. It is not by chance that the
symbol of Sicily is Trinacria, an ancient derivation of the
sign of the wheel, like the swastika, which the first IndoEuropean groups took as their symbol, identifying it with
the course of the sun. Just as the sun appears to move, the
wheel has a circular movement. If you think about it, it possesses all the concrete elements to represent the sympathetic image of Sicily. It is the rotating circle, it is the axle
that is always motionless. Trinacria, in which the radii of
the circle have turned into legs and the hubs of the axle
into a head, has strengthened the original symbolic value
of the sign. Sicily, the “island of the sun”, can rightfully recognize itself in a solar symbol. The Sicilians that, like
Ulysses, of “many peoples have seen the cities and known
the customs”, legitimately recognize themselves in a symbol in which while the legs and the movement represent
apparent becoming, the head (thought) alludes to more
concrete being. It is a world with a plural identity. It is Pirandello’s Sicily, “one, no one and one hundred thousand”,
but also the Leopard’s Sicily of “we are gods.” To be convinced of this it is sufficient to have met Ludovico, or to
know how to perceive him in the “wefts” of his Museum.
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GIBELLINA AND THE MUSEUM OF MEDITERRANEAN WEFTS

No better definition could have been produced than
the one finally chosen, “wefts”, to define an “anomalous” museum like the Gibellina one: “The Museum of
Mediterranean Wefts.” The term “wefts” sums up the
real and essential aspect of the decorative objects present
in the various classes of materials displayed that, as if by
enchantment, converse with one another, exhuming the
phosphenes of our imagination, taking us, as on a flying
carpet, among the various destinations of the variegated
cultural embroidery of the Mediterranean and, in general. of the vast European-Afro-Asiatic world. The term
“wefts” apparently exemplifies the metaphor of a patchy
and fragmentary geographical itinerary that, nevertheless, through the real formal, decorative and conceptual
convergences, becomes harmony of a “creation” of
which we would never have perceived the essence and
the existence, relegating it to the most secluded meander
of memory misled by the brutal inequalities that still ensanguine the chronicles of our Mediterranean.
This assumption is perceived with vivid clarity examining the archaeological materials displayed at the museum,
which, apparently disorganic and eclectic, become the
leitmotif of a “logos” in which cultural layers, substrata
and para-strata are connected, highlighting their indisputable European-Afro-Asian Mediterranean mould. This
real and metaphorical bond is even more effective since
the leading “logos” is entrusted, as concerns the archaeological section of the Museum, mainly to poor material,
the poorest and most widespread that exists in nature, on
which man over the millennia has poured out all his formidable technological skill and artistic fancy: ceramics,
that is to say the essential product constituted by simple
and poor omnipresent clay and water blended together
and immobilized by the liturgy of fire. Earth, water and
fire: poor elements that, however, have resulted over time
in productions of extreme artistic value thanks to the
technological development and imagination of potters
that have proved their skill, for millennia, in offering cus-
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tomers the most varied forms and the most fantastic decorative objects. Obviously not everything has been the
product or the consequence of artistic idealisms; indeed,
almost all ceramic production has had the main aim of fulfilling particular functions specifically required by man.
Nevertheless, even in the productions most rigidly and
aridly linked to the function to be fulfilled the potter has
always tried to insert the characteristic and identificational elements proper to a taste, a tradition or a feeling.
It is precisely on careful analysis of the forms and decorative objects of ceramics that, ever since scientific archaeology came into being, the archaeologist has based
enucleation of chronologies, cultural spheres, functions
and styles and also identification of very precise individualities. Nevertheless, the museum – and this is its originality – does not set out to furnish, as is usual in
archaeological museums, a chronotypological message,
but to enucleate, through primordial and ancient forms
and decorative objects, the bonds and “wefts” of a part
of the world – the European-Afro-Asian Mediterranean
one – in which a careful observer will find more equalities
than inequalities, more shared sensibilities than semantic
oppositions.
The collection in the museum, through a remarkable
selection of objects almost entirely of Sicilian origin, exemplifies the main stages of the evolution of ceramics on
the island though not following in detail the whole sequence of styles and productions since the appearance of
the first Neolithic pots.
The long story of ceramic wefts begins chronologically
with an object representative of the internationality of
Sicily since prehistory. A bowl with impressed decoration
in the style of the Bell-shaped Glass, almost certainly originating from the Belice area, takes us directly into the
vast area of distribution and diffusion of an unknown
people responsible for the diffusion of metallurgy in continental and Mediterranean Europe (fig. 1). This object
immediately catapults us into a very vast dimension since
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1. Careened bowl, Ancient Bronze Age - Bell-shaped Glass Facies
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it pertains to a culture and a people that spread products
with a strong identificational character from Portugal to
the Urals, and from Norway to North Africa, through
Sicily and Sardinia.
It was thanks to Gordon Childe, an Australian archaeologist who played a fundamental role in the theoretical
reconstruction of the main evolutionary stages of human
society, that there spread the idea that the Glass with the
typical bell shape and peculiar engraved decoration and
engraved with lines and triangles had not only been the
stereotype of a simple fashion that spread in a determined period of European prehistory (3rd millennium BC),
but on the contrary was the most typical element of a big
set of materials pertaining to the wanderings of a people
that, seeing its vast range of movement, has sometimes
been evocatively compared to gipsy nomadism (Childe
1929; Idem 1957). The ethnic-diffusionist theory of Glass
and its people proposed by Childe was reinforced in the
years between the two wars thanks to the decisive contribution of two Spanish archaeologists: Pedro Bosch
Gimpera (Bosch Gimpera 1925; Idem 1967) and Alberto
Del Castillo, his alumnus (Del Castillo Yurrita 1928). Their
interpretative model of the diffusion of Glass was based
on the hypothesis of its Iberian origin within Neolithic
Andalusian cultures and its subsequent gradual spread
towards central and Mediterranean Europe.
The Glass people was also dealt with by the wellknown archaeologist Maria Gimbutas, who attained a hypothetical identification with the nomadic horsemen of
the Vuçedol culture of central Europe, people assimilable
to the famous nomadic peoples of the northern Pontic
steppes of the culture of the kurgans (reported in Renfrew 1987: 39).
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The first criticism of the preceding model was to be
made in the 1960s by the German researcher Sangmeister, who, though accepting the hypothesis of the Iberian
origin of the Glass culture, developed the hypothesis of
a subsequent flow-back movement from Central and
Western Europe towards the west and south (Sangmeister 1961; Idem 1984). Sangmeister’s “flow-back” theory
endeavoured to save the ethnic-diffusionist model from
the more and more evident contradictions provoked by
complex, varied and rich archaeological evidence of regional peculiarities that did not sit well with supposed
ethnic-cultural uniformity.
With the increase in knowledge Sangmeister’s model
was surpassed by Dutch researchers, who, giving the
onset of the Bell-shaped Glass culture a reading in a
socio-political rather than an ethnic key, developed the
well-known “Dutch Model” (Lanting, van der Waals
1976; Harrison 1980: 17-41), which considers the Glass
and the elements connected to it as objects functionally
linked to demonstration of an elevated social status. The
Glass is thought to have been the “status symbol” of the
groups that emerged following the social ramification
characterizing European societies between the 3rd and 2nd
millennia BC. Hence it would be neither an indicator of
culture, nor even less the specific heritage of an ethnic
group, but refer to a set of objects that served for visually
embodying the acquisition of elevated rank in the various European societies that were developing socially. An
extreme reading would see the presence of the Glass limited to being an essential object for liturgies of rank that
contemplated libations of particular drinks (Sherratt
1987). It has been suggested that mead, a drink common
among the Celts, still used today in northern Europe (especially in Ireland), originated precisely among the hegemonic groups of the societies of the late Neolithic in
central-northern Europe, who, to distinguish themselves
and demonstrate their social role, adopted the Glass as
an elite element in community ceremonies.
Greater emphasis was placed on the role of the Glass as
an indicator of rank and an indication of social complexity
by some exponents of processualist archaeology or “New
Archaeology” (Clarke 1970; Idem 1974; Shennan 1982).
The debate on the Glass also made great progress
thanks to our discoveries in the Belice Valley at the turn
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of the century (Tusa 1993; Idem 1998; Idem 1999: 305312; Idem 2001). Today, seeing the large quantity of finds
of elements referable to the Bell-shaped Glass culture in
Europe, and also elsewhere (North Africa), which have
enriched, but also rendered more complex, the general
panorama of this culture, interest has been aroused by
another model proposed by the Swiss archaeologist Gallay (Gallay 2001). According to the Swiss scholar the big
geographical spread of bell-shaped elements cannot correspond culturally to a single homogeneous population,
even though it has several times been confirmed that
physically the carriers of the Bell-shaped Glass had
brachycephalic plano-occipital skulls. The assumption
that similar ceramics must correspond to a single people
generates two specific answers. If we are looking at a
style that is geographically extended, but chronologically
limited, it means there was an invasion. Since the bellshaped elements are limited to some types of object (elegant ceramics, archer’s equipment) it means we are
looking at several nomadic peoples, warriors, merchants,
and metal seekers. Hence the extreme variability of the
phenomenon at the European level leads to the conclusion that it was a heterogeneous historical phenomenon
where ethnic and social movements and commercial factors interacted or acted separately.
The models worked out for understanding the phenomenon at the European level have indirectly influenced research in Sicily, both stimulating enlargement of
the spectrum of finds and refining the model for interpreting them. From the discovery of the first testimonies
imputable to the typological-cultural context of the Bellshaped Glass, which occurred around the middle of the
last century, its presence in Sicily had always been seen
as a marginal phenomenon in the flow of the island’s prehistory, almost an intrusive element and anyway imported. This is the theoretical approach that we see in the
summarising essays of Bernabò Brea (Bernabò Brea 1958:
116-118; Idem 1976-77) and, above all, of Bovio Marconi
(Bovio Marconi 1963), which hark back to the Iberian ethnic-diffusionist hypothesis of Del Castillo Yurrita and
Bosch Gimpera. Besides, this was the dominant hypothesis until the formulation of the aforementioned “Dutch
Model.” Even the relatively different positions that were
taken up speaking of the presence of the Bell-shaped
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Glass in Sicily in the end are always connected to the Iberian hypothesis (Cassano, Manfredini and Quojani 1975),
like that of Barfield, who judges the Sicilian Bell-shaped
glass as an example of the so-called “international style”
referable to the second phase of its diffusion, the “flowback” one, through Europe (Barfield 1976; Idem 1984;
Idem 1994).
Proceeding in archaeological research we have enucleated a true typological complex of the Glass that can be
considered as one of the facies that interacted in Sicily
between the second half of the 3rd millennium and the
first centuries of the 2nd millennium BC, especially in western Sicily. For the purpose of better characterizing the typological dynamics of the Sicilian Glass an important
contribution is made by the acute study by Veneroso,
who, on almost exclusively formal and decorative bases,
divides the Sicilian repertoire into four groups, assimilating them to the different facies dominant between the
late 3rd and early 2nd millennium BC. He thus identifies a
first group assimilable to the Malpasso, Sant’Ippolito and
initial Partanna facies, a second group assimilable to the
Sant’Ippolito and Partanna one, a third to the Partanna
one and a fourth to the Partanna and Rodì-Tindari-Vallelunga ones. The Glass with the soft S profile is seen as
an effect of Malpasso influences. Abandonment in the
Glass of the typical sharp red humping and shine is instead interpreted as the effect of influences from the
Naro-Partanna facies. Nevertheless, the level of typological contact between the Glass and the Sant’Ippolito facies is seen by Veneroso as the most active, to the point
of influencing the Glass in its formal and decorative peculiarities (Veneroso 1994). The limit of this approach, as
Veneroso himself rightly observes, lies partially in the absence of stratigraphical confirmations, which at the moment are only partially available.
These typological “mixtures” indicate the existence of
a cultural syncretism, and perhaps also a religious one,
which is created between what the Glass brings with it
and what emanates from the indigenous world in the
two areas of Sicily where it is present: northwest and
southwest. In the north-western area we notice the presence of many exemplars of the Glass and, above all, a
major diffusion of the typical decorative schemes realized
with the technique of simple pointillé. In the south-west-
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ern area we have a bigger and more widespread presence, characterized, however, by a level of strong typological and cultural integration with the local aspects.
Elsewhere, instead, that is to say in other areas on the island, the presence of the Glass is clearly intrusive and
marginal, so much so that it can be interpreted as an effect of importations.
We have realised that the Bell-shaped Glass came to
the northwest of the island from Sardinia, showing
greater “purity” of the material baggage. In north-western Sicily the Glass culture is attested with new forms, but
its decoration always remains anchored to monochrome.
The decorative schemes of the Aeolian culture of Capo
Graziano and of the Bell-shaped Glass are not amalgamated but cohabit with respect for other people’s identities at Villafrati (Bovio Marconi 1944: 88; Von Andrian
1878) and at Moarda (Bovio Marconi 1944: 59).
In the southwest of the island the Glass always already
appears at the level of its mature phase at the end of the
3rd millennium BC in connection with the phase of passage between the Malpasso facies (Albanese Procelli
1988-1989) and the Naro-Partanna one (Pacci, Tusa 1990).
Hence, hypothesizing the beginning of contacts between
the formative phases of the Bell-shaped culture and
North-western Sicily in the middle of the 3rd millennium
BC, the arrival of the Bell-shaped “packet” in the southwest should be set at about the end of the same millennium (Guilaine, Tusa, Veneroso 2009).
It is interesting that in this area of Sicily there is a very
widespread practice within the Bell-shaped Glass groups.
It is cranial drilling (Germanà 1994; Germanà, Di Salvo
1994; Germanà, Fornaciari 1992: 102-103). We are looking at first evidence of surgery that, even though certainly still steeped in magic, implies awareness that
particular pathologies were curable through direct action
on the brain.
The decorated bowl in the collection at the Museum
certainly originates from the Belice sphere, where the
first discovery of the Bell-shaped Glass goes back to the
recovery made by Mingazzini in the two Torrebiggini
graves near Partanna (Mingazzini 1939). Today the Glass
culture is known through funeral outfits recovered in
graves at various localities: Pergola (Tusa 1993-1994:
1530), Cisternazza-Vallesecco (Tusa 1993-94: 1529-1530;
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Idem 1994), Stretto (Tusa 1993-94: 1527-1529; Idem
1994), Pileri (Tusa 1993-94: 1530), Vallone San Martino
(Tusa V. 1976-77: 657; Mannino 1994: 143-148),
Donzelle (Mannino 1994: 137-143), again near Partanna, Marcita (Tusa 1992: 305-308; Idem 1997) near
Castelvetrano, San Bartolo (De Miro 1967) near Sciacca,
Manicalunga (Bovio Marconi 1963: 110) near Selinunte,
Posillesi (Mannino 1981: 353; Venezia, Petrusch 1984: 4)
and Mokarta (unpublished) near Salemi, Segesta (Bovio
Marconi 1944: 134), Montagna Grande (unpublished),
of Santa Margherita Belice (Camerata Scovazzo 1978:
132; Bovio Marconi 1963: 126), Naro (Bovio Marconi
1963: 102), Ribera (Bovio Marconi 1963: 127), Torre Cusa
near Campobello di Mazara (Tusa 1993-94: 1530-1531;
Idem 1994) and Gattolo in the hinterland of Mazara del
Vallo (Tusa 1993-94: 1534; Idem 1994).
Although the ethnic-diffusionist hypothesis has been
rejected (Renfrew 1967; Whitehouse, Renfrew 1974),
nevertheless it has to be admitted that the presence of
the same Glass and the other bell-shaped elements at a
great distance can only be explained by the existence of
far-reaching contacts. Favouring Gallay’s theory on the
complexity and variety of the diffusion processes of the
Bell-shaped Glass we can certainly affirm that, through
Sardinia, there were contacts not only with Iberia, but
also with mainland Italy, Southern France and central
Europe. Along these communication routes the Glass
came into contact with the routes that connected the
central Mediterranean with the eastern Mediterranean
(Del Castillo Yurrita 1928; Veny 1968) giving rise, as in
the case of Sicily, to successful forms of typological syncretism. The episode of the Glass thus represents clear
evidence of interregional ethnic contacts that cannot be
exorcized in the name of anti-diffusionism upheld as a
matter of principle, but are also to be explained thinking of limited ethnic expansions and from the point of
view of the affirmation of new systems of life, of management of resources, of technologies and fashions. In
this connection, the Glass, in Sicily, is not only evidence
of ethnic migration, but also an indicator of the increase
in difference of status within societies in the Copper
Age. In other words in Sicily too it must have represented the rise of progressive phenomena of social ranking. Possession and use of the Glass became an element
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of competition between the elites of nearby areas for
control of resources (Harrison 1980: 164). Alongside this
process of development of social ramification, linked to
the spread of the Glass, there existed (and probably generated it) the onset of the first forms of political division
of the territory of Sicily too, in the form of embryonic
“chiefdoms” (principalities) (Gilman 1976; Idem 1981),
which were only to become a reality at the end of the
Bronze Age (Shennan 1982; Tusa 1992: 348-415).
Returning to the collection in the Gibellina museum,
the only object in the collection that represents the variegated and vast culture of the Bell-shaped Glass turned
its horizons toward Sardinia, the Italian mainland and the
rest of Europe. Nevertheless, in Sicily it cohabited with a
culture, the Castelluccio one with its western variant in
the Naro-Partanna one, which instead had broad horizons of connection and affinity with the other great
sphere that in mirror fashion has always balanced the European cultural pendulum: the Aegean, Anatolian and
Mediterranean one. The largest part of the collection in
the museum belongs to this cultural sphere. It is the vases
belonging to the Naro-Partanna culture with elementary
forms but richly painted with simple linear decorative objects in black on a red background. As a variant on the
big Castelluccio civilization, the Naro-Partanna culture
lies between the valleys of the river Belice and the river
Platani with the principal sites of provenance of the collection, which allowed Bernabò Brea to define it as such,
in the territories of the two homonymous towns in Trapani and Agrigento provinces (Bernabò Brea 1958: 111112). In conformity with precise typological comparisons
we can affirm for certain that the vases at the Gibellina
museum originate from the Belice sphere and from sites
identifiable in the areas between Salemi and Partanna.
These are areas that softly slope down towards the Belice
and dominate one of the most beautiful panoramas on
the island, looking out on that Sea of Africa or Sicilian
Channel in which there are reflected the majesties of the
Doric architecture of nearby Selinunte. Not so rich in historical finds as the nearby big Megara colony, nevertheless this territory compares favourably if we push back
the clock of history and penetrate into the prehistoric
and proto-historic sequences. In this connection, for over
a century the Belice countryside has yielded very good
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material of palaeo-ethnological interest. From the end of
the Pleistocene this part of Sicily was densely inhabited
thanks to the hard work of our skilled prehistoric predecessors in exploiting the many potentialities of this territory made fertile by good terrains and by an enviable
water supply.
From the necropolises of the Stretto area and other
neighbouring areas there comes the first batch of vases
originates that today we place in this Naro-Partanna facies (datable to between 2200 and 1800 BC), and attributable to the initial phases of the ancient Sicilian Bronze
Age, acquired by the Royal Archaeological Museum in
Palermo (today A. Salinas Regional Archaeological Museum in Palermo) (Tusa, Pacci 1990) through a transfer
from the Geology Museum of the Royal University of
Palermo.
The Partanna and Naro ceramics are characterized by
bold jug shapes and ceremonial vases in the shape of
hourglasses, but the most original peculiarity lies in the
painted decoration in brown on a yellow or reddish background (fig. 2). This decoration is worked out through
complicated and fantastic games of fundamental geometric elements like the triangle, the lozenge, the reticule, etc. Alongside the aforesaid forms, which also recur
in the more general Sicilian Castelluccio panorama, there
are some shapes and decorations peculiar to the Partanna and Naro facies. Among these we find the famous
bottle with a cylindrical neck and decoration that is more
subtle and, on the whole, more Baroque-like. Other elements distinguishing this ceramics from the strict Castelluccio environment are handles with axe-like raising or
simple axe-like handles, or those constituted by a ribbon
applied all up the wall of the vase, which seems to hark
back to metallic prototypes through the analogous exemplars of the preceding Malpasso culture.
The Castelluccio civilization had strong bonds with the
eastern Aegean and, above all, with the Anatolian area.
These bonds begin towards the end of the Copper Age
(Serraferlicchio, Malpasso and Sant’Ippolito facies) and
involve the Aegean and Anatolian environments of the
ancient Helladic area. The most important analogies are
set in the Cycladic sphere and in general in that culture
that constitutes the substratum of all prehistoric Greece
before the Mycenaean period. We also find the links be-
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2. Painted bowl, Ancient Bronze Age - Partanna-Naro Style

tween the Castelluccio culture and the east and the
Aegean to a slighter extent in the Partanna and Naro
sphere, as in the famous bottle with a globular body and
lengthened cylindrical neck, the dwarfish egg box glasses
that we also find at kultepe 12-11 (2200-2000 BC) and the
small breast-shaped bosses contrasting with the handles
in the small bowls that we find at Alishar Huyuk 11-8
(2400-2200 BC.), in Anatolia. Also in Anatolia, and precisely at Troy I-II (3000-2000 BC), we find one of the peculiarities of the Partanna ceramics: the raising of the
edge of the truncated cone bowls near the handles. In
the same place, of Homeric memory, we also find the
finely decorated cups on high feet that constitute one of
the commonest types at Partanna.
As was mentioned speaking of the Bell-shaped Glass,
the Naro-Partanna culture cohabits with the former resulting in an absolutely peculiar form of sepulchre. It is a
grave with a dolmenic corridor and little cave, which
presents major analogies with some Sardinian examples.
The adoption of megalithic schemes is limited exclusively
to the access dromos of the cell that remains, respecting
the strongest of the traditions of Sicilian prehistory,
rigidly constituted by a little cave dug out in the rock.
There is therefore a clear adaptation of the typology of
the corridor grave to the local tradition of the grave with
a little cave dug out in the rock. This means that the hypogean tradition, with its baggage of rituals and beliefs
originating from mainland Europe, is not supplanted at
all by any new or different ideology. Almost all these
graves with a dolmenic corridor and little cave are concentrated within the Belice Valley. Among the most indicative examples we can consider those of
Cisternazza-Vallesecco (Tusa 1993-94: 1529-1530; Idem
1994), Stretto (Tusa 1993-94: 1527-1529; Idem 1994), Pergola (Mannino 1971), Marcita (Tusa 1886; Idem 1987;
Idem 1993-1994; Idem 1997), Torre Cusa (Tusa 1993-94:
1530-1531; Idem 1994), Vallone San Martin (Tusa 19931994: 1531-1532) and Crow (Tusa 1993-1994: 1533-1534).
From a formal point of view there is an evident affinity
with the typology of the corridor graves or allées couvertes of Almeria, Catalonia, Langue d’Oc, Gard, Herault,
Sardinia and Puglia. But the peculiarity of the mixed hypogean-dolmenic typology is found in Puglia and even
more in central-eastern Sardinia (Canudedda and Mari-
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ughia-Dorgali), central-western Sardinia (Mesu Enas,
Mura Iddari, S’Angrone-Abbasanta), in Paulilatino (Su
Tiriarzu), in the Cagliari area at Cuccuru-Crabonis di
Maracalagonis (Demurtas, Manca Demurtas, Sebis 1987;
Lilliu 1988: 137, fig. 38) and in the Sassari area at Monte
Maone di Benetutti (Tanda 1988). A similar typology is
also substantially present in Southern France, at Arles and
Bounias (Arnal, Latour, Riquet 1953).
This long historical-archaeological examination of
western Sicily in the later 3rd and early 2nd millennia BC
starts from the most important and original group of archaeological objects in the collection of the Gibellina Museum. The particular attention paid to these objects is
due to the intense international relationships that
emerge from their forms and decorations. It is not by
chance that the person who chose to insert them in this
“anomalous” museum chose them precisely for their “international” characteristics as the initial page of those
Mediterranean wefts that first Greek culture and then
Roman culture were later strongly to condition and
model with the force of classicism.
But before reaching classicism, our collection contains
some valuable objects that give us the opportunity
chronologically to fill the gap between the season of intense European-Mediterranean-eastern relations dealt
with previously and the insertion of Sicily in the Phoenician-Punic colonial network on one side and the Greek
one on the other. These are objects pertaining to the final
phase of the Bronze Age almost certainly coming from
that big proto-urban settlement in the Salemi countryside that was Mokarta, the last inland Sican stronghold
in the western part of the island, which is what Pantalica
was in the southeast. We also put together some vases
with painted decoration generally defined as indigenous
since they often imitate prototypes of Greek importation.
Their stylistic peculiarities, above all as concerns the
painted decorations, place them within Elymian craftsmanship, well known from the sites of Monte Finestrelle,
Monte Polizzo, Segesta, Entella and Erice between the 9th
and 5th centuries BC.
In Sicilian history in the period between the end of the
Bronze Age (around 1000 BC) and the start of Phoenician
and Greek colonization (around the middle of the 8th century BC), the inhabited places took on the distinctive
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character of high-perched sites, naturally reinforced, the
emblem of a Sicily closed off from external contacts, in
mirror-like contrast with the sunniness of its coastal culture and architecture. This was a Sicily that would continue until the Baroque period to preserve the austere
look of a land of mountain dwellers jealously clinging to
the interminable “inland peaks”, as the famous geographer Almagià defined it.
The population that is most identified with inland Sicily
is that of the Sicani, at least starting from the time when
the sources allow us to give any identity to the cultures
of prehistory and proto-history. That moment is the middle Bronze Age of the Thapsos- Milazzese culture when
the whole island, reunited culturally, is identified with
that panorama of primordial ethnic unity that we find in
Thucydides’ account. The Sican civilization evolves into
the Pantalica facies that, with its first three phases of life
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(I: 1250-1150 BC; II: 1150-1050 BC; III: 1050-850 BC), continues to be anchored to the most deeply rooted tradition of effective exploitation of the agricultural and
pastoral resources of the interior apparently with direct
control of the coasts where, however, the Siculo-Ausonian groups from the mainland expanded in the east of
the island and the Elymian ones in the west.
In western Sicily the Sican civilization of the Thapsos
and Pantalica facies is known through a small number of
significant sites. The most emblematic site of this period
is Mokarta, a hegemonic settlement in western Sicily that
in mirror fashion reflects Pantalica. Inhabited between
the 12th and 10th centuries BC, like its Hyblaean sister it
represents a real proto-urban form of social aggregation
that selected a high and naturally strengthened place to
settle there. It controlled a vast territory, fertile and level,
as well as the main communication routes in western
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Sicily. Its system of life, as well as its construction system,
had traditional elements (the round hut) and elements
of innovation (the rectangular building), showing on one
side a capacity for penetration of the Aegean-Mycenaean
influences present to the east, and on the other the
strong tradition of the Sican culture.
The settlement, long known through the presence of
the ruins of a medieval castle on the summit of the
homonymous mountain, in addition to being the place
of the last Sican resistance on the arrival of the Elymians
in about the 10th century BC, was also a stronghold that
fiercely resisted the advance of Frederick’s troops, who
eliminated the last pockets of Muslim resistance.
One of the excavated huts contained the skeleton of a
young woman near the entrance. This is evidence of a violent death at the hands of presumed invaders. We have
chosen, with some emphasis, to see in this young woman
one of the last Sicani that tragically succumbed in the
face of the unstoppable advance of a fierce people that
soon was to become hegemonic in this part of the island,
also succeeding in holding out against the Phoenicians
and the Greeks and then the Romans: the Elymians (Tusa
2009; Tusa, Nicoletti 2000).
Mokarta ceased to live in about the 10th century BC
when it was probably destroyed by the Elymians. In addition to the clear traces of its tragic end, during which
the young woman lost her life, all the huts so far excavated present more or less evident traces of destruction
and, at all events, of hasty abandonment. Every hut, but
above all the circular ones that must have been used for
daily life with the traditional activities of cooking, grinding, storing of commodities, weaving, etc., is rich in finds
of pots of every sort and size. Life suddenly stopped. The
abandonment of Mokarta was total and sudden. On the
whole vast surface of the plateau on the mountain no
traces of habitation are perceived down to the medieval
period, when the castle was built. Obviously a big change
characterized the final decades of the millennium. We
have no certain elements about the phases immediately
after the end of Mokarta since of the two vast nearby
settlements, that of Monte Polizzo and that of Monte
Finestrelle, very little is known.
Monte Finestrelle, one of the most ancient Elymian
sites, has yielded a housing level with rectangular rooms,
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datable to the middle of the 9th century BC, and a series
of materials that show the relations between the settlement and Phoenician activities on the coast (beetle,
amber and glass paste). (Tusa 2009)
The question of the origins of the Elymian civilization
has been and continues to be the object of lively scientific
debate. The hypothesis that has dominated for decades
is that of their bond with the destruction of Troy on the
basis of Virgil’s account, according to which they were
the descendants of a group of exiled Trojans, led by Aeneas, that settled with the latter’s father Anchises in the
western part of Sicily along the route that was to lead
them to found Rome. Their main cities were Segesta,
Erice and Entella.
The eternal rival of Selinunte was Segesta, almost at
the centre of western Sicily and the centre of the area occupied by the Elymians. Its position is very spectacular
since it lies on a hill system that takes on various shapes,
embellished by the insertion of its principal monuments:
the theatre and the temple. The latter, of the Doric type
but destined for non-Greek cult (it is for this reason that
it has no internal structure) rose in a spectacular extraurban position, on a knoll easily visible from far off. The
theatre is also in a happy and fascinating position, on top
of Monte Barbaro, where the inhabited area was. It is
one of the most successful examples of theatrical architecture to be set in the passage from the Greek type to
the Roman one. The pit was partly hewn out in the rock
and partly built with a powerful containment wall.
There are robust double surrounding walls used down
to the medieval epoch with various gates in them; the
lower one, known as the “Valley Gate”, is very well
known. Equally important are the traces of a big temple,
at the foot of Monte Barbaro in the Mango area; we can
make out the sacred precinct (temenos) and the plinth.
The emergence of the Elymian element is set, over and
above the Trojan legend, in a more general movement
of penetration of mainland peoples and cultures in Sicily.
However, we see it is different if we analyze the modes
and levels of acculturation of the various regional areas.
In the Elymian sphere the process took on such speed as
to lead swiftly, already on the threshold of archaism, to
substantial cultural homogenization with the Greek element that was pressing on the coasts, but acquiring full
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political autonomy from it and not subjugation as was
the case of the Siculi of central and eastern Sicily (Tusa
1990; Idem 2005).
A big group of objects at the Museum of Mediterranean
Wefts clearly shows us we are immersed in a territory that,
though at the limit between the Phoenician-Punic and
Greek colonial oecumene, strongly underwent the influence and fascination of Greek culture. Leaving aside the
long and complex history of Greek colonization in Sicily,
what interests us – our territory gravitating in the orbit of
Selinunte whence, presumably, the Greek importation
and/or imitation materials preserved in the Museum originate – is narrating how Selinunte arose, grew and 55
one of the most powerful Greek cities in the Mediterranean and succumbed to the swords and fire of the
Carthaginians.
From about a century before the real dates of foundation, Greek traders from Euboea regularly crossed the
seas between Ischia and eastern Sicily, as those from Chalcis did the Strait of Messina. Together with merchants
from Euboea, other people, like the Phoenicians, crossed
the Mediterranean routes between east and west, touching on the island at three points as it figured in the imagination of the sailors of the day and in the cartography
(no longer extant), of which a trace remains in the first
known maps. The ancients thought that one of the three
points, the westernmost one (today’s Capo Boeo), looked
out on Africa, and they often imagined the possibility
(absolutely unreal) that from Sicily the African coast
could be made out. Similarly they thought that the other
point, the south-eastern one (today’s Capo Passero),
looked towards Crete and Greece and, finally, and the
third one (Capo Peloro) they rightly and obviously
thought was close to the Italian peninsula.
If we bear in mind this idea that the ancients had of
Sicily we will understand better why its history, precisely
at the time of the Greek colonization (but not only), had
different destinies, vicissitudes and outcomes in the two
eastern and western halves. The real greater proximity of
the western part of Sicily to Africa, fortified by what the
ancients imagined, caused this part of the island always
to remain exempted from the Greek presence and to be
swallowed up in the Phoenician-Punic orbit. By contrast,
the central-eastern part intensely underwent Greek in-
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fluence and colonial dominion. This dichotomy determined a buffer area inserted in the western part, where
the Elymians predominated.
The history of Selinunte (Cusumano 2010) began when
the inhabitants of Megara Nisaea, not far from Athens,
in 727 BC in the only place left free between Naxos,
Lentini, Catania and Syracuse founded the city of Megara
Hyblaea. The small colony was founded after long and
troubled vicissitudes increased by the hostility of the
other Greeks and favoured by the benevolence of the
king of the Siculi, Hyblon, granted the land on which to
create the settlement.
Very soon Megara found itself squeezed in between
Leontinoi to the north and Syracuse to the south. As a result, one hundred years after its foundation, a group of
its inhabitants, joined by others coming from the motherland, founded Selinunte, the westernmost of the Greek
colonies in Sicily. Selinunte arose with the hegemonic intent of well-planned and monumental occupation of the
territory from the start. To this urbanistic design there
corresponded great economic power that catalysed and
sought to monopolize trade with Africa and in general
in the Channel of Sicily. This plan was opposed by the
Punics who with the alliance with the Elymians almost
provoked an encirclement of Selinunte, which however
for about two hundred years enjoyed visible luxuriant development through its urbanistic, architectural and monumental magnificence, above all regarding sacred
buildings, producing some of the most successful examples of Doric temple architecture in the whole Greek
world. Set near the mouth of the river along which wild
parsley (selinon) still grows, giving the name to the river
and the city, it used its happy position to practise fruitful
trade.
The Greek urbanistic layout of Selinunte (Mertens
2010: 97-126) is at the highest levels in the history of
modern town planning. There was an excellent distribution of functions and a stupendous symbiosis between
city and territory modelled by the rationalism of the lines
of the unknown town planner. The fineness and cleverness of the planner, and, therefore, the effectiveness of
the political will that was at the basis of his choices, is also
seen in the desire to open up the city to the territory, connecting it to the surrounding ethnic reality, that is to say
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to the natives. This justifies the building of the sanctuaries at the edge of the city with the evident function of
consecrating relations with the natives and, at once, of
showing political influence through the architectural superiority. There were not walls and towers at the edges,
as in the case of Syracuse, but temples and sanctuaries!
The unbelievable number and quality of the temples
is, in effect, a peculiarity of Selinunte (Mertens 2010: 6596). On the acropolis the Greeks erected no fewer than
four parallel and nearby temples in the southern area for
worship and public activities, in addition to other more
ancient or later smaller sacella. After the violent destruction of the city by the Carthaginians, the area was
densely repopulated with numerous little houses that
used the existing ruins as construction material (De Simone 2010). Among the residences, in every district, the
Punics placed some small sacred areas without a precise
urbanistic criterion. The southern sacred area of the
acropolis of Selinunte in its highest part had two bigger
temples: C and the D. Temple C was one of the first ones
to have been built; it was partially rebuilt almost a century ago. It is one of the most ancient examples of extant
Doric temple architecture, being dated to the first half of
the 6th century BC. It has six columns on the short sides
and seventeen on the long ones. Its plan is notably elongated, like the columns, partly monolithic, and the
triglyphs (the elements that separated the metope spaces
on the architrave).
On the short sides the spaces were decorated with figured metopes partly recovered and kept at the A. Salinas
Regional Archaeological Museum in Palermo (Moreno
2010). These are the most successful examples of colonial
archaic sculpture that are known. Particularly effective is
the one representing the quadriga of Apollo done in
frontal high-relief, which skilfully succeeds, though statically, in solving delicate problems of perspective. The
other two respectively represent Perseus overcoming the
Gorgon and Heracles fighting the Cercopes. The roof was
decorated with rich and multicoloured bas-relief terracotta decorations depicting floral elements, while the
front tympanum (the triangular space above the architrave) showed the gigantic head of Gorgon (a mythological monster with a grotesquely terrifying appearance)
revealing the skill of the Selinunte coroplasts.
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In the field of archaic sculpture at Selinunte, mention
must also be made of some small metopes, one of them
representing Demeter, followed by Persephone who has
just emerged from long lethargy in Hades, handing the
ear of corn to Hecate, while another, taking up a vision
dear to the Selinunte sculptors, frontally represents a
quadriga taking Demeter towards Olympus to thank Zeus
for having brought kore out of Avern and a third one Europa racing on a bull transported by dolphins on the
waves of the sea.
The acropolis was surrounded by a robust system of defensive walls erected just before the city came once and
for all under the Carthaginians, who greatly restricted
the perimeter of the original defensive system, which
today can no longer be seen. Previously, towards the east,
a robust terrace wall had been erected to contain an
enormous embankment planned for the widening of the
upper sacred terrace, which had become narrow after the
big monumental works done in the second half of the 6th
century BC. The big open space thus created east of the
temples was delimited by a stoa that ran along the
perimeter of the terraced wall.
Speaking of post-Greek sacred monuments we would
wrong the Punics if we denied them all architectural intent. Actually, they built a little temple with four frontal
columns of the Ionic type and trabeation of the Doric
type right near the corner of temple C. This is temple B,
a typical example of a mixture of different styles in fashion among the Punics that, without rigid architectural
rules, were able to indulge their fancy in eclectic works.
The worship function too was to be enacted in the devotion to the eclectic figure of Asclepius (Eshmun for the
Punics).
On the eastern hill, beyond the perimeter of the walls,
there stand out the three stately temples denominated
E, F and G. Temple E is probably dedicated to Argive
Hera and was almost entirely reconstructed; it had some
figured metopes that adorned its frontal part. They were
done in the severe style at the time of the greatest maturity of what has been defined the Selinunte sculpture
school. They represent divine or mythological figures in
a stately attitude. They were done with local limestone,
but for the naked female parts marble was used. They
represent Heracles with the Amazon, the sacred mar-
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riage of Zeus, Artemis and Actaeon, and Athena and
Enceladus.
In addition to temple E, the most impressive ruins are,
without doubt, those of the colossal temple G, the largest
of the Selinunte sanctuaries and among the biggest in
the whole Greek world. It was 113.34 metres long by
54.05. The columns were only 16.27 metres high and the
only capital was 16 square metres in its upper part. The
total height was about 30 metres. Its construction is believed to have begun in about 430 BC, but it could never
be completed because the destruction of the city came
before it could. We are still not certain about the divinity
to which it was dedicated, but we know it was either
Apollo or Zeus, thanks to reading of the “Great Selinunte
Table”, an inscription that lists cults and sanctuaries present in the city. The third temple, characterised by the insertion of masonry septs between the columns of the
peristasis, today defined F, may have been dedicated to
Athena.
While on the eastern hill the divinities represented
clearly had a warlike character, made more aggressive by
the grandeur of their monuments dedicated to them, absolutely opposite is the physiognomy of the many small
sacella that follow one another on the slope of the Gaggera hill, west of the city. The temples of matronal Hera,
of Malophoros and of Zeus Meilichios with their link to
the essential divinities of regeneration (chthonic entities)
and with their limited monumentality represented a
means to converse with the natives through the common
liturgy of shared cults, so different from the aggressiveness of those present in mirror fashion to the east, created perhaps to arouse fear in Greek fellow-citizens,
always lying in ambush as competitors.
In this historical, political and artistic context there are
set some valuable objects preserved in the archaeological
collection of the Museum of Mediterranean Wefts. These
are black-figured and red-figured Attic vases with themes
from the Dionysiac cycle and representation of the deeds
of Heracles, to which there is also linked an oenochoe
with a white background from the middle of the 6th century BC on which there is a scene depicting Hercules’ fight
with the Cretan bull. To the Dionysiac cycle there belongs
a scene painted on a lekythos with the representation of
Dionysus and the Maenads, attributed to the Phanillis
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painter. From the last period of life of the Greek city
there is a bell crater (second half of the 5th century BC)
with a scene depicting the Gigantomachia and a colloquy
attributed to the entourage of the painter of the Niobids.
The themes dealt with by vase paintings are echoed in
the similar subjects dealt with in the metope sculpture.
The vases referred to must certainly have been objects of
funeral devotion since they were certainly part of Selinunte tomb outfits.
The situation and the environmental context of the
Selinunte ruins – immersed in an area that, thanks to the
laborious constitution of the archaeological park, allows
unmolested reading of them – gives the visitor Romanesque and evocative images. The heaps of columns
and architraves that in stretches break up the agrarian
view and the linearity of the walls call to mind the picturesque accounts by the first European travellers, from
Goethe to Houel. By contrast, the traces of the carts
along the roads and the walls and towers afford hints for
evocative pictures of daily life in the city, regulated by
the different rhythms of maritime life on one side and
rural on the other.
About ten kilometres west of the city the Selinunte engineers found the best stone to do their grandiose works.
This is the area of the so-called Cusa Quarries, where the
limestone bed, outcropping for a very long stretch, made
it possible to extract the biggest elements necessary for
the city works (Tusa 2010). The big capitals and the no
less imposing columns of temple G were carved here with
great skill and huge work was involved in transporting
them to their destination.
The other fundamental protagonists of the history of
Sicily were the Phoenicians and their Punic/Carthaginian
epigones. It is known that they had a fundamental role
in the colonization of the whole Mediterranean, well before the Greeks, and in this sense they constituted the
connection between the period of Mycenaean and Levantine trade in the 14th-12th centuries BC and the appearance of traders from Oebea and Corinth beginning from
the 9th century BC. To them some objects are to be attributed like the glass pastes in the collection of the museum.
This is the period during which, according to the list of
the Mediterranean thalassocracies drawn up by Eusebius,
there is precisely that of the Phoenicians between 837
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and 784 BC. Despite the rigid chronological delimitation,
this precise textual datum certainly indicates the period
of greatest western expansion of the Phoenicians within
a phenomenon that began a few centuries before, if
what the sources indicate is true regarding the foundation of Lixus, on the Atlantic coast of Morocco, as early
as the end of the 12th century BC, of Cadiz on the southeast coast of Spain in 1110 BC, and of Utica, in Tunisia, in
1101 BC. Exclusively commercial aims animated the first
merchants and sailors that departed from the cities in the
east in search of strategic places from the point of view
of navigation, trade and stocking up with raw materials.
In the course of time these places were to become emporiums, warehouses, colonies and metropolises like
Carthage, Motya, Tharros, Cadiz, etc. In Sicily, Motya, Solunto and Palermo came into being. This process of colonial settlements, in which it becomes difficult to identify
the Phoenician origin or the secondary Carthaginian one,
was consolidated once and for all in the 6th and 5th centuries BC with the uncontested political-military leadership of Carthage.
There was a moment, at the beginning of the 5th century BC, during which, for about twenty years, the
Carthaginians became almost the absolute dominators of
the Mediterranean. From Sicily there was to begin a conditioning of this power. It was the defeat of 480 BC at
Himera that altered this role that, at least for Sicily, was
to be shared with the Greeks, and with Syracuse in particular. With chequered vicissitudes (conquest of Selinunte by the Carthaginians in 409 BC and destruction of
Motya by the Syracusans in 397 BC) they would partially
maintain their power over the seas and over western
Sicily until the fateful and epochal defeat of 10 March
241 BC by the Roman fleet, headed by Lutatius Catulus,
in the sea around the Aegades. For the Carthaginians, in
addition to the loss of Sicily, this would also be the beginning of the ineluctable decline that was to culminate
in the destruction of Carthage in 146 BC (Tusa, Royal
2012).
A slow process of assimilation to the Hellenic world
due to contiguity and interaction between the two political-economic spheres led to a real phenomenon of acculturation that, beginning from late classicism, was
gradually to wipe out every stylistic peculiarity, making
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Punic production identical to Greek. An admirable example of assimilated taste is the Motya statue of the charioteer, where the only hint of a centuries-old
Phoenician-Punic tradition can be perceived in the refusal
of displayed nudity, nevertheless artfully “ironized”
through the sensual folds of the dress covering the features, done in pure severe style.
With the foundation of Selinunte and Himera, the
Phoenicians found themselves definitely confined to the
extreme western strip of Sicily. Already when the Greeks
began to arrive in big numbers in the 7th century, they
had withdrawn – as Thucydides informs us – from their
bases scattered along the whole perimeter of Sicily, to
concentrate in three places, namely Panormos (Palermo),
Solunto and Motya. According to Thucydides, the choice
of these cities was motivated both by the fact that here
the Phoenicians could count on the support of the Elymians, their allies, and by the proximity of Carthage.
Motya, situated on the extreme western tip of Sicily,
near Cape Lilybaeum, inside the vast lagoon today called
Stagnone, became very important as the first harbour
touched on by the Carthaginian ships that arrived in
Sicily. Already before, because of the conformation of its
site, it was an ideal base for Phoenician sailors. If, on one
side, it was distant enough from the shore to be safe
from dangers of invasion, on the other side it was near
enough to allow trade with the natives. It was connected
to the terra firma by a dike, which you can still glimpse
under the waters of the lagoon and which country people continued until a short while ago to use to reach the
islet on their carts.
It was under tragic auspices that Roman dominion of
the island began, with the destruction of the Tyche and
Neapolis quarters in Syracuse in 211 BC, characterized by
massacres, violence and destructions that also involved
the death of the great Archimedes. Although the victorious Marcellus spared the people from enslavement, they
suffered hunger and hence were enslaved to the new
masters – although with 130 ships loaded with corn, captured by Otacilius at Utica and quickly rerouted to Syracuse, the defeated people were saved from famine.
The impact of the ruinous defeat of the powerful Syracuse inexorably frustrated the hopes of resistance of
many Greek cities in Sicily. Tauromenium (Taormina), for
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instance, hastened to make an alliance. Meanwhile with
Hanno the Carthaginians strengthened their position at
Agrigento but suffered a heavy defeat in battle near the
southern river Imera.
The conquest of Sicily had started and Roman power
was consolidated with the province being entrusted to
the praetor M. Cornelius Cetegus, while Marcellus took
the praise for the conquest and in Rome received the
well-deserved glory and showed the abundant spoils of
Syracuse, consisting above all in precious artworks.
The conquest of the island was entrusted, after Marcellus, to the consul Valerius Levinus, who set out to conquer Agrigento after having consolidating his power in
Syracuse. Agrigento fell thanks to the betrayal of Hanno
by the commander Myttones. With Agrigento the conquest of Sicily was more or less completed.
The Roman conquest of Sicily and, above all the vicissitudes that preceded it, caused a profound crisis in the
socioeconomic fabric of the island, causing the flight of
huge capitals and a crisis in flourishing entrepreneurial
activities. Life seemed to stop, as is also shown by the
high number of caches of bronze and silver coins, which
indicate a strong tendency to hoarding of wealth rather
than to investment.
The Romans were interested in the Siceliotes going
back to cultivating the fields to produce that corn which
they particularly needed, their diet being made up above
all of corn, unlike the Greeks, who preferred barley. Sicily
was about to become that famous “granary of the
Roman people” referred to by Cato, Cicero and Strabo.
In the first half of the 2nd century BC the Sicilian agricultural economy was already beginning to grow once
again. Proof of this is the 33 mints working on the island.
Among the Siceliot cities that resurfaced after the
Roman conquest, Lilybaeum took on a strong and powerful role as a stronghold in the western sector of the island, facilitated by the irreversible decline of the power
of Selinunte and by the limited strength of nearby
Mazara and Panormos.
With the end of the third Punic war Sicily also recovered prestige thanks to an action that was both symbolic
and important, by Scipio Emilianus, namely the restitution of a lot of works stolen by the Carthaginians in Sicily
from the end of the 5th century BC. Soon, indeed as early
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as the 1st century BC, the high profitability of corn production stimulated industrial development of agriculture
with the introduction of more specialized crops like the
olive tree and the vine and the breeding of livestock. The
development of the latifundium was to be concretized in
the imperial epoch, almost entirely wiping out small land
ownership. It was in this period that Sicily took on that
latifundium physiognomy that was to have so much
weight in its long history. The spread of the latifundium
produced the germs that were to try to undermine its
foundations with the slave wars caused, according to
Diodorus, by the fierce and inhuman way that the owners
of the big estates treated their slaves. It was because of
this situation that big masses of slaves of Greek and
Carthaginian origin, or Italiot, often left to their own devices and deprived of sustenance by their masters, got together in gangs, taking illegal actions against the central
power. The biggest revolt took place in Enna in 136 BC,
led by Cleon and Eunus, and very soon spreading to
katane and Tauromenium. The dream of Eunus, who was
an ephemeral king with the name of Antiocus, and of his
companion Cleon, lasted until 132 BC, when both were
defeated and killed by the consul P. Rupilius, who conquered both Tauromenium and Enna, putting an end to
the first slave war, which constituted an episode of true
secession.
After the long and turbulent period of the slave wars,
Sicily went through a period of rebirth and prosperity
though there were real lootings, malversations and systematic corruption. A typical case is that of Verres, propraetor in Sicily between 73 and 71, bitterly attacked by
Cicero, sometimes unfairly seeing the real merits that he
had in furnishing the populace with the corn guaranteed
by the institution of the Lex frumentaria Terentia Cassia.
Verres’ passion for collecting artworks, which Cicero himself actually shared, provoked the despoiling of whole
cities and the rise of a flourishing maritime trade in real
primordial antiques of which the many shipwrecks that
transported works of art recovered in the Mediterranean
are an archaeological testimony. The tranquillity of the
period was also shaken by the conflict against Sextus
Pompeius, proscribed by the triumvirs Octavian, Mark
Antony and Lepidus. A decisive naval battle was fought
near Naulochus, on 3 September 37 BC, near Cape Raso-
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colmo, which ended with the victory of Agrippa and the
flight of Pompeius towards Greece and the occupation
of the island by Octavian. It is in that stretch of coastline
that the Superintendence of the Sea has recovered an exemplar of a bronze rostrum of great value, probably related precisely to that battle.
The Augustan restoration in Sicily was also due to direct economic interests of the imperial family in the island, who stimulated flourishing enterprises in the
sectors of tile production, garum, salted fish and mining
(sulphur).
Among the most florid cities in Sicily was Lilybaeum,
thanks to its enviable position as a necessary port of call
along the Mediterranean routes at the extreme western
limit of Sicily (Cape Boeo). It became Roman at the end
of the first Punic war after having been for the
Carthaginians the base for maintaining control of Sicily.
Despite the repeated naval blocks by the Romans, communications with Carthage were maintained thanks to
the ability of the commanders Himilco and Hannibal. It
was only in 241 BC, after the Carthaginian defeat in the
battle of the Aegadi, that Lilybaeum was handed over to
the Romans. The exact location of the battle of the Aegadi, northwest of Levanzo, has been ascertained thanks
to the researches carried out by the Superintendence of
the Sea in collaboration with the RPM Nautical Foundation, leading to the discovery and recovery of numerous
bronze rostra and numerous finds connected with that
battle, which took place on 10 March of 241 BC.
Under the Romans, Lilybaeum experienced a period of
great prosperity. Cicero defined it a civitas splendidissima.
It became a municipium in the Augustan age, and was
raised to the rank of a colony by the emperor Pertinax or
by Septimius Severus. At the beginning of the 5th century,
when the city was devastated by the Vandals, the presence of a Christian community is documented, the diocese of Lilybaeum having been founded at the time of
Pope Zosimus.
The first centuries of the empire saw Sicily in a marginal role in relation to the central power, almost certainly because of the development of the North African
provinces. Agriculture too was marginalized, the cultivated surface being reduced in favour of sheep raising
(although the corn contribution of the island remained
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fundamental). This marginalization boosted brigandage,
which rendered vast swaths of the territory unsafe, causing depopulation of cities and a shift of the population
towards the coasts with concentration in a few towns
(Catania, Palermo, Termini Imerese, Lilibeo and Syracuse).
During the late imperial period, following the reform
by Diocletian and the rise of Christianity (edict of Constantine 313), Sicily offered more favourable conditions
for investment, especially in large estates, until the invasions by the Vandals in 440 AD.
We perceive this favourable climate in the spellbound
world sung of by the splendid mosaics in the luxurious
rural abodes of imperial Sicily, like the Casale and Tellaro
villas, although from them there already emanates an air
of tragic decadence.
The period between the dominion of the Vandal
Genseric, which started with the 440 siege of Palermo
and ended with the arrival of Belisarius in 533, is to be
considered as the watershed between a period of prosperity and a situation of crisis, depression and marginality
that Sicily was to experience for centuries. Nevertheless,
the island never lost its corn-producing strength. Byzantine Sicily once again provided corn for Rome and Naples,
which in this way successfully faced the Gothic siege. Despite the crises due to the sequence of manifold dominations Sicily paradoxically maintained its role as a granary
that this island continued to have until recent times, as
has been well highlighted in a recent fundamental essay
by Abulafia, who stresses the fundamental contribution
of the island as a supplier of cereals in the period of
greatest prosperity of the maritime republics.
With the Byzantines, Sicily became a province of Byzantium, with Syracuse as the capital. But as early as 652
there began the repeated “Saracen” raids by fleets stationed in the territory of today’s Tunisia. Nevertheless,
the strategic importance of the island induced emperor
Constans II to place the court, the mint and the imperial
offices in Syracuse beginning from 663 AD, seeing the impossibility of returning to Rome. Shortly after the assassination of Constans II, his son Constans IV Pogonatus
moved the political centre of the empire to Byzantium.
The Byzantines, effecting a rigid division of civil power
from military, submitted the island to a regime of military
dictatorship characterized by fiscal and bureaucratic op-
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pressions. This provoked an exodus towards the countryside and a general period of decadence that only occupation by the Islamized Berbers from North Africa was to
turn round, giving an impulse to art, architecture and
agrarian and agrarian-industrial technologies exemplified by the beautiful Berber-Sicilian ceramics, also defined as siquillian, rich in bizarre decorative objects
present in the Gibellina Museum.
The long and rapid overview of the history of Sicily, a
land symbolic of that abstract but penetrating concept
that is the Mediterranean civilization – the metaphoric
Great Sea of Abulafia – continues through the wefts, images and ornaments wisely collected by the unforgettable Ludovico Corrao.
There emerge divinities, beliefs, myths, liturgies and
magics that were modified over the centuries in a cycle
connected with the dynamics of birth, death and fertility,
which in Sicily survived the great upheavals connected
with the alternation of various civilizations. The maniacal
periodicity of this cycle was at times tragically and fatalistically accepted by the Sicilians, but also by the Maghrebins, the Iberians, the Provencals, the Neapolitans, the
Greeks, the Jews and the Arabs. It is exemplified in the
scene that immortalizes Hecate welcoming Demeter that
hands him an ear of corn, accompanying Persephone in
her periodical return from Hades. In this exemplarily represented image with symbolic effectiveness in the small
metope at Selinunte, there is enclosed the essence of the
millennial continuity of the most intimate and original
spirituality of common Mediterranean feeling exemplarily experienced and represented by the physical wefts of
the Gibellina Museum that for us is physicalized as in a
fading in the sculptural face with Greek-Berber features
of the unforgettable Ludovico.
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When the writer arrived in the Belice area, destroyed
by the violent earthquake of 1968, she was only five years
old and moved with her parents, attracted from the
North to the South of Italy to participate in a decisive adventure of democratic commitment and civil participation, to try out their critical professionalism in an

emergency situation.1 Childhood is an earthquake is a remarkable document because it reopens, forty years after
the tragic event, a reflection on the Belice area from a
new point of view: the gazes of a child that comes from
far off inscribes the seismic event and the reconstruction
that followed it within the horizon of an autobiographic
narration, that of the author’s Childhood at Partanna.2
There is an evident allusion to Walter Benjamin’s Berlin
Childhood Around 1900, a splendid text in which the author tells a different story of tragic twentieth-century Europe in the only way left for those who practised literary
writing after the end of the epoch of the novel:3 autobiography. In this case too the gaze of the child and the reflection of the adult poignantly render the story of a city
overwhelmed by a wholly human tragedy, the barbarity
of Nazism and the war:
Not knowing your way around in a city, affirms Walter Benjamin, does not mean very much. By contrast, it takes a certain amount of practice to get lost in it as one gets lost in a
forest. (Benjamin, 2007, 18).

So here, expressed in a figurative form, is another formula that, like the preceding one, introduces us to the
theme of this essay: the relationship between the event
and the catastrophe.
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1. Gibellina. Burri’s Crack
2-4. Gibellina before the earthquake

The event
We have entered the geography of contingency. The
epoch of great narrations is over and gives way to a narrower horizon, dominated by the present. We are reminded of this, with different tones, both by François
Hartog with his regimes of historicity (2003) and by
Richard Rorty with the allusion to the triple contingency
of the self, language and life (1989). The horizon that is
delineated, starting from an experience of time anchored
to the present, is that of daily life suggested by Ash Amin
and Nigel Thrift: a new urbanism of daily life, which
stresses transitivity, rhythms and urban signs (2005).
Contrarily to what we might be induced to think, the
geography of contingency is not devoted to events, which
are intolerant of – or perhaps indifferent to – description,
but rather to the catastrophes that originated from the
latter. The rebellion of places against the landscape, seen
as a powerful device of Modernity aiming to discipline our
gaze (Guarrasi, 2001), calls for the deconstructive casting,
several times evoked by Jacques Derrida, as the theoretical response. The rebellion of places happens when they
are re-proposed in all the polyphonic dissonance and programmatic incompleteness of human action. As has been
observed, geography can perceive it only if it incorporates
in itself the dialectical tension of cinema language, a form
that, as Wim Venders tells us, aims at closure, but at the
same time tends to break the banks:

tics, diplomacy, economy, historical reality, and so forth. Deconstruction is the event. (Derrida, 2002, 45)

If deconstruction can be described as
- an event, what happens, is happening today in what
is called society, politics, diplomacy, economy, historical reality, and so forth;
- the opening of a space, the emergence of an element, in which a certain number of phenomena require trans-, inter- and above all ultra-disciplinary
approaches, approaches that till now have not been
seen in any place, in any department, in any area of
any discipline;
- something that tends to introduce in the environment in which it operates a principle of dislocation
that is an element of perturbation, disorder or irreducible agitation.
Then social becoming appears like something that restructures the field of forms of knowledge introducing a
principle of dislocation in them. But if we do not pass
through perturbation and disorder we are not able to
react to the challenge that engages the social, the political, the economic, etc. If we are not ready to cross disci-

Like every type of language, poetry too, or a picture. It always tends to a form, to formal closure, and it becomes significant precisely in the cracks in the banks, where something
escapes. If everything is articulated in a uniform continuum
there is no longer any space for having an experience. This
happens in the cinema too. (Wenders, 1992, 105-106).

That is the reason why the cinema, that particular
urban culture, which came into being at the end of the
19th century and grew parallel to the expansion of the
metropolises, lends itself in such a pregnant way to rendering the openness and ambiguity that belongs to contemporary human interaction. Cinematography is more
appropriate than photography to showing us the theoretical. We can perhaps better grasp the meaning of Derrida’s sentence if we clarify that by theory he means
precisely deconstruction defined as follows:
it is not a theory, nor a philosophy: neither a school, nor a
method. Not even a discourse, an action, a practice. It is what
happens, is happening today in what is called society, poli-
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plinary confines, we are not receptive to vision of the theoretical event. In this way, Jacques Derrida makes an admirable turnaround: the theoretical is not proposed as
something that originates from the inside, comparable to
a mental process, but as a movement that we can appreciate or not appreciate in relation to the configuration of
the forms of knowledge which we draw on. Descartes’
cogito and its subject are thrown a great distance back.
The distinction between subject and object of the cognitive act is no longer presupposed; indeed, what happens
happens in a place of great instability and perturbation.
Hence deconstruction4 is an event that not only means
the opening of a space but introduces in it a principle of
dislocation, that is of perturbation, disorder or irreducible
agitation. If all this is what happens before our eyes, then
we understand why the most significant geographical experiences take place in the field and why it is not possible
to start new research itineraries without reflecting on the
relationship between theoretical movement and field researches. In a field which is so blurred and unstable, the
terrain of geographical research appears rugged and
beset with obstacles for those who think they can move
towards exploration of places without a compass and sextant. In a world that no idea of progress or philosophy of
history is suited to endowing with order and meaning,
places themselves appear like incoherent agglomerations
of events. It is not possible to face the adventure constituted by field research, if we are not equipped with those
gadgets that orientate navigation, allowing us each time
to get a clear picture of the situation.
Every place is an entity with great complexity, because
it is the unpredictable result of action – in a given context
of situation – of human beings, who incorporate in their
action multiple cultural substrata, deriving from their respective biographies.5 They find themselves operating
within a shared physical context that, however, in each

of the social actors inspires a multiplicity of discourses
and practices that are very difficult to define a priori. In
the interaction between subjects these separate universes
converge so that communication can take place.
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The time of the catastrophe
As we know, according to Aristotle dramatic action develops in two phases: to the interlacement of the dramatic knot (désis) there is opposed the catastrophe
(catastrophé) as the dissolution of the knot itself (lùsis).
The very adoption of the term “catastrophe” therefore
has as its first effect moving the stress from the event to
the narration of the development of the interlacement
of human relationships and actions; from emotional and
existential perception to human praxis generating territorial forms; from accurate description of events to narrative development of the latter. It is thanks to this
landslide of the focus of attention that the catastrophe
takes place and that this place produces urban effects.
What by its nature escapes from the sphere of calculation
and analytical languages is instead exposed to narration
and to that set of tools developed to organize the flow
of human experiences in structures endowed with meaning. I refer to that set of tools that has undergone a long
development in our culture, from Aristotle’s Poetic down
to René Thom’s Catastrophe Theory.
At the time of the catastrophe, the place is an event.
This place in the Belice area has a name: it is called Gibellina (Vassallo, 2002). It is a scandalous town that has not
yet used up its propulsive force and continues to question
itself and to question us on the meaning of living today.
In relation to a place that presents such a high level of
perturbation – on both the local and the global scale –
the question is how it is shaped around the narrative
space that describes it, that is to say the time of the catastrophe that recounts it.
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Derrida’s teaching suggests that it is not appropriate
to presuppose a hierarchy among narrations. Not even
the most classical of distinctions holds up, that is to say
the one made by Lorenza Mondada between discourses
in the town and discourses on the town (2000). In preparing to listen to the world, we owe the same attention
both to the children that live in the town and to the experts that describe it. Every narration proposes a different vision of the ongoing catastrophe and questions itself
on the new dimensions of living that it throws open before our eyes. All subjects, warned by contingency, test
out the scope of their languages and express new universes of practices:

lying and planning for serious objective, but there is no ultimate objectivity if everything is an image, if everything is fine
design. The simple fact, for instance, of taking up one’s own
technical point of view, that of ‘the person who knows’, as if
I could look at things from an abstract side, seemed inexistent. “What must we think of our democracy?” Carlo Sini
wondered. “What can we hope? Do we have to fight images
with other images? On the basis of what conviction? Philosophically we cannot accredit ourselves as those people that
possess the truth; we have to clarify why we think we possess
the truth and what on earth this means (...). Or must we have
the courage to face this paradox of democracy, which is the
very paradox of western man, of his presumed scientific
knowledge, of his constitution of interiority, of his illusion of
the image and the true, and attempt a practicable pathway
in this arduous confine? (Carta, 2009, 116-17)

A few days after the earthquake, the Palermo Association of
Architects got to work and I was sent precisely to the centre
of the Gibellina-Salaparuta area, together with the architect
Prinzi, to analyze the situation of the infrastructures and the
zootechnic assets, at least to provide up-to-date data on
what was still working, on the roads that were almost all ruined. Subsequently from April 1968 to 1975 – on behalf of
the Partinico Study Centre directed by Danilo Dolci – I dealt
with a Democratic Development Plan of the Belice-Carboi
and Jato Valleys.
This is the name we chose to give to that plan, as it was the
fruit of many first-hand contributions from below, indeed
one of the first examples of participation and whose accentuation – precisely on ‘democratic participation’ – today is
also referred to even by the most uninformed.
I have to speak of the Plan in relation to the cultural background of the time, and I necessarily have to do so from the
point of view of an architect, and of the ideas inside the University at that time. I thought: an urbanist has to be objective;
certainly there are a lot of gradations between knowingly

This is what Giuseppe Carta tells us, and further on he
affirms the following:
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The experience from below was wrecked in the impact with
an endless series of Plans and Bodies, each responsible for
the planning or consolidation of sectorial aspects, linked to
a varying extent to the territory itself. The formulation of
the problems of agriculture had started a long time before
in Sicily with the 1892-94 Workers’ Associations; that of irrigation and the construction of dikes mentioned above had
started in 1929 with the first splitting-up of land, repeatedly
debated in parliament (see the reports on the 1929-60 hydraulic reclamations in the southern territory). The demand
for irrigated agriculture had been placed in the foreground
since the first occupations of land, immediately after the war,
and tenaciously demanded by workers but not taken into
consideration on a large scale. A famous ‘Plan for irrigated
development of the Upper and Middle Belice’ of the years
1955-60 was not even considered, and indeed was buried; I
had this plan in my hands for a short time and among other

6
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things it dealt with the sore point, for the big landowners,
of the splitting-up of uncultivated land (I would like to remind readers that this plan, which cannot be found after the
liquidation of the Consortium that managed it, had as its
planner the engineer Conti). (Carta, 2009, 120)

Equally significant for us is the testimony of an adolescent from New Gibellina:
As everyone knows, our village is a very young one because
of the terrible 1968 earthquake that struck the whole Belice
Valley. Despite this the people of Gibellina plucked up their
courage and after a great many sacrifices rebuilt the village
in which we all live today. This is a village that starting from
the rebuilding looked more towards historical and modern
culture. Being a beautiful village, Gibellina also has its positive and negative sides. For instance, a couple of years ago
they blocked the construction of the splendid theatre of P.
Consagra, whose skeleton we can admire. Just think, because
of insufficient funds to continue it, of course. But that isn’t
all! The hotel, an enormous building next to the council
houses, is also in a permanent skeletal state. But what has
really scandalized the people of Gibellina is the collapse of
the roof of the main church, better known as the ‘ball
church’. This event caused a big uproar but according to the
local people the collapse of the roof was caused by the fragile structures of the roof that collapsed “in a big way.” However, Gibellina offers its people and also the numerous
tourists magnificent places to spend some time cheerfully
with your friends. The good thing for us young people was
the construction of the pedestrian areas. For those that don’t
know, the pedestrian areas are like public gardens set out
behind the houses where young people can play. On the first
summer evenings in the municipal square young people of
all ages walk with their friends. Then there is the system of
piazzas where we young people can play football in our free
time. A couple of years ago they finished the botanical garden, which has a lot of plants and flowers of different types.
Obviously, tourists that come to visit Gibellina praise it because they only see the best aspects of our town but I believe
that if they lived here for a few months, perhaps they would
not be very happy with what they said before.6 (De Spuches,
Picone, 2009,161)
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This passage is from Giulia De Spuches and Marco Picone in their contribution to the volume Città nell’emergenza. Progettare e costruire tra Gibellina e lo ZEN. The
two authors describe the terms of their involvement in
the Gibellina event as follows:
The reflections that the occasion of this return, the
umpteenth one, allow us to make have a paternity that goes
beyond the present writers. It is a long story involving so
many people that enthusiastically agreed to enter a reality
that, as we will see, cannot be considered otherwise. It is a
story experienced by an institution7 that for more than fifteen years reflected and called geographers to reflect on the
reality of Gibellina and the Belice Valley. A fundamental passage, in the reflections that had been individual up to that
moment and therefore even older for some of us, was the
international conference “Founding the place and establishing the space.”8 But before the conference, in Gibellina a
field training course of the duration of one week was held.
The conclusions have never been written, perhaps because
even then the transcription of what had happened could not
be re-proposed; as Vincenzo Guarrasi says, “the place is an
event, it is something that happens when two human subjects meet and, every time, it is something new.”
The novelty, today, lies in the gaze of the present writers on
a reality that is often criticized, forty years after what happened, and never leaves one indifferent; this is because our
generation is facing a unique reality: the foundation of a
town after a seismic event. A foundation, as we will see, that
is different from others because it has come about inside a
government in which democracy is in force, not the twentieth-century fascist ideology nor that much older one, the
seventeenth-eighteenth-century one, which responded to
political demands of a different nature. (2009, 149)

Conclusions
It is too soon to draw conclusions: for settlements too,
childhood is an earthquake or, as we are wont to say, it is
the occasion for new human foundations. It is not by
chance that precisely there at Gibellina a process was set
going that later led to “Virtual landscapes and cosmopol-
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itan towns.” The initial prompting came from the international Colloquy on the theme “Fonder le lieu, instaurer
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(Gibellina, 1993), which the Association of Italian Geographers organized in collaboration with the Groupe International d’études sur les représentations en
géographie.9 On that occasion an attempt was made to
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through further moments of development and in-depth
examination down to the singular experience of the itinerant colloquy entitled “Virtual landscapes”, held in
Palermo in 2000.10 These meetings were followed, some
years later, but in the line of the same research and action
experience, by experiences promoted for facing the
theme of the cosmopolitan city.11
If from Farinelli’s Geography we learn that the first
modern city is Ferrara (2003), perhaps the first post-modern city, pace the geographers of the Los Angeles School,
is not to be sought in North America – it is not Las Vegas,
or Guantanamo or Los Angeles or Disneyland – but rather
in the heart of old Europe: Gibellina, in the Belice valley.
For it is only at Gibellina that we find condensed together
in the same place an art town and an exceptional space,
a post-metropolis and a theme park.
What makes Ferrara the first modern city? According
to Franco Farinelli, it is the structural opposition that
holds together the old city and the addition by Rossetti,
like earth and air, and is resolved into a new relationship
between map, space and city (2003, 142-44). In the case
of Gibellina, the planning space rather finds a corrective
in the art town and the artists, according to a happy intuition by Ludovico Corrao, the mayor-cum-patron since
that time. But if the new Gibellina cannot not continue
to converse at a distance with the remains of the town
wound in the shroud by Burri (the Cretto), its inhabitants
deported into the meshes of an emergency urbanism testify to the uneasiness of those that, expelled from the historical areas of European towns, have had to exchange a
relationship environment for more comfortable
dwellings and, on the urban scale, to allow a vital world
to be translated into the cold and antiseptic reproduction
of a theme park, dominated by the logics of distance
economy.
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THROUGH THREADS AND SIGNS.
WEAVING AS A MUSEUM METAPHOR
ANTONINO CUSUMANO

On the dialectical dualism between knot and nail Adriano Sofri some years ago created and supported an original reading of his own of the human history of the
genesis of culture and civilizations. “The knot is supple,
the nail rigid: the nail irreparably breaks, the knot is untied, restoring things as they were. It is reversibility, the
possibility of going back – without waste, without losses”
(Sofri 1995: 64). If the nail, “the prototype of the sword
and the dagger”, fixes confines, pierces through bodies
and materials, marks and engraves surfaces and, like a
sharp arrow, alludes to a unique and rectilinear time, the
knot, a metaphor of the “Dedalic labyrinth”, winds,
binds, amalgamates, embraces, looks back to a circular or
tortuous time. Nail and knot, Sofri reminds us, are complementary, like the right hand and the left, the right
hemisphere of the brain and the left one. Thinking about
it carefully, over and above Sofri’s pages, nail and knot
have to do with weaving, the archaic and elementary art
that, in connecting the threads of the warp and the weft,
joins together the security of nails, around which the
warping is arranged, and the flexibility of knots, which
unites the meshes, the strength of the clamping batten
and the patience of the enwrapping fibre.
If it is true that knowing fundamentally consists, according to the old lesson of Giambattista Vico, in the exercise of looking for connections between distant and
different things, there is probably no symbolic paradigm
that better exemplifies weaving, an archetype of the coexistence of differences, a model summing up the syncretic processes that in every culture are at the root of
doing and representing. In the loom there are lined up
and unravelled the tangled threads of the history of man,
there intersect the different horizons of space and time,
there converge the different existential trajectories, there
unfold works and skills, techniques and capitals, styles
and myths of the imagination. In the very action of uniting and tying, in the ancient and simple gesture of interweaving and superimposing different elements that are
more or less flexible, more or less rigid, we can identify
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the structural basis of the nature/culture relationship, the
alphabet of exchange supporting the life of individuals
and communities. Connecting the threads, ordering
them, knotting them and manipulating them are operations that do not only belong to material reality, to the
physical evidences of productive cycles, to the practical
and daily reasons for a certain social and economic world.
Instead, they seem emblematically to embody the complexity, the variety and the interdependence of the constitutive elements of cultures, they seem to shape the
factual device through which in a harmonic and composite design there are blended thoughts, languages, faiths
and customs belonging to different peoples. Perhaps it is
not by chance that the founder of modern linguistics, Ferdinand de Saussure, explained the devices of language in
textile terms, the symbol itself being literally a knot that
binds together meaning and signifier.
It is certainly not a coincidence that not a few
metaphors making reference to spinning and weaving are
adopted in the common forms of communicating to indicate operations of thinking, recounting and writing (cf.
Rigotti 2002). To the thread to be unravelled or woven in
Italian there are linked, to give a few example, our discourses, stories and accounts, residual hopes (“a thread of
hope”) or the conclusions of reasoning (“to pull the
threads together”). Even life – we are wont to say – hangs
by a thread. The very etymon of the word “text” from the
Latin textus, with that x in the mean almost aiming to materialize the knot that connects and welds together the
two parts, reveals the subtended connections between
the arts of writing and weaving, between the signs of
writing and those codified by techniques on the loom, so
it is possible to read the text as a fabric and the fabric as
a text. Likewise, words like “interlacement” and “weft”
are linguistic loans that have migrated from the semantic
field of weaving to that of the work of writing.
It has been observed that “weaving is not really an art
like others. […] After having invented the loom (or: after
having invented himself as homo textilis), man was to in-
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terpret the cosmos as a fabric, and try to guess who is the
Weaver of it.” (Ghersi 2006: 25).
In many cultures, indeed, the action of weaving coincides with that of creation, and more explicitly of birth,
being accompanied, when the job is finished, by the same
auspicial formulas that the midwife recites while cutting
the baby’s umbilical cord. To these traditions there is
linked the icon of the loom as a dynamic structure and
an archetypical model of the universe, a precious tool in
the hands of divinities or heroines that through movement of threads govern men’s destiny.
Weaving - says one of the greatest scholars on myths and religions - does not only mean predestining (on the anthropological plane) and gathering together different realities (on
the cosmological plane), but also creating, bringing something out of its own substance, as the spider does in building
its web by itself. (Eliade 1976: 188).

We do not know if humanity, as Gherzi affirms, first
learned to weave and only later, through abstraction, to
think and to speak. However, the image of the loom as a
paradigm of the mind is not simply evocative. Nor would
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a farfetched hypothesis seem be at the basis of the intimate relationship between the operations of manipulating a thread, holding it taut, making it flow, twist,
interweave and knot, and the physical development of
thoughts, which extrapolates from the confused entanglement of a skein the sequential thread of discourses,
the meaning of the most complex arguments. After all,
the ball of wool with which Theseus succeeds in finding
his way out of the labyrinth is the logos and the thread
that becomes fabric serves to tie and untie bonds between mortals and gods, between ancestors and descendants, between men themselves.
Like the thread, the fabric is first of all a bond, but it is also
a reassuring bond, a symbol of continuity, over-determined
in the collective unconscious by the circular or rhythmical
technique of its production. The fabric is what is opposed to
the discontinuity, laceration, breakup, in the weft and in
what subtends it, […] something that reconnects two separate parts, and mends a hiatus (Durand 2009: 399).

In fabric, which in itself is made up of solids and voids,
of rectos and versos that are defined in their mutual
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1. Sardinian loom

whole and, in their dynamic relationship, give rise to a
compact manufactured article, much more resistant than
the original fibres and the single threads, in its formation
and constitution is therefore the concrete and finished
representation of the dense network of human interactions and cultural connections that in history for millennia have developed and coagulated in the
Mediterranean. This is all the more so because the identity of this sea is given by migrations of men and things,
by that incessant bustle between the shores that so much
resembles the perpetual movement of spools in looms.
From the promptings of this symbolic correspondence
there seems to have matured the ambitious museographical project of Ludovico Corrao, when to the place of conservation of his collections he gave the name
Mediterranean Wefts, “to go over traces finding their
unity in the differences, to connect wefts and weavings
with threads of different colours and origins.” (Corrao L.
1995: 7). On the loom of the Mediterranean, a very ancient crossroad of traffic and exchanges, of wanderings
and crossbreeding, the identities of different peoples
have come face to face and been remodelled, and the
lives and destinies of distant communities have blended.
This gave rise to the happy intuition of representing
through woven works, costumes, carpets, trousseaus,
that dense system of relationships, blends and hybridizations woven by the thousand threads traced out and interlaced on the waters of this narrow sea lying between
three continents. Hence weaving is an imago mundi, an
icon-based and sign-based metaphor of a big museum architecture whose objective is to renew the various
threads of a reticular space, of that Mediterranean, constitutively plural, that has gone through centuries-long
vicissitudes of contacts and mediations, transactions and
mediations, crossings and re-positionings.
Prepared by two conferences promoted and organized
at Gibellina on the Mediterranean Costume (October
1991 and 1994), the preparation of the Museum starts
from the textual hypothesis of a “Museum-Workshop, a
loom of weavings between different civilizations, between ancient and new technologies, to perceive and
communicate the constant message of the peoples of the
Mediterranean transmitted over the millennia on art, on
objects used in daily life and on customs.” (L. Corrao in
Vibaek 1996: 8). The allegorical image of spinning and
weaving inspired the planning of an inter-ethnic mu-
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2. Alighiero Boetti, Prisenti, processional cloth in satin, 1985

seum, of a workshop including forms and signs referable
to different cultures and populations, “a new display
model, not to be found in any other country in the world,
in that it selects and presents works and manufactured
articles that belong not only to different languages of art
but also to other expressions of life, from the symbolic to
daily attire.” (Bonito Oliva 1996: 13-14).
In the vast collection, which includes fabrics of popular
and courtly production – clothes and costumes, canvases
and drapes, tapestries and carpets – deriving primarily
from the Maghreb and from the Near East and from
other areas in the big Mediterranean space, though in
their different manufacture of fibres and techniques,
there stand out the richness and excess of a symbolism
that transversally seems to cross and connote the different cultures of dressing and furnishing, the different
ways of responding, amid seriality and creativeness, to
the same elementary and universal needs. It is known
that every garment has a high and intentional sign value,
as Bogatyrëv established once and for all. (1986: 93-120).
Without going here into the issues connected to the differences between clothes and costume, for the purposes
of our discourse it is sufficient to stress the complex symbolic functions – ritual, magic-protective, votive, devotional or simply social – connected to the use of fabrics
and the ethnic identity of individuals and communities.
Cradle or saddlebag, tablecloth or sheet, shawl or handkerchief, swaddling bands for babies or viaticum for the
dead, anything processed and produced on the loom is
something more than a simple garment or furnishing
item, being endowed with meanings that transcend the
mere practical use and take on solidity and value in the
context of precise norms and cultural traditions. In the
finishing touches, in the embroideries, in the ornamental
motifs that enrich and embellish garments that symbolic
surplus is implemented and conveyed that is always contained in every woven work.
In the history of textile art, Sicily has been at the centre
of an extraordinary circuit of Mediterranean transmigrations of raw materials and finished products, decoration
models and execution techniques. This has been documented since the illustrious origins of the ancient Moslem
tiraz in Palermo, from which there came the elegant wall
hangings for the crowning of sovereigns and the luxury
of the courts. Then, as during the following centuries, the
beauty of the manufactured articles and the richness of
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the symbols storied or embroidered on cloths were inherited and elaborated by the creative vitality of innumerable generations of women that were always able to
weave the threads of this long and noble tradition, borrowing and converting the styles and the influences of
clienteles that were aristocratic and cultured in taste, in
forms and in the syntax of the figurative culture and the
Sicilian folk language. Nothing of what was entangled
and knotted among those threads is extraneous to the
dimension of the symbolic, since nothing of daily and domestic life escapes the canons of rituality that run
through family places and mark out the rhythms of seasons and days. Even on less prestigious cloths, on the
humblest articles of linen, on every small element of
clothing, there is played out and renewed that ethical
and aesthetical patrimony of ability, virtue, visibility, prestige and ceremony, which in nurturing the identificational relationship accompanies and scans the cycle of the
life of each person.
In the Gibellina Museum there is a series of drapes
drawn by famous contemporary artists and executed by
local embroideresses. These are big manufactured textile
articles, rectangular in shape, that reproduce and reinterpret the long and narrow tapestry that the notables
of the village took through the streets on the occasion
of the feast of the Most Holy Crucifix, on the second Sunday in May. That cloth relic, lost under the rubble of the
earthquake, was called presente and in its ritual display
had an evident votive function.
During the two days of the feast it is an old custom to conduct, with accompaniment of the music, the presente, not
only through determined streets of the village, but also
through the street of the Races, going up and down at the
end of each race. The presente is a long and narrow fabric
of silk, attached at one of the two extremities to a shaft,
which ends with a handful of dry ears of corn, and is hoisted
by a man riding a mule decked out with silk cloths. On the
one and on the other side there proceed some individuals
on mules decked out with silk that support that long fabric
by means of ribbons attached to it along the edge. The presente, which sometimes was in silk velvet, annually until the
19th century was made at the expense of and provided by the
class of the civili (Ingoglia 1981: 143-144).

Thus the pastor Baldassare Ingoglia wrote in his 1913
monograph on Gibellina, and Pitrè also attested to this
custom:
The name presente gives the meaning of the ceremony, half
religious, half pastoral and civic, culminating in a propitia-
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tory offer to the patron saint. A rich strip of damask with
flowers, from 15 to 20 metres long, and one or more metres
wide, having silk ribbons at the edges, is carried in a procession by men on horseback and followed by a last rider, the
one that has one of those ribbons tied to the baton that
holds up that kind of parasol, a circle around which some
figures of animals hang. (Pitrè 1900: XLIII-XLIV).

A testimonial and country banner of religious devotion, the precious presente of Gibellina is, in truth, part
of a complex ceremonial system also widespread in the
Islamic regions, as has been documented by Francesca
Corrao (1989: 39-43) speaking of pompous celebrations
along the streets of Cairo, dating back to the dawn of
the Fatimid caliphal dynasty, with processions and solemn
corteges characterized by the presence of a no less sumptuous cloth destined for the holy places of Mecca. The sacred invoked and communicated through the ritual use
of textile manufactured articles is, as is well known, a
fairly widespread practice in the Mediterranean area,
since with weaving, in several cultures, a special symbolic
power is associated. From the myth of Ariadne, built on
the saving thread that from the darkness of the labyrinth
prodigiously leads to light, to that of Athena, the lady of
weaving, on to Penelope, who in making and unmaking
the cloth celebrates the victory of civilization over barbarity, we also find the art of weaving in cultural
palimpsests of cosmological foundation, historical institution and social organization.
It is not without meaning that, like making bread,
work on the loom also takes us back to the sphere of domestic and family life, to that skilled female manual craft
called on to confer order on chaos, to give body and life
to what no longer has form or life: raw fibre, no longer
a plant, from which to extract the material to spin and
the thread to weave.
If “in the fingertips of a spinner there is the wisdom of
a violin soloist” (Sofri 1995: 58), in the fingers of the
weaver there is the agility of the pianist, the lightness
with which he or she moves the pedals, dances fast on
the keys, and makes the strings vibrate. At each passage
of the shuttle between warp and weft, rhythm and
meaning are given to the flow of days, the threads of
destiny are extricated and woven, time is consumed, and
life itself is woven. So it was in Sicily in country society,
when Avolio wrote that “there was no family that did
not have looms on the go, as many as the daughters in
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the family, and the youngest ones spooled. Nobody
would have married a girl that did not know how to
weave, absolutely nobody” (Avolio 1974: 287). So it was
in that world in which in the complex institution of the
dowry the trousseau constituted the fulcrum of the
whole system of transmission of matrimonial patrimony.
The honour and boast of every woman that for her realization consumed the seasons of her youth, her “bride’s
stuff”, in the country house, was, until a few years ago,
the fruit of work that was as thankless as it was proud. It
involved the financial efforts and productive intelligence
of the whole family, who for this objective sacrificed all
available resources, sometimes going beyond their real
financial possibilities.
Around this domestic activity of preparation of the
dowry rotated much of the daily life of the female universe, so much so that it took on aspects and characteristics
of a pervasive and totalizing experience. Girls already
started to work on their trousseaus when they were children. At the age of ten-eleven, when with their feet they
hardly succeeded in touching the treadles of the loom, little
girls were started on a hard and severe apprenticeship that,
while it burdened them with a heavy responsibility, served
to give them the memory of the fundamental patrimony
of technical knowledge connected to the practice of weaving, manual skill and formal competences, inherited in the
family sphere within which the country tradition taught
people to seek the solution to most existential problems.
Of the modes and processes of production, of the abilities and of the empirical procedures of workmanship, of
the economic value of this female activity, even simply for
the purposes of the necessities of family consumption, we
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find little or nothing in the nineteenth-century pages of
folklore scholars, who were more attentive to the themes
of the oral tradition than to those of material culture.
The dry, almost metallic blows of the beating of the spool
on the handle of the box, are blended with the songs that
come sonorously and harmoniously from her mouth (Pitrè
1913: 143).

Thus in the wake of Pitrè the crystallized and deceptive
image has come down to us of the “woman singing at
the loom” in a sort of romantic and sentimental idyll that
in the evocation of myth has done away with all concrete
references to the reality of the “job.” The expression: Lu
tilaru è zzappuni (literally: “The loom is a big hoe”), still
lives on in the discourses of the oldest Sicilian women.
With an effective metaphor it suggests the extent of the
physical efforts required by an operation that involved
the whole body in one prolonged muscular tension and
ended up stiffening the legs and the arms, swelled the
hands, ruined the eyes and finally “broke the back”, just
as much as the work of labourers in the fields. Besides,
for the woman, as for the man, the day started very early,
in the exercise of that vast range of activities, generically
included in the term “domestic and family services.” For
the woman too daily work went on for many hours, from
darkness to darkness, extending, in winter, to the middle
of the night, spent amid spindle and spool, by the precarious light of oil lamps.
A precious patrimony, a real capital often entrusted
with the function of integrating the meagre family income and guaranteeing the material conditions of survival, the loom, either for weaving or for embroidering,
was rarely absent in the country house.
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A weft in which there were woven the threads of so many
destinies, a place in which there crossed and knotted the
threads of the four points of the world, it immediately brings
to mind the trousseau of the woman, of the bride. Hence
the trousseau finds purpose, meaning and consent in marriage. Whether it was two, four, six, or eight... A progression
that marked out a pathway of abandonment of poverty or
an appearance of abandonment, but any rate spoke of inexpressible punishment, of work. (Consolo 1988: 11).

In the small perimeter of “this square closed off by
wooden boards” there was inscribed the horizon of the
needs and dreams of most women of past generations,
there was drawn out the map of their personal stories,
there slowly flowed the time of expectations, promises
and hidden hopes.
In the trousseau woven and embroidered by the hands
of the bride there took shape and materialized the structural ambivalence of the dowry, its double articulation,
seen on one side as a patrimony of manufactured articles
with recognized use or prestige value; and on the other
as a set of implied technical skills and individual qualities,
a potential parameter of that traditional knowhow implicit in doing that has always been the founding content
of popular pedagogies (cf. Angioni 1986: 91). It is certain
that in the daily practice of preparation of the precious
linen articles, the young woman, together with the empirical procedures of execution, appropriated to herself
the traditional role of “being a woman”, the very essence
of femininity as it was considered in the country world.
knowing how to weave and knowing how to embroider were arts and “gifts” in themselves, yet indistinguishable and inseparable, in the model of the bride in the
folkloric sphere, from the set of accumulated riches sepa-
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rately listed in dowry minutes. In some of these notarial
documents, especially in the oldest ones, it is possible to
find explicit traces of the “domestic virtue”, of the aptitudes and of the female professionalisms that were an integral part of the dowry and for this reason “estimated”
in the same way as the material goods. It hardly needs
specifying that these “connatural virtues” of the dowry
of the betrothed implicitly, and at times explicitly, comprised virginity, which had its own sacrality symbolically
attested to in the ritual use of the white veil of the wedding dress. The dotal deed, which was formalized before
the eyes of neighbours and relatives, undersigned by the
parties and by two witnesses, ratified the efforts made by
the contracting parties “to honour” the expectations of
the community and to safeguard the respectability and
the prestige invested in the foundation of a new family
unit. In folk culture it was often the only written document to which testimony to the whole of country life was
entrusted. The fruit of long and laborious negotiations,
this writing, at times drawn up by a notary, is not only a
simple inventory with sure ethnographic value for the
minute description of the manufactured articles estimated. It is also an essential source for reconstruction of
those dotal equilibriums realized on the system of reciprocity of obligations and commitments.
Cloths, bedspreads, sheets, tablecloths, clothing and
whatever else made up the trousseau prepared by the
woman was minutely examined, publicly negotiated, to
be equated in its value (aggualatu) to the goods (usually
a house or land) brought as a dowry by the man. The operations of evaluation, entrusted to an experienced person, sealed the contractual function of the marriage and
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sanctioned the rigor of the customary norms that prescribed homogeneity of the financial conditions of the
contracting families, in the context of a society traditionally characterized by poor mobility and well structured
hierarchies. A crucial link in the system of matrimonial
exchanges between family groups, the woman with her
rich individual patrimony of fabrics and embroideries
guaranteed maintenance and transmission through the
male line of small landed properties, otherwise destined
to be broken up because of successions of generations.
The rules of local endogamy that directed strategies of
choice within the same residential unit, and often in the
same district, contributed to emphasizing the female role
of social mediation and contractual negotiation.
Hence in this ideological and cultural horizon the
dowry was the material and symbolic pledge of a real
public pact, serving to ensure reproduction of the group
and control of means of production, no less than the
transmission of determined skills and lifestyles. But the
trousseau, which constituted the largest part of the
dowry and accompanied the woman in the central moment of her personal story – transfer from the paternal
house to that of her husband – was above all a paradigm
of symbolic wealth, an ethic and aesthetic measure more
than and even before being a material capital and an
economic value. It certainly was a capital, “in that its
value can be monetized, but a capital whose alienation
is unthinkable. Its loss would be equivalent to the
breakup of the family nucleus.” (Giallombardo 1986: 58).
A nodal element of transition, a liminal sign of the
human seasons of life, that unrepeatable and inalienable
wealth, laboriously accumulated over a long period only
for use on the occasion of the wedding, took on a founding character and propitiatory aims in forms and ceremonial practices common to all “rites of passage.” Those
goods, jealously guarded and for a long time hidden
from the envies of neighbours, kept distant from the
powers of the evil eye, could be freed up, put in order
and displayed within the protected space of complex
mythical-ritual representations in the framework of precise communicative structures codified by the tradition.
This was all the more so because all the jobs that from
spinning in the end had their outcome in weaving were
accompanied and protected by a series of beliefs and
magic-religious practices, by actions to ward off evil and
propitiatory gestures. Indeed, to careful and rigorous ex-
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ecution of ritual acts there were entrusted the fates of
the operations performed and the resources invested.
Fatima Giallombardo (1990: 253-265) has written of
“symbolic redundancy” and “sacral dimension” speaking
of weaving: symbolism and sacrality that are strongly correlated, in the folkloric universe, with female art. What
in the name and as a function of the dowry is implicitly
subtended in the textile tradition and in the composition
of the trousseau is not sufficiently understood if these aspects are not underlined, being the aspects that best explain the social and cultural dynamics associated with the
phenomenology of artistic activity at a popular level. In
weaving, perhaps more than in other productions of figurative culture, the various threads can be identified that
connect in a unitary work so-called cultivated and folk
art, the processes of ascent and descent of cultural facts,
the issues relating to the complex relationships between
langue and parole, between models and translations, between repetitions and inventions.
There is indubitable interdependence between artistic and
folk Sicilian weaving. We are, in reality, faced with a unitary
fact and not two autonomous activities. Besides, it is now accepted that, at all times, there has been a continuous process
of osmosis between folk art and cultured art. It goes without
saying, however, that at times the decorative repertoire present in the different popular textile products, although, at
times, it derives from illustrious art, as the result of a cultural
process taking place in a different social area, ends up taking
on its own unmistakable identity (Buttitta 1986: 41).

In woven works material and form, facture and ornament are a single thing and are referable to a single functional measure. But through the very fact of being signs
conveying meanings, the elevated number of garments
signals their pre-eminently symbolic status, their fundamental display function. Some of these manufactured articles, among the most precious for quality of cloths and
decorative motifs, were in themselves for a particularly
circumscribed use, i.e. limited to ceremonial occasions,
crucial moments in the cycle of individual and collective
life: religious and civil festivity, puerperium, illnesses and
death. Thus the blanket itself, the showiest and most representative element of the trousseau, summing up the
whole system of values connected to marriage, was “usually used as if it were a sacred trapping, following in a
sense a particular liturgical pathway” (Uccello 1978: 7).
Although the aesthetical function is more immediately
discernible when it accompanies ritual or festive circum-
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stances, nevertheless it does not cease also to be present
in common and serial manufactured articles, since in these
garments too the symbolic aspect was not lost. In any case
the embroidery qualified the trousseau, embellished the
surfaces of the rigorously white cloths, refined the simple
and bare sheets for bread making, and personalized the
different linen articles. On matrimonial sheets the young
woman was wont to embroider next to her monogram
that of the bridegroom, often enclosed in a heart, symbol
of fidelity and love. Even the shirts that she manufactured
to give to her beloved and the best man were studded
with the initials of the recipients. Embroideries with decorations inspired by the plant and natural world (ears of
corn, flowers and birds) were done on the so-called daytime pillows, which in the morning were placed on the
ones night to embellish the bed, just remade. True jewels
of patience and refinement were the needle and thread
jobs done on the garments to wear on the occasion of the
birth of a child. On these particular fabrics the art of perfect detail led to a remarkable variety of drawn-thread
work, for which Sicily could boast of an old and illustrious
tradition. The beauty and richness of certain embroideries, repeated identical on the different elements of the
trousseau, increased the symbolic value of the dowry, and
underlined even more their aesthetic functions.
Amid the bright whiteness of the linen, displayed in
parts of the house arranged on purpose, a few days before the wedding, after they were carefully washed with
the old technique of bleaching ash, according to a ceremonial that involved all the women of the family, there
shone the gold and silver of the jewels given to the fiancée and those given in exchange to her beloved: rings,
cuffs and tiepins. The trousseau on display also included
the two wedding dresses of the bride: the coloured silk
one (usually brown or plum), tightened at the waist, with
long sleeves and a high neck, which the young woman
would wear on the occasion of the ceremony of the civic
marriage at the town hall; and the traditional white one,
with the veil finished off with laces and on the head a
garland of true orange blossoms or wax and silk flowers.
Other elements of clothing and relevant accessories enriched the dowry of the most fortunate women: shawls
and fans, gloves, purses and negligees. However, no bride
lacked the “eight days’ dress”, of brown silk, with laces
on the bust, traditionally given by the mother-in-law to
the daughter-in-law and worn by the latter to go to mass
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on the first Sunday after the wedding (cf. Cusumano in
Vibaek 1996:154-167).
Of these human vicissitudes linked to the stories of numerous generations of Sicilian women and, in general, of
the complex social and cultural universe of weaving, the
Gibellina Museum recounts unknown pages of great anthropological interest, since the collection, including
manufactured articles that are not only Sicilian, seems to
extol precisely that symbolic redundancy that constitutes
a distinctive and connotative feature of the textile tradition. After all, “two-dimensionality, symmetry and rhythmic repetition are fundamental elements of the
construction, both visual and regarding material, of a
fabric. The technical and material correlations are connected to the aesthetic solutions” (Bonito Fanelli, in L.
Corrao 1995: 19). Nor must we underestimate that the
phases of the arming of the loom, of the warping, of the
drawing-in as of the weaving imply competences of a
geometrical order, mathematical logics, working out of
implied algorithms, of skills that had to do with construction and composition schemes and forms to be respected
and repeated, also in the creativeness of the executive
variations that characterized sheets and cloths with figurative and decorative elements.
In the migration of the models and in the vast circulation of the ornamental motifs, in the diffusion and pervasiveness of the symbols associated with them, there
probably lies the museographical key to understanding
making it possible to perceive the jagged unity of that
Mediterranean that has blended and contaminated different cultural identities. Interlacements and networks of
geometrical decorations, dense layouts of lines, overlap
and alternation of curved lines, straight lines or broken
ones (the fishbone, the comb, the meander, the lozenge,
the spiral, etc.), compositional structures of Moorish origin like the arabesque, floral stylizations and naturalistic
themes (the lotus, the palm, the pomegranate, the ear of
corn, etc.), cotton drill cords and chain stitches, embroideries in spun gold and silver, intense colorations and
symmetrical chromatic cuts, edges embellished by trimmings and finishing touches of small braids – these are
some of the signs that recur on cloths, carpets, sheets,
garments and accessories displayed at the museum, confirming the subtle formal bonds and the stylistic affinities
between the Sicilian manufactures and those of the Arab
and eastern world.
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The collection brings together saddlebags, which in the
designs alternate brightly coloured lines and lozenges,
and brocades of silk of dalmatics and sacred trappings. It
sets side by side Moroccan caftans and Tunisian tunics
used for the ceremonies of the henna together with Sicilian folk frazzate and simple household sheets. It brings
together Yemeni garments and long Syrian robes (abaya),
Sardinian costumes and Albanian bodices, male and female garments, wedding dresses and simple shawls for
daily use, nightgowns in white byssus and embroidered
cases for pillows with rich and sumptuous lace. The different interpretive approaches hence propose unconventional connections: from the poorest baracan to the
showily storied drape; from the old Turkish carpet to the
recent apron from Orgosolo; from the Jewish prayer mantle (tallith) to the Palestinian jallabia. The heterogeneity
of the manufactured articles, of their origin, of their facture and practical destination, allows one to make comparisons and analytical recognitions around the
stratifications and cultural convergences of the Mediterranean textile universe. The leitmotif or “Ariadne’s
thread” that runs through the meshes and holds together
the different social levels and the incoherent spatio-temporal dimensions consists in the repertoire of signs and
symbols, in that decorative syntax that traces out the coordinates of a map, of a design, of a unitary fabric.
If the museum is the place in which to make the invisible visible, in which it is possible to perceive the evidence
of absence, what is hidden behind and under the objects,
among the folds and in the flaps of the fabrics, as in the
intimate wefts of the woven threads, its communicative
effectiveness lies in the relationships, in the pathways, in
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the paradigmatic network that the display proposes. In
this sense things have value in that they describe and suggest connections, interactions, integrations, intersections,
disjunctions and new conjunctions. Not the chronological
typologies nor the aesthetical categories of western origin
nor the traditional ideological taxonomies but rather the
transversality of the symbolic codes and the historical-cultural contextualization help us to identify the bearing
structures that support the whole complex system of objects. Without absolutizing the identities or the differences, the museum thus conceived is the space of
intersecting horizons, of the gaze open to loans, contaminations, hybridisms and syncretisms, to what has been
produced by cross-border experiences of contacts, confluences and reciprocities among peoples.
In the awareness that cultures are something different
from homogeneous and isolated units, always being the
complex outcomes of crossings and hybridizations, the
museological model of Gibellina, which certainly does
not aspire to be “ethnological” in the meaning of an ambiguous colonialist matrix, is opposed not only to an essentialist conception of otherness but also to an
aestheticizing vision, or even worse an exoticizing one,
moving in the direction of an inter-ethnic language and
a trans-cultural perspective. If it is true that in the epoch
of the globalization of markets and mass migrations towards the old continent the confines of national states
are critically reconsidered and substantially weakened in
their sovereignty, the places charged with maintenance
and documentation of cultural heritages can no longer
be constrained and enmeshed in the old ideological and
planning categories of the last century. They can no
longer be organized and disciplined according to rigidly
ethnic logics and rhetorics. The times are ripe for them
to become paratactic spaces of manifold collections and
expressions of different civilizations coordinated in multiple approaches rendering visible the connections between cultures and not only the differences, the
substrata and the overlaps and not only the identities,
the hybridizations and the syncretisms and not only the
individualities. In going along the secret pathways of
these contacts and in recomposing the picture of the symmetries, the analogies and the permanences, regarding
different ethnic traditions it is possible to identify the historical ancestries, the circulation and the loans of objects
and signs, the dynamics of osmosis and interaction, the
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slow work of remoulding and semantic elaboration of
themes, techniques and symbols.
Hence, looking carefully at the matter, the true challenge of post-modernity is shaped as the institution of
inter-ethnic museums, able to present in a new synthesis
materials and cultural universes that do not usually communicate, that is to say ones that are able to suggest alternative narrations compared to the traditional concept
of heritage as a set of goods representing and identifying
an ethnic affiliation. If at the root of its very foundation
statute anthropology is and remains a form of pre-eminently comparative knowledge, the museum that aims to
be a space of intercultural understanding cannot not
base its language on comparison, which places the plurality and difference of material and symbolic elements
within a common order of intelligibility, a horizon of
meaning that is so much broader and suppler as to reconsider and remix the very concepts of art, craftsmanship and aesthetics matured and defined in different
epochs and cultures.
Sicily lends itself in a privileged way to this museum
project inspired by a comparative outlook, being a place
that because of its particular historical and cultural richness alludes and recurrently harks back to other places to
other spatial and temporal contexts. At the centre of
complex cumulative and syncretic processes, the island reflects the image of a world that has always been open to
transit and exchange. This is the reason why when we
enter the Museum of Mediterranean Wefts we are not
driven to seek our history in order to have confirmations
of our presumed and autochthonous identity. We are invited, instead, to remove the confines and the conventional hierarchies that separate cultures, and inside them
arts, to be taken into the interstices of the manufactured
articles in the discovery of the networks of connection
and interdependence that link the tastes, customs and
lifestyles of the populations of the Mediterranean. The
disorientation produced is therefore not an obstacle but
an objective, a strategy, the means to activate an unusual
short-circuit between present and past, to favour decentralization of the gaze and non-ethnocentric perception.
In the sign of weaving, through parallel and intersecting readings of the collections, the Gibellina Museum reconstructs the pathways and processes of transposition
of symbols from one context to another, from one historical age to another, from one material to another: from
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cloth to wood, from ceramics to gold, from coral to ivory.
It is to be added that the lexicon of textile handicraft traditions at Gibellina has blended on some occasions with
the expressive means of contemporary art, as has already
been experimented with through the activity of a local
cooperative of embroideresses that have manufactured
table cloths, linen and curtains as well as stage costumes
on drawings by Pietro Consagra, Carla Accardi, Renata
Boero and other artists. To these original experiences of
reciprocity of stimuli and projects we owe the realization
of the gonfalon or also the presente in Bordeaux velvet
decorated with ears of corn and clusters of grapes, with
gilded threads, which today is carried in a procession on
the occasion of the feast of the patron saint, San Rocco.
Lastly, around the relations between art and craftsmanship inspired by weaving, as a factual and symbolic
icon of the cultural syncretisms and historical bonds between the shores of the Mediterranean, it is worth remembering the work of the Stalker group, called The
Flying Carpet, recently displayed at Gibellina in the exhibition “Islam in Sicily”, promoted by the Orestiadi Foundation. This was an installation consisting of over forty
thousand hemp ropes with endings in copper, lowered
from a suspended loom that sculpturally shapes the
geometries of the muqarnas ceiling of the Palace Chapel
in Palermo. The architecture of dense wefts of threads
and knots that, barely touched, produce evocative sonorities is the fruit of the creative collaboration of kurdish
refugees has been taken in an itinerant exhibition to
most of the biggest cities in the Mediterranean: Tunis,
Sarajevo, Tirana, Cairo, Damascus, Rome, Otranto and Salonika. The nomadism between the different shores that
characterizes the exhibition alludes to the basic image
that subtends the artistic project, the idea of re-knotting
the frayed warp of memory to go back to weaving once
again the threads of dialogue and exchange between the
peoples that look out on the same sea.
That artists should resort to the textile metaphor to affirm the centrality of the Mediterranean in the phenomenology of migrations and historical and cultural
contaminations points to the fact that the slender reality
of woven threads still has its own irresistible semantic
and symbolic strength. At a time when the virtual and
ephemeral networks of the web triumph, the material,
tactile and sensory qualities of natural and traditional fibres offer particular versatility to the expressive lan-
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guages of the communication. The textile medium –
whether it becomes painting or sculpture, furnishing or
design, or is used as a sign of writing or its natural sculptural versatility is valorised – is and remains a thread that
unites different worlds, a ligament that evokes alliances,
a knot of affects and memories. After all as the thread of
the story figured on cloth unravels, the thread of history
and life is unrolled.
Since manufactured articles are never only technical
answers to material needs and clothing is also and above
all ornament, fabrics are never only fabrics but are also
and above all formal translations of ethical and aesthetic
codes, tools of display of social status and mediation between the need for identification and the desire for distinction. In a dimension of process and a trans-national
one, what is displayed in the Museum of Mediterranean
Wefts takes weaving as a metaphor “good for thinking”,
the most suited, therefore, to recounting loans and exchanges, permanences and correspondences, hybridized
tastes and symbols that have migrated.
Decorative motifs of Greek and Persian origin, ornamental elements that imposed themselves in the period
of the presence of the Moslems in Sicily, iconographic alphabets referable to Ottoman resonances, forms of
Byzantine ancestry and colours and geometries of Middle
Eastern inspiration have gone through the centuries and
crossed the sea together with the different results of the
applied arts and today form a fascinating atlas of
Mediterranean figurative culture. Of this tapestry, variegated and polysemic, woven by a thousand hands and
made up of countless threads, visible and invisible, structurally fragile and intimately tenacious, the Gibellina Museum of Wefts is an original display model, an exemplary
representation of that secret warp of experiences and
memories that in textile manufacture, at the level of
deep structures, holds together the different civilizations
of the Mediterranean. In it we recognize the ideals of the
farsighted intuition worked out in distant years by its
founder, Ludovico Corrao, engaged over a lifetime in
“not losing the thread” suspended in the depths of that
sea where the concepts were born with which we reason,
the words that we spell out and the images with which
we are impassioned. The place where everything has already happened, including what is still to happen.
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The Mediterranean is at the same time a thousand things and
one. It is not a landscape but different landscapes. It is not one
sea, but different seas. Not a civilization but different civilizations communicating with one another (Fernand Braudel).

The Museum of Mediterranean Wefts in Gibellina
makes us aware of the importance of this complexity and
will make us aware of it every year. This museum houses
the Orestiadi Foundation in the Baglio di Santo Stefano.
It is entirely devoted to the display of material and experimental art from Mediterranean countries. Through
the juxtaposition of art and historical craft there is a rich,
complex and diversified overview of experimental works
by artists that always tend simultaneously to blend together a genius loci and an international idiom supporting it. The identity of this museum, which came into
being thanks to Ludovico Corrao (the President of the
Foundation), highlights and celebrates the systematic use
of memory to represent the values typical of the art of
the Mediterranean and the coexistence of differences.
The museum is laid out in such a way as to make us
perceive a parallel between the artist and the craftsman.
The work of the former is documented by monumental
or medium-sized works: Burri’s Crack, Consagra’s Gate,
Paladino’s Mountain of salt, Richard Long, Melotti’s sculpture, Accardi’s ceramics, the pictures by Dorazio, Turcato,
Scialoja, Schifano and so forth. The work of the craftsman
is illustrated by precious manual works (clothes, furnishings, gifts and fancy goods) coming from many Mediterranean countries.
The artist is hence the creator of new forms that develop new processes of knowledge. The craftsman is the
creative producer of manufactured articles that confirm
the tradition in a non-repetitive way. Both exhibit planning and manual skill and face one another outside all
scholastic hierarchy that can still give a connotation of
expressive minority to craftsmanship.
The works on show at the museum have all been done
on the spot, the fruit of journeys to Gibellina, a new version of the grand tour that artists made a few centuries
ago to southern Italy, in search of the ancient vestiges
and nature that was maternal and not a stepmother like
that of the northern countries. Joseph Beuys too went to
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Gibellina and, faced with the monumentality of Burri’s
Crack and Consagra’s Gate, decided to do an open-air
work that would have the characteristics of a wood. The
museum now wants to realize the German artist’s intention by giving a commission to the architect Isozaki for a
big garden able to celebrate Beuys’ ecological spirit. In
this way the museum becomes an active tool able to
blend in the present the aspirations of the past and the
promises of the future, all in the dynamic sign of memory.
Memory derives from an individual or collective experience. In the first case, the subject moves to the continuous space of his or her own daily existence the time
spent in the present, as a personal deterrent for the future too. In the second case it is consequent on the collective action of a people that uses it and is conditioned
by it in its historical behaviour.
Art too in its expressive forms reflects a specific memory, linked to the linguistic and individual history of single artists. In the past a territorial memory, a genius loci,
characterized the forms of art, specifying the anthropological character of its craftsmen according to the geography and history that subtended its production.
Artistic creation, like art in general, implies in itself the side
of immediateness and naturalness, and it is this side that the
subject is not able in himself to produce, but has to find in
himself as an immediate datum. Only in this sense can it be
said that genius and talent have to be innate. Likewise the
different arts too are more or less national and in connection
with the natural side of a people. The Italians, for example,
almost by nature have song and melody, while in the northern
peoples music and opera, although they have been attentively
cultivated by them with great success, have never become autochthonous, just as orange trees are not native to those
lands. In this way art and its determined production are connected to the determined nationality of the people. Thus improvisers are mainly found in Italy and are endowed with an
admirable talent. An Italian, still today, improvises a five-act
play in which there is nothing mnemonic, but everything
springs from knowledge of passions and human situations,
from a deep momentary inspiration. A poor improviser, after
having produced poetry for a long time and going around at
last to collect money from the people present in an old hat,
was still so full of fire and zeal that he could not refrain from
declaiming, and with his arms and hands gesticulated and got
agitated so long that in the end he scattered all the money
collected on the ground (G. W. Hegel, Aesthetics).
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1. Joseph Beuys and Ludovico Corrao under the Great Star
by Pietro Consagra. Gibellina, 1981. © - Mimmo Jodice
2. Joseph Beuys at the old cemetery in Gibellina in 1981.
© - Mimmo Jodice
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Hegel’s philosophical position constituted a great theoretical deterrent of freedom of production in many
artists against the cultural centralism of strong empires,
until the end of the nineteenth century.
In the 20th century the historical avant-gardes and the
neo-avant-gardes, in the wake of the supranational development of technology, turned this mentality upside-down
and pursued a strategy of linguistic experimentation of an
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international character, trying to found a system of forms
valid for every geography and cultural territory.
The trans-avant-garde, in the second half of the seventies, respected its intentions, but also the danger of imitation of the strong North American models that
dominated artistic experimentation and the art market,
with the alibi of the internationality of creative idioms.
Out-and-out experimentation with new techniques
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and materials gave way to recovery of the value of memory, able to restore specific identity to the work, an accent that was not dialectal and Antarctic but subjective
and historically individual to a language by necessity always international. Art, in its passage from the hot transavant-garde to the cold one, from quotation of styles of
painting and sculpture to recovery of the daily object, of
the photo, of the video, of the installation, of multimedia
art, has preserved the dignity of reference to memory,
saved from all static territorial purity, and now linked to
the individual nomadism of the artist, the bearer anyway
of a genius loci played out amid geographical stability,
loss of territory and flow.
In the 21st century cultural nomadism and stylistic eclecticism have guaranteed present-day art a mobile identity,
also consequent on the advent of internet connections
that reduce geographical distances but standardise the
daily behaviours of the different peoples, marked at bottom by the same civilization, the Mediterranean one,
which spreads on different continents and among complementary cultural anthropologies.
This development is accompanied by a phenomenon
of the last few decades regarding the individual exodus
between different continents and the pacific and at once
conflictual invasion of masses that move from one nation
to another because of social and economic problems.
A sort of ethnic hybridisation, the result of the interlacement between different peoples and races, marks the
passage from the 20th to the 21st century, bringing fertile
consequences of exchange and cultural enrichment.
Faced with the danger of homologation, consequent on
the hegemony of opulent societies and on the standardization of collective behaviours produced by television
models, an answer comes from art, which uses the value
of memory as a deterrent of moral resistance. But what
memory? Certainly not Hegelian memory, still marked by
the idyllic interlacement between nature and culture, by
territorial anthropology of resident peoples, but on the
contrary a new memory, positively hybridised, the fruit
of blending and mobility. These characteristics involve a
dynamic depositing of memories that agrees to confront
the reality of the present and refuses all regression into
the static separateness of the past.
The artist develops a strategy of resistance through expressive representation of forms that are at one and the
same time personal and objective. Personal memory becomes the necessary material for the construction of an
objective and striking form. It is the only form able, because of its new complexity, to face the spectacular for-
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getfulness of electronic mass media, which only set out
to offer us celebration of a constant present.
Art responds to the bidimensionality of computer connections with the solidity of its installations, bearers of a
particular intention of the artist, who wants to submit to
the contemplation of the spectator forms that are the
personal fruit of a creative process and not of an anonymous assembly chain of social taste. The creative process
becomes the neo-humanistic symptom of a renewed level
of resistance of the subject that it adopts, not to wipe out
the present, but rather to return to it a time that races
from the past toward the future. The solitary character
of artistic production signals the possibility of individual
redemption able to realize a possibility of conflictual coexistence with a development of technology that has
now attained virtual reality.
Art responds to this virtual reality with a counter-reality constructed with adequate techniques and materials.
It responds to the anorexia of the computerised image
with an antibody materialized in consistent and complex
forms. Subjective memory becomes the sanguine character that runs through the circulatory system of the work,
which pulsates with life of its own and opposes the replicant imagery of the computer, circulating thanks to its
own lack of individual memory and the absence of that
difference that would block its circuits.
In conclusion, art at the end of the 21st century reaffirms the right to difference and promotes the circulation
of individual memory, purified of all psychological waste
and strengthened by the consistency of its own motivations. The ultimate motivation of art is to promote a corpus of forms for future memory.
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THE GIBELLINA UTOPIA*

1. Di Stefano Houses, handicraft workshops, 1995

ROBERTO COLLOVÀ

The 1968 earthquake in the Valley of the Belice left
ruins of architecture that was poor but often erudite.
With the rebuilding, every town turned into three towns:
the old town, at times only ruins; the town of shacks, cement terraces for putting in prefabricated houses; the
new town, built often with urban models that were unsuitable to the specific themes and the complexity of the
issues that the catastrophe raised.
The old towns, completely destroyed, were abandoned. Where the destruction was partial, rebuilding was
done above or near them. In the towns made up of
shacks, in time wood and metal sheets were replaced or
integrated by new parts in masonry: plinths, reservoirs
and shelters improved the working situation and gave
protection against the climate; the individual vegetation
began to be connected and took on an urban consistency; the huts became durable and for about ten years
were stable, integrated by poor elements of sign systems
and urban trappings. The processes of self-organisation
developed in the shack towns from the 70s to today have
created forms of resistance of the urban layout and certain essential public and domestic qualities of true places,
producing a strong identification.
The new towns of government intervention at first
used the low-density models of garden towns or those of
contemporary outskirts. The quality is low, the loss of
identity almost total.
Government policies dictated the rules and, through
its management bodies, also the models and modes of
intervention. So anything good and original done in the
rebuilt towns has had to reckon with rigid central control
and with administration of funds for rebuilding for a
long time centralized.
Ludovico Corrao, like all other administrators, entered
this scene strongly determined, but with a double role:
to act, as far as possible, on adaptation of the projects
and the government modes of intervention to the different local situations – intense parliamentary work in legislative committees with involvement of the population
in marches, protests and actions from below, for the
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whole Belice valley together with the other mayors – to
act in the interest of Gibellina, the town of which he became mayor, immediately experimenting with an original
way to face the problem of rebuilding, exclusively based
on a different and bold reading of what can be defined
a resource and therefore an opportunity for the community and the town.
This happened against a background common to the
whole Belice valley: starting from the first months after
the earthquake, a political environment very reactive to
dull government provisions was created: beginning from
the civil disobedience of the inhabitants of the Belice,
with rejection of call-up cards and tax forms and with
other actions and initiatives leading to arrests and to
other forms of repression; also starting from the voluntary contribution of many that, from Sicily and from the
North of Italy, rushed to the Belice valley desiring to bring
their own work and competences for rebuilding that was
also an occasion for the revival of a south that at that
time only thought in terms of emigration. The sharp divergence between the government’s intentions and the
local situation is well testified to by the text by Corrao1
in which he recounts that the government of those years
did not even consider the problem of rebuilding, and
even made ships available to send families from the
earthquake area to South America or Australia.
Subsequently, in the vision of the state, the issue of
the Belice became almost exclusively a matter of physical
rebuilding, and this involved not so much investment as
expenditure for the building of new infrastructures,
public buildings and homes, as an application of an automatic model, a pure transfer of money without production of wealth.
Ludovico Corrao and the so-called Gibellina Utopia
What so many have called the Gibellina utopia – does
it not perhaps consist in having tried to do what others,
in the same situation, would not even have imagined?
Thinking of a normal way about the available resources
in relation to the real situation?
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Further, apart from this coincidence of the so-called
utopia with a normalcy that often seems impossible to
us, Gibellina is indeed a utopian realization, meaning a
town without an exclusive place of its own that is realized in a town of many places, a town with an enormously wider area of influence than the real surface of
its jurisdiction.
I think that Ludovico Corrao was even cleverer in the
urban strategy than in collecting works of art. Whether
he was aware of it or not, he was endowed with an extraordinary intuition and with natural boldness in relation to the choice of the places, to distance relationships,
and to a wide territorial vision. This is a paradox, if we
think that the new Gibellina, whose location was chosen
about 15 kilometres from the one destroyed by the earthquake, is still today a closed field, the same one as established by the decree signed by the President of the
Republic Saragat in 1972.
As for the ways to reach the objective, Corrao instinctively opposed so-called participation, today often demagogic, that is to say intense domination of the public
discussion, from town councils to assemblies, processions
and actions in public of various kinds; a set of practices
that, interwoven with rites and secular and religious collective celebrations, could be defined, in his case, a form
of authoritative involvement. Certainly a paternalistic
practice that, inscribed in the democratic forms, proved
extraordinarily effective in holding together a wounded
and disorientated community.
The government plans managed by I.S.E.S. (Italian Senior Expert Service), imagining that the main industrial
activity of the Belice after the earthquake was to be
building houses, foresaw abstract forms of industrialization and excessive creation of infrastructures in the territory; in comparison to this apparatus of misguided
modernization without development, that of Corrao can
be defined a form of light planning, almost ecological,
founded above all on the orientation of the strategic
quality of choices and on meaningful actions: to their
construction he directed the scarce economic-financial resources, private or public.
The few precise choices towards which Corrao conducted his fellow-citizens continue to seem to me today
the structure of a refined strategy of foundation of the
new town, traced out on the happy identification of its
real or imaginable resources.
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We are talking partly about physical choices, specific
material of the work of the architects that took an interest in the town – and I refer to issues of position, dimension and relationship, and not only this – and partly about
decisions concerning the possible character of a town, its
activities, its orientations, the reasons that will cause it to
stay in the memory of the travellers that will visit it.
The identity of a town is made up of these two aspects.
And a town that is wiped out by a catastrophe loses at
one and the same time the material elements and the
symbolic ones of its identity.
History is rich in examples in which urban choices have
not been made by architects but by prefects and marquises, as in Paris or Lisbon. These towns continue to
work though with models that seemed rigid but have
been able to absorb and govern strong changes in the
living conditions. With the due differences of scale and
culture between the different epochs and geographies,
it can be said that the case of Gibellina with Corrao is an
invention of the same nature.
Eight choices: strategy and character.
The choice of the place in 1971
Having identified the Salinella area as the one in which
to create the new town is perhaps the most important of
the choices; it was a real operation of strategic positioning with respect to the problem of the accessibility of the
town; meanwhile having placed the new town near
Salemi Station is in every way an action of appropriation;
from that moment on it has also been in actual fact
Gibellina Station. The proximity of the new town to the
Palermo-Mazara del Vallo motorway produces an extraordinary reduction in the time required to get to
Gibellina from Palermo, as well as from Mazara del Vallo
or Trapani. Now Gibellina is in a circuit: trains and cars
can reach it quickly.
The monumental cemetery
A town of dead people and a work of art is the premise
for the so-called art town. At the same time it is the confirmation that the town now is here, because here there
are its dead people, at least the most recent ones. All this
has happened without abandoning the cemetery of old
Gibellina, a sublime town of corpses, which is still working, because it withstood the earthquake.
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CHRONOLOGY OF GIBELLINA

2. Di Stefano Houses, the start of work, 1982

- 1968, night between 14 and 15 January,
a long sequence of quakes of great intensity almost entirely destroyed historical Gibellina, said to have been founded
before the Greeks in about 760 BC.
It also destroyed Salaparuta, Poggioreale, Montevago; many other places were
seriously damaged.
Ludovico Corrao was elected a national
deputy in the Italian Communist Party.
- 1968, the tent towns of Castelvetrano
and Campobello were set up; some of
the inhabitants of Gibellina were sent to
Trapani and Mazara, where at Gorgo
Rosso and Santa Veneranda two school
complexes were set up.
- 1968, platforms were created for the
Santa Maria delle Grazie and Rampinzeri shanty towns.
- 1969, the people of Gibellina moved
into the shacks in the two villages.
- 1969, Corrao was elected mayor of
Gibellina with a plebiscite. He was to
continue to be mayor until 1994 with an
interruption by the socialist Francesco
Leone between the end of 1973 and
1975, and then he was re-elected.
- 1969, the state entrusted to I.S.E.S.
management of the project for rebuilding the towns in the Belice valley. The
state body entrusts a big team of engineers and architects with the executive
planning at different levels, from infrastructures to public buildings.
- 1969, I.S.E.S., which managed the plans
for transferring the inhabitants – while
the town councils only had an advisory
function – formulated a first hypothesis
of location, that of joining together
Gibellina, Salaparuta and Santa Ninfa
near Capo Granitola. The hypothesis was
related to the idea of setting up a steel
rod factory for house building in that
territory, but it was soon abandoned.
- 1970-71, after having decided not to
rebuild the town in the same place, Corrao and the population discussed the
two hypotheses of the Salinella and Gallitello sites; the choice of Salinella, in the
Salemi territory, prevailed due to the
proximity of Salemi railway station and
the expected route of the PalermoMazara del Vallo motorway. The choice
was ratified by the Council and with a
procession of farmers.

- 1972, the President of the Republic
Saragat signed the decree defining the
perimeter of the new town and, in two
separate areas, of the cemetery and of
the depurator.
- 1972, beginning of the construction of
the Palermo-Mazara del Vallo motorway.
- 1975-76 assignment of the first social
housing built by I.S.E.S.
- 1976, Mayor Corrao purchased for
about 30 million lire the ruined Baglio
of the Case Di Stefano and two hectares
of surrounding ground, outside the
town, in the territory of Santa Ninfa.
- 1977, the law was approved for direct
financing to owners: 16 million lire for
every family nucleus; the houses are
built by the single people entitled.
- 1978, the contribution was differentiated in proportion to the extent of the
real estate lost.
- 1980 a part of the town hall included
in the project for the Civic Centre signed
by Samonà, Gregotti and Pirrone was
built. The mixed programme included
shops, homes, a library, a covered market, the magistrate’s court and the theatre, then separated and entrusted to
the sculptor Consagra.
- 1980 Corrao invited some well-known
artists like Consagra, Pomodoro, Isgrò,
Burri, Cascella and Paladino to donate
their works to the commune of Gibellina. The response to the invitation was
enthusiastic. Over the years many other
artists came forward and the town and
the modern art museum, housed in a
school, began to become filled with an
enormous quantity of works of great interest; many of them today would be
defined site-specific.
- 1980-81 the Santa Maria delle Grazie
and Rampinzeri shacks were taken
down.
- 1980 a small committed group of lecturers of the Faculty of Architecture in
Palermo (Nicolin, Collovà, La Rocca,
Aprile, Bisconti, Castagnetti, Milazzo)
after organizing at Gibellina in 1978 and
1979, the 1st and the 2nd International
Conference on Parks studied with Corrao the possibility of organizing a big
workshop for planning the Belice valley,
involving the administrations of nine
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communes and inviting about ten of the
most interesting Italian and foreign architects.
- 1982, the municipal administration of
Gibellina entrusted some projects for
restoration, recovery and rebuilding of
the Baglio di Stefano to the architects
Marcella Aprile, Roberto Collovà and
Teresa La Rocca.
- 1982 beginning of the work for recovery and enlargement of the Case Di Stefano. Because of the fragmentation of
the financings, the building yard was
closed once and for all in 1998. The construction yard and the cultural activities
yard were placed side by side with continuity during the sixteen years of work.
In them there were theatrical activities,
conferences, shows, workshops, and the
first installations.
- 1985 there began the construction of
the Crack by Alberto Burri, the biggest
work of land art in Europe; it was interrupted in 1989, the work almost finished.
- 1985-86 in the territory of Santa Ninfa
a person began to build a structure in
concrete to use as a restaurant, a few
metres from the Case Di Stefano, which
were being recovered. Corrao succeeded
in stopping the construction – probably
not authorised – and in swapping the
ground it stood on with a piece of land
at the edge of the inhabited area. The
skeleton was integrated in the project
for the Case Di Stefano and the external
piazza-open space was thus formed.
- 1992 the Orestiadi Foundation was
founded (before 1992 the Council had
run theatrical activities with the support
of the Teatro Massimo in Palermo, then
with the Teatro Gibellina association, to
avoid the recurrent quashing of deliberations on the activities by the Regional
Control Council.
[1994]
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3. Di Stefano Houses, garden-café, 1995

Town of art
Corrao knows that the new town has neither place nor
identity yet, and above all has no character. It has no
monuments, because it has had neither time nor history.
The inhabitants are full of memories but the problem is
to produce the present and imagine the future. The history of a new town can only be the history of its construction. This becomes material history and experience of an
inhabitant, from the moment when each can count on a
small capital and build his house by himself. But the town
needs time while art immediately becomes present assuming its construction as a theme and heralding its
meaning. Art is immediately a value and, together with
the theatre, a reason to visit the town. They will come
from afar!
A town of architecture: the 1980 Belice workshops
Architecture is slower but it is necessary to begin. There
are the realizations of the state, decisions that come from
above, but there are other ways to arrive at projects! The
architectures of a certain interest, up to that moment are
the Cathedral by Ludovico Quaroni and Luisa Anversa, the
church by Nanda Vogo, the Civic Centre by Alberto and
Giuseppe Samonà, Vittorio Gregotti and Gianni Pirrone.
A small committed group of lecturers at the Faculty of
Architecture in Palermo (Nicolin, Collovà, La Rocca,
Aprile, Bisconti, Castagnetti, Milazzo), after organizing
at Gibellina in 1978 and 1979 the 1st and the 2nd International Conference on Parks, studied with Corrao the possibility of organizing a big workshop for planning the
Belice valley, involving the administrations of nine communes and inviting about ten of the most interesting Italian and foreign architects. Every guest was associated
with a resident architect and formed a working group
with the students. The architects invited were Oswald
Matthias Ungers, Francesco Venezia, Umberto Riva, Álvaro Siza Vieira, Franco Purini and Laura Thermes, Pierluigi Nicolin, Gianni Pirrone, and Bruno Minardi.
Meticulous research work placed in a dossier the project themes that considered the sensitive resources of the
Belice territory, like access to archaeology, the new types
of housing, the new public spaces, recovery and rebuilding in the historic areas, and some contradictions and
anomalies of rebuilding like the shortage of infrastructures in Partanna or the undesirable mix of new and old
at Santa Margherita Belice.
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The Belice workshops produced about twenty projects
for different communes, and their action raised the quality of the demand by the administrations. The most sensitive were Gibellina, Salemi and Alcamo.
The works done in Gibellina beginning from that occasion were the Case Di Stefano by M. Aprile, R. Collovà
and T. La Rocca, the Case di Lorenzo and the Secret Gardens by F. Venezia, the piazzas by F. Purini and L. Thermes. In Salemi they were the Cathedral, Piazza Alicia and
the streets in the historic area by A. Siza Vieira and R.
Collovà, the Teatro del Carmine by M. Aprile, R. Collovà
and F. Venezia, Piazzetta Stella by T. La Rocca, and the
Cultural Centre by U. Riva and V. Trapani.
The theatre in the ruins – working out mourning
Taking tragedy to the place of the tragedy of the earthquake meant at the same time allowing people to remember and to forget, to be distressed and to recover. The
theatre is vital; ruin is its scenography. Performance gives
back its future to the place and celebrates its memory.
Burri’s Crack: transformation of ruin into art – working
out mourning
The transformation into art of ruin,2 like that of nature, create new landscapes.
The Crack is the construction of a new landscape of the
old Gibellina and the new one. Here too they are placed
opposite one another to compensate for the pain of
death and the vital transformation that produces landscape. At the same time the Crack is a grave, a monument, a part of the town, a work of land art.
The Baglio di Stefano, a historic area outside the walls
The purchase of the Case Di Stefano outside the
perimeter of the municipal territory is certainly an ingenious operation. The Baglio is a typology found all over
western Sicily and particularly in the Belice area; it is a
fragment of the DNA of the territory that becomes an
urban fragment. Outside the town, it takes on the role
of the historic area of Gibellina, but outside its walls, and
connects the town to the past of a common culture. At
the same time it is real, it is there, in sight of Gibellina
and attainable in few minutes.
The Case di Lorenzo, the transfer of the façade
The shift of the most representative part of a building
of the old Gibellina, several kilometres away, it is a true
form of transplantation, transfer of a fragment of DNA to
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4. Di Stefano Houses, the inside road, 1995

a new body. The façade of the Case di Lorenzo becomes
the interior of a modern building in the new Gibellina.
Unlike the Crack, which covers single private memories
in a single memory, here it is possible to find a recognizable fragment of familiarity.
Conclusions
The overall design … which is open
Finally, there is the overall design, which Corrao certainly never constructed but which he inductively built
correlating a certain number of meaningful actions.
The town of fragments, of distant limbs related to one
another, tracing out a new model of a modern town.
The urbanistic anomaly of having a municipal territory
distant from the town, which does not make it possible
to draw up a land use plan, is perhaps something lucky!
Criticism of the art town
Ludovico Corrao used the theme of the art town with
respect both to works of art in a strict sense and to those
of architecture as the constitutive matter of a new, necessary, picturesque scenario. He knew well that the
theme of identity is true and false at the same time and
therefore trusted in the fact that, after a certain time,
there would be no inhabitant of Gibellina that did not
identify, independently of his or her judgment, with Consagra’s star placed at the entrance to the town; or with
the Crack, indissolubly linked to the ruin of the old town,
but also to the life of its theatre.
The idea of the private collection is perhaps a limit:
not having truly passed to the public sector, having
stopped at a catalogue of buildings and a catalogue of
works, set in the public sphere, at times curiously, at
street corners or at the centre of piazzas like monuments
in a nineteenth-century town, or in the rooms of a museum listed rather than really put in order, id a hypothesis, perhaps worthy of close examinations and of
theoretical researches, but preserving the picturesque
produced by an ingenious intuition like others, though
certainly not very elaborate. The limit is that art does not
succeed in transferring the power of its modifying abstraction to the town, because in Gibellina, except in rare
cases, architects and other artists have replaced one another in a silent competition, simply lining up their
works, next to one another.
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What remains? What is the future?
The list that follows concerns only one example because
I know it better, but it can be helpful for facing the fate
of the many parts of Gibellina: speaking of the Case Di Stefano, which are the centre of the Orestiadi Foundation:
- care over things and resources as I have described them
coincide with the founding actions of Corrao.
- in 1996 the project for the Case Di Stefano received the
Gubbio Prize for recovery of Italian historic areas; the
building and its setting would deserve great attention.
Changes are necessary at times, but they required politeness and lightness.
- the building programme referred to a cultural centre
and was complex and composite. Today’s objective
should be a permanent workshop of which the museum constitutes an important but not so dominant
part. A sole function is not a characteristic of contemporary museums. It seems necessary to restore the richness of the original programme with an interlacement
among workshops, homes, display and discussion
places, library, welcome services – today nonexistent –
a museum, stores, offices …
- the high international quality of the real relationships
of the Orestiadi Foundation should be stably associated now with international quality and standards in
organization, operation and management.
- the municipal administration has an important role in
looking after this heritage because its enormous potentialities concern the whole town and more and
more its economic future. The fact that there is a wine
cellar that is eighteen years old, administered by young
people, with the name of the Foundation, which produces good wines and even has one of its centres in
Treviso blatantly contradicts the affirmation that with
culture people don’t eat, a basic theoretical tenet of
contemporary cultural politics.

NOTES
1.

Introduction to the book I maestri di Gibellina by Davide Camarrone, Sellerio editore, Palermo 2011.David Camarrone, Sellerio editore, Palermo 2011.
Alain Roger, Breve trattato sul paesaggio, Sellerio editore, Palermo
2009.
2.

* Text already published in Roberto Collovà, Piccole figure che passano,
edited by Michael Cammarata and Gaetano Licata, 22publishing, Milan,
2012; with the title “Nell’utopia di Gibellina il riscatto del Belice” in I
quaderni de l’Ora, Micromedia Scarl, Palermo, 2011
Photos by Roberto Collovà
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PATHWAYS

THE MUSEUM OF MEDITERRANEAN WEFTS

1. Baglio Di Stefano, plants: A. Baronial house (ground floor); B. studio;
C. areas not for display use

ENZO FIAMMETTA

2. Baglio Di Stefano, plans: A. Baronial house (close-up);
C. Baglio Di Stefano; D. barn

D

Sicily can only be included in the life of the Mediterranean
and the Mediterranean cannot be read without Sicily.
Ancient and present exoduses, migrations due to natural or
economic disasters, settlements arising after conﬂicts, disclose the weft of the common cultural mould.
The objects on display highlight the bonds existing between
the groups of pastoral civilizations in possession of technologies and scientiﬁc knowledge and the migrations coming
from Africa and from the east.
The analogies between Morocco, Egypt, Libya, Tunisia, Algeria, the Middle East, the Mediterranean and Africa south of
the Sahara constitute the common language and the feeling
founded in the common prehistoric fabric continually renewed by migrations and economic exchanges, but also by
schools of thought and by communities of artists, architects,
artisans.

C

In Sicily, which is the bridge between Europe and Africa, intact traces of a distant past that is common to all the
Mediterranean peoples are living and visible.
It is sufﬁcient to see the rock grafﬁti from the Palaeolithic in
caves near Palermo and on the island of Levanzo with scenes
of life of men and animals datable to about 20,000 BC in
order to perceive the stylistic traits in common with the prehistoric art of the Sahara. The productions of Minoan Crete
as of Magna Graecia claim a North African origin.
From these and other indications Sicily can and must take up
its pathway in a renewed pact of communication, friendship
and solidarity among “Peoples of the Sea” to reinterpret the
spirit of the southern lands of the world and to rediscover
in the “MEDITERRANEAN WEFTS” the inﬂuences of three
continents and the three great living cultures of Christianity,
Islam and Israel. (Ludovico Corrao)

C

C

A
A
C

2

The Baglio di Stefano in Gibellina, which houses the
Orestiadi Foundation, in the baronial house contains the
“Museum of Mediterranean Wefts” which has costumes,
jewels, artistic fabrics, ceramics and manufactured articles
of the material culture of the peoples and cultures of the
Mediterranean area: Sicily, Egypt, Tunisia, Palestine, Morocco, Albania and so forth.
The museum/workshop is the outcome of years of researches, meetings, debates, studies and seminars promoted by the Orestiadi Foundation, but it is still a
guiding idea, a limit idea, whose strength lies in its
processual, interdisciplinary, cross-border character.
It seems to us that today the present-day situation,
characterized by profound migrations, can present similar

B
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characteristics; Sicily and Italy can go back to being a place
of meetings, of passage of peoples, of sedimentation of
elements coming from different cultures than our own.
Our work too arose from this presupposition.
Besides, what artistic elements have peoples had, do
they have or can they have if, though being bathed by
the same sea, they seem culturally to be different? We
have sought, through comparisons between art objects
realized in these places, the characteristics that unite
these people, the common elements more than the differences, at a historical moment in which the west seems
to reject contributions from and understanding of Middle
East or North African cultures.
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3-4. Display areas on the first floor of the baronial house

3

One last consideration.
Sicilian handicraft production has always been characterized by high artistic values. One need only think about
12th-century fabrics, silver objects, corals from Trapani
province, streaky marbles, and stuccoes. Sicilian craftsmanship seems to have lost the memory of all this.
Yet if productive development is possible, this can only
pass through a rereading of our artistic history. Our objects can only ﬁnd new markets if they are offered with
strong cultural connotations that reveal origin and differences in a global market paying greater and greater
attention to the artistic handicraft object.
The Museum of Mediterranean Wefts offers itself as a
place of exchange and encounter between different cultures, as a place of experimentation and application of
what comes from history as an indication for new pathways for the design of artistic craftsmanship in the
Mediterranean.
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THE LAYOUT

The baronial house and the section
of the decorative arts
The “Sign” and the “Form” characterize two of the sections of the exhibition.
In the former, through the juxtaposition of objects of different provenance
and from different periods, it is possible
to see the evolution of the main decorative motifs that have characterized the
development of Mediterranean art and
craftsmanship. The motifs of the
arabesque, writing and pseudo-writing,
of woven geometries, diffused in the
west by the Arabs, are used as the key to
interpreting for an interwoven reading
of the characteristics that unite or united
the peoples of the Mediterranean.
In the comparison between objects
differing in provenance, period and use,
the common traits and the parallel historical-artistic pathways have been
sought, making it possible to see the survival of decorative motifs in time and
their evolutions and variants in different
cultures and periods. An example, in one
of the rooms, is a comparison between
the arabesques of 16th-century Caltagirone and Trapani ceramics and 19thcentury Moroccan kaftans and the
costumes of the Albanian court and the
woven geometries of the 19th-century
Tunisian majolica tiles for exteriors and
the mosaics of the 12th-century Sicilian
Norman cathedrals.
The layout affords different approaches: one is that of the evolution
and survival of decorative motifs.
The Greek undulated vine-branch to
be found in some crater vases from
Magna Graecia clariﬁes the origins of
the Arabic arabesque.

The “Forms” section has 19th-century
Arabic, Sicilian and Spanish ceramics that,
compared with pitchers, hydriae, prehistoric and medieval vases declare the common origin and survival of the model.
Sicily has always been a place of
meeting of peoples, of experimentations of languages; this peculiarity has
always characterized its economic and
artistic history. And it is well known that
one of the periods of greatest cultural
richness and ferment on the island was
what we today call that of the “trilingual culture”; under Roger II, in the 12th
century, Greeks, Arabs and Latins
worked in the royal workshops, producing some of the greatest masterpieces of
medieval textile art.

The barn and the contemporary
art collection
Inserted in the broader context of the
visual arts sector of the Foundation,
which for many years has been directed
by Achille Bonito Oliva, the works on
display are presented as the most concrete museum space in Sicily in the sector of contemporary creativeness.
Starting from 1996, the set of works
present in the complex of the Di Stefano
Houses, under the name Mediterranean
Wefts Museum-Workshop, rendered explicit the characterising data that the
Orestiadi Foundation intended to trace
out to make up its physiognomy: to reconstitute the centrality of the south of
Italy in the context of Europe and
Mediterranean Africa, where ‘centrality’
means the recovery of a ‘Mediterranean
gaze in the way of experiencing and seeing the culture of our time’. It is thus that
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there came into being, again thanks to
the impulse from Ludovico Corrao, all the
activities that in theatre, music and the
visual arts have involved experts in all the
arts from all over the world – personalities that have helped to give life to something more than an ‘organic plan’ that
through its history, through the geopolitical and anthropological context,
through the utopian element that is at its
root and also through its poetic complexity, naturally presents, without distorting
its features, a legendary physiognomy.
The works on show in the barn have
been selected among those donated to
the Foundation over the years, the fruit
of the relationship that artists have established with Gibellina and with its reconstruction project.
The layout follows the trace of a deliberate and proﬁtable creative promiscuity of generations and sensitivities, in
a pathway that is deliberately spare
(that is to say not markedly chronological in the academic sense of the term) in
which it is also possible to perceive the
‘ultrasounds’ of a dialogue between the
different forms of expressiveness, some
of which are set in an autonomous dimension able to propose and conduct a
dialogue based on signs, on materials,
on iconography and on identity.
There are proximities or distances
that regulate art relationships as well as
those between individuals and between
cultures: the Tunisian artist Mahdaouj’s
calligraphies and those of Carla Accardi;
the removal of the word by Emilio Isgrò,
the importation of the word in the great
“prisente” of Alighiero Boetti, designed
for the feast of San Rocco and realized
by the embroideresses of Gibellina, the
mimicry of the works of Luca Patella and
the spectacularity of the stage machines
of Arnaldo Pomodoro for the Orestiadi
in Gibellina.
It is also necessary to stress presences
that are particularly signiﬁcant for the
very identity of the museum, some of
whose works are on show, like those of
Mario Schifano, Carla Accardi, Pietro
Consagra, Emilio Isgrò and Arnaldo Pomodoro – artists that in their contact
with Gibellina have left indelible human
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and creative testimonies. The works
bear witness to the work that contains
them all: Alberto Burri’s big Cretto, realized on the rubble of Gibellina destroyed by the 1968 earthquake, and all
the artists whose works it has not been
possible to show, though one feels their
aura, because they are present in the reconstruction project, in the many ways
that contemporary expressiveness allows. Among the many is Joseph Beuys.
An element must be underlined
above all as the leitmotif of the museum
of “Mediterranean Wefts” which has always been in the intentions of the Orestiadi Foundation, acting to turn our
project more and more towards an overall and original idea of ‘Mediterraneanness’ – considering visual and decorative
arts as complementary (fabrics, jewels,
vases, ornaments from Morocco, Libya,
Egypt, Albania, Tunisia, Senegal, Turkey,
Syria and so forth).
Contemporary art and applied arts are
located here in two neighbouring buildings that face one another, the baronial
house and the barn. They are to be seen
as milieus that integrate one another,
with immediate and striking comparisons. Works of Mediterranean artistic
craftsmanship are set alongside expressions of contemporary creativeness.
For this purpose, on show there are
symbolic presences suited to provoking a
reﬂection on the categories of western
taste: manufactured articles linked to the
decorative arts of Mediterranean cultures, which succeed in coexisting under
the same roof as the works of Consagra,
Accardi, Schifano and all the other artists,
to be understood only if the visitor is able
to break away from the academic and
philological inertia of his or her beliefs,
which assigns an established and inﬂexible place to concepts like handicraft
manual skill and creative manual skill,
historical time and classiﬁcation of taste
and styles, artistic work and artist.
The contemporary works allude to
the objects in the spaces of the Baronial
house of the Baglio Di Stefano to contribute to weaving the weft of an ample
concept of Mediterraneanness and comparative contemporariness, which does
not have the wholly western and globalizing vice of appreciating other cultures as our extreme gesture of love.
The objects that are not by recognised artists speak a language of their
own that does not necessarily have to be
ours (and yet it is more so than we
think). They show us another concept of
artist and time and induce us to classify
the craftsmanship of so many Mediter-
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ranean countries as the most important
and genuine form of a perpetual artistic
research, and we may ﬁnd in contemporary sensitivity one of its most spellbound interlocutors.
Achille Bonito Oliva writes:
The Museum of Mediterranean Wefts in
Gibellina represents a correct and open interpretation of Mediterranean history
that ﬂows from Spain, France through
Italy through the Arabic countries. This
museum presents together traces of high
culture and others of material culture,
somewhere between individual imagination and daily collective living ... the space
in front of the Di Stefano Houses becomes
a container of signs of a cultural anthropology outside all hegemonic logic and
logic of supremacy of the west over the
east or of the north over the south.

The spaces of the studios
In the project for rebuilding Gibellina,
destroyed by the 1968 earthquake, together with other towns in the Belice
valley, art has had important centrality.
The years of the economic miracle
having ended, with a southern question
perpetually unresolved, with the echoes
of student revolts, artists reached the
Belice area and here they operated, with
the idea that here the state of art could
be redeﬁned. Where urbanism and architecture, in the rebuilding plans,
showed clear signs of anachronistic neorationalism, the creative processes of so
many artists pointed out new directions,
through the practice of the studios, of
experimentation, of risk, of doing, of
open workshops with the artisans of the
place and with the involvement of the
local people. In the same years, in which
Argan (1980) wrote of “…globalizing
acceleration of consumption, which
drives the work towards the borderline
of a hypothetical death of art and natural negation of its planning function …

”, Pietro Consagra, in Gibellina, experimented with his “frontal town”, contributing to the deﬁnition of the urban
fabric with the buildings of the “Meeting”, of the theatre and the entrance to
the town, “the Belice Gateway.” But it is
the concept of “total art” that led him
to plan the ﬂoat of San Rocco, the illuminations, models for embroideries, ceramics, session elements to arrive at the
design of the handles of the Meeting
and the jewels.
Arnaldo Pomodoro, Enzo Cucchi and
Mimmo Paladino worked in the same direction, with their spectacular scenery
for the Orestiadi, and so di Alighiero
Boetti who did his “prisente” with the
cooperation of Gibellina embroideresses, and Carla Accardi with ceramic
panels for the piazza of the Town Hall,
and Nanda Vigo with his “leftover” architectures.
“Art,” wrote Consagra, “in Gibellina
afﬁrms the right to day-dream. I am from
those parts and so I had to rush there before any other artist and so I did”.
Schifano, Angeli, Scialoja and Turcato
perceived the sense of the place during
their stays in Gibellina, realizing their
works with the children and people of
the town, with their studios in schools,
between 1982 and 1983.
Art was called on to give a form to
the new town. Artists went through the
“labyrinths of time and space”, often
knowing their ravines, to indicate new
terrains to cross.
The work that is paradigmatic of all
this is the big “Cretto” by Alberto Burri.
A labyrinth of alleys that reproduce
those of the destroyed town. A
poignant shroud on the ruins.
“The light at sunset cut out hard
shadows on the steps of the pit of the
Greek theatre at Segesta,” the great
artist conﬁded to Ludovico Corrao. It
was from this that his Cretto was born.
On the long wave of all this, between
the temples of Segesta and Burri’s
Cretto, artists still today continue to
work out their creative processes, presenting its works, some of which are
done in situ and they continue a dialogue begun a few months after the
1968 earthquake.
The Museum of Mediterranean
Wefts, which contains the works, ﬁnds
in this continuous search for new planning the elements conﬁrming the search
undertaken in the last few years, which
starts from the recovery of doing, from
demolition of historical hierarchies between the arts and from recognition of
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the many ways of seeing it, without geographical or ideological barriers.
A signiﬁcant example of this is the
work that Richard Long has recently installed, situated in the gardens of the
Baglio Di Stefano, during his stay in
Gibellina. It is the “Circle of Life”, a
magic rose of the winds, the earth’s axis
(north-south) and the axis of the sun
(east-west) traced out on the earth with
Custonaci stones.
Here is a way of making a universal language speak to a contemporary art that,
through the creative process, ﬁnds the
possibility of developing new wavelengths
of knowledge and a further hope for the
last generational brackets of young people open to art, which seems to represent
the only opening on the future. (Achille
Bonito Oliva)

The Baglio Di Stefano in Gibellina
The countryside of Trapani province,
which still today shows rare beauty, is
dotted around with splendid farms,
called “bagli.” These are old architectures, strong testimonies to a not distant
period during which they were not only
productive centres but also propagators
of a civilization linked to them.
In the ﬁrst edition of the Guide to
Sicily published by the Touring Club in
1919 we read that as you come from Partinico immediately after Alcamo there
opened up a “happy, rich, vast and very
picturesque undulation of hills without
trees, with vineyards and cornﬁelds.”
This is the territory where Ingham,
Woodhouse, Whitaker and Florio set up
their big wine-producing establishments,

which gave an enormous impulse to the
Sicilian economy, stimulating the creation of a network of infrastructures,
which for a short time were to allow
Sicily to compete economically with the
European poles.
The network of “bagli” in the whole
territory of Trapani province induced
“inside and around these farms the development of trades, coopers, carters,
wheelwrights, blacksmiths” and more in
general catalysed a broad range of skills
linked to the material, industrial and
handicraft culture of the territory.
The English entrepreneurs superimposed their entrepreneurial ability on a
millennial culture, seeing that the structure of the Sicilian “baglio” in some
cases goes back to the Arab period, and
the impulse to the economy and more in
general to the culture of doing was
transmission of millennial and complex
skills, which from the time of the Arabs
on had become part of the genetic heritage of the Sicilian people. These were
skills of distant people that in Sicily had
found the place to obtain appreciated
fruits from the land, to collect and dam
waters, to create gardens of delights
and perfumes, technical and cultural
skills of distant people, copied, experimented with and deposited in our heritage, but also a search for and study of
ingenious characters, however eccentric.
Among the many were Teodosio, Giovanni and Carlo De Stefani, who set out
from the Baglio Di Stefano in Gibellina
for their experimentations in the ﬁeld of
the naturalistic sciences, which led them
to obtain ﬁrst-class results in Europe in
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the second half of the nineteenth century.
The complex of the Baglio Di Stefano,
which today houses the Orestiadi Foundation in Gibellina and the Museum of
Mediterranean Wefts, was perfectly integrated in this ‘network’ and today
constitutes an architectural complex of
exceptional artistic and cultural interest,
so much so as to constitute something
unique for the system of collection of irrigation water from the nearby hills,
going into the big underground cistern
in the big courtyard with pillars supporting arcades in the Arab style.
Although much of the garden and
the irrigation system has been seriously
damaged over the years, the essential
structures nevertheless still remain, like
the mill, the stone furnishings, the fountain, the stone seats, the tub for collecting water and the old terracotta
plumbing. The garden of plants and
odours of Mediterranean ﬂora was created two centuries back by the old
owner Baron Di Stefano. The value of
this garden is not only naturalistic but
also cultural because of the esoteric inspiration that guided its layout and the
choice of the plants. Surrounded by
dense rows of palm trees, close to or
away from the house, the garden of delights or pleasure marked a break in the
sunny landscape of the Sicilian hinterland, and was an old sign of the presence of the house, of water and of man.
The Sicilian territory, the irrigation
systems and the architectures are only
the tip of a complex stratiﬁcation of millennial cultures that have collected up in
time in Sicily.
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FROM PRIVATE COLLECTING TO MUSEOGRAPHY
PATRIZIA GRASSO

The last memory that I have of Senator Ludovico Corrao goes back to June 2011. Together with a colleague
we waited for him in the hall of a hotel in Palermo to discuss the latest innovations in the present catalogue.
A little big man, elegant in his white kurta, came towards us with a cordial smile … they have made me so
many promises, he said, this catalogue is important ... We
reassured him saying that we shared his idea and we
would do everything to realize what was also his last
dream.
Ludovico Corrao was a great collector and an art lover.
The story of private archaeological collecting in Sicily was
a constant in the rule of life of a cultured and well-off social class, and it is therefore the search for the beautiful,
“love for antiques, scientiﬁc interest in the archaeological
ﬁnd seen only not as a sterile display and collection object
but as a tool of investigation for recovering the roots”1,
that induced the Corrao family to collect together the
ﬁnds that were part of the homonymous collection.
The ﬁrst nucleus of the collection thus originates from
legacies of family goods2 and in 1960 Ludovico Corrao
communicated this to the Superintendence.
In February 1992 there was constituted the no-proﬁt
Orestiadi Foundation - Institute of High Culture, with its
operational headquarters at Gibellina (Trapani province)
in the Baglio delle Stefano. In the same year Corrao donated the archaeological collection to the Orestiadi Foundation3 together with other items.4
In 19935 Gibellina Council, acknowledging the disposition, granted the Orestiadi Foundation the use of the
Baglio delle Case Di Stefano building complex to put the
items there. In October of the same year6 the Senator
communicated the donation to the Trapani Superintendence, handing the items over to the Mayor of Gibellina.
In 1996, Ludovico Corrao founded the Museum of
Mediterranean Wefts. The choice of name also implies
the goals that, with particular respect for and opening to
the Islamic-Mediterranean world, aim at the construction
of an identity that, founded upon the values of culture,
of cooperation, of artistic pathways, of the development
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of new professionalisms, would be capable of being a
participating subject of “Mediterranean Wefts.”
In 1997 the Orestiadi Foundation was legally recognized with a Decree of the Ministry of the Cultural Heritage of 10/09/97 Reg. 16/10/97. The new Institution, on
the way to approving the ﬁnal budget, appointed
Pasquale Stassi, the Director of the municipal Civic Museum, of “to undertake an appraisal of the assets contained in the enclosed list,”7 incorporated in the
patrimony of the Foundation and constituting the items
displayed in the Museum of Mediterranean Wefts.
In 2003 Gibellina Council8 decided to stipulate with the
no-proﬁt Orestiadi Institute of High Culture a deﬁnitive
transaction to close litigation that had dragged on since
1994, granting to the Foundation use of the building denominated Baglio di Stefano with the adjacent ground
for the duration of thirty years.9 Art. 8 lays down:
The Foundation also undertakes not to move its registered
ofﬁce from the Baglio di Stefano, not to move the Corrao
donation from the Baglio di Stefano […] not to move the
Museum of Mediterranean Wefts from the Baglio di Stefano,
including the assets indicated in the inventory10 attached to
the present deed.

In 200611 the Trapani Superintendence communicated
the start of a procedure for the protection of the archaeological collection and in 200712 it transmitted the deﬁnitive protection order.13
For a better understanding of the inspiring principle of
the whole collection it is necessary to keep in mind the
philosophy of life of Ludovico Corrao and the type of research that he conducted all his life, which is best expressed in his own words:
The Mediterranean is always Mare Nostrum, where different
peoples meet, and clash, but together constitute the
Mediterranean koine ... it is research that I have conducted
since the beginning of my life, it is my life research; if we like
my reason for living is a rereading of the truest and deepest
History of Sicily. It is the attempt at a pathway of brotherhood, beginning from the multiple and common signs of the
various peoples of the Mediterranean, with which I have
tried to intensify the dialogue, to be, in my own small way,
a mediator, a tool.14
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The Baglio Case Di Stefano and the recovery project
The Sicilian countryside is dotted with farms and often
also with villas.
In the 18th and 19th centuries an important social
change occurred that saw the Nobles, the owners of the
big landed estates that had long moved to the great city
of Palermo, return to their possessions for the period of
the harvest but also to spend the summer there, and this
was the period in which in Sicily too there spread the
fashion of big villeggiatura. The long country stays of the
Seigneurs brought important changes to the existing
structures serving agricultural activity and gave rise to a
speciﬁc building typology that, depending on the importance of the investments and the reﬁnement of the ﬁnishing touches, led to the realization of farms, simpler
structures which then became true villas, as in the case
of those of the Piana dei Colli Plain in Palermo or those
that were built in Bagheria.
The typical layout of the new constructions developed
around a central courtyard in which in a dominant position, on the ﬁrst ﬂoor, there were the owner’s quarters.
In the side wings there were the quarters of the farmers
and the stores for agricultural produce. The farms, often
standing in isolated places, for safety reasons were structures closed towards the outside to protect the crops and
the life that took place inside. Next to the owner’s quarters, there was the ﬂoretta or ornamental garden, a place
of delight and rest for the owners; separated from the
main structure there were the stables for the animals and
all around there lay the production area.
The Baglio delle Case Di Stefano was not marked by
formal reﬁnement of the construction but the grandeur
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of the structure was strengthened by the presence of a
double courtyard, the main one and the service one.
Placed at the conﬁne between the territories of Salemi
and Santa Ninfa, it now lies outside the urban perimeter
of the town of Gibellina. The owners abandoned the
Baglio some years before the 1968 earthquake, which aggravated the process of decline of the structure that had
already begun.
In 1982 Gibellina Council entrusted the recovery project to the Architects Marcella Aprile, Roberto Collovà and
Teresa La Rocca. The planners say:
at the time of the appointment little was extent of the buildings that constituted the Baglio and some fragments were
difﬁcult to make out. The ﬁrst task consisted in making simultaneously a plan for reconstruction of the aggregation
of the buildings and a description of the orography of the
place. The project worked on the adaptation of the buildings
destined to be the Museum and Cultural Centre, setting up
a strategy of actions that, through subtractions, detachments, reconstructions, involving the buildings and the open
spaces, would change the general layout of the Baglio from
a closed construction to a set of buildings, functionally and
formally deﬁned, whose general relationships were entrusted to a network of pathways, courtyards, terraces for
passing through, patios and passages. The surrounding landscape itself was involved in the deﬁnition of the whole
through the opening of the two courtyards towards the
countryside, and through the height of the walls and the terraces that, pushing it away, included it in the inside space.
The main house, constituted on the ground ﬂoor by stores
placed side by side and only accessible from the outside, was
modiﬁed with the opening of longitudinal galleries allowing
use of it from the inside; the sequence of the domestic spaces
of the guest rooms, on the upper ﬂoor, has its outlet in a series of galleries that end in the last rooms: on one side in the
turret on the side passage and on the other in the high
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1. Baglio Case di Stefano seen from the surrounding countryside
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courtyard and with an exit towards the palm tree walk. This
new type of gallery rooms with the addition of a mezzanine
is used to trace out the building of the workshops, entirely
new, lined up above the lower courtyard, along the farm
road; its inside and outside passages are interrelated with
the transversal crossings. The new north side, entirely reconstructed by placing functionally different buildings side by
side, provides a virtual closing of the farm, but its layout, detached from the existing buildings, allows the introduction
of a new crossing: an inside road, parallel to the old access
that modiﬁes the hierarchy between the buildings and the
sequence of open spaces. The road gives order to the recovered buildings and the new rebuilt ones; it attributes an
urban value to the constructions and the spaces that look
out on it, and this serves to strengthen the new public function of the whole place.15

The archaeological section of the “Museum of Wefts”
The ﬁrst layout of the archaeological section was done
in 1996 by its director, the architect Enzo Fiammetta, for
an exhibition on the occasion of the anniversary of the
earthquake, inaugurated by the Minister of the Cultural
Heritage Antonio Paolucci. The layout remained unchanged until 2006, the year when the Superintendence
started to take an interest in the collection, undertaking
work of cataloguing of the ﬁnds, backed up by a photographic campaign that then led to the deﬁnitive protection order. The present organization of the display space
was inaugurated in September of the same year by the
President of the Republic Giorgio Napolitano.
In the rooms used for display of the archaeological
ﬁnds there are also some contemporary art works together with a selection of objects used by common people in the 19th and 20th centuries, coming from Sicily
(Mazara del Vallo), from Tunisia and from Morocco.
Speaking of the Museum, Ludovico Corrao said he
wanted
to connect the wefts and the weavings with threads of different colour and origin, to identify and compare the interlacements of the different languages, to track down the unity
of the cultures of the countries of the Mediterranean area.

It is on the basis of this inspiring principle that the permanent display is set out in which the architect Enzo Fiammetta experimented with a new layout criterion
where the chronological, geographical or typological aspect is secondary and the visitor is conducted along three
pathways:
the sign, the writing, the form of objects and their use in order
to perceive how in Sicily, the bridge between Europe and
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Africa, there live and are visible the intact traces of its distant
past ... common to all the peoples of the Mediterranean. The
analogies between the signs and the forms veriﬁable in the
Mediterranean artistic heritage reveal the existence of the
common cultural mould that has been interwoven since prehistory through the migrations of populations coming from
the Middle East, from Greece and from Africa.16

It is through a careful selection of ﬁnds and objects,
which also become a source of inspiration for works of
contemporary art, that the Museum of Mediterranean
Wefts achieves a unique alchemy, which gives the visitor
an opportunity to make a journey in time in a place full
of charm and magic.
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I have seen in the desert the young just graven Sphinx.
There is nothing ancient under the sun.
All happens for the first time, but in an eternal world.
Those who read my words are inventing them
Jorge Luis Borges
Happiness (1981)

In the last few years reflection on the ancient, and
more in general on the meaning that it is possible to give
to archaeological studies today, has found new stimuli in
the perception of a more and more fluid and complex
contemporary society that precisely in the dialectics between different cultures and identities should look for a
possible meeting ground that is all the bigger and unexpected if it is able to bring into play the ability to recover
and re-plan memory of the past.
In this connection, the modes of representation of the
ancient (and its misunderstandings) have had in the
course of time and in different historical and geographical contexts specific interpretations that have defined
their own archaeological look, sometimes seen as a nostalgic antiquarian cult and sometimes as a provocative
break. But only when the inheritance of the past has become an occasion of dynamic comparison with contemporary reality and not sterile and melancholy idealization
has it been possible to knot together the wefts of new
stories in which the traces of the ancient have been
worked out “somewhere between memory and forgetfulness, between fidelity and betrayal” taking on new
and unexpected meanings.1
In this perspective it can happen that in some places,
more than in others, this unexpected short-circuit of relations is revealed to the visitor’s perception with greater
strength and symbolic value. So it is at Gibellina. In this
connection, the archaeological collection in the Museum
of Mediterranean Wefts in its apparent marginality finds
the space of a continual dialogue with other materials
through a subtle game of correspondences in which the
contemporary can reflect, oppose or redefine ruins and
fragments. A weaving of signs, forms and iconographies
that find their origin in the ancient, but which contem-
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porary art has interpreted and transformed through explicit quotations, declarations of breakup or more veiled
or metaphorical allusions.
After all, Mimmo Paladino’s Mountain of salt, which,
welcoming the visitor, stands out in an absolute way in
the courtyard of the Baglio Di Stefano also transforms the
space of contingency with its evocative strength. And the
artist, like a stubborn archaeologist, tracking down myths
and stories from the depth of time, builds his own vision
of contemporary reality, drawing the observer’s attention
not to an ancient stabilizing and concluded order, but on
the contrary to the time of restlessness, of battle, of possible resistance. Rediscovery of the past also comes about
through awareness and the feeling of its complexity and
for this reason proves to be a privileged resource for a renewed look at the world.
Created in time by the untiring curiosity and antiquarian interest of Ludovico Corrao, the collection, which contains about 400 items, has gradually been enriched
through numerous donations, coming together in 1992
in the collections of the Orestiadi Foundation together
with the other contemporary art and ethno-anthropology collections that have made Mediterranean Wefts one
of the most vital intercultural museums in Italy.
For this reason too the materials mostly do not have
the original provenance datum, but for many of them,
and particularly for the prehistoric ceramics, the typological characteristic make it reasonable to refer them to
sites in western Sicily.
Precisely the prehistoric ceramic constitutes the biggest
nucleus, but also present are materials of indigenous production and Corinthian and Laconian importation. Classical and Hellenistic ceramic is represented by some
black-figured and red-figured Attic vases and ones
painted black, of the most common typologies, together
with Italiot red-figured or black-figured vases or ones
overpainted in black; for the late Roman age there are
colourless pitchers with decoration with horizontal ribbons, widespread in the whole Mediterranean area in the
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1-2. Painted cup, Ancient Bronze Age, Naro-Partanna style
3-4. Painted dolium, Ancient Bronze Age, Naro-Partanna style
5. Meso-Corinthian amphoriskos (F.O. 67); Meso-Corinthian aryballos
(F.O. 66); late Corinthian kotyliskos (F.O. 60)
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late ancient period. In addition to the ceramic, terracotta
objects are documented (votive figurines and masks of
types common in Siceliot sanctuaries), Greek oil lamps
and African terra sigillata, a series of little Roman bronze
objects and a significant numismatic collection.
The absence of the historical context and the typological heterogeneity of the materials in the collection, which
in another context would certainly have constituted an
evident limit to a pathway of knowledge and valorisation,
in the Museum of the Mediterranean Wefts become useful elements for provoking a reflection and a less usual
approach. The fact is that the display in the museum,
going beyond spatio-temporal coordinates and an attempt at a rigid classificatory approach, was also intended
to present the single items as signs of and tools for a new
kind of comparison between the different expressive languages, in a perspective that necessarily looks beyond the
reassuring “columns of Hercules” of the western classical
world.2 The prehistoric and classical ceramic alongside material from northern and central Africa and from the Near
East lead us to reflect on unexpected affinities of signs
and forms, certainly not the fruit of relationships that are
always documentable historically, but rather formal archetypes of a meta-language that, sometimes taking on different contents and meanings, are organized in expressive
forms now tending to abstraction and now closer to organicity. The primary and pure signs of Carla Accardi in
their free or rhythmic development on the surface of the
ceramic, set alongside prehistoric finds, translate “a need
for expressive stringency” and the discovery of “a casual
order” on which to structure her vision of the world. Thus
Nunzio’s combusted wood, almost a primordial and defective image of a classical drape, seems to conceal the
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purity of the idea in the frailty of the material and the
fragment. Then in De Chirico’s Troubadour there peeps
out the enigma of myth and the question of that mystery
of existence that from the narrations of the ancient teachers re-emerges like a karstic river, in the sensibility of contemporary man, possibly rediscovered “in the shade of a
passer-by, or in the reflection of a showcase, in a blade of
light, in a gaze that grazes us.”3
The collection
The biggest nucleus of the archaeological collection is
constituted by the ceramic in the Naro-Partanna style,
referable to the old Bronze Age. It is called this way from
the two places in western Sicily and Agrigento province
that have yielded numerous tomb outfits with ceramic
marked by such peculiar and original elements as to distinguish them from the productions of the Castellucci civilization in the south-eastern area of Sicily.
The vases show the typological variety both in the
forms and in the decorations that characterizes this ceramic class. The type most represented is the cup on a
foot with a handle with a vertical ribbon, perhaps of
metallic derivation, or small handles at the edge, but cups
(figs. 1-2), jugs, bowls and the biggest containers, such as
dolia, are also present (figs. 3-4).
The style of the decoration, painted in brown on a surface smoothed with a special stick tool and covered with
a slight lining of terra di Siena, is particularly rich and
dense: geometric motifs cover the surface of the vase, and
sometimes also the inside, with rhythmical division creating a weaving of panels filled with lines, radial arrangements, dots, lozenges, and reticule and wave motifs.4
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The high-footed basin, although submitted to improper restoration that altered the form of the foot, originally of the trumpet type, for the morphological features
(the not very deep hemispherical tub and the edge defined by furrowing) is echoed by ceramic objects recovered in the proto-urban inhabited area of Mokarta, near
Salemi, a site datable to between the end of the 13th BC
and the 10th century BC, which gave the name to a particular facies of the late Bronze Age (cf. form 6, p. 117).5
Of particular interest is the careened bowl decorated
with engraved parallel lines referable to the so-called
Bell-shaped Glass facies, widespread in western Sicily between the middle of the 3rd and the 1st century of the 2nd
millennium BC after wide-sweeping contacts in particular
with the Iberian area and Sardinia (cf. form 5, p. 117). It
was defined an expression of an “international style”,
but in Europe took on local characteristics in different
places; this ceramic type spread in the north-western and
south-western parts of Sicily through ethnic migration
and commercial exchanges, interacting with the native
populations. Characterized by pointillé decoration, it was
primarily used by elevated social groups and constitutes
a fossil indicative of relationships between Europe and
the Mediterranean in a moment of great social transformations determined by the progressive spread of metals.
To the 11th or 10th century BC there is dated a footless
teapot with a globular body and a big pouring spout
with a filter and handle between the edge and the shoulder (cf. form 7, p. 117).6
Few vases present a type of engraved and impressed
decoration referable to indigenous production documented between the 8th and the beginning of the 5th century BC in Elymian and Sican places in western Sicily like
Monte Maranfusa, Colle Madore and Entella. Among
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these, showing an unusual typology, is the table vase of
the fruit-bowl type, partially recomposed, engraved with
motifs with multiple triangles, concentric little circles and
tremolos, done with a pointed stick or comb tool, and set
out according to a symmetrical arrangement. It is a decorative repertoire rooted in pot productions of the
Bronze Age and the Iron Age and that in indigenous
places7 was also to express greater richness thanks to contacts with the Greek colonial world (cf. form 8, p. 118).
Better documented is indigenous ceramic8 with painted
decoration. Big containers like amphorae, stamnoi, ollas
and pythoi, with brown, red and orange painting on
them, and decoration with linear and geometric motifs,
within a metope scheme, were often used for enchytrismòs burials, or as transport containers for agricultural
products; they constitute the commonest indigenous production in the 6th century BC in places in western Sicily and
in the hinterland of Termini Imerese. They document the
process of assimilation of Greek models thanks to relationships with the colonies founded along the coasts. These
were relations, exchanges and circulations of commercial
products too that were to be consolidated during the 6th
century BC, in which the indigenous element too, in a
complementary relationship, was to play a nodal role for
the economic and cultural development of the colonies
(cf. form 9, p. 118).
Among ceramic imported in the archaic and classical
age the collection includes some Corinthian, Laconian
and Attic vases, both black-figured and red-figured and
with black paint. In particular, among the Corinthian
vases an amphoriskos must be mentioned with zoomorphic friezes (fig. 5 F.O. 67; cf. form 10, p. 119) from the
meso-Corinthian period, a globular aryballos with plant
and palm decoration (fig. 5, F.O. 66) and a kothyliskois
with linear decoration and with a motif of “running
dogs” from the late Corinthian period, serial production
characterized by approximate design (fig. 5, F.O. 60).
Other kotyliskoi are referable, because of the clay type,
to local imitations, found in big quantities, for example,
at Selinunte.9
To ceramics of Laconian production we can refer the
globular aryballos painted with bright black varnish with
a purple band at the centre from the first half of the 6th
century BC and the black-painted crater with stirrup handles (cf. form 11, p. 119) produced between the second
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6. Bucchero wine glass with four feet, first half of 6th century BC

8-9. Red-figured Attic crater, middle of 6th century BC, with scene of
Gigantomachia (8) and scene of colloquy (9).

7. Black-figured oinochoe with white background and with scene of fight
between Heracles and the Cretan bull, end of 6th century BC

6

7
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half of the 6th century BC and the first quarter of the 5th
century BC, one of the prevailing forms among importations in Sicily and in southern Italy, which also gave rise
to local imitations.10
In the collection there are also four bucchero vases: a
footless oinochoe from the height of the 6th century BC
(cf. form 19, p. 122), a kantharos in “Ionic clay” from the
middle of the 6th century BC, well attested in western Sicily
from Himera to Selinunte in funeral contexts, characterized by a grey mix caused by cooking at a high temperature: a small amphora decorated with vertical engraved
lines is datable to the second half of the 7th century BC.11
More unusual is the four-footed wine glass (fig. 6), put
together in an incongruous way. A refined product of an
aristocratic elite and used in the rich funeral outfits datable to the late orientalising age or the first archaic age,
this wine glass primarily spread in the area of the Cerretani and in the Vulci and Chiusi territory. The type, with
supports decorated with winged female figures with
arms folded on their breasts, alternating with the motif
of the so-called tree of life, is part of a rather recurrent
typology.12
Made in Ionia was a lydion, a small ointment container,
with linear decoration, from the second quarter of the
6th century BC, while referable to an Ionian typology, but
of colonial production, is the skyphos with strips with
shining black paint from the 6th-5th century BC; of eastern
Greek production are two alabastra made with a browngrey mix with three groups of horizontal lines engraved
on the surface, from the 7th or 6th century BC.13
The collection also includes some remarkable black-figured and red-figured Attic vases including an amphora
with a distinct neck decorated with a band with contrasting little palms (cf. form 12, p. 119) which on the A side
has a scene with the departure of a warrior while on the
B side there is a Dionysiac scene with a Maenad, referable
to the workshop of the Antimenes Painter at the end of
the 6th century, production of which is attested in western
Sicily. Something rarer is the oenochoe with a white background (fig. 7) dated to the end of the 6th century BC with
a depiction of Heracles’ fight against the Cretan bull.14
Among red-figured Attic vases mention must be made
of the chalice crater from the second half of the V BC
with an Apollonian scene on side A and a Dionysiac scene
on side B, referable to the entourage of the Meidias
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painter (cf. form 26, p. 124) and a chalice crater (figs. 89) decorated on side A (fig. 8) with the depiction of a
warrior kneeling between Nike in flight and Athena and
on side B (fig. 9) a colloquy scene imputable to the entourage of the Painter of the Niobids in the second half
of the 5th century BC. To the middle of the 4th century BC
there is dated a fragment of a bell crater with a dancing
satyr and a flutist and at the centre a kantharos resting
on a rocky hill.15
Among the lekythoi dated to the late 6th or the 5th century BC, some showing more approximate and serial facture and destined for funeral purposes, with a
chequerboard or meander motif, special mention must
be made of the lekythos Dionysus among two Maenads
attributable to the entourage of the Phanillis Painter; this
vase production was particularly widespread on the Siceliot market.16
Black-painted Attic production includes skyphoi from
the beginning of the 5th century BC. Some of them imitated Corinthian prototypes with a saved background,
decorated with a radial arrangement, a typology also reproduced in the colonial sphere, and the so-called bolsal
from the last quarter of the 5th century BC, with an indistinct edge.17 Among the black-painted ceramic referable
to local production because of the opacity of the paint
and the type of baking there are forms well attested in
colonial and indigenous places in the 5th and 4th centuries
BC like two paterae.18
In the 4th and 3rd centuries BC, with the political and
economic decline of Athens, in the workshops of southern Italy and Sicily there spread production interpreting
the Attic figurative style with greater decorative and
chromatic exuberance and freer compositional syntax.
Particularly widespread in the Hellenistic age was ceramic
with overpainted decoration in the Gnathia style which
alongside the traditional colours also sets white, yellow
or purple in an iconographic repertoire constituted above
all by plant motifs. In particular, the lekanai (cf. form 15,
p. 120) decorated with vine-branches and clusters of
grapes, a motif particularly widespread in Sicily, is dated
to the second half of the 4th century BC.19
The collection also includes ointment containers of the
fusiform type or with a globular body, assimilable to Forti
types II and IV, some decorated with bands, broadly documented in Sicilian necropolises from the 3rd century BC.20
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10. Painted askos with little amphorae applied, 5th century BC
th
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11. Protome of Punic type, 7 -6 century BC
12. Colourless jug, 5th century AD
13-14. Oil lamp in African sigillata, 5th century AD (F.O. 168)
15-16. Hanging amulets in bronze, Roman age
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Among the sculptural vases, a very peculiar one is an
askos with a goatskin shape (fig. 10) with two small amphorae applied to the sides. It shows interesting similarities to an example from the Carthage necropolis.21 From
a colonial workshop is the sculptural vase a siren shape
with a female head (cf. form 13, p. 120).referable to 5thcentury coroplastic types and plumage rendered with
reddish varnish, very degraded, comparable to a Selinunte exemplar dated to the 4th century BC.22
There is also a group of loom weights and figured terracotta objects, some fragmentary or deriving from
worn-out moulds reproducing well-known typologies
from the 6th and 5th centuries BC, in the Selinunte sphere,
like for instance the so-called Athena Lindia type or the
figures of an offerer with a chiton and a himation, or
again the so-called Tanagra statuettes from the Hellenistic age. Decidedly more unusual is the protome with stylized features decorated at the sides and on the front with
an engraved motif comparable with Carthaginian types
from the 5th century BC (fig. 11).23
The late Roman age is documented here by a series of
uncoloured little jugs with white-cream lining covering
the surface, characterized by horizontal grooving on the
body of the vase, well documented in Carthage and similar to the types recovered in Sicilian contexts in the 5th6th centuries AD, for instance in the sub divo necropolis
of in the Sant’Agata area (fig. 12).
From the same period are the oil lamps in African terra
sigillata widespread in the whole Mediterranean area
and often made in a mould with decorative motifs linked
to Christian symbology. Particularly well attested are exemplars of forms VIII and X also datable to the 5th century AD. Among these decorated with alternating
geometric and plant motifs on the shoulder in an ornamental syntax there is the example with chi-rho, a Christological symbol portrayed on the disk, a motif that is
recurrent among oil lamps of this class (figs. 13-14). An
Islamic oil lamp with a closed tub and channel spout is
datable to the 11th century AD.24
The transport amphorae include the Greek-Italic ones
that were widespread in Sicily (cf. form 21, p. 122).and
the republican Roman wine amphora of Dressel type 1,
the commercial container distinguishing the economic
and productive system of late republican Italy. The Dressel
2-4 amphora, defined as the guiding fossil regarding marketing of Italic wines from the 2nd century BC to the 2nd
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In the last few years the theme of the revival of the concept of “classical”
has been at the centre of a lively debate stimulated in particular by the essay
by Salvatore Settis, Futuro del classico, Torino, 2004. On the meaning of
heredity as a “conquest” see the reflections by M. Recalcati, Il complesso di
Telemaco, Milano, 2013, pp. 121-148 with a commentary on F. Nietzsche’s
Second untimely meditation: on the use and abuse of history for life.
2.

The archaeological section of the Museum of Mediterranean Wefts was
set up in 2007 by the Archaeological Service of the Trapani Superintendence,
directed by Caterina Greco, in close collaboration with Enzo Fiammetta, the
director of the Museum, and with a precious contribution by the staff of the
Foundation. The scientific project, in addition to the present writer, involved
Rosa Maria Cucco of the archaeological Service. In every phase Ludovico Corrao was its tireless and acute inspirer. In the same period the present writer
undertook the inventory and ordering of the items, an activity preliminary
to the provision of archaeological protection, accorded in 2007.
3.
See the reflection on the use of myth in the modern world in F. Rella,
Miti e figure del moderno, Milano, 2003.
4.
For obvious reasons there is only an overview of some of the classes of
materials most represented in the collection in the museum, while some
more significant items have been the object of analytical fact sheets, to
which the reader is referred for the prehistoric and proto-historic materials
and the problems connected to them see the contribution by Sebastiano
Tusa, supra; S. Tusa, M. Pacci, La collezione dei vasi preistorici di Naro e Partanna. Ceramiche dell’antica età del bronzo nella Sicilia occidentale, Palermo, 1990; S. Tusa, in Collezione BdS, pp. 39-113.
5.
G. Mannino, F. Spatafora, “Mokarta. La necropoli di Cresta di Gallo” in
Quaderni del Museo archeologico regionale A. Salinas, supplement 1, 1995,
pp. 48-49; S. Tusa-F. Nicoletti, “L’epilogo sicano nella Sicilia occidentale: il
caso Mokarta – capanna 1” in Terze Giornate, pp. 963-977.
6.
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century AD, and Dressel 6, perhaps an oil amphora, produced all along the northern Adriatic, were most widespread in the regions of north-eastern Europe.
Also from the Roman age there date a group of phallus-shaped bronze pendants (figs 15-16) with passing
rings datable to the first imperial age.25

S. Tusa, L’insediamento dell’età del bronzo con Bicchiere Campaniforme
di Marcita, Trapani, 1997, forma MA 2, fig. 15b; E. Giannitrapani, “Nuove
considerazioni sulla diffusione del Bicchiere campaniforme in Sicilia” in Rivista di Scienze Preistoriche, LIX, 2009, pp. 219-242.
For the teapot: S. Tusa, Prima Sicilia: alle origini della società siciliana: Catalogo della mostra, Palermo, 1997, V. 144, p. 217 for the teapot from a hut
of the Ausonio II on Lipari Acropolis.
7.
See a comparison in V. Fatta. La ceramica indigena di Sant’Angelo Muxaro, Palermo, 1983, p. 93, fig. 3 and pp. 44-45.
For indigenous ceramics with engraved or impressed decoration recovered
in stratigraphical contexts: Monte Maranfusa, pp. 109-156 and Colle Madore, pp. 122-135.
8.

For painted indigenous ceramics: L. Campisi, “La ceramica indigena a
decorazione geometrica dipinta” in Monte Maranfusa, pp. 157-228; V.
Tardo, “Ceramica indigena a decorazione dipinta” in Colle Madore, pp.
137-159; S. Vassallo “Ceramica indigena arcaica a Himera” in Quarte Giornate, pp. 134-135. M. Gargini, “La ceramica indigena a decorazione geometrica dipinta di Rocca d’Entella” in Gibellina 1991, pp. 353-362.
9.
For the amphoriskos: Kustermann Graf, tomb 156, plate LXXIX, no. 152
and Dehl von Kaenel, plate 24, no. 957. For the kotiliskoi with linear decoration and running dogs widespread in the late Corinthian period: Kustermann Graf, from tomb 169, nos. 182-183, pp. 218-219 plate LXXXIII and
Dehl von Kaenel, plate 53, no. 2423. For local imitation see V. Tardo in
Museo Pepoli, pp. 89-91.
10.
P. Pelagatti, “Ceramica laconica in Sicilia e a Lipari. Materiali per una
carta di distribuzione” in Bollettino d’Arte no. 54, 1989, pp. 16-17, 25-27,
figs. 73, 111. For an overview of the crater with a stirrup handle see V. Tardo
in Colle Madore, pp. 181-183 and the exemplar in Panvini 1998, p. 380.
11.
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For the kantharos referable to type 3e of the Rasmussen classification
see T. B. Rasmussen, Bucchero Pottery from Southern Etruria, Cambridge
1979, pp. 104-106; and V. Tardo in Colle Madore, pp. 180-181. For the socalled Ionian bucchero: M. Gras, “La question des canthares en bucchero
dit “ionien” et leur diffusion en occident, Paris, 1978, pp. 104-106. For the
oenochoe see M. A. Rizzo, Le anfore da trasporto e il commercio etrusco
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arcaico, Roma, 1990, no. 12, p. 153 pp. 14-15, 31-32; for the little amphora,
Rasmussen, op. cit., pp. 71-72 and Rizzo, op. cit., no. 58, fig. 66.
12.
Comparisons in P. Brocato, C. Regoli, “Iconografie orientali nei calici a
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15.
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Indeed I see the very close relationships
that in ancient times linked the island
to all the other regions of the Mediterranean…
Antonino Salinas1

Ludovico Corrao, an untiring collector of ancient objects, brings to mind an illustrious exponent of Sicilian
culture of the end of the nineteenth century, Antonino
Salinas, with whom he shares a lot of elective affinities
and common experiences of life, including having been
through the terrible experience of an earthquake. In this
connection, Antonino Salinas made enormous efforts to
recover monuments and works in the city of Messina,
overwhelmed by the terrible 1908 earthquake, which is
what Ludovico Corrao did at Gibellina in 1968.
During his lifetime, Salinas, a man of deep culture, with
admirable intuition succeeded in collecting a big number
of works of inestimable archaeological and historicalartistic value, as well as valuable and significant products
of craftsmanship that went into the Archaeological Museum in Palermo, at that time the National Museum, of
which he was the director from 1873 to 1914. To collect
works, finds and anything else that could enrich the
Palermo museum, at that time the National Museum, for
Salinas was a real mission: he went all over Sicily to follow
recoveries close-up or to purchase works or collections,
sometimes at his own expense.
There is a close connection between the two remarkable characters, above all strong determination and commitment regarding the creation a museum that would
represent not only the arts and craftsmanship all over
Sicily but also the Mediterranean dimension of our land,
going beyond the confines of the island’s history (Salinas,
A.1874: 53-54).
Both men cultivated the idea of a museum, seen as a
place where it would be possible to experience history
thanks to the presence of works of art but also of objects
from daily life, collected not out of a mere spirit of possession of rare and precious masterpieces, but with a view
to collecting in order to reconstruct the history of “Human
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Wefts” through manufactured articles that could narrate
man’s talents and his capacity to produce beauty.
Salinas firmly believed in the social function2 of the
museum and in this was a true pioneer of what today we
would call the relational museum. Indeed, he realised the
importance of the complex nature of the museum as a
chosen place, where it is possible to weave a dense network of internal relationships – those of the experts in
the sector – and external ones with the territory and society in a broad sense, for the purpose of contributing to
cultural growth. He also believed in the teaching function
of the museum3 as a place of learning through the direct
testimonies of archaeology, forcefully rejecting the conception of the museum as a shrine.
Ludovico Corrao, another pioneer of a new museum
conception, realized what today museologists define an
“eco-museum.” L. Corrao’s museum converses with the
history of that man that since Prehistory has navigated
and lived in the lands that look out on this ancient and
always topical meeting place of cultures that is the
Mediterranean.
Both of them, with the appropriate historical and social order distinctions, were two figures of exceptional
intellectual depth to whom we owe immense gratitude
for having set going on our island a process of cultural
opening that is only the prerogative of those who have
lived the pathway of their lives with great sentiments.

1
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1. Room 5
2. Room 1, seen from area 4
3. Room 2
4. Plan of the ground floor, display areas of the archaeological collection
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The museum layout
On the ground floor, in the rooms of the baronial
house, the archaeological section of the Museum offers
the visitor a full and adequate experience of a collection4
born of the curiosity and the existential desire of Ludovico Corrao to know and to let others know our identity and cultural diversity through ancient manufactured
articles, realized in that archaic spatio-temporal context
that unites so many peoples and traditions, the Mediterranean, Mare nostrum.
Indeed, visiting the rooms, you immediately perceive
Ludovico Corrao’s commitment to creating a collection
with the objective of promoting cultural diversity and of
triggering and favouring processes of dialogue and exchange between citizens and the territory, in short of creating what today experts call the “relational museum”;
hence there was a passage from the conception of the
museum as a shrine of the collection of knowledge and
its objects to that of a place of “civic” education and also
of cultural enjoyment.
The museum layout5 arouses curiosity, informs, narrates and constitutes an original experience that can become more accessible to everyone without the use of
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multimedia devices and special effects (though today this
may appear strange and unusual).
Hence providing some tools for understanding the
manufactured articles, the catalogue entries6, the chosen
finds and some information of a scientific character,
means satisfying the expectations of the many visitors
that, with the appropriate indications, can approach the
objects displayed as members of an active public, involved
in the construction and representation of meanings,
rather than passive interlocutors of one-way transmission
of knowledge.
In the rooms of the museum, the story of the Corrao
collection is faced with an approach aiming at synthesis,
in which the narration, through the succession of “rooms
not very thoroughly set out”, involves people with the
intrinsic force of the object and the essentialness of the
information.
A more substantialist traditional view of the cultural
heritage as a set of static goods is replaced by the Corrao
collection with a display of items that mirrors the current
way of seeing the heritage as a set of goods to share, to
reconstruct regarding their meanings and to re-place in
a social space of exchange; the museum that welcomes
the manufactured articles of the collection thus becomes
a critical and self-critical place of education and communication, through the museological apparatuses.
In this connection, the archaeological itinerary currently set out in the rooms of the museum7 invites us to
establish both cultural continuity among the topics and
the possibility of analyzing specific thematic areas, suggesting the complexity of the relationships of these areas.
To show the archaeological collection, the choice made
was the way of reflection on the object and its meanings
in specific contexts, privileging a thematic rather than a
descriptive itinerary.
The object that provides the key to understanding this
layout is the terracotta vase in its manifold forms and
functions as an object of daily use and commercial use.
The journey of the vases allows the visitor to go along
the ancient commercial routes, from the place of production to that of sorting and also, through the journey of
the images painted on the vases, to understand the dynamics of ancient societies but also to perceive their reflections and consonances in the objects of craftsmanship
and in the works of contemporary artists coming from
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countries that all have the same common denominator:
the Mediterranean.
The display of the materials essentially follows a
chronological and typological criterion, aimed at documenting the evolution of manufactured terracotta articles, which allow the visitor to make a journey in time
starting from the objects of Sicilian material culture in
the prehistoric age in Room 1, to continue with the indigenous production of ceramics in the archaic period in
Room 2, with the different forms of vases produced by
Greek potters or imitations and with late Roman ceramics
in Room 3 and again with the transport amphorae of different types displayed in space 4, on which the three
rooms look out.
This itinerary shows the complex picture of the ceramic
forms and typologies used in Sicily from the Ancient
Bronze Age (22nd-18th centuries BC) to the late ancient period (5th-6th century AD). The significant presence of some
exemplars with fine facture also allows us to understand
at the same time the specific aesthetic value of the vase
object and its intrinsic cultural, social and economic value.
In Room 1 two basins on high stands (forms 1-2) constitute the key element to discovering, through the study
of the form and the dense and elaborate decorative syntax, the rich and complex interlacement of prehistoric cultures, specifically the Naro-Partanna style, present on the
island between the 3rd and 2nd millennia BC8. A careened
bowl (form 5) is referable to the style of the Bell-shaped
Glass, i.e. to that culture to which we owe the spread of
metallurgy in continental and Mediterranean Europe.
The basin on a high stem (form 6), datable to the Final
Bronze Age, 13th-11th centuries BC and referable to a typology known from analogous exemplars recovered in
the Mokarta site (Salemi), from which it takes its name,
closes the exploration of the material culture of the
Bronze Age in Sicily9.
In Room 2, on the back wall, there are vases of “indigenous” production10: two amphorae, an olla, a stamnos
and two hydriai11 decorated with brown paint, with rec-
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tilinear bands and wave motif contained within metope
pictures on a clear background datable to around the 6th
century BC (form 9).
An unusual item is the big basin fragment (form 8)
with peculiar impression and incision decoration. Despite
the poor state of conservation of the vase, it is possible
to recognize a little known ceramic class, referred to as
the Sant’Angelo Muxaro Style (Fatta 1983: 44-45; 93 fig.
3), Sant’Angelo Muxaro being a site in Agrigento
province that has yielded a vast range of ceramics of this
type, datable to between the end of the 7th and the beginning of the 6th century BC and widespread in places of
Sican culture in central-western Sicily.
Near Room 2, about halfway inside Space 4, a showcase catches one’s attention. Inside it some black or dark
grey vases are displayed – the buccheri. These are Etruscan vases whose shapes are directly dependent on the
Greek ones: an oinochoe (a pitcher for pouring wine) (cf.
Ferruzza, supra, fig. 8), an amphora (cf. Ferruzza, supra,
fig. 6) and a kantharos (a cup for drinking wine from)
(form 19). Specifically, the presence of the kantharos attests to the close commercial relationships in western
Sicily between the Etruscans and the Punics, above all
from the last thirty years of the 7th century BC and the
first half or thereabouts of the 6th, a period in which the
Etruscan-southern bucchero enjoyed vast circulation in
the Mediterranean.
In Room 3, the presence of Corinthian and Attic vases
makes an interesting contribution to study of Greek commercial flows in the West and in Sicily. Although we are
looking at material mostly devoid of recovery data, it
could be hypothesized that these vases perhaps originate
from Selinunte funeral contexts, as seems to be suggested by the stylistic and typological comparisons made.
Particular mention must be made of a Corinthian amphoriskos, a small amphora (form 10 and Ferruzza, supra, fig.
10) from the first quarter of the 6th century BC, and some
Attic vases (forms 12, 26) that tell us on one side of the
ample diffusion of Greek vase production in Sicily, and
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5. Red-figured Attic crater, second half of the 5th century BC

5

on the other of the evolution of the technical and stylistic
idiom of Greek ceramics, which, with the Attic vases from
the 6th and 5th centuries BC, reached very high quality levels, thanks to the use of the painting technique with
black figures and above all with the discovery of the technique with red figures.
Left, in the showcases that look out on Space 4, late
ancient colourless ceramic items are presented. Alongside
some amphorae and ribbed pitchers, common ceramic
products of the late Roman period datable to the 5th century AD (form 16), three oil lamps are displayed (forms
17-18; Ferruzza, supra, figs. 14-15) done in a matrix, in
African terra sigillata. Typologically representative of central Tunisian production (Ceci 2005: 323), the oil lamps
were some of the products most exported from the middle of the 4th century AD to the second half of the 7th, especially in southern and insular Italy.
Our itinerary is concluded by a rich collection of transport amphorae, placed along the walls of space 4, on
which the three rooms look out.
The fact is that the different amphoral typologies illustrate the ‘Mediterranean wefts’ of ancient commerce
from the 3rd century BC to the 5th century AD, from the
Hellenistic-Roman age to the late ancient period.
Of the fourteen amphorae on display, among the most
ancient is a Greek-Italic amphora from the 3rd centurymiddle of 2nd BC (form 20) and the so-called amphorae
of the Dressel 1 type and Dressel 2-4 type (form 21) from
the 1st century BC-1st century AD, which well represent
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the most significant typologies of wine amphorae, whose
ample circulation indicates the importance of Italic wine
in Mediterranean commerce.
Beginning from the middle of the 2nd century BC the
production of Greek-Italic amphorae was replaced by the
new typology of the so-called Dressel 1 amphorae12,
which, with their variations, became the most widespread
container in the wine trade in the period in which Rome
was beginning to expand its economic and commercial
dominion over the countries of the Mediterranean (Manacorda 1989: 444-467; Pecorella 2009: 345-349).
The production of such containers for high-quality
Italic wines like Falerno, Cecubo, Fundanum etc., circumscribed to workshops in central-southern Italy, invaded
the countries of the north-western Mediterranean, reaching a diffusion (going even as far as Britain) that was to
have no equal until the rise of traffics with America in
the 16th century.
Subsequently, around the middle of the 1st century BC,
the production of amphorae of Dressel 1 type was to be
replaced by that of amphorae of Dressel 2-4 type, produced by the same workshops, which, being lighter and
less voluminous, were to become widespread (some exemplars have even been found in India) and were to be
imitated in Spain and in southern France.
Less abundant is the presence in the collection of amphorae datable to the first and middle imperial periods
like the transport amphora Agora G 197 (form 22) from
the 1st-2nd century AD, while the Dressel 23 type transport
amphora (form 23) with a pyriform body, produced in
Hispania Baetica in Spain and used for transporting oil
and olives, spread in the 3rd and 4th centuries AD in the
western regions of the Mediterranean.
The picture is completed by two transport containers
widespread in the late ancient period, a transport amphora of the key XXIII type (form 24) produced in Lusitania, now Portugal, used for the transport of fish sauces
or garum, and an African transport amphora (form 25),
also used for garum and oil. Datable from the 3rd to the
5th century AD, the African amphorae represent the bestknown amphoral typologies of the late ancient period,
whose presence in the western Mediterranean would attest to the importance of African production to satisfy
the needs of the capital and the other provinces of the
Roman empire, also in the most critical periods in the history of the empire.
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ROOM 1. PREHISTORIC CERAMICS
2 BASIN
Inv. F.O. 145. Height 18.2 cm.
Pink-beige clay; decorations with brown paint.
Restored. Put together from several fragments.
Part of the basin and the stem reconstructed. The
numerous gaps filled in.

1a
1 BASIN
Inv. F.O. 95. Height 15.5 cm; edge diam. 24.7 cm.
Beige clay; decoration with brown paint.
Restored. Put together from several fragments.
Part of the basin and the stem reconstructed. The
numerous gaps filled in.
Truncated cone basin with rectilinear profile on
truncated cone stem also rectilinear, hollow inside;
edge rounded off; base with squared-off and
thinned edge; handle with vertical ribbon, arched,
attached in the upper part of the basin and in the
middle part of the stem.
Decoration painted in brown, regular. On the outside of the wide basin there are unpainted bands,
decorated with a pinhole motif, alternating with
vertical brown bands converging towards the
point where the stem is attached. The same motif
decorates the stem with the difference that the
brown bands are thinner. Between the basin and
the stem a wide band of unpainted material is inserted, also with a pinhole motif, delimited by a
bundle of horizontal and parallel brown bands:
two in the upper part and three in the lower part.
A motif with pinholing delimited by two thin dark
bands also decorates the handle.
On the inside the surface was decorated with horizontal brown bands, parallel and concentric, alternating with bands decorated with a sort of
branch with small leaves, stylized. In the part
nearest to the edge there are wide oblique reticule
bands alternating, but at a distance, with regularly
parallel vertical lines.
The basin examined and the following
one constitute the finds numerically
most representative of the collection,
with no fewer than 37 samples. These
vases in the “Naro-Partanna” style (Tusa,
supra and relevant bibliography) constitute a sample indicative of the prehistory
of north-western Sicily in the Ancient
Bronze Age, between 2200 and 1800 BC.
These are vases with different forms and
sizes, above all basins but also cups, jugs,
bowls, amphorae and big containers
used for transporting or storing food-
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stuffs. Coming from funeral contexts,
they can be set in the chronological, cultural and typological sphere of Partanna
and Naro, two places in western Sicily,
the former in Agrigento province and
the latter in Trapani province.
The rich production of basins on high
feet, amply documented in the collection, in actual fact constitutes the key element to discover, through the study of
the form and the dense and elaborate
decorative syntax, the rich and complex
interlacement of prehistoric cultures
present on the island between the 3rd
and 2nd millennia BC (Tusa 1994: 387-410).
The vases in question are characterized
by an elegant hourglass shape and are
entirely decorated (see also form 2) with
complicated geometrical motifs involving lozenges, reticules, triangles etc.,
painted in brown on a yellow or reddish
background that, in perfect harmony
with the style of the vase, cover the
whole external surface of the basin and
often also the inside.
The forms and the decorations are comparable to the ceramic production of the
Castelluccio di Noto civilization (Syracuse
province), a cultural facies of the Ancient
Bronze Age in eastern Sicily that shows
strong links with the Aegean and Anatolia (Tusa 1994: 392) and also spread in
south-western Sicily, giving rise to the
culture known precisely as the “NaroPartanna” style (Idem 1994: 387-390).
The Naro and Partanna necropolises,
west of the valleys of the Belice and the
Platani rivers, connect the Castelluccio
horizon to the east and that of the BellShapes Glass to the west.

Truncated cone basin with rectilinear profile on
truncated cone stem also rectilinear, hollow inside;
edge rounded off; base with squared-off and
thinned edge; handle with vertical ribbon, attached in the upper part of the basin and in the
middle part of the stem.
Decoration painted in brown, regular. On the outside of the basin wide bands are found in unpainted material, decorated with a pinhole motif,
alternating with vertical brown bands. The same
motif decorates the stem with the difference that
the brown bands are thinner. Between the basin
and the stem a wide band of unpainted material
is inserted, also with a pinhole motif, delimited by
a bundle of horizontal and parallel brown bands.
The motif with pinholing delimited by two thin
dark bands also decorates the handle.
On the inside the surface was decorated with horizontal brown bands, parallel and concentric, alternating with bands decorated with a sort of
branch with small leaves, stylized. In the part
nearest the edge there are wide oblique reticule
bands alternating, but at a distance, with regularly
parallel vertical lines.
Dating: Ancient Bronze Age - 22nd-19th
centuries BC - Partanna-Naro Style
Bibliography: De Gregorio 1917: plate XXXII, 1;
Tusa-Pacci 1990: 130; Tusa 1997: 114-115; Filippi
2009: 75.

2a

Dating: Ancient Bronze Age - 22nd-19th
centuries BC - Partanna-Naro Style
Bibliography: De Gregorio 1917: plate XXXII, 1;
Tusa-Pacci 1990: 130; Tusa 1997: 114-115; Filippi
2009: 75.
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6 BASIN ON HIGH STEM
Inv. F.O. 98. Height 35 cm; edge diam. 27.7 cm.
Reddish clay; blackened and smoothed surface
Lower part of the stem restored.
Basin on high trumpet stem, bowl body, tubular
stem, forked lip.

5a

3b
concave on the inside. Vertical handle with an
apex constituted by a ribbon vertically applied to
the wall of the vase all up its height that, starting
from the bottom, runs tangentially to the surface
of the vase up to the median band, then breaking
away and forming the real handle connected to a
bridge of about a centimetre and a half placed
under the edge.
The ribbon of the handle continues almost to the
height of the edge, creating a raised appendix
that, in our case, is not preserved.
3a
3 DOUBLE-CONE VASE
Inv. F.O. 48. Height 27 cm.
Beige mix; smoothed surface, covered with a thick
layer of liquid clay, with traces of combustion; decorations with brown-reddish paint in a poor state
of conservation and largely lost.
Restored. Put together from several fragments.

4 CUP
Inv. F.O. 88. Height 13.5 cm; edge diam. 14.2 cm.
Reddish mix; smoothed surface in light brown,
covered with a thick layer of liquid clay, with big
reddish areas.
Restored. Partially put together from numerous
fragments. Gaps filled.

Double-cone body with indistinct vertical edge
and thin and rounded-off edge; handle with vertical ribbon attached above the carina and raised
above the edge with light swayback; flat base.
Painted brown decoration, regular. Two zigzag
bands decorate the short neck; there follow two
continuous bands, divided by a thin band of unpainted material.
Below, the upper wall of the vase is decorated
with thin, horizontal and parallel linear elements;
after, a little above the carina, wide parallel vertical bands start, converging on the bottom. The
handle is decorated with a motif with reticulated
rhombuses delimited by two painted brown
bands.

Truncated cone body with a rectilinear profile; indistinct rounded-off edge and flat base slightly

The presence in the showcase to the
right of other cups with different forms
or decorations, with handles showing a
particular style (fig. 4b), complete the
picture relating to the production of
drinking vases from the Ancient Bronze
Age in western Sicily.
Dating: Ancient bronze - 22nd-19th centuries BC - Partanna-Naro Style
Bibliography: De Gregorio 1917: plate XXXI, 4;
Tusa - Pacci 1990: 116 n. 2; 117 n. 3; Giudice, Tusa
S., Tusa V. 1992: 14, A10.
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5 CAREENED BASIN
Inv. F.O. 33. Height 8.1 cm; edge diam. 16 cm.
Hand-worked clay: orange mix, yellowish covering
with a thick layer of liquid clay.
Partially put together from numerous fragments;
the gaps were filled with immediately recognizable greyish-beige integrations.
Basin with careened tub and high vertical neck,
decorated by hand with parallel lines engraved
horizontally. These lines, though not very regular,
underline the form of the vase, accentuating the
careened profile.
Seeing its morphological and typological characteristics, the careened basin
with impressed decoration is referable
to the style of the Bell-shaped Glass, i.e.
to that culture and that people that
spread metallurgy in continental and
Mediterranean Europe and that in
south-western Sicily, following contacts
with the Iberian area and Sardinia, in
the Belice territory was widespread, as
is attested by the strong level of typological and cultural integration with the
local aspects found in the numerous examples of the aforesaid glass brought
to light.
Origin: Belice area

Dating: Final Bronze Age -1250-1050 BC
/ 13th-11th century BC - North PantalicaMokarta Facies
Bibliography: Mannino 1994: 137, 141-143
(Torre Donzelle, grave B), 171 fig. 26a; Mannino
-Spatafora 1995: 48-58, 48 fig. 8, 159 plate XI.

The pitcher has a globular body with a sieve spout;
a high cylindrical neck and flared mouth; an indistinct edge; a vertical ribbon handle attached on
the edge and on the shoulder; a flat base.
The pitcher is directly comparable to an
analogous pitcher recovered in a hut in
the Lipari acropolis, referable to the Aeolian facies of the Final Bronze Age and
the beginning of the Early Iron Age (second half of 12th century - first half of 9th
century BC) denominated Ausonian II, a
facies identified by L. Bernabò Brea during the excavations at Lipari Castle
(1950-58). This culture shows typological
affinities with the sub-Apennine culture
of mainland Italy and has been connected with the episode narrated by literary sources on the invasion by the
Ausonians from Calabria from which it
takes its name. For its form it is also close
to the type V bottle pitcher with a filter
and spout attested on Monte Dessueri,
at Pantalica, etc. (cf. Tanasi 2008: 51 and
84 for the typology, for the characteristics and for the analogies with the bottle
vases of Cypriot importation).
Dating: Final Bronze Age 11th-9th centuries BC
Bibliography: Tusa - Pacci 1990: 198 note 109;
Tanasi 2008: 51 and 84-85; Tusa 1997: vol. 2; 21799, V, 144.

Dating: Ancient Bronze Age - 22nd-19th
century BC; Facies of the Bell-shaped
Glass

Dating: Ancient Bronze Age - 22nd-19th
centuries BC - Partanna-Naro Style
Bibliography: De Gregorio 1917: plate XXXII, 2;
Tusa-Pacci 1990: 124 no. 15.

5b

The basin is referable to a typology
known from analogous exemplars recovered at Mokarta, an archaeological site
near Salemi, where housing settlements
and necropolises have been brought to
light that have yielded numerous materials datable to between the Ancient
Bronze Age and the Final Bronze Age.
Analysis of the housing typologies, of
the graves and of the finds has made it
possible to integrate and fill many of the
existing lacuna for this period in the prehistory of western Sicily if compared with
the big collection of data for the eastern
part of the island, an area where it has
been possible to delineate a fairly precise
picture of the various facies and cultures
that followed one another over the centuries. The basin in the Corrao collection,
which is similar to the Mokarta materials,
a guiding site for definition of the North
Pantalica culture in western Sicily, thus
makes it possible to perceive the wefts
of all Sicilian prehistory from west to
east.

7 PITCHER WITH FILTER
Inv. F.O. 91. Height max 19 cm.
Light brown mix; smoothed surface, covered with
a thick layer of liquid clay, with traces of combustion. Almost intact. Neck reattached. Upper wall
of neck and handle restored.

4a

4b
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Bibliography: For the culture of the Bell-shaped
Glass and relevant reference bibliography see
article by S. Tusa, supra.
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with big vertical ribbons planned under the shoulder; disk stem.
A brown-painted band emphasises the circumference of the decorated edge with thin parallel lines.
The neck is highlighted by a band of unpainted
material, decorated by an irregular undulated horizontal line and delimited by two brown horizontal
bands. Below, on the shoulder, there are two wide
brown bands divided by three thin bands of unpainted material. On the body, at the height of the
handles, there are three metope panels on each
side, decorated with an oblique wave motif ending in a comma. At the lower extremity, a horizontal brown band highlights the stem.

8a
8 INDIGENOUS BOWL
Inv. F.O. 164. Max height 24.2 cm.
Coarse clay with grey inclusions at the nucleus,
beige-orange on surface; beige-whitish covering.
Partially put together from numerous fragments;
not very carefully restored.
Wall of truncated cone basin with edge turned
outwards, flat above with rounded-off edge.
Decorated on the outside, starting from under the
edge, with a motif of inscribed triangles with the
points turned downward; band with small engraved concentric circles delimited below and
above by a double engraved line; strip with bands
of oblique tremolos slightly separated from the
following band through a triple engraved line;
double band of small engraved concentric circles.
Our basin, a fruit bowl on a high stem,
belongs to so-called indigenous ceramic
production that spread between the
middle of the 8th century BC and the 7th,
in places of Sican culture in central-western Sicily, characterized by decoration
done with incision and impression.

These vases, referred to as showing the
Sant’Angelo Muxaro Style (Fatta 1983)
from the well-known site in Agrigento
province that has yielded a vast range of
ceramics of this type, dating to the late
7th and early 6th centuries BC – and this
is precisely the case of our basin – become less carefully made both as regards
the mix, which is now coarser, and for
the decorative motifs. In vases of this
type the two techniques are always associated. The incision was effected on
unbaked mix with a sort of sharp stick or
with a round point; for impressed decorations there were probably used some
fictile punches with single impresses motifs but also more complex utensils like
for instance roulettes, which made it
possible to impress a given motif in continual and repeated way. Engraved concentric circles and tremolos are the
commonest decorative motifs in the all
indigenous Sicily together with geometrical motifs such as triangles, zigzags, inscribed angles, rhombuses and simple
meanders.

This is a class of ceramics called indigenous that in the first half of the 6th century BC, as in our case, is distinguished
by decoration with simple lines variously
combined, usually brown-blackish on a
light background. This kind of ceramics,
worked on the lathe, is characterized by
fairly purified and well baked mixes and
precisely by painted geometrical decoration documenting, both for the decorative motifs and for the forms, a certain
dependence on the Greek models –
craters, hydriai, amphorae, pitchers,
ollas – that in the meantime had spread
in the markets of Sican Sicily. Fairly widespread among the open forms are
bowls, dipping cups, big bowls and fruit
bowls, typologies linked above all to the
consumption of foodstuffs, both solid
and liquid; among the closed forms
there stand out pitchers, jars and other
forms mainly connected to storing liquids and solid foodstuffs.
Indigenous workshop.
Dating: 6th century BC
Bibliography: Panvini 2000: 60; Panvini, Sole
2009: 285, VI/275.

Dating: 7th-6th century BC
Bibliography: Fatta 1983: 44-45 and 93 fig. 3;
Campisi 1997: 147-152; Vassallo 1999: 130-132
with bibliography on the indigenous ceramic
decorations; Rizza - Palermo 2004: 162-164.

9 AMPHORA
Inv. F.O. 141. Height 27.5 cm; edge diam. 17 cm.
Reddish mix; beige-whitish layer; decorated with
brown paint.
Intact; slight scratches.
8b
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Edge turned slightly outwards with oblique brim;
low flared cylindrical neck; ovoidal body; handles

11 LACONIAN CRATER
Inv. F.O. 140. Height 33.3 cm; edge diam. 17 cm.
Reddish compact clay. Dense black paint covering
quite well, uniform.
Intact. Paint abraded and splintered at several
points.
Protruding edge, flat above, with concave profile;
wide cylindrical neck; stirrup handles attached on
the shoulder and connected to the edge by a
thickened ribbon; ovoidal body lengthened with
short rounded-off shoulder; flared stem.

10
10 MESO-CORINTHIAN AMPHORISKOS
Inv. F.O. 67. Height 15.1 cm.
Light chamois-coloured clay. Black paint with purple retouches. Details rendered with incision.
Intact. Paint in very poor condition and scratched
at several points.
Small amphora with a thin cylindrical neck; small
baton handles between neck and shoulder; ovoid
body; truncated-cone stem distinguished from the
body. On the mouth traces of small bands, on the
neck zigzag motif horizontally arranged; on the
shoulder on both sides panthers; on the body a
zoomorphic frieze, delimited above by four parallel edgings and lower down by a band enclosed
by edgings and strips: grazing deer on left between two affronted panthers. In the field, small
roses and dots; on the body of the animals purple
retouches. In the lower part of the vase long thin
rays; on the stem traces of black paint.
The vase reproduces in a miniaturist form
the so-called neck-amphora, i.e. the amphora with a distinct neck, documented
above all in the Middle Corinthian period. These are vases decorated with figured friezes of animals, motifs with plant
inspiration, zigzags and lines and dots,
but difficult to attribute to the hands of
clearly identifiable painters. Such ceramics, produced in Corinth, have characteristic forms: kotyliskoi, i.e. small bowls,
and aryballoi, i.e. ointment containers.
They are distinguished from those of
colonial production by the use of lightcoloured clay, well purified, and the presence of paint going from red-orange to
brown. The recurrent decorative repertoire, as already mentioned, is the animal, plant and linear one.
Attributable to the Ampersand Painter

Our crater with little columns is an exampled of the ceramic class called Laconian, i.e. that production of vases
made in Laconia or Sparta. Among the
big manufacturing districts of archaic
Greece between the end of the 7th and
the early 5th century BC that produced
painted ceramics not only for internal
consumption but also for export, Laconia is of considerable importance. The
fact is that Laconian ceramics, although
less widespread in the west compared to
Corinthian and Attic, nevertheless is also
attested in appreciable quantities in cultural areas very distant from the Peloponnesus, not only in the Greek west
but also in Etruria.
In Sicily in particular such ceramics was
widespread both in the colonial area
and in the inland indigenous sites.
Dating: Second quarter of 6th century
BC
Bibliography: Pelagatti-Stibbe 1972: 433-440.
Stibbe 1995 under Laconici, vasi; Panvini 1998:
380.
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Bibliography: Cristofani Martelli 1972: plate 19,
1-6 (G. 86) with reference bibliography.

12b
12 BLACK-FIGURED ATTIC AMPHORA
Inv. F.O. 231. Height 30.6 cm; edge diam. 14.5 cm.
Compact pink-beige clay with orange layer added.
Use of graffiti for the details and white and purple
retouches. Dense black paint.
Intact. Scattered chipping. Black paint, faded in
some parts. In the lower part of the vase there is
an indentation due to a baking defect.

Dating: first quarter of the 6th century
BC (580-575 BC)
9

12a
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Amphora with distinct neck, with a canonical
form; high neck with concave profile with relief
ring; echinus lip with edge flat above; ovoidal
body sharply tapered in the lower part; echinus
stem, distinguished from the wall by a relief ring.
Black paint on the lip, on the outside of the handles and the stem. On the neck, double line of
small palmettes and lotus flowers separated by a
ring chain.
On side A, a scene of the departure of a hoplite:
in the foreground cart drawn by two horses led by
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a bearded charioteer; behind the biga, a hoplite
with Corinthian helmet and shield, placed at the
centre between two characters, a woman opposite, behind her a mantled male character; the
scene is closed off by another male figure keeping
the two horses still.
On side B, a Dionysiac scene framed by shoots
ending in two palmettes with 5 petals: Dionysus,
bearded and dressed in a chiton and himation,
standing, is depicted to the right, seen from the
side; at his sides there are two maenads, at the
left extremity an ithyphallic Silenus.
On the neck there are opposed palmettes, in the
lower part of the body, lotus buds and radial motifs. Engraved details and white overpainting for
the female faces, a horse’s head and legs; purple
for the finishing touch of the dresses, of the manes,
of the tails and of the trappings of the horses.
Modelled in the middle of the 6th century
BC in Athens, the amphora with a distinct
neck became the typical form in blackfigured amphora production in the mature period: the body takes on an ovoidal
form and the shoulder is flattened.
Dating: second half of the 6th century BC
Bibliography: Giglioli 1976: 13, plate 17, 3-4;
Calderone 1985: plate 18, 1-2; plate 19, 1-2;
Equizzi 2006: 377-381, plates XII-XIII, nos. 45-47.

13a
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Numerous examples of this type, mostly
Attic and some locally produced, have
been recovered in Selinunte outfits from
graves from the second and third quarters of the 5th century BC.
Dating: second quarter of 5th century BC
Bibliography: Sparkes - Talcott 1970: 260, nos.
360-363, fig. 4, plate 17; Panvini 2000: 61-62.
Equizzi 2006: 465 no. 217; plate LVIII nos. 217
and 218 and plate XCVI no. 218. Michelini 2009:
157, 174 nos. 37-39.
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17 AFRICAN OIL LAMP
18 AFRICAN OIL LAMP
Inv. F.O.18. Length 11 cm.
Inv. F.O. 75. Length 10.4 cm; edge diam. 7.9 cm.
Red clay; done with a mould; red paint (2.5 YR
Red clay; done with a mould; red paint.
5/8) bright, homogeneous, thin and adherent.
Almost intact. Part of spout missing. Surface of
Intact.
disk slightly abraded. Traces of use on the spout.
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the back near the tail. Plumage of wings and tail
done with reddish paint almost entirely lost. By
contrast, one can still clearly see that of the front
part of the body indicated by the presence of a
pinholed outline. Traces of colour are no longer
visible on the face and on the hair.

15

This was presumably a local product that 15 BLACK-PAINTED LEKANE
overpainted in the Gnathia style
is very similar to another example, perInv. F.O. 238. Height 13 cm; edge diam. 13.3 cm;
haps coming from Selinunte. Our vase is
height without lid 7 cm.
distinguished from the latter by the reCompact red-orange clay. Shiny and dense black
fined execution of the face, characterpaint. Decoration in white and gold yellow paint.
ized by modelling that is more attentive
Intact. Edge of tub broken. Black paint in some
to volumes.
stretches faded or lost.
Dating: 5th century BC
Moulded handle; oblique wall; concave edge. DecBibliography: Adriani - Arias et al. 1971: 32,
orated with two opposed palmettes forming a
plate Vd.
cross motif with two lotus flowers – also opposed;
doodle motifs fill the four corners. At the base of
the handle radial band with unpainted material
with double concentric edging. On the lid overpainted white and yellow undulated vine branch
from which there start, alternatively turned downward and upward, tendrils, vine leaves and clusters made with dots. On the edge a continuous
wave motif to the right; in the band between the
handles series of vertical lines.

14

13 SIREN-SHAPED ASKOS
14 SKYPHOS TYPE B
Inv. F.O. 36. Height 13.3 cm; max. width 14.8 cm.
Inv. F.O. 40. Height 5.3 cm; edge diam. 8.2 cm.
Fine pink clay; beige-orange added layer; reddish
Compact reddish clay. Shiny black paint, compact
paint for the decorations; done with a mould.
and uniform. Intact.
Intact. Tip of nose chipped.
Paint slightly abraded on the stem.
Terminal part of tail reattached. Paint lost on the
Ring stem with bull profile; truncated cone body;
sides of the body.
simple edge slightly indented; horizontal baton
Siren-shaped figured vase with carefully modelled
handle; vertical ribbon handle. Thin unpainted band
female head; arched handle on the back; spout on
between the lower part of the wall and the stem.
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16
16 AMPHORA
Inv. F.O.154. Height 26.8 cm.
Reddish mix; homogeneous and adherent whitish
covering.
Intact; some light abrasions and scratches.
Expanded and rounded-off edge; high flared cylindrical neck, broader at the base; globular body;
ample vertical ribbon handles attached under the
edge and under the shoulder; low cylindrical stem.
A series of horizontal and regular ribbings, set
under the edge between the handles and below
the shoulder, highlight the diameter of the neck
and the body.

The vase exemplifies that typology of
black-painted vases, overpainted with
colours – in our case with white and yellow – known as the Gnathia style,
brightly decorated with vine shoots,
vine leaves and female heads, produced
in Apulia (Puglia) and subsequently also
in Lucania, Campania and Sicily from
around the middle of the 4th century
down to the 3rd century BC.

The amphora, together with the pitchers and the small pitchers with bulging
necks, from the morphological point of
view constitutes a fairly homogeneous
production of common table ceramics,
from the late ancient age, referable to
ceramic classes of North African production, so-called white surface ware.
Though several variations are present,
they have in common homogeneous
characteristics in the mixes and in the external covering, lighter in colour, more
often, and in the furrowed surface. The
presence of a superficial patina of light
colour is the result of the addition of
seawater to the mix, which brightens
the surface.

Dating: end of 4th century BC (335-310 BC)

Dating: 5th century AD

Bibliography: Panvini 2000: 85-87. Equizzi 2006:
515-516, no. 368, plate LXXXVIII, no. 368 with
reference bibliography for comparisons.

Bibliography: Greco - Mammina - Di Salvo 1993:
161-184; Panvini 2000: 100-101; Rizzone - Sammito 2006: 493-514; Rondinella 2006: 171-173.
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Oil lamp in African terra sigillata with open channel
with decoration of the disk with a central arrangement constituted by a stylized flower motif formed
by four horseshoe petals with a multiple gemmated
contour and four three-lobed palmettes.
On the horizontal shoulder, on both sides, three
concentric semicircles with a double gemmated
contour on the inside, alternating with three palmettes with five lobes.
Form X A1a: Atlante I 200, plates CI, 2; XCIX, 6.
Typologically representative of central
Tunisian production, Form X A1 oil
lamps constitute one of the products
most exported starting from the middle
of the 4th century AD down to the second half of the 7th, especially in southern
and insular Italy, and they are also a reference model from the typological and
decorative point of view for handicraft
production in Rome.

Oil lamp in African sigillata with open channel
with free decoration of the disk, constituted by
two fighting animals: the larger one is perhaps a
lion; at the centre there is the filling hole.
On the horizontal shoulder, on both sides, five
heart-shaped ivy leaves alternate with four circles
probably decorated with concentric rings, divided
by little clay globes. The details of the decorative
elements cannot be made out because of the poor
state of conservation.
Form X A1a: Atlante I 200, plates CI,2; XCIX,6.
Dating: end of 5th century AD
Bibliography: Barbera - Petriaggi 1993: 281, no.
241 for the decoration of the disk, 313-314 no.
274 for the decoration of the shoulder.

Dating: second half/end of 5th century AD
Bibliography: Barbera - Petriaggi 1993: 281, no.
241 for the decoration of the disk; 172 no. 129
for the decoration of the shoulder.
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21 TRANSPORT AMPHORA DRESSEL 2-4
Inv. F.O. 217. Height 84 cm; edge diam. 12.5 cm.
Reddish clay; worked with a lathe
Intact. Surface covered by small marine concretions, scattered on the surface of the vase; brown
stains cover much of the body.
Small ring edge; cylindrical neck; tapered body
with careened shoulder; forked double-baton handles, with rounded-off elbow.

19
19 KANTHAROS
Inv. F.O. 114. Height 7 cm; edge diam. 12.1 cm.
Compact grey clay.
Almost intact. Put together from various fragments; part of stem restored. Surface abraded and
chipped at several points.

20

Straight and indistinct edge; deep tub with indentation in the lower part; vertical ribbon handles 20 GREEK-ITALIC TRANSPORT AMPHORA
Inv. F.O.212. Height 84; edge diam. 13.8 cm.
raised over the edge; low trumpet stem.
Compact chamois-coloured clay.
This is a form of bucchero, the kanIntact. Surface covered by marine concretions,
tharos, widespread both in Latium and
mostly concentrated on the neck, on a shoulder,
in southern Etruria, referable to Rason a handle and on one side of the body of the
mussen type 3e and also present in Sicily
vase, while they are almost absent on the other
in the coastal area. From the 6th century
side since this part of the amphora evidently
BC alongside black bucchero there aprested on the seabed. A reddish crack crosses the
pears grey, which, with a repertoire limbody of the vase from one handle to the tip.
ited to table forms, until about the
middle of the following century.
Edge turned outward, with a triangular section,
Precisely the ample diffusion in the
cylindrical neck, oblique shoulder, ovoid body with
Mediterranean has suggested it was
short cylindrical tip; ribbon handle.
used as a “return commodity”, also by
This is a type of amphora known as late
merchants that were not Etruscan.
Greek-Italic, for transporting wine, proRegarding the origins of the bucchero
duced at several places in Magna Graekantharos, seen as a sort of status symcia and in Sicily. Six main groups have
bol for aristocratic Etruscans, still today
been identified, datable from the 5th to
the discussion about whether it derives
the 2nd century BC. The name Greekor not from Greek prototypes is open.
Italic was given by the scholar F. Benoit
The term ‘bucchero’ dates back to the
(1961) in the nineteen-fifties. This term
th
18 century and is derived from the Porwas intended to indicate transitional
tuguese ‘bucàro’, which referred to aramphorae
between Greek production,
tefacts modelled in odorous clay.
which
was
more ancient, and more reThe dark colouring of the vases is not
cent
Roman
production. Actually later
due to paint but to the special cooking
studies
have
highlighted the extreme
process of a clay mixture rich in iron
heterogeneity
of this class of materials
which, in the absence of oxygen, turns
that
includes
amphorae
belonging to a
black.
very broad chronological and territorial
Dating: Rasmussen: last quarter of 7th
range with varying morphology and
century BC - middle of 6th century BC.
characteristics.
Pianu: first half of the 6th century BC
Dating: second half of 2nd century BC
Bibliography: Rasmussen 1979: 152, fig. 429.
Piano, G. 2000: 31-33, plate 9 no. 76; Casciolo
2009: 101-102.
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Bibliography: Caravale - Toffoletti 1997: 97;
Pecorella 2009: 212.

This was a type of amphora for transporting wine, widespread above all in
Italy and in the western Mediterranean.
It was produced in places in Rome and
Latium that had already produced late
Greek-Italic and Dressel 1 amphorae
starting from 70 BC. The morphological
characteristics of Dressel 2-4 recall a typology of late Hellenistic amphorae
from Cos. In Tyrrhenian places, the transition to Dressel 2-4 appears to be the result both of a precise ideological choice
– the adoption of the Greek model
would have appealed to the Greek market – and of a precise logistic choice
since the new lighter and capacious
form would have allowed the transport
of larger quantities of wine with evident
saving of costs.

22 AGORA G 197 TYPE
TRANSPORT AMPHORA
Inv. F.O. 220. Height 51 cm; edge diam. 6.3 cm.
Pink clay; cream-coloured added layer.
Almost intact. Part of edge and tip missing.
Surface covered by marine concretions, scattered
on the surface of the vase; brown stains cover
much of the body.

– marine organisms of the family of the Annelidas
policheti that live precisely in calcareous tubes –
and scattered reddish stains. Quite visible, seeing
the almost total lack of concretions, is the position
in which the amphora lay.
Spinning-top body with broad shoulder and stem
with a peculiar thickened tip; short truncated cone
neck, edge flared with thick vertical lip turned outward, ribbon handles applied at the base of the
neck and on the shoulder.

Ring edge; narrow cylindrical neck with small
mouth; ribbon handles with ovoidal section, with
well delineated elbow, with two narrower parts at
the extremities obtained with finger pressure;
ovoid body tending to cylindrical; pointed bottom.
Cretan amphora for transporting wine,
noble and refined wine, athalasso, i.e.
wine not mixed with seawater, but rich
in alcohol and sweet. This small container, 10-12 litres, was used for export
of such wine from the Augustan age
down to about the 3rd century AD.
Dating: 3rd century AD
Bibliography: Bruno 2005: 379 plates 6.65; 385.

23
Thick protruding edge; short cylindrical neck, receding curvilinear shoulder, ovoid body; handle
with very thick baton attached under the edge
and on the shoulder.

Dating: second half of 1st century BC end of 1st century AD

This is a type of amphora for transporting
oil produced in Spain (Hispania Baetica),
which derives from the better known
Dressel type 20. These containers, with a
particular globular shape, remained in
use from the middle of the 3rd century
until the 5th century AD. These amphorae
constitute an important testimony for
understanding the dynamics of the oil
trade in the Roman age. Their presence
in different contexts would attest to the
fact that the Spanish producers partly
succeeded in countering the more and
more pressing African competition.

Bibliography: Bruno 2005: 368-369 plates 3.6.

Through interpretation of some stamps
recovered on the handles, Mauretania
Cesarense is identified as the place of
provenance, perhaps for the transport
of Mauritanian wine (3rd century AD).
Various fragments and whole necks are
kept in the Ostia warehouses. The area
of diffusion appears rather limited; as
well as at Ostia they been recovered in
Rome, in Tunisia, at Volubilis and Sousse,
Banasa and Lixus in Morocco; and in
Sicily in the Ognina wreck. Apart from
the major diffusion in Rome and at
Ostia, it seems that the biggest concentration of finds is in various cities in
North Africa; nevertheless, it seems that
their exportation was almost entirely for
supplying the capital. The regions of
provenance, in the imperial epoch, were
known for the production of oil and fish
preserves and this was probably the content of the amphora.
Dating: 3rd-4th centuries AD
Bibliography: Bonifay 2004: 148; 149 figs. 81;
Bruno: 390 plates 7.90.

Dating: 3rd-4th century AD
22

21
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Bibliography: Bruno 2005: 372 plates 3.3.

23 DRESSEL TYPE 23
24 KEY 23 TYPE
TRANSPORT AMPHORA
TRANSPORT AMPHORA
Inv. F.O. 345. Height 61 cm; edge diam. 10 cm.
Inv. F.O. 221. Height 65 cm; edge diam. 13.2 cm.
Beige clay; worked on a lathe.
Light orange clay, compact.
Almost intact. Deprived of extremity. Surface covAlmost intact. Deprived of part of the extremity of
ered by marine concretions, scattered on much of
the tip.
the surface of the vase; brown stains cover the
Surface covered by marine concretions above all
neck and the part between the handles. The conon the edge, neck and handle and on a part of the
centration of the concretions on a side of the vase
body of the vase. One particularly notices numersuggests the way the amphora lay.
ous traces of calcareous tubes related to serpulids
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25 AFRICAN TRANSPORT AMPHORA
Inv. F.O. 213. Height 107 cm; edge diam. 10.2 cm.
Compact reddish clay; light-coloured added layer.
Intact. Scattered marine concretions, mostly concentrated on the neck, on a shoulder, on a handle
and on a side of the body of the vase, while they
are almost absent on the other side since this
part of the amphora evidently rested on the
seabed.

1.

Barbera, Mariarosaria e Roberto Petriaggi. 1993.
Le lucerne tardo-antiche di produzione africana,
Catalogo del Museo Nazionale Romano. Roma.

Mannino, Giovanni e Francesca Spatafora. 1995.
Mokarta. La necropoli di Cresta di Gallo. Quaderni del Museo Archeologico Regionale Antonino Salinas. Supplemento. N. 1, anno 1995.

Salinas 1874: 53-54

3.

Idem 1874a: “… According to my conception
the museum has to be a school; if they want to
make it a prison for monuments, then let them
buy bolts and call a good gaoler …”

4.

In 2007 the collection was placed under protection with Decree 7464 of 09.10.2007. Cf. article by L. Ferruzza, supra note 2. “The
archaeological section of the Museum of
Mediterranean Wefts was set up in 2007 by the
Archaeological Service of the Trapani Superintendence … Ludovico Corrao was, in every
phase, its tireless and acute inspirer...”
5.

The proposed itinerary concerns the finds
displayed in the rooms of the left wing of the
Case Di Stefano, a wing intended precisely for
the archaeological section of the collection. To
create spatial and temporal continuity with the
other wing of the museum, an imported Attic
vase, a red-figured crater, was examined (form
26), displayed in room 5 of the Museum of
Mediterranean Wefts.
6.

The catalogue entries for the selected finds
were compiled for the purpose of giving the visitor the following information: subject; size; material and technique; state of conservation;
description; typological and stylistic reading;
dating; bibliography for comparisons. The
sketches backing up some entries were done,
with great care and handwriting skill, by Antonino Cellura.
7.
It must be specifies that the museum
iteinerary does not include the finds displayed
in the imposing showcases, with big frames,
along the right walls of space 4. These are vases
with different chronology and typology (from
prehistoric ceramics to ointment containers
from the Hellenistic age), coming from archaeological contexts in the territory coming under
the Trapani Superintendence.

Dating: late 3rd-early 4th/5th century AD
26
26 RED-FIGURED ATTIC CRATER
Inv. F.O. 232 Height 35 cm; edge diam. 36 cm.
Compact pink-beige clay. Shiny and dense black
paint.
Recomposed. Scattered chipping, above all on the
bodies of the characters depicted. Some small
gaps filled.
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dro della Preistoria siciliana e mediterranea,
Tusa, Sebastiano (ed.), Palermo.

Idem: 65: “… Everyone must enjoy the new
institution since it is true common property, and
be convinced that is the only appropriate place
to preserve works of art well and to study them
every day.” On the issue cf. De Vido. S. 1993: 1726.

Commercial amphora produced in North
Africa, in Byzacena and Zeugitana, now
Tunisia, used for transporting olives and
perhaps also fish sauce.
Medium and small containers, denominated by key type 25 and by Bonifay
(2004) African III, similar in form to the
African I and II type amphorae (big
African and small African): they were
often made in the same workshops.
Their presence in the western Mediterranean, but also in the eastern Mediterranean beginning from the 4th century
AD, seems to attest to the importance of
African amphora production to satisfy
the needs of the capital and the other
provinces of the Roman empire, also in
the most critical periods of the history of
the empire.

25
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2.

Indistinct edge, neck a slightly truncated cone
shape, oblique shoulder, body cylindrical with
lengthened tip; baton handle with ear profile and
central swelling attached between the neck and
the shoulder.

Bibliography: Bonifay 2004: 117 fig. 62b, 118
figs. 63 no. 1, 119-122.

NOTES

Chalice crater of canonical form: moulded stem
distinguished from the body by a relief ring underlined by two engraved lines; edge turned outwards and rounded off; vertical baton handles.
Under the edge branches of laurel leaves between
two unpainted fillets.
Under the figured scene a continuous meander alternating with cross motifs between two unpainted fillets and a frieze of ovules.
Side A: Apollo, cloaked and wearing a crown and
laurel branch, seated at the centre, seen from the
side to the left, listens to a satyr with an equine

tail playing the flute; behind him, to the right,
there is a female figure wearing a chiton with
marked folds with a thyrsus in her right hand. Behind the god another female figure plays the
cither looking to the right towards a female figure
also wearing a chiton. Below, under the satyr, an
amphora foreshortened and a drinking horn.
Side B: two couples of maenads and satyrs; the
central figures hold thyrsi in their hands. The female figures with their hair in buns wear pleated
chitons, going down to the feet.
Work of a potter that painted in the
manner of the Meidias Painter, one of
the most outstanding figure of Classical
ceramography.
Dating: second half of the 5th century BC
Bibliography: Equizzi 2006: 428-429; 437-439,
plate XLVII, nos. 148 and 149.
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8.
For the problems relating to the prehistoric
ceramics in the Naro-Partanna style, the Bellshaped glass and the Thapsos-Pantalica facies cf.
S. Tusa and L Ferruzza articles, supra.
9.
Cf. Tusa 1994: 387-410 and relevant bibliography.
10.

Cf. Vassallo 1999 and relevant bibliography.

11.

Olla paunchy vase used for cooking or preserving foods; stamnos vase similar to the amphora, used for containing liquid; hydria vase to
contain and pour water.
12.

Called this way by the scholar Heinrich Dressel (Rome, 1845 - Teisendorf, 1920), who worked
out elaborated the first classification of transport amphorae examining the two biggest amphora deposits in Rome, that of Monte Testaccio
mountain and that of Castro Pretorio. Dressel
classified no fewer than 45 types of amphorae,
each indicated with a number. Still today the
Dressel classification, the so-called Dressel table,
is a reference point in the history of studies on
amphorae.
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THE SPANISH CERAMICS
FRANCO D’ANGELO

3

The Museum of Mediterranean Wefts in Gibellina possesses a collection of Spanish ceramics including the following: 13 bowls only decorated in cobalt blue on white
enamel, the first group; 70 bowls, 6 dishes and 5 jugs decorated in cobalt blue on a glazed lustre, the second
group. The bowls only decorated in cobalt blue on white
enamel were done in the second half of the 14th century,
while the bowls of the second group, made up of dishes
and jugs also decorated in cobalt blue on a glazed lustre,
were done a little later, in the first half of the 15th century. The lustre was obtained by applying a mix of copper
sulphide to the manufactured article and with a third
baking in the furnace in a reducing atmosphere. These
ceramic products are the highest and also the most widespread expression of artistic ceramics done in Spain in the
14th and 15th centuries. Nevertheless, the state of conservation of the lustres at the Museum of Mediterranean
Wefts is not among the best: in many pieces the lustre
has worn away through contact, over time, with atmospheric agents or salt air.
The decoration with lustre and cobalt blue was done
in the Valencia region, and precisely in the workshops of
Paterna and Manises, initially by potters that emigrated
from Andalusia, as is deduced from the Andalusian forms
and the glaze covering both sides of the piece. In this
connection, every form is totally covered by an opaque
white covering tending to ivory or cream colour. The clay
mix is a pink salmon colour with leather-coloured edges.
The finish should be yellow, but in most of these pieces,
perhaps because of wear, it is reddish-brown. In the realization of the lustres many variations of forms and decorations were employed, but here only the most limited
form of the bowl is present. The preponderant decoration in the lustres is with “bryony vine” and with ivy
leaves on backgrounds filled with acacia tendrils, but the
pieces at the Museum of Mediterranean Wefts contain
simpler and less refined decorations (a star within a
square, palmettes in a square, concentric circles, etc.).
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At the end of the 14th century exports from Valencia
were largely distributed in the whole Mediterranean area
and along the coasts of north-western Europe. The Italian
finds are numerous and they include ones from Liguria,
Veneto, Emilia, Tuscany, Latium, Sicily and Sardinia. In the
Mediterranean the exports reached Malta, Tripoli in
Libya, Palestine, Hama and Damask in Syria, Istanbul in
Turkey, Greek Epirus, and the cities of the Adriatic coast.
In north-western Europe ceramic articles with lustre have
been found in Antwerp and Bruges in Belgium, in the
biggest places in Denmark, and in Amsterdam and other
places in Holland. The commerce was so widespread that
Spanish ceramic articles decorated with lustre should perhaps be found in every settlement in the Mediterranean
area. This wide commerce was made possible by the expansion of the crown of Aragona in the Western
Mediterranean. In the 15th century articles with lustre became common and inexpensive, certainly because the
Spanish knew how to make the lustre inexpensively, and
precisely this kind of ceramic article from Valencia was
exported a lot more than any other Spanish variety.

1
1 HEMISPHERICAL BOWL
Inv. F.O. 292; diam. 13.5 cm; h. 6 cm.
Hemispherical bowl with straight edge
without a handle, made with a pink clay
mix decorated on the inside in blue on
lustre done on the background with a

3
square containing four petals and four
little “unpainted” spirals, with a series
of rays that start from the centre, contained in several concentric circles; a
blue circle is set on the edge. Produced
in the Valencia area in the 15th century.

3 HEMISPHERICAL BOWL
Inv. F.O. 296; diam. 14 cm, h. 5.5 cm.
Hemispherical bowl with straight edge
without a handle, made with a pink clay
mix decorated on the inside in blue on
lustre that has partially faded in contact
with atmospheric agents or salt air, with
two circles, and between them some
semicircles create a big flower. Produced
in the Valencia area in the 14th century.

4
4 HEMISPHERICAL BOWL
Inv. F.O. 264; diam. 13.5 cm; h. 5.7 cm.

2
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2 HEMISPHERICAL BOWL
Inv. F.O. 270; diam. 13.5 cm; h. 6 cm.
Hemispherical bowl with straight edge
without a handle, made with a pink clay
mix decorated on the inside only in blue
on white enamel that also covers the ex-
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ternal surface with stylized palmette contained in a square and along the sides of
it spirals and little bars contained in a circle; on the walls a circular reticule; along
the edge a tangle of spirals. Produced in
the Valencia area in the 14th century.

Hemispherical bowl with straight edge
without a handle, made with a pink clay
mix decorated on the inside only in blue
on lustre formed by a series of rays that
start from the centre, contained in several concentric circles; a blue circle is set
along the walls. Produced in the Valencia area in the 14th century.
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5 HEMISPHERICAL BOWL
Inv. F.O. 291; diam. 13 cm, h. 5.5 cm.
Hemispherical bowl with straight edge
without a handle, made with a pink clay
mix decorated on the inside in blue on
lustre that has partially faded in time in
contact with atmospheric agents or salt
air; a series of blue rays run from a circle
in the centre contained by a concentric
circle on the edge. Produced in the Valencia area in the 15th century.

8 JUG
Inv. F.O. 325; diam. 8.5 cm; h. 18.4 cm.
Jug made with a pink clay mix decorated
on the inside in blue on lustre that has
partially faded in time in contact with
atmospheric agents or salt air, with concentric circles along the neck and the
body as far as the disk foot. Produced in
the Valencia area in the 15th century.
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6
6 HEMISPHERICAL BOWL
Inv. F.O. 274; diam. 21.7 cm; h. 7.8 cm.

5

Jug made with a pink clay mix decorated
on the inside in blue on lustre that has
partially faded in time in contact with
atmospheric agents or salt air, with vertical lines contained by two circles on
the neck and by two other circles on the
disk foot. Produced in the Valencia area
in the 15th century.

The collection of majolica and terracotta objects at the
Museum of Mediterranean Wefts is constituted by a hundred pieces datable to between the 16th and 20th centuries, coming from countries around the Mediterranean.
The historical nucleus, donated by Ludovico Corrao, is
characterized above all by Italian ceramics. In time there
have been added other manufactured articles from North
Africa, the Middle East and Spain. The majolica pieces,
which go all through the museum, are set alongside
cloths, jewels and painted woods of different provenance,
for the purpose of tracing and perceiving the evolution
of the main decorative motifs that have characterized the
development of Mediterranean art and craft.
The fact is that the museum experiments with a different display criterion, no longer chronological, geographical or typological: through other levels of reading,
aiming at identification and comparison of the “interlacements” of the different languages of the people, it
seeks to trace the unity of the cultures of Mediterranean
countries. Mare nostrum, which instead of dividing has
united populations, has favoured trade and exchanges
and above all the meeting of cultures and religions,
which despite diversity belong to the same stock.

A first display criterion privileges the sign and identifies
the evolution of the decorative motifs present in manufactured articles of different provenance: decorations of
naturalistic and figurative, abstract and geometric inspiration. The Sicilian majolica and Maghrebine objects are
set side by side to show affinities and differences.
Palermo workshops in the 17th century are well represented by two pharmacy jars (boccie), characterized by
late Renaissance decoration showing Faience influence
called a quartieri, spread by the Umili and Calamelli workshops. They are entirely covered by stylized plant elements inserted in blue, yellow and green panels, with a
medallion at the centre with the depiction of a masculine
bust with headgear. The manufactured articles were
made by the Monreale potter Andrea Pantaleo, a cultured
and refined painter that worked at the famous Palermo
workshop of the Lazzaros. Andrea Pantaleo’s painting is
precise and rich in details. The slender figures are well delineated and characterized by very particular somatic elements (noses and pointed chins and hair painted in locks)
making it easy to identify the artist (fig. 1).
On two big cylinders from Sciacca there are probably
profiles of Virgil and Dante, both crowned with laurel gar-

9

1

2

Hemispherical bowl with straight edge
without a handle, made with a pink clay
mix decorated on the inside in blue on
lustre that has partially faded in time in
contact with atmospheric agents or salt
air; two blue circles are set on the wall
and on the edge. Produced in the Valencia area in the 15th century.

8
9 JUG
Inv. F.O. 324; diam. 9 cm; h. 14.7 cm.

7
7 HEMISPHERICAL BOWL
Inv. F.O. 332; diam. 22 cm; h. 7.7 cm.
Hemispherical bowl with straight edge
without a handle, made with a pink clay
mix decorated on the inside in blue on
lustre that has partially faded in time in
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contact with atmospheric agents or salt
air with a square on the background
from whose sides there start several
petals that at the end form a flower.
Produced in the Valencia area in the
15th century.
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1. Andrea Pantaleo, pair of vases with decoration in quarters, majolica.
Palermo, first decade of the 17th century
2. Pair of big cylinders with the profiles of Virgil and Dante, majolica.
Sciacca, beginning of the 17th century
3. Ovoidal vase with peacock feathers. Sciacca, beginning of 18th century,
majolica
4. Albarello with agave leaves, majolica. Gerace (Calabria), second half of
the 17th century

5. Ovoidal vase with sailing ship, majolica. Trapani, 18th century
6. Pair of cylinders with male profiles, majolica. Caltagirone, beginning of
19th century
7. Containers, majolica. Qallâlîn (Tunisia), 19th century
8. Container for butter, majolica. Qallâlîn (Tunisia), 18th century
9. Panel with vase and shoots, majolica. Qallâlîn (Tunisi), 18th century

lands, inside a robbiana constituted by green leaves and
yellow fruit. In particular the backs of these vases are covered by dense stylized plant decoration in blue cobalt on
a white background, called “porcelain style” (fig. 2). This
ornamental motif, like the “peacock feathers” one, came
into being as an imitation of oriental porcelains, at that
time very rare in Sicily, and introduced to Sicily through
importation of ceramic objects from central Italy (fig. 3).
Particularly original is the painted seventeenth-century
albarello with intense blue agave leaves, produced at Gerace, an old ceramic production centre in Calabria (fig. 4).
From Trapani workshops in the first half of the 18th century there comes the ovoidal vase with a sailing ship depicted inside a big rolled-up shield (fig. 5). This work, rich
in late Renaissance motifs with Baroque influences, is an
expression of the period of greatest splendour of pottery
production in the Sicilian city.
The big cylindrical vases produced in eastern Sicily are
decorated with a motif with wide foliage in orange,
green and manganese and with big white flowers that
serve as a contour to the central medallion, in which the
profiles of warriors with helmets are depicted. The works
are attributable to the workshop of Gesualdo Di Bartolo,
active in Caltagirone around the last quarter of the 19th
century and the first quarter of the 20th century. The
artist, setting out to renew the majolica art in his town,
which had grown tired and repetitive, introduced new
forms and decorations from the central-northern ceramic
tradition and above all those of the Venetian tradition in
the middle of the 16th century, particularly that of the
artist Domenico di Berti, one of the most important Italian potters (fig. 6).
Alongside this group of southern majolica objects
there are Maghrebine manufactured articles from Tunisia
and from Morocco. The Tunisian ceramic objects were
produced at Qallâlîn, the old potters’ district outside the
town walls, from the 10th to the 19th century, when, following numerous European importations, the Tunisian
kilns faced a crisis and were forced to close down. European influence is visible in the nineteenth-century ceramic objects for practical use, small jugs, dishes and
double-handled amphorae with lids, covered by simple
geometrical and plant decorations in manganese and yellow (fig. 7). In this connection one notices harmony with

the common ceramic objects from eastern Sicily and
Naples, which precisely in North Africa had their most important markets. Peculiar to Tunisian culture is a container with a rounded shape with a high foot, dâgra,
used for keeping butter in. The museum has an eighteenth-century one of particular value but deprived of
the lid (fig. 8).
The production of Tunisian majolica tiles (jelliz), serving
exclusively for covering walls, as in most eastern countries, was inspired at first by Andalusian culture, with
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10a-10c. Bricks, majolica. Qallâlîn (Tunisi), 18th century
11a-11b. Giustiniani factory, pair of hexagonal bricks, majolica. Naples,
first half of the 19th century
12. Couscous plate with feather motif, majolica. Fes (Morocco), 17th century
13. Plate with stylized decorations, covered and painted terracotta.
Sejnane Tunisia), beginning of the 20th century

10a

11a

11b
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10b

10c

small tiles, interlacing decorations and lively colours, and
subsequently by Turkish culture, with the introduction of
plant and zoomorphic motifs. In this connection, after
the conquest of Tunis in 1574 by the Turkish army, Ifriqiya
(Tunisia) entered the orbit of Ottoman culture and so in
Tunisian workshops the techniques, models and colours
used in the laboratories of Anatolia, particularly at Iznik,
were introduced. An example is the eighteenth-century
wall panel on display at a room in the museum, depicting
a mihrâb supported by two thin columns framing a vase
from which there emerge racemes in flower painted in
blue, green and orange that wind round covering the
whole surface. Notice, however, that precisely the
“blood-red” colour that Iznik production made famous
is not used in Tunisian products (fig. 9).
In a showcase in the museum there are some Tunisian
tiles with decorations typical of the Qallâlîn workshops in
the 18th century such as “pattes de lion” or the almond,
but also others with western motifs like the wind rose or
volutes, introduced in the local decorative repertoire by
potters to conform to the “Italian fashion” dominant in
Tunis in the late 18th and early 19th centuries (figs. 10a10c). More and more frequent, in this connection, are importations from Italy of Doric or composite capitals,
grooved columns, panels with polychrome marbles in
Renaissance or Baroque style, and glasses and mirrors produced in Carrara and Venice for the construction of public
and private buildings. At the same time in Europe interest
in the east started to mature, not only as a source of scientific studies or a travel destination, but also as a place
imagined as being mysterious and full of evocative ruins,
wonders and exotic originalities, a world free of bourgeois schemes.
The east only took on importance as a true artistic and
literary movement in the romantic epoch, so much so as
to have conditioned fashion, architecture and furnishing.
An example is that of the two hexagonal Neapolitan rig-
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giole found at Palazzo Carafa in Naples, in which oriental
decoration can be seen. The tiles produced by the Giustiniani factory were performed with the technique “a
pastigliaccio” (pastillage), for which Biagio Giustiniani obtained the monopoly in 1823. This technique made it possible to obtain refined and precise relief designs on the
surface of the riggiola (figs. 11a-11b).
Even more interesting is the production of manufactured articles, primarily of Islamic culture, with geometric
ornaments, which often take the decorations of architectures as their model. Such elements can easily be found
on the engraved or niellated surfaces of jewels, in embroideries of fabrics, in paintings and in the carvings of
furniture and ceilings. A tile by the Franco firm at Santo
Stefano di Camastra, painted with coloured triangles and
squares that interweave, is set alongside an embroidered
fabric from the south of Tunisia, which shows the same
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motifs, almost a confirmation that the geometrical tendency has become a constant in floor decoration in Campania workshops (Naples and Vietri) and Sicilian ones in
the nineteenth century.
Some dishes produced in Fez in the 19th century show
the traditional decorative motifs for Moroccan ceramics
with geometrical interlacements, lozenges, stellar polygons or stylized plant elements like palms and flowers
painted white and blue or polychrome. Stylized birds,
ships and sailing ships, inferred from the decoration of
Turkish dishes, are represented more rarely. A decorative
element common to the ceramics of Mediterranean
countries is the bird in flight, often with outspread wings,
as in the seventeenth-century tile from Sciacca, or in the
Valencia dish with shiny paint. Of particular interest is the
couscous dish (mahfïa), produced in Fez in the 17th century, with the rare feather motif (fig. 12).
A separate subject is Sejnane ceramic produced by the
populations of Berber origin that live in the Crumiria region, in the northwest of Tunisia, on the border with Algeria. Objects of common use like dishes, vases, pots and
small braziers (qanoun), used for cooking or burning incense are modelled by women, baked in the sun or in
primitive ovens and painted with lentisk juice, which,
once charred, becomes indelible. The red and black geometrical decoration, painted exclusively by women for
their own families and therefore not sold, is covered by
apotropaic symbols to bring protection and good luck.
The same signs are used in the tattoos painted with
henna on the palms of the hands and on the face, or embroidered on the clothes of Tunisian, Moroccan and Algerian women to indicate affiliation to a tribe. In the
post-war period, with the consequent urbanization, men
too started to produce ceramics to sell in the cities, above
all to the more and more numerous tourists (fig. 13).
Another interesting display criterion of the museum is
the one devoted to writing used as a decorative motif:
on fabrics, ceramics and jewels koranic verses appear, augural inscriptions, or dedications to the owner of the object. A rare example is the vase in terracotta of the
Alhambra type, entirely covered by very dense plant decoration in relief and by an inscription running along the
handles, purchased by Ludovico Corrao for the collections
of the museum. It is a Spanish product, much appreciated
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17a-17b. “New Gibellina ceramics”. 17a. plate on design by Arnaldo
Pomodoro; 17b. vases on design by Carla Accardi, majolica.
Gibellina, c.1982

14. Vase of the “Alhambra” type, printed and engraved terracotta. Spain,
14th century
15. kharraz atelier, albarello with handles, majolica. Nabeul (Tunisia),
first quarter of the 20th century
16. De Verclos ateliers, big vase with handles, majolica.
Nabeul (Tunisia), first quarter of the 20th century
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15
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in the Nasrid period (12th-14th centuries), of manufactured
articles in terracotta lined with monochrome lead glazing
which is green but also amber, slightly opacified. The decoration is sometimes engraved but in most cases is constituted by printed or relief elements: medallions, roses
and flake motifs, grooves, friezes with small multi-lobed
arches, and ribbons with calligraphies. In Spain it is found
in a whole range of objects for practical use: oil lamps,
flat candle-holders and other containers, and in some
cases also in tubs, fountains and bowls. The Alhambra
vase in the museum is a kiln reject and for this reason is
not glazed (fig. 14).
Very different are the inscriptions on the bases of the
vases made in Tunisia at the beginning of the 20th century, where the craftsman, aware of the quality of his
work, on the vase painted the place of production and
his own name, to be remembered: Atelier Kharraz or
Ateliers De Verclos Nabeul. The initiator of this rebirth,
a few decades before in Tunis, was Jacob Chemla, a master Jewish potter, who decided to recover the old techniques and the processing of enamels to renew the
ceramic tradition of Qallâlîn, which declined in about
1880. Helped by his three children he devoted all his life
to research and used his money for the production of
handicraft pieces of rare quality, in demand all over
North Africa and even exported to the United States. On
every object he affixed his name, the city and the symbol
of one of his children.
At Nabeul too some potters revived artistic production,
renewing the forms, the decorations and the colours
without forgetting the tradition. A remarkable number
of objects produced by these workshops, preserved in the
Gibellina museum, present innovative and particular
characteristics like an albarello to which were added handles simulating two big wings (fig. 15) or a vase with a
long and elegant neck or a container which shows the
western form of the tureen (fig. 16), decorated with marbling techniques evoking the deco experiences of European workshops.
The brothers Hassen and Gacem Kharrez, members of
one of the oldest families of potters in Nabeul, descendents of Andalusian emigrants, were the founders of an
important atelier. Their name evokes the term “alcarrazaz”, which referred to the Spanish pitcher used for
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transporting and storing cool water. The atelier of Pierre
de Verclos, from Marseille, was founded in 1918. It produced articles that were inspired by the old Qallâlîn ceramics. Production at these workshops was rigorously
artisanal and considered to be of artistic value so it was
signed at the bottom in a visible way.
The museum also has an important collection of small
bowls and Spanish jugs, decorated in blue and lustre,
with geometrical decoration of Moorish inspiration and
very often with the motif of pseudo-writing. In this connection, after the Arabs were driven out, for a certain
time the Spanish craftsmen went on producing Islamic
forms and decorations, but in the case of writing, no
longer understanding the meaning they traced out signs
that, though simulating Arabic writing, turned it into
wavy or broken lines without any meaning. (D’Angelo
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infra). The Foundation also has a big pitcher used for
transporting ceramics and found in the sea near the
wreck of a ship off the Sicilian coast.
An interesting comparison is possible with the ceramics, vases and dishes, designed by Arnaldo Pomodoro,
Carla Accardi and Pietro Consagra, on which there alternate polychrome lines and signs alluding to imaginary
writings. The works were produced by the “New Gibellina Ceramics” cooperative created in 1982 after the
founding of a training school to create craftsmen able to
realize works designed by architects or artists, to put in
the village (figs. 17a-17b). Among these mention must be
made of “Sequence of relationships with the South”, a
panel by Carla Accardi, with arabesqued designs, inserted
in the portico of the Town hall, designed by the architects
Vittorio Gregotti and Giuseppe Samonà. In the workshops of the cooperative many different artists worked.
Working with local craftsmen, they rendered possible a
creative and interesting experience, which unfortunately
did not last long.
Another reading criterion is devoted to the forms of
objects and their use. Black Egyptian ceramics from Luxor,
Tunisian terracotta objects from Moknine, Moroccan ceramics, done without a lathe, from the Rif plateau and
the one in common use in Mazara del Vallo or Burgio
highlight all the common Mediterranean origin and the
duration of the models in time.
The objects in unenamelled terracotta, produced at the
end of the 20th century, in the last workshop in Mazara
del Vallo, which today no longer exists, are all objects for
practical use and were made by potters that looked back
to the old traditions handed down from father to son.
Among the objects on display there is a drainpipe, a
chimney pot, a dovecot used in building and among
those of common use in the kitchen there are pots, couscous containers, jugs, amphorae, pitchers and a moneybox (caruseddu), known all over the island. Typical of the
Trapani area is a cheese container the shape of a big
cylindrical vase, about 60 cm high with a lid, used for better maintenance of the product.
These objects are set alongside those from Burgio done
in the workshop of the Caravella family, still running at
Burgio. This production, in glazed terracotta and
coloured exclusively in manganese, green and yellow, is
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18. Trap for octopuses, terracotta. Moknine (Tunisia), 20th century
19. Container for butter (chekoua), painted terracotta. Morocco, 20
century
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20. Tannura vertical oven, terracotta. Morocco, 20th century
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inspired in the forms, decorations and enamels by late
nineteenth-century common people’s ceramics. Of particular interest are some long decorated tiles, used as dripstones or eaves, still present today on the cornices of
some old Burgio buildings.
Among the manifold objects in terracotta from North
Africa there are two interesting manufactured articles: a
garour, a conic container used for octopus fishing (fig.
18), and a baratte, a cylindrical container with rounded
extremities, used for making butter (fig. 19).
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Common technical solutions were adopted by artisans
in different countries to resolve analogous problems. For
instance, in countries poor in water like Tunisia and in
Sicily (Sciacca), seawater was used to wash clay just extracted from quarries. After baking, the terracotta becomes white because of the salt trapped in the clay. The
form of the dishes can also be an object of comparison:
conical on a high foot, for couscous; flat with a strong
brim to keep the lid on better, for tapine; or big, in the
case of Sicilian fangotti, used in the past for the preparation of tomato extract. Farmers and the least well-to-do
classes used the fangotto, placed at the centre of the
table, for communal eating, before individual dishes
were used. The museum also preserves objects of particular anthropological interest like small terracotta kilns
used indiscriminately by all nomadic peoples but also by
shepherds in the Mediterranean. There is a tannˉur, a vertical clay kiln with a central mouth in the upper part, used
for baking bread and many dishes with a basis of meat
and vegetables (fig. 20). Probably originating from
Mesopotamia, it spread to India, Turkey, Iran, Armenia,
Pakistan, Afghanistan and the whole of the Middle East.
It was introduced in Sicily during the Islamic domination.
Indeed in the Sicilian countryside until the middle of the
20th century it was still possible to see tannura, both in
masonry in the kitchens, and in metal sheeting lined inside with clay, to be easily transportable.
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* Georges Duhamel, writer and physician, Paris 1884 - Valmondois, 1966.
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WORKS OF ART,
THREADS OF A HARMONIOUS INTERLACEMENT OF HUMAN OPERATION

1. Display areas on the ground floor of the Baronial House
2. Simulacra of Resurrected Christ and the Madonna in a procession
through the streets of Gibellina before the 1968 earthquake

SANDRA PROTO

The highest thing that art can do is to give you the faithful
image of the presence of a noble human being. It has never
done more than this and should not do less.
John Ruskin

In the Museum of Mediterranean Wefts historical-artistic items are not displayed according to a chronological
itinerary, nor are they introduced following subdivisions
by genres or by geographical areas: they are displayed in
such a way as to put together works that are heterogeneous from both the historical and the artistic point of
view.
It immediately appears clear that we are faced with the
collection of a cultured and refined spirit that approached art driven by strong personal interest and by a
passionate drive rather than by an analytical and rational
approach.
His is not, however, a Wunderkammer, an encyclopaedic collection that in “wonder rooms” puts together sciences, nature and art, a collection of pieces of
various origin and provenance, extraordinary for their intrinsic and extrinsic characteristics. Though coming from
every part of the Mediterranean world, these objects created by the hands of man, particular for their originality
and uniqueness, and done with complicated or secret
techniques, have not been chosen and put on display to
arouse wonder.
Surely observing the works we are struck by the quality
of the productions, by the refinement of the materials,
by the skills of the techniques, and in actual fact by the
uniqueness of these art objects; nevertheless we realize
that it is not on this that we have to dwell if we want to
perceive the essence of the whole collection, to decipher
the map of the cultural pathway and to understand the
inspiring principle that led Ludovico Corrao, an intellectual that made research and collection of the beautiful a
social commitment and a “weapon against resignation”
in the name of the spirit of the rebirth of a more informed and responsible citizen.
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In this sense, the fact sheets on the items are not to be
considered an exhaustive summary of the analysis of the
works, but only the starting point for a journey into the
perceptive meanders of the Museum, the key to entering
which therefore must not be amazement faced with the
strange, the old and the exotic. The fact is that by collecting these rarities and displaying them “on their own
shelves”, Corrao gives us a “taxonomy of the human
soul” in that the works embody aspiration to a new
statute of observation that, through intellectual exercise
of perception and sharing of experiences, can take us beyond vana curiositas.
If we want to try to decipher a posteriori the pathway
that led the Senator to collect these works and to perceive the intrinsic value of his historical-artistic collection,
we have to go beyond conventional readings: we have
to look not only at these works, but at the relationships
that are set up both between them and with the other
items formally belonging to other categories.
Thus adopting this approach and looking at the single
fact sheets for the necessary deeper description of the
works, we first of all notice in the criteria of choice of the
presentation of the items a deliberately synchronic vision
of artistic processes. In it, juxtaposition of works apparently distant from one another in subject, technique and
materials, rather than isolating them, creates unexpected
connections. For example, in a room “unique pieces” like
the wooden sculpture of St. Sebastian taken care of by
the angel by Andrea Carreca, the chest in decorated and
painted wood with scenes of the miracles of Jesus walking on the water and of Jesus saving Peter from the
water and a big tapestry with genre scenes on the wall
live together.
We also observe that most of the historical-artistic objects belong to the sphere of the Sacred, in that they present religious and devotional references and functions like
the statue halo in embossed and chiselled silver from the
early nineteenth century, the showcases with St. Albert
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the Abbot and Saint Rosalia and the Sicilian reliquary in
filigree and silver foil. Most of them deal with themes
from the Gospel and in general from the sacred texts like
the canvas of San Giovannino at the spring by Luca Cambiaso. Transporting these typologies of objects from the
sacred space of the church to the secular one of his
house, first, and then to the museum, Corrao only apparently turns the sign upside down, in that evidently the
factor that unites these items is the human experience
contained in the religious episode; it does not postulate
transcendence but evokes experiences of profound humanity, as can be noticed in the Madonna and Saints
adoring the Child by Raffaellino del Garbo or in the small
alabaster sculpture of St. Joseph and Jesus.
Always connected to the sphere of devotion and to a
rereading in a personal key of the item once part of his
collection is the display of two “vine leaves of Heaven”
from the eighteenth century in embossed and chiselled
silver. The fact is that the bunches of flowers, symbols par
excellence of devotion, are shown by Corrao in a room
in a bold and “uninhibited” way as appliqués.
Beyond the obvious specific distinctions we could identify in the collection the constant sign of an immanent spirituality; the fact is that these works strike one not only for
their artistic quality but also for the stories that they tell,
showing the humanity of the Sacred, as in the devotional
chain with the motto of the order of St. Francis of Paola,
“CHARITAS”, and the big Palermo frontal in embossed and
chiselled silver from the 18th century depicting SS Helen
and Costantino kneeling in adoration of the Cross.

However, we feel that separate mention must be made
of the eighteenth-century wooden statue of resurrected
Christ, the protagonist, together with the simulacrum of
the Madonna, of the Easter Procession through the
streets of old Gibellina before the 1968 earthquake disfigured it.
The missing parts of the work, fortuitously extracted
from the rubble, instead of limiting its sense almost overbroaden its expressive capacity and symbolic cross-references. Taken back, in terms of material, to its rough
origin, the work no longer only represents the figure of
the Saviour, but expresses with extraordinary communicative force the suffering and the torment of a collective
tragedy. Mutilated in his clothing and his limbs, Jesus appears more abstract to our eyes but, if it is possible, incredibly more human and real, thus expressing in an
unexpected but extraordinarily effective way the mystery
of God made Man.
Then remembering the tenacity and the continuity
with which Ludovico Corrao collected these works so
that, interweaving with one another, their destinies suggested new and manifold wefts to every observer, we
perceive in all its lucidity the project of the Senator, a
beacon of civilization and a custodian of culture.
The fact is that in recovering a testimony of humanity
and rebirth from the violence of the mutilations inflicted
on the population, on the town and on other places, Corrao restores to us in its integrity the value of art as profound human experience, a bearer of civil values to be
shared beyond frontiers.
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4 LUCA CAMBIASO, ATTRIBUTED
SAN GIOVANNINO AT THE SPRING
Second half of 16th century; oil on canvas; 62 x 48 cm.

foot. Also unchanged is Jesus’ pose,
stretching out towards Mary, to whom
he turns his gaze, touching with his
right hand the neckline of her dress.
Different, instead, are the faces, which
rarely faithfully repeat those of the
statue by Nino Pisano. (Patera 1991: 98;
Cassata 2003: 109-113; Guttilla 2010:.
184-185)
Both the Madonna and her Child are depicted with crowns, an attribute that became official in 1734 following the
pontifical deliberation according to
which the statue is pointed out as “Most
Holy Mary of Trapani crowned” (Precopi
Lombardo 1997, p. 99).

2 CHEST
Central Italy; 18th century; decorated and
painted wood; 210 x 90 x 67 cm.

1
1 TRAPANI CRAFTSMEN
Madonna with Child known as
Madonna of Trapani
18th century; sculpted and inlaid wood; 62 cm.
In Trapani, from the end of the 16th century, there spread a series of small copies
of the fourteenth-century Madonna of
Trapani by Nino Pisano.
These statues, sculpted to satisfy the demands both of the ecclesiastical clientele
and the private one, were also done by
local workshops in precious materials
like alabaster, ivory and coral.
This example present in the museum is
inserted in the sphere of Baroque sculptural production in Trapani, also characterized by the use of wood, in virtue of
its lower cost, for the realization of devotional and processional statues.
In this work too the constant characteristics of the Madonna of Trapani can be
found. These were to remain almost unchanged until the nineteenth century.
They include the following: the smaller
size of the statue; the double turn of
the drapery of the Virgin’s cloak on her
right side; the drape softly collected
under the Child wearing a long dress
that only allows us to glimpse his left
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3
3 ANDREA CARRECA, ATTRIBUTED
ST. SEBASTIAN
TAKEN CARE OF BY THE ANGEL
Middle of 17th century; oil on canvas;
231 x 104 cm.

2

The chest, a parallelepiped shape, has a
full back with a rectilinear frame that is
continued in that of the two arms, also
full, with which it forms a single block.
The chest has a hinged lid that acts as a
slightly protruding seat in relation to
the rectilinear strip that underlines it
and is joined to the side supports. Usually used for transporting the dowry, this
type of article is also known as the dotal
chest and had a function that was both
practical and decorative. The decoration, usually more sculptural than pictorial, mainly affects the front and only
rarely, as in this case, the sides, while the
back is always devoid of ornament in
that it generally stands along a wall so
as to also serve as a seat.
This chest has a very rich decoration
though in some parts it is difficult to
make out: the chest is adorned on the
front and the sides in mirror fashion by
mascarons, grotesques and plant ornaments showing late mannerist influence

that produces two opposed volutes giving rise to volutes of acanthus leaves
that alternate with small birds. The
back, divided into two big rectangular
panels, presents scenes of the miracle of
Jesus walking on the water and Jesus
saving Peter from the water while on
the inner sides of the two arms there are
painted landscape scenes in chromatic
continuity with the evangelical ones.
On the front of the chest, below the
keyhole, we see a truncated red oval
shield, an Italian-style mountain of six
hills surmounted by three gold lilies, and
three silver swords with golden hasps
with the tips down, one next to the
other. The shield recalls that of one of
the many branches of the Spada family
(‘spada’ in Italian means sword) and this
could confirm the hypothesis that the
chest was made in central Italy at the beginning of the 18th century.

2
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Purchased as a work by Andrea Carreca,
the painting is not homogeneous from
the compositional and stylistic points of
view.
Originally, the work must have been bigger and in an unknown period it was cut
at the sides and very heavily at the bottom, leaving the angel’s arm cut off and
the saint deprived of the lower limbs.
The angel was repainted and refashioned and careful observation shows
that the style with which the head was
painted does not seem the same as that
with which the saint was depicted: the
latter shows greatly superior facture.
The angel’s arms and hands are also
done in an approximate way. The arrow
the angel grasps appears visibly repainted with colouring that allows the
landscape behind to shine through.
As regards the depiction of the saint, it
is a clear example of 17th-century production in the Trapani area characterized by naturalism and expression of the
formal synthesis of the idioms of Novelli
and Van Dyck. As for the attribution of
the work to Andrea Carreca, we notice
that the solidity and the torsion of the
bust of St. Sebastian together with the
expressiveness of his face in effect recall
some characters in the canvases of the
Trapani artist, although the greatest
similarity is to the Jesus in the canvas, restored in 2012, of Saint Brigida in glory
at the Santa Maria della Catena church
in Palermo; however, the latter is not
unanimously attributed to the artist (C.
B. 25.07.2012).
As for the authorship of this painting, it
is therefore hoped that a restoration intervention may help to untie the knots
that make its attribution still uncertain.

The work, a small one, in the foreground
shows San Giovannino drawing water
from a rivulet that flows from a spring.
The tender expression of the face confers
on the saint a look of simple and humble
humanity that contrasts on one side with
the dynamic plasticity of the body and
on the other with the soft and opalescent light that informs the whole scene.
The painting, purchased as a work by
Luca Cambiaso, recalls the melancholy
Nocturnal works by the late mannerist
Genoese painter, which made him so famous and sought after by art collectors
in the courts of Europe and whose influence showed itself well after his death,
up to the third decade of the 17th century. In fact, also in this work as in the
Genoese master’s nocturnal scenes on
sacred theme, juxtapositions of colour,
shades and chiaroscuros are brought out
through simplified hues. Attentive to
the dictates of the Counter-Reformation, Luca Cambiaso expresses his religious creed in a simple way and yet also
manages to experiment with lights and
sweet and serene intimist atmospheres.
In this painting the complexions are
touched by diaphanous brightness but
are also a little fragile because of the
not very good state of conservation of
the work, which also makes it difficult to
attribute it and to place it in Luca’s complex catalogue, which includes frescoes,
profane paintings, large altar pieces,
and a great many drawings, tapestries
and sculptures.

4
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5 FRONTAL
Palermo; 18th century; embossed and chiselled silver; stamps: on the wings of the angels, on the
foot of the cross and on the bunches of flowers:
PC accompanied by a three-lobed flower / TC 29 /
high-flying eagle over the letters RVP; stamp on
the frame AG 734 / high-flying eagle over the letters RVP; 200 x 100 cm.
Example of a mobile frontal that presents an assemblage of reliefs in silver foil
shaped, embossed, chiselled and pierced
on a non-original textile support in cut
velvet joined to a body. The panel is delimited by a wide hem running round
the four sides characterized by a dense
interlacement of foliate spirals loaded
with inflorescences. At the centre of the
two long sides of the frame there are
two oval panels that respectively depict
la Pietà in the upper one and in the
lower one the Pelican feeding its young.
The central part of the panel presents at
the corners four bouquets of anemones
open in a date palm. At the centre of
the scene in a single panel we see SS
Helen and Constantine kneeling in adoration of the Cross. Two other plates situated at the sides of the Cross depict
two angels holding in their hands the
symbols of the Passion.
Mannerist motifs coming from Tuscany
and Rome are recognizable in the choice
of the plant subject of the festoons, in
the calligraphic description of the decorative elements and in the pseudo-classical rigor of the geometrically arranged
composition.
The stamp of the treasury of the city of
Palermo with the initials of the consul TC
followed by the figures 29 on the highflying eagle over the letters RVP (Regia
Urbis Panormi) is related to Tommaso
Cipolla, documented from 25/6/1729 to
28/6/1730 and belonging to the family of
Palermo silversmiths and already a consul in 1725 (Barraja 1996: 74). The frame
bears the hallmark AG734 on the highflying eagle over the letters RVP of Antonino Gulotta, who was the consul of
the guild of silversmiths in Palermo from
8/7/1734 to 26/6/1735 and marked works
AG734 first and later AG735 (Barraja
1996: 74).
The double consular marking with the
dates 1729 and 1734 suggests that we
are dealing with work of integration of
constitutive elements which did not happen contemporarily even if the style with
which the flowers of the frame were realized appears to be the same as that of
the four bouquets. The presence of two
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9 RELIQUARY
Sicily; late 17th/early 18th century;
filigree and silver foil; 31 cm.

7a
7 TRAPANI CRAFTSMEN
ST. ALBERT ABBOT
SANTA ROSALIA
18th century; wood, coral, mother-of-pearl, ivory;
diameter 26 cm; 22 cm.
During the eighteenth century a shortage of coral caused Trapani craftsmen to
resort to other materials like alabaster
and ivory for creating mangers (Di Natale 2012). At the same time there
spread the making of display cases to
hang on walls to serve as small itinerant
altars for private use. On the inside, patron saints were inserted and among the
subjects most represented in Palermo
there was Santa Rosalia and in Trapani
St. Albert Abbot (Precopi Lombardo,
1997 pp. 88-112).
The display case with Santa Rosalia (7a)
alludes to the cave constituted by many
small pieces of mother-of-pearl, coral
flowers and coloured stones that serve as
a stage apparatus for the Virgin hermit
softly sleeping with her head supported
by her hand according to the imagery of
the recumbent saint, worked out by the
Florentine Gregorio Tedeschi in 1625 for
the sculpture to put in the cave on
Monte Pellegrino. Next to the saint you
can see the skull and crossbones, the
characteristic symbol associated with her,
introduced by the painter Vincenzo La
Barbera after 1624 (Collura 1977).

5a
staggered dates may also suggest that
the work required several years for its execution and that therefore further verification of the “sliver” at the end of the
work is necessary to clarify the previous
consular hallmark (Barraja 1996: 42).
To the initials PC accompanied by a threelobed flower, identified by Accascina as
those of Pasquale Cipolla and by Barraja
as those of Placido Carini, there have
been attributed the frontal of the
Madonna of the Assumption in the Santa
Maria delle Grazie church in Gioiosa
Marea, that of the Immaculate Virgin in
the San Francesco d’Assisi church in
Palermo and the big frontal in decorated
silver with figurines and scenes in the
Diocesan Museum in Palermo. Guastella
too interprets the initials PC accompanied by a three-lobed flower, present in
the frontals mentioned, as those of
Placido Carini (Civiletto 2008: 289-291).
Giulia Davì also attributes the initials PC
to Placido Carini for the 1735 frontal in
the Santa Maria della Provvidenza church
in Palermo (Davì 2008: 840-841).

5b
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6 TRAPANI CRAFTSMEN
ST. JOSEPH AND JESUS
18th century; alabaster and wax; 43 cm.
The small alabaster sculpture represents
St. Joseph with Baby Jesus in his arms
and is an expression of the sculptural
production by local craftsmen active in
the Trapani area in the 18th century. The
heads, the hands and also the lower
limbs of Jesus are in wax.
The compositional structure echoes lingering Gaginian solutions: the pose is
worked out through the bending of the
left knee to the front, making it possible
to develop the drape of the dress in a
livelier way according to the stylistic
trends of the Baroque. The drape of the
cloak covering the short tunic with a sash
at the waist also has a decidedly artificial
look, and Baroque in its arrangement is
the rich base, at whose sides two eagles
with outspread wings are sculpted.
In Sicily the production of works in alabaster was very widespread in the Trapani area thanks to the presence of
quarries in the province from which different varieties were extracted like pink
alabaster at Valderice, white at Gibellina, and greyish at Partanna (Vitella
2004, p. 78). This encouraged the realization of a specific type of small sculptural articles that also reproduced more
famous and larger works like the
Madonna of Trapani (Di Natale 2012).

6
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Starting from the 18th century, Trapani
sculptures depicted St. Albert Abbot (7b)
using both marble for monumental
sculptures and coral, ivory and wax for
those of a devotional character, as well
as wood, canvas and glue for exemplars
to use in processions.
The saint is here depicted kneeling in
adoration of the crucifix. Above, you
perceive the representation of the turreted peak of Monte San Giuliano

7b
where there rises Erice, of St. Albert is
the patron saint, who for a long time
was believed to have been born here.

8 CHAIN
Sicily 19th century post 1826 / before 1872;
embossed, chiselled, fused and engraved silver
hallmarks: head of Ceres 8.
The chain, made up of 14 flat ovoidal
links, supports a circular radial medallion
in which there is written on three lines in
lower case block letters the motto of the
order of St. Francis of Paola, “CHARITAS.”
The fact is that according to the tradition the archangel St. Michael appeared
to St. Francis while he was begging,
holding in his hands a bright shield on
which there was the word “CHARITAS”
and handing it to him he told him that
it was to be the coat of arms of his order.
The chain is to be connected to the devotional cult of the saint and was done
between 1826 and 1872, as is attested
by the guarantee stamp of the silver,
consisting in the head of Ceres followed
by the Arabic figure 8 (indicating the
thousandths) which came into effect beginning from that year according to the
Royal Decree of Francesco I; this decree
established some new norms for stamping gold and silver; it was abolished in
1872 by the Royal Decree of Vittorio
Emanuele II, which gave freedom in
manufacturing and trading gold and silver objects (Barraja 1996: 55-57).

8
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This oval article is decorated with dense
embroidery in silver filigree depicting an
interlacement of racemes, rolled-up
leaves, silver beads and embossed flowers with grain stamens and it is surmounted by a processional cross also in
silver filigree. The circular base in mixed
marble and with steps supports a stem
longitudinally split by a seventeenthcentury knot.
The reliquary is to be connected to the
rich seventeenth-century and eighteenth-century Sicilian production of objects in silver filigree and foil with visible
workmanship. Palermo, Trapani and
above all Messina were places that were
also distinguished in Sicily for processing
of filigree for the realization of works in
miniature, but unfortunately it proves
difficult to identify the artists, the epoch
and the place of production in that it
was not common, especially in the
Messina area, to stamp filigree works
(Grasso 2008 pp. 262-264).

9
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The decoration style of the reliquary recalls a chalice in silver filigree done by a
Messina silversmith in 1706 for the Santa
Maria La Nuova church at Scicli (Musolino 2008: 922-923).
The work was donated to Ludovico Corrao by Donna Mirella Boanini, who still
runs an antiques shop in Taormina,
which she inaugurated in the 1960s together with her late husband Carlo
Panarello; it immediately became a
meeting place for intellectuals, artists
and art students who for various reasons
gravitated around Messina and with
whom the senator was in contact. This
particular datum on the origin of the
object can confirm the hypothesis that
the reliquary was produced in Messina.

10
10 STATUE HALO
Palermo; early 19th century embossed and chiselled silver; stamps: hallmark of the Palermo Mint
(high-flying eagle over the letters RVP); LS
Palermo silversmith; diameter 32 cm.
The aureole, which must have adorned
some reliquary bust or sculpture of a
saint, is circular in form and is circumscribed by a thin cord motif. At the centre there is a disk decorated by a sun
with flaming rays in an undulating pattern. The other two concentric bands
present decoration in which plant elements alternate with feathered wings,
ornamental elements proper to the
Baroque repertoire and widespread in
18th-century sacred silversmith’s art
through the embossing, chiselling, engraving and piercing technique.
The article was made in Palermo, as is
deduced from the stamp of the treasury
of the city of Palermo in use from 1715
to 1825, namely the high-flying eagle
over the letters RVP (Regia Urbis
Panormi) (Barraja 1996: 36).
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11a

11 CRAFTSMEN FROM TRAPANI PROVINCE
JESUS RESURRECTED
18th century; carved and sculpted wood; 165 cm.

13 CHESTS
Venetian craftsmen; middle of 18th century; wood,
paper, glue, lacquer; 92 x 80 x 45 cm.

The wooden statue representing resurrected Christ was recovered from the
rubble of Gibellina after the 1968 earthquake. The Lord was carried in procession through the streets of the old
centre on Easter Sunday together with
the simulacrum of the Madonna, which
instead did not suffer great damage
from the terrible quakes that caused
death and destruction. Both statues
originate from the Gesù and Maria
church from the second half of the 16th
century, which was completely destroyed (Ingoglia 1981: 152).
The wooden sculpture, inlaid and
painted as it appears in the photographic documentation preceding the
earthquake, was part of the Baroque
processional statuary production typical
of the 18th century in the Trapani area,
characterized by a hint of expressiveness
of the faces, by rigidity of the poses and
somewhat flat shaping.
Statuary, like wooden groups functional
to worship and processional practices,
from the beginning of the 17th century
to the middle of the 18th century, maintained unchanged the image culture decreed by the Counter-Reformation. The
diffusion of these laws also occurred
thanks to the renewed fervour of the ecclesiastical orders and the brotherhoods,
giving rise to more and more plentiful
production of devotional images that in
a folksy key copied more famous marble
works (Bongiovanni - Menna 2012).
This statue and the numerous works of
this type present in churches in Trapani
province were done by local family-run
workshops specializing in the production
of devotional and processional sculptures.

These are two chests with three drawers
decorated according to the so-called
“poor lacquer technique” consisting in
the application of prints previously done,
cut out and subsequently glued on the
surface of the piece of furniture painted
with monochrome tempera in the place
of decorations done by hand. On these
prints an abundant layer of sandarac was
then spread that had the function of
adapting the paper to the wooden support and conferring on the piece of furniture the shininess and robustness of
oriental lacquers (Ferrozzi - Cremona
1989: 23). However, this type of technique, which echoed the oriental style,
was only limited to the decoration of the
surfaces of furniture, which in form and
construction remained markedly western
in style (Sebastianelli - Paternò 2010).
This decoration strongly connoted the
artistic development of 18th-century Venetian craft and indeed became a symbol
of it. It was also widespread in Sicily, as in
other regions of the peninsula, thanks to
the lower production cost and above all
to the speed of execution in comparison
to that of oriental lacquers, realization of
which was also negatively affected by the
difficulty of retrieving the material (Giarrizzo - Rotolo 2004: 80-81).
The themes depicted alluded to the Far
East and the characters that peopled the
scenes seemed to echo worlds that for
the epoch were for most people only
fantastic and imaginary.
A big producer in the paper sector was
the printing Remondini works in Bassano del Grappa, which specialized in
clipping prints inspired by the illustrations and engravings of accounts of exotic journeys.

11b
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12
12 RAFFAELLINO DEL GARBO, ATTRIBUTED
MADONNA IN ADORATION OF THE
CHILD WITH SS JEROME AND MARY
MAGDALENE AND TWO ARCHANGELS
On the back of the board there is the stamp of the
Rome Office Export - 2 April 1959; tempera emulsion on wood; diameter 75 cm.
The painting depicts the Madonna in
adoration of the Child with the SS
Jerome and Mary Magdalene and two
Archangels. The kneeling figures look towards the Child placed at the centre of
the work. The composition denotes calm
balance and is characterized by figures
united by the peaceful expression of
their faces. In the background the landscape presents Peruginesque elements
intersecting with the Florentine style
that can be recognized in the typical
sapling analytically represented with the
leaves backlit. For the elegant graphic
linearism and for the modulated use of
light sources, the work can be set along-

side the innumerable works with analogous organisation and format done by
the Florentine painters of the time, as
can be noticed analyzing the paintings in
the catalogue of the exhibition on Filippino Lippi and Sandro Botticelli in 15thcentury Florence at the Stables of the
Quirinal Palace (Cecchi 2011).
The painting is attributed to Raffaellino
del Garbo, a Florentine artist active in
the late 15th century and the first two
decades of the 16th century, who, according to the notices handed down by
Vasari, was an alumnus and collaborator
of Filippino Lippi and subsequently, in
his mature years, underwent the Umbrian influence deriving from Pinturicchio and Perugino.
The origin of the work is unknown
though the stamp on the back of the
board affixed by the Antiquities Export
Office in Rome, dated 2 April 1959, confirms that this is a work with officially
recognized artistic value.
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15a
15 JACQUES BOSELLY
TUREEN WITH ROSE DECORATION
Savona 18th century; signed under the base;
third fire painted majolica; 31 x 20 x 25 cm.

14
14 SMALL GATE
Venetian craftsmen; 18th century; Wrought iron,
wood; doors 47 x 70 cm.
The gate in wrought iron, with two
parts that can be opened, presents a
structure with a linear geometrical design. At the centre of each part there is
a wooden oval decorated on both sides
with a modest lacquer technique. Thin
paper figurines depicting dames,
knights and female players richly
adorned in the 18th-century Venetian
fashion were cut out and applied with
strong glue on the metallic surface and
subsequently covered with repeated
coats of paint for the purpose of adapting the paper to the support and conferring protection and an effect of shiny
smoothness. The modest lacquer decoration suggests that the gate was to be
used inside closed places and, seeing
the size, it looks more like a decorative
object.
The custom of using prints for the decoration of furniture spread in the 18th
century in the Venetian territory where
the Bassano printing works of the Remondini brothers specialized in the
preparation of this kind of papers; also
thanks to these artisans in the 18th century there developed the use of printed
tapestry paper for decorating the walls
of the interiors of homes (Ferrozzi - Cremona 1989: 23).
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Brunetto, Claudia 2012. Restaurati alla Catena
affreschi del Seicento in La Repubblica ed. Palermo 25.07.

The tureen has an ovoidal body embellished by embossed mouldings, a cover
with ribbing, two plant-shaped side
handles, a lid with the hilt modelled in
the form of fruit and small feet in green.
In the second half of the 18th century
the potter Giacomo Boselli produced
third fire painted majolica objects, imitating floral decoration very much in
fashion in France, especially in Strasbourg and Marseille – the artist had
often gone to master the use of the
technique of the famous ceramics of the
latter city (Pessa 1994).
The decoration is based on a small bundle of flowers dominated by a tulip or
by a rose which has as its contour some
other small flowers like forget-me-nots,
buttercups, small daisies and leaves. The
remaining surface is sprinkled with small
groups of little flowers and leaves or
only with leaflets (Pessa 2008).
The decoration is done on white majolica in polychromy with pink, yellow,
orange, violet, blue and green, but also
in green monochrome.
The tureen bears the signature of the
potter Frenchified as “Jacques Boselly”
(fig. 15b). This device was used by artists
both in order not to pay export duty and
to sell products better in France. In Italy,
besides, French ceramics enjoyed great
fame and so it was easier to sell articles
that imitated French production.
It can be hypothesized that the piece
was done between 1768, the year
when Boselli started to do these
Frenchified pieces in his kiln, and 1798,
the year when he started to sign works
together with his partner from Savona
Giuseppe Robatto (“Joseph Reibaud”
or “Raibaud”).

15b
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Among the works at the Museum, on the first floor of
the baronial house, there is a series of manufactured articles of varied nature, referable to so-called folk art of a
devotional character. These are objects from Sicilian
workshops done between the second half of the nineteenth century and the early twentieth century on different supports: glass, wax and silver. There are no certain
data on their origin, but we know for sure that they belong to the private collection of Ludovico Corrao, a tangible sign of his taste for collecting and the antiquarian
markets. In this connection, many of these works, purchased in the nineteen-sixties and displayed in the Senator’s house, originate from the flea market in Palermo,
while others may have been purchased from one of the
two antiquarian brothers in Taormina, Giovanni or Carlo
Panarello, who for a long time traded in materials in
ceroplastics done at Sicilian workshops in Messina,
Palermo, Trapani and the Iblei area, but also in Naples.
Carlo Panarello’s wife, Mirella, made numerous donations to Corrao, listed in the inventories of the Museum.
The presence of these objects in the Gibellina Museum
confirms once again the birth and spread in the nineteenth century of autonomous craftsmanship and workers specializing in the production of devotional images
for a lower-class clientele (Buttitta 1972). In this connection, such objects not only decorated the houses of the
lower classes but had above all an instrumental function
(Jakobson-Bogatirev 1967) and a protective one at strategic points in the domestic and devotional environment
as a form of thanks for grace received (D’Agostino 1991).
Their being on display in the museum alongside other religious images of cultivated origin also denotes the weakness of certain conventional confines between upper and
lower, revealing constant circulation and osmosis of artistic products among the various social levels (Buttitta
1991). It is the case of the alabaster statue depicting St.
Joseph with his Child (cf. Proto, infra), which was certainly destined for an aristocratic, clerical or middle-class
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clientele, but, through a process of descent and mixture
between higher and lower classes, is found with the same
imagery but in a more folk form, in the simulacrum in
wax inside the wooden crib (card 4, Ibid.)
The ceroplastic art, present since antiquity, was affirmed in Sicily in the second half of the seventeenth century thanks to the work of artists like Zumbo in Syracuse
and Rosselli in Messina and showed specialization in the
realization of simulacra of some merit destined for religious functions. In Palermo the presence of Anna Fortino
in the art of manipulating wax gradually gave rise to
craftsmanship specializing in the production of devoted
images of a folk character, covered with fabrics and plant
elements and kept in rich wooden showcases with glass
doors. Already in the nineteenth century, as Pitrè reminds
us, in Palermo a street was named after the mastri cerari
or wax artists, namely Via Bambinai (bamminiddari) in
the Castellammare district. The fact is that the recurrent
subjects of their production were little children (bambinelli) now sleeping now depicted in the act of blessing
or praying. During the Christmas period the production
of bambinelli reached the highest levels. They were displayed in houses on rich beds of embroidered cloths and
depicted, as mentioned, in various poses, or depicted in
the Nativity in rich crib compositions (Buttitta 1985; Uccello 1979). Apart from Palermo the most active centres
of production in the ceroplastic art were Syracuse and
Noto (Caldarella 1987).
Painting on glass of the Holy Family, displayed in the
Museum, also eloquently attests to the gradual separation
of this particular figurative technique from the Venetian
influence first and then the Neapolitan one, and from the
then current custom of representing mythological and biblical subjects for an aristocratic clientele (Buttitta 1972).
The fact is that in that period, thanks to the development
of cart painting in Sicily and the spread of devotional
prints, different schools of pincisanti were formed that
were experts in the technique of painting on glass, with a
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1. Sicilian wax art. Baby Jesus sleeping on pallet in fabric and plant
elements, 20th century, height 53 cm, diam. 32 cm
2. Sicilian wax art. Baby Jesus lying on dormeuse inside a rich floral
composition, 20th century, 32 x 18 cm

2b
2 THE MADONNA AS A CHILD
Sicilian workshop; first half of 19th century;
painted wax in a silver-plated wooden reliquary;
58 x 31 x 40 cm.

1
1 HOLY FAMILY WITH SAINTS
FRANCIS OF PAOLA AND ROSALIA
Workshop in Western Sicily; second half of 19th
century; oil on glass.
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figurative and chromatic code that was independent of
the preceding models. After mythological and biblical subjects that still reflected the taste of an elitist art, little by
little there spread the custom of representing the sacred
images most revered in Sicily, according to an independent
figurative code that involved the use of strong chromatic
tonalities and absence of perspective. The recurrent
themes concern Mary with different titles, the Holy Family,
the Nativity and Baby Jesus captured in various expressions, scenes of the Passion of Jesus Christ, St. Joseph and
St. Francis of Paola, to mention the most important.
Lastly, there is a series of anatomical ex votos depicting
body organs miraculously restored to health by divine intercession. In this case too we are looking at an old custom that consisted of donating to the divinity the part of
the body restored, modelled in silver or wax as a sign of
grace received. As for wax workers, the jewellers and silversmiths too had a street named after them in the Vucciria district and still today these are very active forms of
craftsmanship, concerned above all with the realization

of church trappings: plaques for brotherhoods, reliquaries and ostensories (Trupia 1984).
Embossed and chiselled silver sheets for the realization
of the various organs to take to the shrine were periodically reused, the raw material being melted down again
for new productions. The most widespread silver ex votos
were the heart, the eyes, the breast, the hand, the legs
and the foot, but they extended to all the parts of the
body restored to health through divine intercession. Although every workshop made the objects according to
its own style, there was a precise repertoire to draw on
and a stereotyped figurative code that for example contemplated the representation of the heart not anatomically but according to the traditional imagery: among
flames and surrounded by floral elements in filigree. We
also find the abbreviation G. R., Grace received, on the
surface of the organ, and Mary’s monogram. Depiction
of the female breast and the eyes also reflect the canons
contemplated in the figurative representation of St.
Agatha in Catania and St. Lucy in Syracuse.
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It is certainly the most widespread subject in Palermo painting on glass or at
any rate in western Sicily. In our case the
artist eliminates every background setting, concentrating solely on the figures
portrayed in the foreground, shown
half-length. The members of the Holy
Family are here depicted according to
the traditional iconographic canons: St.
Joseph with the flowering rod and the
Virgin with Baby Jesus in her arms. Jesus
is represented in act of blessing with a
cross in one hand and a lily in the other.
He wears a white tunic, and is seated on
a black cushion with an embroidered
hem. St. Joseph is behind Mary, on the
right, while on the other side St. Francis
of Paola and Saint Rosalia appear: the
former, wrapped in the traditional habit
with a hood, holds a stick in his hands,
while the latter, in the foreground
dressed in blue, with a cloak on her
shoulders and a little crown of roses on
her head, kneels in front of the Virgin
with her Child. The presence of these
two saints alongside the Holy Family
could suggest a local variant on the
theme commonly known as the “Sacred

Conversation”, if it were not for the
presence of St. Joseph, not generally included in this type of representations.
For this reason it would seem more appropriate to consider the subject as a version of the Holy Family, to which there
are added two saints that are among the
most popular in Sicily. The fact is that St.
Francis of Paola is the patron saint of
Sicily and he is especially revered in the
Palermo and Trapani areas, in particular
in Marsala, where he protects sailors and
pirreroti; Saint Rosalia is the patron saint
of Palermo. These elements would suggest attributing the work to a workshop
of pincisanti in Palermo or at any rate in
western Sicily. The glass is guarded by an
inlaid wooden frame decorated with the
gold leaf technique.

2a
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Devotion to the Madonna as a child
arises from the custom of depicting
Mary but above all Jesus as children. According to the tradition, such images in
wax were given to bride and groom on
the day of the wedding, for an evident
augural purpose, in that they set the
premises for the birth of a number of
children.
The children depicted now sleeping and
now blessing or in other poses were exhibited to the public at Christmas as a
sign of devotion.
Mary as a child is generally shown as an
infant wound in swaddling bands. Here
she is depicted sleeping with a rich embroidered dress in tulle, silk satin and
lace with an ample skirt with flounces.
On her head is a silver crown.
The particular position of the supine Virgin on a pallet of white cotton in
broderie anglaise and quilted silk satin
would suggest the theme of the Dormitio Virginis, but the young age of the
girl links her more appropriately to the
theme of the child Madonna, devotion
for whom was particularly widespread
above all in convents at Alcamo and
Erice, where the nuns themselves became experts at sculpting wax and in the
production of Madonnas with the different titles (Crivello 2015).
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3 CHILD MADONNA
Sicilian workshop; first half of 19th century;
painted wax in a silver-plated wooden reliquary
It is on the same subject as the previous
one with some variants. The Virgin as a
child is shown lying on a cushion of embroidered silk, inside a lined reliquary.
Unlike the preceding simulacrum she is
not shown sleeping but with her arms
open in a sign of welcome. She wears a
flame red satin bodice and a long embroidered white skirt. The reliquary is entirely lined inside with padded white
satin and wrought with capitonné, while
on the outside it is covered with embossed silver foil. Behind the Virgin a
white cloak, bordered with gold and appliquéd with little golden stars can be
seen. The cushion is made of tulle and
lace. The small raw wooden cradle, most
probably coming from Albania, is richly
inlaid with geometric patterns on its surface: its side parts are engraved with
square enclosed suns, symbols of fertility.

7
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Inside a wooden showcase, with a door
in glass and lathed columns to the sides,
St. Joseph is represented according to the
traditional canons: in the act of leading
Baby Jesus by hand with a basket in his
arms, while on the other side he holds
the flowering rod. This is the commonest
cult in Sicily in that Joseph represents the
poor saint par excellence, an artisan and
a carpenter, and the protector of the
family. His feast is on 19 March, at the
close of winter and the start of the spring
season, and to the saint there are dedicated a series of augural rites that set the
premises for the rebirth of life and vegetation (Giallombardo 2006). In this connection, the iconographic representation
of the saint at an advanced age, with a
beard and white hair, underlines the contrast with his child, and hence with the
beginning of a new life, marking the opposition old/young, life/death (D’Onofrio:
2000). The flowering rod among the attributes of the saint also symbolizes the
rebirth of nature.
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5 CHRIST DEPOSED IN THE SEPULCHRE
Workshop not identified; first half of 19th century
Painted wax within a wood reliquary.
The deposition of Jesus is the final
episode of the Passion narrated in the
Gospels of Luke (23:53), John (19:41),
Matthew (27:60) and Mark (15:46). Christ
deposed from the cross is wrapped in a
sheet and buried in a grave hewn out in
the rock, in the same place, Golgotha,
where he was crucified. The depiction in
wax has a strongly realistic imprint: the
lifeless body presents different spurts of
blood on the ribs and on the limbs. The
general context also adheres to the
Gospel story, in that it reconstructs the
rocky ridge within which the corpse is
placed, covered by rich vegetation.
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6 PIETÀ
Workshop not identified; late 19th or early 20th century; painted wax within a wood and glass reliquary.
The Madonna, at the foot of the Cross,
holds on her knees the naked body of her
son. She is enwrapped in a black cloak
that also covers her head, surrounded by
a silvered aureole. A sword pierces
through her heart, according to the traditional imagery. In the background
there is the setting of Calvary: the cross
among the trees and the flight of steps.
Christ is represented lifeless with his
naked body lying on his mother and deposed on a white sheet that covers his
sides. On his lower and upper limbs the
presence of blood evokes the Passion of
Jesus and his martyrdom on the Cross.
Among the themes dealt with by wax

sculptors, the birth, life and passion of
Jesus are among the commonest. In
these cases the folk artist does the scenes
in a realistic way, insisting on the wounds
of the bloodless body, perhaps to arouse
the compassion of the devotee.
7 HEART
Sicilian workshop; first half of 20th century;
silver ex voto.
Ex voto in silver foil embossed and chiselled in filigree at the edges. At the top,
in accordance with the convention, the
flames are forged that spring from the
organ, while at the centre of the surface
the letters GR (Grace received) are applied. The object could originate from
the workshop of a Palermo goldsmith.
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2. Morocco, Taruodent. Caftan in brocaded lampas and Dfina in lace,
19th century

ROBERTA CIVILETTO

3. Morocco, Fez or Tetuan. Hizam squelli, lampas with overshot wefts,
19th century

With its richness and typological variety, the museum
section devoted to the textile collections represents a reality of extraordinary document, historical and artistic
value – unique in its kind in Italy – and at once an emblem
of the intercultural nature of the language of the textile
art. In this connection, for centuries the precious cloths
traded in the Mediterranean were a vehicle of transmission of iconographic lexicons and technical traditions between east and west, also able to cause complex symbolic
representations to migrate to very distant territories.
The collection is constituted by about four hundred exemplars in the form of fragments, drapes, furnishing fabrics, costumes and accessories of a lower-class and courtly
character, datable to the 19th and 20th centuries, from different geographical areas in the Mediterranean. The historical nucleus of this original collection came into being
thanks to the donation of a big group of traditional
drapes and clothes put together by the founder of the
museum, Ludovico Corrao, during his long activity as a
refined collector and traveller, always sensitive to beauty
and aware of what remarkable cultural indicators fabrics
are, objects able to reveal important evolutionary
processes of a civilization. The initial corpus over the
years has been enriched with new and interesting purchases predominantly subtended by the idea of perceiving ancient interlacements between cultures that have
originated similar works, offering the visitor, in its entirety, an interesting fresco of the aesthetic universe and
way of dressing of Mediterranean peoples. Despite the
complexity and multiplicity of the textile categories that
constitute the collection, what emerges from a careful
comparative analysis of the single exemplars is the amazing confluence of formal models, execution techniques
and decorative themes identified. This makes it possible
to formulate numerous pathways of in-depth examination in various disciplinary spheres, to trace out lines of
contact with other parallel expressions of the art but also
to reflect on the vivacity of the commercial, economic
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1. Morocco, Taruodent. Caftan in brocaded lampas, 19th century

ANCIENT BONDS AND INTERWOVEN HISTORIES.
THE COLLECTION OF COSTUMES AND OTHER MANUFACTURED TEXTILE ARTICLES

and cultural relations that for a long period animated the
Mediterranean basin, a theatre of exchanges between
West and Near East, and on the evolution of the dynamics of diffusion of a type of imagination common to numerous ethnic groups.
The costumes and the old fabrics allow us to penetrate
into the history of peoples, since each of these manufactured articles testifies to the cultural characteristics of the
region of origin and studying them can lead to a broader
and more balanced understanding of a whole culture.
The garment, in particular, in addition to always having
played a role that is both functional and symbolic, brings
a human and living dimension to history. Through the
fabrics, the cut, the ornamental motifs, the accessories,
the way in which it is worn, it represents the person who
wears it and through conventional more or less encoded
signs it expresses a certain number of values: it indicates
the geographical origin, the social rank, the gender and
the religious profession. In this system of signs, which is
rigorous and binding, a particular place is occupied by
the traditional costume, responsible for the distinctive
connotation of a community, for transmission of the ethnic identity, for manifestation of a precise culture, so that
it is a real “language” of the community (Barthes 1970).
Circulation and assimilation of formal matrixes and techniques is often favoured by migratory phenomena, commercial exchanges and political dominations, but also
and above all by reasons of a religious type. The fact is
that religion is a factor of strong ethnic and social cohesion also able to unify very vast geographical areas. This
aspect appears very evident in numerous items in the collection in the museum, in which the formal structure and
the ornamental syntax reveal the influence of Islamic religious thought, as well as the artistic and material tradition connected to it, which, associated, succeed in
connoting the great eastern world. The Islamic civilization, particularly proud of its own identity, has always
been hostile to transformations, maintaining stable in
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time customs, traditions and ceremonies in which today
the manufactured textile article still plays a polysemic
role. The style of a garment, once rooted in society,
hardly changes, so much so that until the 19th century
Muslim people did not know the idea of fashion (Orsi
Landini 1998: 126-127). The way of dressing, despite the
differences that connote the populations of the various
territories with the Islamic faith, have in common the
fundamental scheme of the set of clothing and the morphological formulation of the single items that make it
up. The garments do not show substantial differences between the male and female genders or between rich and
poor, generally including shirt or blouse, tunic, waistcoat,
trousers, belt and headgear, on which there may be superimposed cloaks or several surcoats according to the
social rank or the geographical area. In some North
African countries, in coastal towns, the compositional
scheme of clothing is enriched with several superimposed
elements that allow one to glimpse the underlying garment, while in rural areas the tradition of the draped garment remains, with the use of ample fabrics that suggest
effects of great softness. These formal characteristics
show a clear reference to the Greek-Roman classical tradition, which conceived the garment as a pleasant wrap
with which to establish a relationship of great harmony.
In both cases the structure of the garment is based upon
big lines, with geometric and simple sartorial cuts that
exploit to the utmost the height of the cloths employed
and essentially confer on the garment a bidimensional
aspect; moreover, the combination of garments tends entirely to cover the figure, from the shoulders to the ankle,
helping to confer an image of great dignity on the person. Wealth and power are denoted by the quantity of
garments worn, as well as by the preciousness of the fabrics and by the presence of showy embroideries. An element making a distinction between male and female
clothes, together with the presence of ornaments and
soft outlines in the sartorial wrapping in female clothes,
is the use of the cloak or veil that entirely covers the face
in some cases. The garment that most of all plays the role
of a common denominator in Mediterranean countries is
the caftan, in Arabic qaftane, the one most represented
in the museum collection, present in numerous forms deriving from the different interpretations that the various
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Muslim peoples have given of it, but essentially constant
in the morphological structure. Originating from ancient
Persia, it is one of the most ancient garments of eastern
attire, which probably underwent the influence of the
costumes of the Egyptian Mamelukes (Sorber 2001: 23).
Used by both men and women, it belongs to the category
of surcoats and is worn over other garments (shirt or
blouse, tunic, trousers) completely covering them. Usually
having no collar, it goes down softly to the feet like a
long tunic, without cuts from the shoulder down to the
ground. Open at the front, often adorned by frogs and
striped with trimmings, it has long and wide sleeves. For
centuries both nomads in the desert and notables in
towns have continued to wear it with very few changes.
Women daily wear it in a sober version, but it is instead
embellished with braids and complex ornamental motifs
during festive ceremonies.
Some very elegant exemplars displayed at the museum
have been selected from the nucleus of manufactured
textile articles from Morocco, and among the most significant there are female caftans, datable to around the
last quarter of the 19th century, done with fabrics in brocaded lampas with silk decorated with floral motifs, with
profiles marked by gilded braids, which are worn by the
bride or by her female guest of honour, called the hattara, on the occasion of the nuptial ceremony, together
with other rich accessories that define the complex custom (fig. 1). As in other countries in the Maghreb, in Morocco too marriage is one of the most important
moments in life, full of social and symbolic meanings, in
which the woman is the absolute protagonist. The complex ceremony has maintained unchanged in time the
most salient phases, lasting a whole week, and naturally
has preserved the formal structure of the bride’s dress,
called the arousa. During this period the young woman
undergoes a long preparation on the aesthetic plan, with
profound initiatory value, marking the passage from the
state of being a young girl to that of being a married
woman; the different evolutions of the ritual appear visible both on the body, through purification treatments,
scenting, tattoos and makeup, and in the attire, which
changes and is enriched during particular moments of
the feast. The signs and symbols that are painted with
henna directly on the skin of the young bride are also
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metaphorical coverings and an integral part of the clothing process, since with their apotropaic value they drive
away the evil eye and protect the person from adverse
forces.
Over the caftan the woman generally wears a lighter
dress, with the same cut as the caftan, called dfina, often
manufactured with a transparent fabric that can be
muslin, silk veil or netting with small holes in it, frequently decorated with embroideries, a significant example of which is the prototype in the museum (fig. 2),
datable to the beginning of the 20th century, done in lace
with metallic yarns and applications of star-shaped silk
embroideries (Besancenot 1988: 183, 192-193, plates 12,
D, no. 2). Through an ancient tradition the wealthiest
young women wear caftans manufactured with very precious silk fabrics generally imported from France, in particular Lyon, adorned with decorative motifs in rocaille
style, typical of French textile production in the second
half of the eighteenth century but reinterpreted according to a clear revival taste; poorer brides resort to more
modest fabrics, locally produced, but without foregoing
pleasant aesthetic effects with a rich chromatic range in
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which brightness and brilliance of shades is much sought
after. Under the caftan the bride wears a voluminous
blouse (tahtiya) with long and wide sleeves, usually embroidered, and bulging trousers, down to the calves,
called seroual, made with very light fabrics. An accessory
that in the rich clothing of the bride has strong symbolic
value is the belt – a clear allusion to fertility – that marks
the waist and is worn over the qaftane and the dfina. It
can be of two types: a narrow silk strip, embroidered with
silk or metallic yarn and application of gems, generally
with floral designs, called mdomma, and a wide and long
fringed band, made with rich fabrics wrought with silky
and metallic wefts, characterised by the presence of various ornamental pseudo-geometrical and arabesque motifs, made on particular looms set up on purpose for their
creation, and succeeding one another regularly all over
the object, called hizam squelli (Besancenot 1988: plates
14, 56, E2, no. 28). The long belt, usually made in ateliers
in Fez and Tétouan, also appears on the male nuptial suit
in a lot of communities in Southern Morocco. The aesthetic characteristics described above are found in the
two hizam in the museum, datable to the beginning of
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the 19th century, (fig. 3) and their precious fabrics with
overshots, with motifs proposing complex interlacements
developing alternately on the whole length, testify to
one of the distinctive aspects of Islamic decorative language: the marked geometrical character of the forms
and their constant repetitiveness are closely linked to reasons of a religious type since Muslim spirituality sees in
contemplation of forms repeated to infinity the possibility of reaching the divine. The solemn image of the Moroccan bride is lastly completed by the diadem, a showy
ornament called taj, generally in gold or silver but not infrequently also on a textile support, densely decorated
with gems, garnets or coral pearls, then worn on a
foulard with ample stripes. The one in the collection, datable to the later 19th or early 20th century, is a rare example of taj (fig. 4) showing the version of the most ancient
model of the Moroccan clothing tradition, connoted by
a textile bearing structure, in the shape of a high cambered bowl, embellished by soft silk tassels hanging to
the sides and, on the front, applications of plates of embossed and chiselled silver and fragments of red coral
(Besancenot 1988: 145, 194-195, plates 10, 13, 15, G1, no.
1). The influence of Greek-Roman culture can be perceived in some garments of inland Berber groups, as in
the female dress-drapes, made with ample fabrics in polychrome wool cloth on a vertical loom by the women, according to an ancient technical tradition, closed with
silver fibulas, or in the male bournos used by the inhabitants of Atlas. These are heavy semicircular cloaks with
hoods, made in wool from a single piece, often finished
off with complex embroidery decorations reproducing
lozenge designs and schewron and piped by long fringes,
used during very cold winters in mountainous areas.
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Among the symbolic motifs that frequently appear on
these manufactured articles there is a big ogival form,
which transversally occupies the whole back; inside it
there appear minute stylized designs, a graphic transposition of the flowering garden of the Islamic spiritual tradition. The form of the garment harks back to the Roman
cucullus, which was a big and winding cloak in heavy
wool with a hood, giving protection against cold, rain
and wind, primarily employed during long journeys. The
example in the collection (fig. 5), datable to the first half
of the 20th century, done on a loom, in wool with embroideries with polychrome yarns, constitutes a very interesting example of the category, in which we find the
symbolic almond (Besancenot 1988: 172, plate 48).
The biggest nucleus of manufactured textile articles in
the collection is constituted by Tunisian costumes and
fabrics. The traditional Tunisian garment is the fruit of an
interesting admixture of cultural influences inherited in
the course of history by the populations that dominated
the country and by the migratory flows of ethnic groups
that settled there. The bond with the ancient is perceived
in the typology of the draped garment that, as in Morocco, is the mostly used by rural populations, where certain costumes still today correspond to a precise tribal
identity. This aspect is more accentuated in the Berber
populations, considered by scholars the old autochthonous populations. By contrast, the influence of the Middle East connotes the city garment, which, though
undergoing the constant affirmation of western models,
still continues to survive, exerting its charm, and it is not
by chance that in many families ceremonial garments, always made according to the tradition, are jealously preserved. The contaminations of eastern clothing art is
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4. Morocco. Taj, diadem with shaped textile support, end of 19th or
beginning of 20th century

7. Tunisia, Hammamet. Jebba, of the day of the jelwa (qmejja), middle of
the 20th century

5. Morocco, Atlas. Bournos, wool cloth embroidered in polychrome wool
threads, early 20th century

8. Tunisia, Hammamet. Jebba in green velvet and embroideries in
lamellar gold, second half of the 20th century.

9. Tunisia, Hammamet. Jebba in green velvet
and embroideries in lamellar gold, second half
of the 20th century.

6. Tunisia. Qmejja in white cotton cloth, 20th century

revealed in the refinement of the weaving techniques, in
the arabesque decorative motifs and in particular in the
presence of refined embroideries. Very strong characteristics were brought in the past by Jewish communities
coming from Palestine and subsequently from those of
Andalusia, who took refuge in Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco after expulsion from Spain in 1492. The long duration of the Turkish-Ottoman dominion in North Africa –
but also in most of the territories of the Middle and Near
East, as well as in a large part of Europe – then contributed to amalgamating the different technical and
artistic traditions and leaving important signals in the
forms and in the symbols that characterize the ceremonial Tunisian costume. Among the examples in the museum, of great interest are the female bridal dresses from
the 19th and 20th centuries.
The attention paid to the fabrics, garments, accessories
and decorations that embellish every component of the
costume reveals the very important role played by the
bride in the long and complex nuptial rite, as happens in
the Moroccan one; such manufactured articles often
being the result of her own skilled work, the feast becomes an opportunity to show off the young woman’s
extraordinary embroidering and sartorial skills. The ancient custom requires the bride to have manifold dresses
with various cuts and the numerous garments to be worn
on one another during the seven days of the ceremony.
After the first phase of the rite, devoted to the embellishment of the girl, the heart of the ceremony is constituted by the revelation rite, called jalua, which
corresponds to the presentation of the young woman to
the bridegroom but also to all the women invited that so
that they can appreciate her splendour. In some towns
the girl also wears seven tunics, afterwards removed one
by one, to let the guests admire them during the feast
that is held before she leaves the paternal home. The
bride awaits the groom in the courtyard of the latter,
seated on a throne, just like a queen, dressed in the wedding costume – in some cases it is the last tunic left after
the revelation, which coincides with the most beautiful
dress – made up and covered with jewels, red henna on
her hands, usually protected by richly adorned gloves.
She repeatedly covers and uncovers her face with her tattooed hands, as a symbolic gesture of farewell to the pa-
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ternal home and her youth (Tanfous et al 1988; Allali et
al 1995).
The nuptial costume is formed by a tunic, a sort of caftan, which can be in three different versions and depending on the execution techniques employed and the slight
variations in decoration takes on different names: jebba,
qmejja or dokhla; by the blouse, with wide pagoda
sleeves manufactured with light fabrics, generally transparent (sùriya), the waistcoat (farmla), a precious element interpreted in different versions, wide amphora
trousers (saroual); a headgear, often in the form of a bonnet (duka or kufiya); and veils for the head and for the
face. Extensive portions of the dress are covered by embroideries in metallic yarn, in gold and silver, applications
of paillettes and bouillons, frogs and buttons, while the
perimeter is usually marked by wide braids or gilded trimmings. The rich repertoire of decorative motifs is composed of an alternation of geometric designs, densely
concatenated – a metaphorical expression of the dimension of the infinite and a fundamental attribute of Allah
– of palms, leaves, tulips, cypresses, pots full of flowers,
distinctive iconographic themes of the decorative language of Muslim art, and of lucky symbols and prophylactics like the fish, the eye and the hand of Fatima
(komsa) or schematized images of the mihrab (Vivier
1995: 46-57). The imposing costume is covered with gold
or silver, and enriched only on the seventh and last day
of the ceremony by an embroidered belt, a symbol of fertility and the real entrance into matrimonial life. Wearing
it, the bride takes on the solemn and stately appearance
of the icon. In rural regions and mountain villages
women alternate the basic composition of the bridal
dress with the broad drape-dresses called houli and the
rectangular shawls called bahnùg, with overshots and
embroideries reproducing polychrome transversal bands,
in wool and cotton, minute geometrical motifs or
schematic anthropomorphic figurations, then defined
along the edges by tassels, fringes and coloured pompons. This type of manufactured article, an integral part
of the female dress, widely used in general in ceremonial
attire, is made by women on vertical looms and coloured
with natural dyes, through bathing in cloth after weaving or with partial dyeing techniques, in different background colours corresponding to the three ages of the
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life cycle: white for girls, red and purplish for the women,
and blue and black for elderly women. Their refinement
is given by the perfect regularity of the weaving, by the
brilliance of the colours of the embroideries and by the
uniformity of the dyes of the cloth (Tanfous et al. 1988:
183-238, plates 58-63, 66). Indicative of what was mentioned above is the series of Tunisian female ceremonial
tunics in the collection of the museum, present in all
three of the versions indicated. To the category of the
qmejja tunic there belongs the example in white cotton
fabric, going down to the ankles, with wide polychrome
silk ribbons that mark the inside structures, the rigid pectoral embroidered in metallic yarn and tassels in polychrome silk thread, datable to the end of the 19th century.
This is the oldest tunic model in which there are evident
traces of influence of the Roman classical costume in the
coloration of the dress, ample and deprived of cuts, with
the presence of vertical braids, very similar to Latin clavi
(fig. 6). A variation on this old style is the tunic-blouse,
made in white flax, with model and decorations analogous to the preceding one but with pagoda sleeves in
wrought tulle (Allali et al 1995: 70-75). The dress can also
take on a rigid and imposing form, with an under-structure generally in flax cloth afterwards entirely covered
by dense embroideries in gold yarn, which attains the effect of a very precious gilded caress, as shown in the prototype in the museum, datable to the beginning of the
20th century (fig. 7). Also present is the precious jebba,
going down to the knees, exemplified by the manufactured article made of green silk velvet and embellished
by embroideries in lamellar gold alternating with wide
vertical ribbons, starting from a central column also
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densely adorned with metallic embroideries with plant
and geometrical motifs (fig. 8) and from the one, also
made in smooth cut pile, green in colour, afterwards covered with embroideries in various metallic threads and
wide loom braids (fig. 9). A rare caftan that is worn on
the seventh day of marriage, datable to the late 19th or
early 20th century, from Hamamet, shows the splendour
and richness of this precise phase of the ceremony (fig.
10). The long dress, which has no collar and has threequarter sleeves, is made in smooth silk velvet, cut a violet
colour. On the whole perimeter a wide lamellar silk and
gold braid appears with floral motifs and the hand of Fatima, while the edge of the sleeves is striped by a wide
braid in the form of a ribbed plait and in line with the
opening there are twelve gilded frogs. Airy embroidery
in gilded twist develops on the front parts and on the
sleeves, tracing out big inflorescences, fish and, once
again, the theme of the hand of Fatima. Under this kind
of tunic the woman wears a blouse with long pagoda
sleeves, scalloped or embroidered, generally in veil or
wrought tulle, with an embroidered plastron, well represented by the model in the collection that bears the
name sùriya (fig. 11), then accompanied by a short waistcoat, visible below the tunic (farmla). The latter garment,
present in many European female ceremonial costumes,
constitutes a symbolic bond among the various Mediterranean peoples. It is not easy to distinguish the place of
its origin since it has been present since the 16th century
in female attire in Muslim Spain and is also found in the
Sardinian traditional custom. Widespread in Turkish and
Greek female attire but also found in Albania, Serbia and
other areas of the Balkans where it is considered a typical
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10. Tunisia, Hammamet. Jebba female bridal dress of the 7th day, middle
of the 20th century
11. Tunisia, Hammamet. Sùriya, shirt in satin, second half of the 20th century
12. Tunisia. Ber-rayyàt, female waistcoat of the 7th day of marriage, 20th
century
13-14. Tunisia. Farmla, female waistcoat in embroidered cotton fabric,
late 19th century or first half of the 20th century
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11

13

12

14

element of clothing, both male and female, it is generally
very short, and can have laps crossing over or straight
hand and takes the name yelek (Lunghi 1991: 11-17).
In its different local interpretations it makes an important appearance in the Algerian and Tunisian ceremonial
costume (Belkaid 1998: 95-107).
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In the Tunisian female clothing tradition the garment
is usually manufactured with rich silk fabrics, open at the
front, with a big oval neckline and scalloped winglets on
the shoulders in line with the armhole; it always has embroidery applications in metallic yarns, spikelets and
gilded or silvered cords, on the front, while the inside
structures and the perimeter are finished off by rich braids
delineating geometrical forms or lucky charms; along the
opening gilded frogs or a rich line of buttons frequently
appear. Sometimes this garment, when it has ampler and
squarer forms, is superimposed on the caftan or tunic
completing the costume. This version is called ber-rayyàt
(fig. 12) and is the waistcoat worn on the seventh day of
marriage. It is always green, in velvet embroidered with
silvered or gilded yarns, usually enriched by motifs of a
propitiatory character. Referable to the first typology are
the old farmla waistcoats, both datable to between the
late 19th century and the first half of the 20th century,
which exhibit two different embroidery decoration techniques, the cord one and the satin stitch one (figs. 13-14).
The model with a more regular cut, going down to the
waist, always open at the front, and sometimes endowed
with short straight sleeves, is illustrated by the examples
in smooth velvet, green and red, datable to the middle of
the 20th century (figs. 15-16). Typical accessories completing the rich wedding dress are gloves, constituted by two
small ogival panels sewn together and richly adorned by
embroideries with floral subjects, worn during the rite of
the unveiling to protect the hands painted with henna,
well represented by the objects proposed here (fig. 17),
and a bonnet, an accessory originating from Spain, worn
for the first time on the day of the marriage and then remaining an exclusive feature of the married women. Its
form can differ a lot between different places in Tunisia
but the various models have in common the richly decorated crown, the side pendants, made with strips of cloth
or twines and the textile panel hanging down the back,
often removable, in fabric showily embroidered with
polychrome silk threads or in metallic threads as we see
in the two examples in the museum, all richly embroidered (fig. 18). Another variety of jebba worn by Hammamet brides during the nuptial ceremony is the one
called kadrùn brodè, (fig. 19) whose cut is also assimilable
to that of the caftan. It always has the appearance of a
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15-16. Tunisia. Farmla, female waistcoat in velvet embroidered in gold,
middle of the 20th century
17. Tunisia. Bride’s gloves in embroidered satin in gold thread, middle of
the 20th century
18. Tunisia. Bonnet in fabric with embroideries in gold thread, middle of
the 20th century

15

16

18

17

long black tunic, generally manufactured with wool fabrics, entirely open on the before, with a semicircular décolletage and short sleeves with wide cuffs in orange silk
fabric (Tanfous et al. 1988: 90, plate 22). The costume, in
its complete structure, can be worn over the white blouse
(sùriya) with pagoda sleeves in tulle worked with a needle, or on the flax tunic adorned by vertical stripes in silk
with parallel polychrome lines (qmejja bel-hwàši), and on
embroidered wide white trousers; lastly, the kadrùn brodè
is tightened at the waist by a belt (fùta), in silk with polychrome motifs with strips, usually yellow and red. The article in the collection, datable to the beginning of the 20th
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19. Tunisia, Hammamet. Jebba Kadrùn brodé, female ceremonial suit,
beginning of the 20th century
20. Tunisia, Hammamet. Jebba, matùza, female ceremonial suit,
beginning of the 20th century
21-22. South of Tunisia. Houli in wool cloth, beginning of the 20th century
23-24. Turkey. Female Kaftan in silk and velvet satin, second half of the
19th century

19

20
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century, shows the typical connotative aspects of the
sumptuous costume, where the embroidery decoration
with threads of gilded silver, little cords and applications
of paillettes takes on a primary role, just as its very name
affirms. Here the needle and application adornment, in
the form of lozenge motifs alternating with minute floral
elements, develops within an ample hem that outlines the
front opening and the edge of the dress, while on the
wide cuffs and on the front quarters there unwinds a
motif with sinuous ramage of leaves and flowers. Further,
a wool fabric, dyed black, and embroideries in gilded silver are the characteristics of another ceremonial dress,
called jebba matùza, part of the nucleus of garments from
the same Tunisian city (fig. 20). The female dress, one of
the most important and widespread in the clothing tradition of modern Tunisia, is distinguished by a trapezoidal
shape, flared lower down, a big heart décolleté, marked
by thick gilded cord worked to an interlacement, short
winglet sleeves with a scalloped profile, defined by gilded
spikelets and minute embroideries, also in gilded thread,
which create single floral corollas set out in a chequerboard on a background of dots or little roses inscribed
within a bow frame, along the edge. The whole attire, as
in the previous case, is completed by the white blouse
(sùriya), a wide shawl with polychrome strips that richly
marks the waist, and a headgear decorated with embroidery (Tanfous et al. 1988: 94, plate 24). In the rich section
of Tunisian articles you can also appreciate a big and compact nucleus of big wool cloths, all datable to the beginning of the 20th century, the famous houli, from rural
areas and from the South of Tunisia, present in the different chromatic variations, worked on the loom with
minute geometric motifs or with bright embroidery decorations depicting anthropomorphic and animal figures,
used as a headgear or to be draped on the body in the
form of a dress (figs. 21-22).
The precious Turkish textile articles displayed at the museum show the evident influence of the old and sumptuous Byzantine decoration and clothing tradition,
afterwards inherited by Ottoman culture. Among the
pieces examined, the most significant ones are some female caftans in cut pile, smooth, in one piece, and in silk
satin, with the intense colours of Bordeaux, violet and
black, all datable to around the beginning of the 20th cen-
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tury, which were worn for important family ceremonies
like engagement. The dresses go down to the feet, are
slightly flared at the bottom, and have a semicircular décolleté, deep front aperture and long straight sleeves;
they are adorned by refined embroideries in gold yarn delineating the décolleté and the edges and creating a big
floral composition with a symmetrical formulation of sinuous shoots with leaves and flowers on them alternating
with wattles, which unwind on big inside areas (figs. 2324) or are made up into single sprigs with flowers on them
in a chequerboard on the whole surface. This kind of
dress, worn over an ample blouse, is tightened at the
waist by a rich metal belt sometimes enriched by studs or
tassels, while on the head the woman usually wears a
small cylindrical beret, densely embroidered or with applications of gems and beads, which takes various names
depending on the materials used (rakcin, arakcin, tac,
tukaz) then covered by a quadrangular silk cloth (Gunay
1986: 23, 36, 92). Abundant presence of embroidery decoration on these garments is without doubt to be connected to Muslim art. The type of decoration that covers
the garments shows a major influence of the Islamic
repertoire, carried over from Turkish culture, where plant
elements play a privileged role in the ornamental language. The rose, together with the numerous floral varieties present in the design solution, evoke the idea of the
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garden full of flowers, a happy allusion to the Islamic paradise. The sinuous style of the forms and the absence of
animal motifs distinguish Turkish production from that of
other countries with Islamic culture, which shows a tendency to use geometrical items, arabesques or symbolic
animals. The predilection for floral elements, with depiction often very close to reality, indicates the influence of
western countries through continual commercial or diplomatic exchanges. Needle decoration has always characterized refined Turkish fabrics; in this connection, starting
from the first years of the Hegira, the doors and pillars of
mosques were covered with embroidered cloths, later replaced by more durable stone and majolica panels reproducing analogous iconographic themes. In Ottoman
Turkey the embroidery art rose to very high quality levels.
The embroiderers, traditionally men, used their skill to
adorn blankets, decorative towels (peskir or makrama),
book bindings, curtains and of course clothes, and the
koine that was worked out long influenced textile art in
eastern and western Europe (Gerves 1982: 1-2). Every precious object was wound around refined cloths adorned
with embroidery with motifs with bunches of flowers and
sprigs with flowers on them, mixed with Persian and
sometimes Chinese elements, often done with a needle
technique without a recto and a verso. To commemorate
important anniversaries it was a custom of the Turkish
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25. Albania. Xhybe, female ceremonial cloak, end of the 19th century

28. Syria, Aleppo. Shawl, taffetas and overshot wefts in gold thread, first
twenty years of the 20th century

26-27. Albania. Yelek, female waistcoat in velvet with embroideries in
spun gold, end of the 19th century

26

25

27

people to give handkerchiefs and towels wrought with a
needle, and many foreign ambassadors received as diplomatic gifts cloths and caftans always decorated with very
refined embroideries in metallic yarn. The fame of and
demand for these manufactured articles reached such a
level that from the beginning of the 17th century to the
end of the 18th century professionals embroiderers were
sent to Paris from Turkey to make clothes and lining fabrics (Gonzales Palacios 1981). In the 18th and 19th centuries,
interlacements and cords (gilded or coloured spikelets)
were meticulously applied on complex designs and then
copied in different countries: Greece, Albania, Central European countries, but, as already mentioned, also in other
countries in the Maghreb. In all these area their use was
introduced through military uniforms. An example of
how the Turkish decorative language strongly influenced
the European clothing style and in particular that of the
Balkan area is furnished by some Albanian garments present in the museum, which constitute the ceremonial costume, developed between the 14th and 16th centuries,
today only used for important events like marriages or the
feasts of patron saints, characterised by the variety of embroideries and the quality of the cloths; these change according to the region of origin but substantially show
stylistic unity. The aesthetic qualities mentioned are evident in all the examples in the collection, datable to the
late 19th or early 20th century. Numerous elements make
up the complex Albanian traditional costume, an item to
be found in all Balkan countries, where the single garments, showing a typically Islamic style, are ostentatiously
superimposed on one another; both because of the par-
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ticular morphology and the way of wearing them, each
garment allows one to glimpse the one under it. On the
blouse, skirt or trousers, two waistcoats are worn that are
left open; over them there is a jacket and a cloak, with
open sleeves or cuts through which the shirt sticks out;
high strip belts are wound around the waist while over
heavy stockings embroidered gaiters are worn and then
shoes and headgear, diadems and veils, even amounting
to no fewer than twenty-nine visible elements. In these
areas Islamic influence found a fertile terrain, since at the
time of the Great Migrations there were Avar, Bulgarian,
Mongolian and other influxes that introduced many elements of the costume of the steppes of Central Asia. Because of the long Turkish domination the oriental fashion
became very popular in the Balkan peninsula from the
14th century to the beginning of the 20th century, both
among the city aristocracy and among the inhabitants of
villages. The fashion preferred by the rich merchant class
and by members of the local aristocracy in Walachia, Serbia, Macedonia, Albania and Greece constantly followed
the style of the Ottomans, distinguished from the manufactured articles of the previous countries by greater richness of materials and refinement of tailoring and finishing
touches. The inspiration coming from the Turkish costume
is noticed in the numerous types of jackets, masculine and
female, long and short, sleeved or sleeveless, generally
manufactured in wool cloth, in the richest version in velvet or in silk satin; like the coeval Ottoman models, they
are richly adorned with high gilded braids worked on the
loom, by braids composed made up as pigtails in gold or
silver thread, densely juxtaposed and sewn together, by
dense embroideries in silk cords or again by the application of frogs and studs. The Albanian manufactured articles examined are constituted by a female coatee called
tchepken, a female ceremonial mantle called xhybe (fig.
25) and a female waistcoat (yelek) (figs. 26-27). The first
garment, a short jacket, stuffed with wool and quilted,
open at the front and buttonless, with a round décolleté,
little splits at the sides and scalloping at the front, long
shaped sleeves, partially open and ending in a tip to cover
the hands, is made with an ikat satin fabric, typical of central Asia, with vertical lines that alternate with shot motifs. Dense embroideries, with symmetrical and
mirror-fashion arrangement, created by little cords and
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gilded spikelets, which trace out arabesque, floral, lanceolate composition and reticule motifs occupy both the
sleeves on the back. A wide gilded braid underlines the
inside and external areas of the garment. According to
the sartorial technique of the Islamic tradition, the jacket
is manufactured connecting the cloths in such a way as to
exploit the height of the fabric to the utmost, while the
eastern taste is again perceived in the shape of the long
sleeves according to a kurd-Persian custom (Tilke 1979:
plate I, card 1). Another distinctive feature of the attire
of Turkey and the Balkans is the employment of printed
cotton as a lining for cloaks and waistcoats, as our example shows. Printed fabrics, of Indian and Persian derivation, decorated with flowers, trees, snakes and parrots,
originated from Istanbul and were known by the name
yazma (Lunghi 1991: 28-33, cards 6, 7 and 8). The female
cloak (xhybe) is made in black cloth, a semicircular shape,
sleeveless, with a deeply marked shoulder line, a collar
with a scalloped band and open at the front but with a
big oval button jewel, in metal. Its considerable ampleness
is obtained by juxtaposing various trapezoidal pieces. The
manufactured article is richly decorated by embroideries
in gilded little cords and in black silk that wind over the
whole surface on two ornamental levels that alternate
and define floral designs and arabesque mirroring effects.
A series of gilded spikelets mark the perimeter and the
décolleté creating a serpentine motif. The style of this
type of cloak, which is the most important element of the
female bridal costume, derives from the Turkish djoubba
and was worn over a series of other garments: a blouse, a
short jacket with hanging sleeves and bulging trousers. A
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very similar garment was found in Morocco in the 19th
century down to the beginning of the 20th century, where
it was worn by the Jewish women of Tangiers and
Tetouan on their wedding day and for other important
ceremonies. This is the Grande Robe, whose sumptuous
applied embroideries take up Hispanic-Moorish motifs
(Lunghi 1991: 18, card 1). The two female waistcoats,
manufactured in smooth velvet, show the sartorial structure already found in other analogous Tunisian prototypes, but unlike the latter present a big round collar. The
whole surface is densely covered with embroideries with
gilded little cords creating drop and floral shapes. In the
collection there are also numerous garments from the
Middle East, with nucleuses coming from Syria, from
Palestine and from Jordan. As in other Islamized territories, in these countries too it was customary, among dignitaries and court officials, to superimpose several
garments: ample trousers, wool pullovers, tunic shirts with
long straight or pagoda sleeves, then accompanied by
round headgears, turbans and veils. The fabrics are often
spun, worked on the loom or decorated with embroidery
artisanally, at the local level, but some refined accessories,
particularly silk scarves, are produced in various urban
centres specializing in the manufacture of quality fabrics
and sold in many places. This is the case of the scarves and
“Aleppo” silks, which take their name from the place in
which they are woven, the Syrian city of Aleppo, characterised by the high execution quality, the rich material
employed, polychrome silks and metallics, remarkable and
highly effective geometric designs with brocaded wefts
and overshots a beige and gold colour on background
shades in red burgundy, violet, azure and blue. These
kinds of cloths and scarves became part of male and female clothing in the area of Turkey, Palestine and
Jerusalem. A variation on these manufactured articles,
produced with the combination of silk and cotton yarns,
characterised by variegated colorations and fantasies of
alternating or superimposed lines and bands in different
sizes, called by different names according to the chromatic nuance, are produced in Damascus and Aleppo and
much used in Palestine for the completion of the costume
(Weir 1989: 36-42). In Syria they also make other particular
silk cloths primarily for ornamental use, called Donà, from
the surname of a family of Genoese weavers and traders
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that moved to Syria in the 20th century and began production, dictating the technical and stylistic characteristics still
present in such manufactured articles, in which the western style of the decorative motifs is evident. To the first
category of cloths there belongs the silk shawl, rectangular, purple in colour, with a fringed extremity, richly
wrought with overshots in gold yarn, datable to about
the first twenty years of the 20th century (fig. 28). From a
single big refined cloth of this type, folded back on itself,
there are made the typical male tunic cloaks, rectangular
ones, called aba, going down to the feet and entirely
open at the front, with big side openings for the arms to
go through, worn by high dignitaries and imams. The demand for similar refined fabrics, considered authentic
works of art, is such as to have given rise to the custom of
inserting in the object, during workmanship on the loom,
a manufacturer’s hallmark, sometimes the signature of
the person making the article. Alongside this kind of ceremonial mantle, primarily made in the Aleppo workshops,
in Syria there is another type of aba, made according to
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29. Syria. Kaftan-thob, female holiday attire, middle of the 20th century

30. Southern Palestine, Bir-as-Sab. Kaftan-thob azraq, female suit, first
thirty years of the 20th century

the most widespread Islamic sartorial tradition and also
destined for men belonging to the noble class. Their style
is comparable to that of the caftan, with long sleeves and
a straight and ample front opening. These mantles are always characterised by sumptuous silk fabrics which show
motifs with slender vertical lines with effects of arrangement of warps, often assembled with other fabrics with
metallic overshots and minute geometric or floral designs
of a stylized type. The décolleté, shoulders, conjunction
points and perimeter are usually outlined by little cords
so as to delineate geometric mirroring with great aesthetic effect. The aforesaid characteristics can be appreciated in the aba tunic in the museum, datable to the
beginning of the 20th century. From Syria there originates
an interesting female costume found in rural areas (thob),
also datable to the beginning of the 20th century. It is a
long dress in white cotton fabric, slightly flared towards
the outer extremity, with a circular décolleté with a deep
opening at the front, long straight sleeves to which, lower
down, there are sewn panels in printed cotton fabric, triangular in shape, ending with tassels. Along the wrists
and on the front panel there are distributed, on vertical
stripes, successions of floral compositions, geometrically
made, which with polychrome embroidery depict vases
with tulips, roses and carnations, some of these topped
by small cypresses. The white colour of the dress points
out its festive use, while the decorative motifs on plant
subjects, among which the cypress tree, together with the
needle technique employed for the execution of the embroidery, that is the cross-stitch, reveal the influence of
the textile culture of nearby Palestine, where the art of
embroidery has reached high quality levels and the motif
of the cypress tree has become a symbol of territorial
identity (fig. 29). These aspects appear evident in the
Palestinian traditional female costume, in which one observes an embroidering style and structural characteristics
that are well defined and constant in time even though
with slight interpretative variants depending on the different regions of the country. The female costume, generally called thob or jillayeh in its richer version,
morphologically very similar to the Syrian one, is a long
dress covering the body down to the ankle, broadly
flared, with a rectangular or circular décolleté and long
narrow or wide pagoda sleeves. Many of these garments

Southern Palestine, locally known by the name thob
azraq, and deriving precisely from a place called Bir-asSab’ (fig. 30). In our case, the costume, datable to the
nineteen-thirties, shows formal and stylistic characteristics
that link it to a woman belonging to a wealthy class. The
prevalence of the red shade in the needle cross-stitch decoration indicates her married status (usually a predominance of light blue shows the woman is unmarried). The
Bedouins of Bir-Sab’ use a local costume that is very similar
to that of women living in Gaza and like the latter they
wear a long black dress embroidered with lively designs,
a big rectangular shawl in black cotton draped on the
head and on the body and a foulard around the waist,
drapes often embellished by applications of coins along
the perimeters. The use of attire similar to that of the
women of Gaza drives Bedouin women very proudly to
consider themselves townspeople too (Mémoire de soie).
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are characterized by a background fabric, prevalently
black, though in some areas it can be indigo or white, in
cotton, silk or flax, enriched by particularly lively polychrome embroideries, whose function is often to arouse
an amorous sentiment in people of the opposite sex. Decorative motifs are located in precise areas: the panel of
the plastron (qabbeh), the upper areas of the sleeves
(sawa’id), the cuffs, the front panel and the back one
(shinyar), the two sides (benayiq) and the edge (diyal). The
ornamental solutions are very minute, characterized by
dense and individual geometrical elements, variously
worked out on the form of the triangle. This game of stylization and juxtapositions gives rise to numerous
schematic forms reproducing flowers, lozenges, squares
and other abstract motifs. Alongside these geometrical
motifs, there also frequently appear birds, lions and the
cypress tree (saru), the latter shown in different sizes and
combinations. One of the most interesting examples in
the museum belonging to this clothing category is a female costume typical of the Bedouin populations of
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1. Yemen. Hirz, koran case in silver
2. Albania. Silver necklace with triangular elements worked in filigree
and coins

ANASTAZJA BUTTITTA

The decorative arts serve as a vehicle in the narration
of the history, the culture and the society of a people.
This is particularly true of jewels, the most reliable witnesses to the evolution of humanity, already found in
prehistoric burials. Since prehistoric times people’s need
to adorn their bodies has been accompanied by the wish
to protect themselves through the dominant virtue of the
chosen material, the hardness of the stone or the brightness of the shell.
In the course of time this went hand in hand with artistic and technical research, and the new forms took on
further meanings, often becoming part of rituality and
the female world.
Also through the jewels collected in the Museum of
Mediterranean Wefts and presented, partly, in this catalogue, there is a search for an element common to the
various Mediterranean peoples, in the techniques, in the
materials and in the forms, as well as the mutual influences and the peculiarities of each of them.
Processing techniques like beading, filigree, carving,
chiselling and niello are common to all Islamic peoples or
to those that have had close contacts with Islamic Arabia.
So they were used by Andalusian goldsmiths and Palermo
ones, as well as by the khabils and by the artists of the
souks of Damascus. Virtuosity in using filigree characterizes jewels coming from Turkey and Sicily, but also from
the Yemen and from Albania. The same goes for beading,
often used for Senegalese, Spanish, Ethiopian and Egyptian jewels.
The custom of adorning manufactured articles with
coins is widespread in the Mediterranean, from Libya to
Turkey, and from Albania to Morocco and Tunisia, the
materials used being both gold and silver; the latter was
considered by Muslims the purest metal.
Another specificity is the application of polychrome
enamels, reprising the Byzantine and subsequently Ottoman tradition. Of particular refinement for sumptuousness and richness are Beni Yenni Algerian necklaces,
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where yellow symbolizes the sun, green nature and blue
the sky.
A fundamental element for Mediterranean jewels is
coral, already used as an amulet in antiquity, a symbol of
the blood of Medusa; in all Mediterranean cultures it
continues to be considered a lucky charm and a protection against “evil forces.”
In Algeria, and in Maghreb in general, the custom of
making jewels with an ornamental function has been
present since antiquity, and in prehistoric burials various
manufactured articles have been found, in bone, stone,
shell, turtle and ivory, in proto-historic sites, starting from
the middle of the 2nd millennium BC, alongside jewels in
bronze, copper and iron, similar to those found in Morocco and in the Iberian Peninsula.
In the ensuing centuries, in eastern Maghreb, under
the dominion of the Phoenicians and the Carthaginians,
from the Middle East, from Greece and from Etruria there
were imported the refined techniques of filigree and
granulation; and subsequently the whole North African
coast was influenced by the Roman forms.
In the 5th and 6th centuries, with the invasion by the
Vandals and the Byzantines, in the eastern part of

1
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Maghreb the technique of cloisonné enamel appeared.
In the 7th century, after the Arab conquest, there spread
the forms dear to the goldsmiths of Iran, Syria and Egypt,
characterized by plant, curvilinear and calligraphic motifs.
The influence of Hispanic-Moorish art, imported by the
Moors and the Jews fleeing after the Christian Reconquest, gave a further impulse to the production of enamels, fixing its centre once and for all in the plateau of
Greater kabilia, inhabited by Berber tribes. kabil women
consider it a loss of prestige to be seen in public without
particular types of jewels.
In Moroccan artistic production too, jewels play a fundamental role, being differentiated by the colour of the
metal with which they are made. Gold and gilded silver
characterize “city” jewels, worn in the big cities; silver is
often the metal used for country and mountain jewels,
simply called “Berber jewels.” Silver was often derived
from old coins, the douros, in particular Hassan douros,
those coined in the name of the sultan Moulay El Hassan
in the 19th century; they are still much appreciated. Pieces
of old silver were also fused and reprocessed. Many of
these are jewels used exclusively during ceremonies,
above all for marriages and family parties, and as in other
countries of North Africa and the Arabian Peninsula they
are a form of investment and saving of the bride.
On the production of silver jewels in the Arabian
Peninsula we have little information. Since this material
easily oxidizes and is quickly worn out, it has often been
melted to be reused. Few really old pieces are extant. An
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exception is constituted by the collection of the Princess
Salme (born in 1844), which is currently at the Oman National Museum. Though these are objects that belonged
to rich and high-ranking people, we find many stylistic
affinities with silver jewels made in more recent times.
Similar styles and motifs in silver jewellery are found in
the whole Middle East, in North Africa, in Central Asia
and in India. There is marked similarity to the jewels produced by ancient civilizations, the Sumerian one and the
Egyptian one in Western Asia and in the Horn of Africa.
The populations of Central Africa and the equator accumulated considerable riches thanks to the trade. Gold,
raw ivory and slaves were originally transported northwards, along the caravan routes of the Sahara, and subsequently, in greater quantity, by sea, from the coast of
western Africa. Slaves were exchanged with beads made
of glass, copper, brass and coral brought by the Portuguese merchants, who first arrived with their ships at
the beginning of the 15th century.
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1

nally is a substance in powder, generally
made up of sand, red lead, potassium
and soda, which vitrifies at a high temperature. The metallic oxidizers for coloration are cobalt oxide for translucent
blue, dioxide of leather for light opaque
green and lead chromate for opaque
yellow. However, enamelling is the last
phase of the production of kabil jewels.
It is preceded by the attachment and
welding of the silver threads that delimit the enamelled motifs of the jewel
(in the shape of circles, triangles or
lozenges).
All jewels were done on commission,
after an agreement in which the price of
the model and the style, the quality of
the silver, and the weight of the raw material were established.

2 PECTORAL WITH “IBZIMEN” PENDANT
Algeria, Greater Kabilia, Beni Yenni; 20th century;
silver, coral, hard stones and enamels;
pendant diam. 13.5 cm, height 5.5 cm.
This big fibula, which is beautiful and
sumptuous, is formed by two triangular
plates, joined through two chains to the
circular central pendant, which is biconvex and decorated on both sides. From
the chains and the central pendant
there hang 10 spherical pendants of the
“Tikkefisi” type and 9 rhomboidal pendants of “tabuhemset” type.
The ten pendants are enamelled in three
colours (blue, green and yellow) and
decorated with circular coral cabochons;
the nine pendants are enamelled in blue
and yellow and also have coral cabo-

1 “IHELHALEN” ANKLE BAND
Algeria, Kabilia, Beni Yenni; 20th century; silver,
coral, enamels; diameter 10 cm, height 12 cm.
Large cylindrical ankle band constituted
by two semicircular pictures, hinged and
closed off by a needle buckle. The two
pictures, identical and symmetrical,
around a silver frame with woven decoration, contain a decoration in yellow,
blue and light green cloisonné enamels.
Four hemispherical beads in relief (also
enamelled) are distributed on each half
of the band together with five cabochons of hard stone an intense red
colour imitating coral.
This is an object showing excellent facture, probably datable to the first half
of the 20th century, and the use of cabochons in hard stone to imitate coral,
something which is not common, must
be interpreted not as a reductive imitation of the latter but as a search for better aesthetic quality. The object was
used in a pair. This type of jewel is rare
because of its weight and size.
In kabilia, unlike the rest of the Muslim
world, where processing iron was seen as
a humiliating activity reserved for Jews
and other foreigners, the goldsmith’s art
was also practised with great ability by
believers. This trade was handed down
from father to son, perpetuating ancestral traditions. Apprentices extraneous to
the family were never taken on; if there
were no male children to teach all the secrets of the trade to from an early age,
the craftsman was helped by his wife or
his daughters.
The difficult and delicate enamel technique requires great skill. Enamel origi-
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chons. In the forms the decoration on
the back of the pendant (flat decoration) echoes the triangular ones. Green,
blue, blue, yellow and a rare red enamel
are the colours of the vast decoration.
On the front part the pendant shows a
hole with a diameter of about 3.5 cm
surrounded by little silver spheres; on it
there hangs, mobile, a sort of hemispheric enamelled cover with a big coral
cabochon at the centre.
Probably this “Tabzimi” pendant was
used to contain aromatic substances
whose perfume spread precisely
through the opening, not hermetic, at
the centre. This frontal part is decorated
with geometric forms that are highly
different from the remaining parts of
the object but maintain the same
colours; here too there is also a small
quantity of red enamels. The two (almost) triangular fibulas end at the bottom with big circular coral cabochons;
the edges of the fibulas are not flat, but
enriched all round with triangular and
semicircular prominences, with heavy
decoration of enamel, coral and silver
beads. The chains are formed by links
with a diameter of about 2 cm, very well
wrought and closed by welding. The
presence of five corals on the “Tabzimi”
is typical of this jewel, even when it is
not associated with fibulas.
Triangular fibulas, a symbol of the female sex, are a very widespread form of
necklace throughout North Africa. The
very term “fibula” designates an attach
to a dress with a needle or a pin.

3
from which in turn there hang other
corals mounted on silver. All the parts
described are joined together by chains
in silver thread. The upper part of the diadem is completed by three hooks that
serve to attach it on the woman’s headdress. This is a rare and high-quality object. The name of the drop pendants is
Iyes ufeqqus. The central pendant of the
frontal plate, decorated with enamel
and coral cut a drop shape, is assimilable
to the typology of the star pendant,
called itri.
The piece is rare and has not been used
anymore for about 30 years. Few
women possessed it.

3 “TAESSABT” DIADEM
Algeria, Greater Kabilia, Beni Yenni; 20th century;
silver, coral, enamels; total height 40 cm, diameter
around 15 cm.
The diadem is formed by three main
parts joined with chains. The square
upper part lies on the headdress, while
the frontal part is formed by three plates
decorated with cloisonné enamel which
is yellow ochre, green and blue, in addition to circular corals (cabochons) and
drop-shaped ones. From these plates
there hang a large number of coral cabochons cut in drops and mounted on silver. Only the coral cabochon is decorated
with enamel. The hinges that join together the three plates are hidden by
two decorated prism-shaped structures.
The hinge is a hatpin with a round coral
set on the head. The third part is the
enamelled triangular temporal pendant

2
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tral pendant there is added a green
enamel decoration. Altogether the pendants with round heads number 21; the
flat ones with coral drip 17. The plates
decorated with enamel number 11, all
decorated with circular coral cabochons,
except the central one, which includes
two cut as drops.
The object is attributed to recent production (probably the 50s-60s) and was
not used by the local people, but rather
designed to be “exported.”

4 “TAZLAGT” NECKLACE
Algeria, Greater Kabylia, Beni Yenni (Ait Iraten?);
second half of the twentieth century; silver, cloisonné enamel, red coral; 70 x 8 cm.
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Necklace composed of elliptical enamelled plates around a central plate in a
crescent shape surmounted by a triangle. All the plates are decorated with
yellow, green and blue cloisonné
enamel; joined together with silver
rings, from which there hang pendants
of the type with a round head (tikkefist)
and of the type in enamelled melon
grain (iyes ufeqqus). The necklace ends
with two triangular buckles. To its cen-

4
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Ibn Hawqal in the 10th century. In Algeria, as in other Mediterranean countries,
it is considered a talisman, able to protect people from every sort of evil.
Going more deeply into the matter it
can be said that unlike clothes, created
to hide sexual differences, jewels were
created to accentuate them; in the
course of time they became an apanage
of women. Today they constitute an effective means to know the female
world; they are an expression of the relationship between the sexes and of the
place of women in society. They are also
an element of seduction; many women
in Algeria wore them to attract attention with their glitter and the sound
they made as they walked. For Berber
women of mountainous and desert
zones these jewels almost seem a challenge to the hostile and bare surrounding environment.
Every event in the life of a woman is
marked with a jewel. Thanks to jewels,
which are often the only good really
possessed, they take on a form of economic independence that protects
women in case of repudiation or widowhood. The marriage of a daughter will
be the occasion to start to constitute the
patrimony. Jewels are bought by a
woman’s parents, thanks to the money
of the dowry paid by the fiancé’s parents.
kabil women consider it a loss of prestige to be seen in public without particular types of jewels.

5a

5b
5 BRIDAL JEWELLERY SET
Algeria, Greater Kabilia, Beni Yenni; silver, enamels
and corals.
Jewellery set formed by a breast-piece
and a diadem. Decorated, like other
kabil jewels, with blue, green and yellow enamels and coral.
kabil jewels are always in silver, and are
adorned with filigree, which frames the
enamels. At the centre coral cabochons
are often inserted.
They seem like heavy objects, but the
rudeness of their archaism fades away
when the technical mastery is noticed,
underlined by the geometric design of
the decorations.
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Gold is never used in kabil articles because of the high cost, and also because
in the koran it is referred to as an impure metal. Silver is loved for its clear
colour and brightness, as well as for its
malleability and ductility. Often, as in all
Maghreb, the jewels are adorned with
coins of various types, subsequently decorated or enamelled on one side.
Coral in general is a common material
for kabil and Berber jewels, which are
valorized by the warmth of their colour;
despite its animal origin it is treated as
a hard stone. Coral was fished on the
north and east coasts of Algeria, back in
antiquity, as is affirmed by the chronicler

6
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6 “GNADEL” EARRINGS
Tunisia, Djerba; gilded silver.
Long earrings, to hang on the temples;
formed by a series of pavilions (or
lanterns) decorated with filigree and by
stylized almond pendants. Produced on
the island of Djerba, an important place
for the Jewish community, in which jewelllery was one of the most widespread
crafts.

7 “TLILA” NECKLACE
Tunisia, Moknine; gilded silver, coral, pearls,
enamel, garnets, coins; 24 x 12 cm.
Tunisian traditional necklaces are purchased in pieces and then assembled by
women according to regional trends.
Thus we see that the traditional art of
jewellery is essentially feminine, like folk
arts in general in North Africa. Ceramics,
textiles and creation of costumes show
far greater variety, richness and originality than men’s artefacts. In this case, indeed, on a support of cotton ribbons,
there have been created various strands
of pearls, corals and garnets. To this
there was added a flower in gilded silver
and enamel, as well as pendants in the
shape of hands and camels, and even
coins.
The Tlila of Moknine is an ornament
that is still fashionable, mounted with
great refinement in the elements and
colours. The production area is located
on the east coast of the country, which
has always been an important centre for
handicrafts and the cradle of Tunisian
culture. It is here that the different souls
of Tunisia blend: Maghreb, Mediterranean and Arab-Muslim. The artefacts
are never produced from scratch: they
draw on a cultural background of centuries of history and generations, for example the enamelled flower, of
Andalusian derivation.
Coins are a popular ornament on the
coast and in the markets, especially the
gold Mahboub, from the Ottoman Period. Used for important negotiations,
they were found all over the Ottoman
Empire, until the establishment of the
Protectorate. Today people use imitations of this coin, as well as Egyptian
ones. The use of coins in jewellery is
widespread in Algeria, Libya, the Middle
East and in Turkey; this allows us to theorize that these forms of jewellery date
from the time when Tunisia was part of
the Ottoman Empire.

7

8
8 NECKLACE
Tunisia;
gilded silver, coral, turquoise;
16 x 9 cm.
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Necklace decorated with fish and coins,
done in gilded silver leaf. The symbol of
the fish – Houta – is an important
apotropaic sign, widespread in North
Africa and the Middle East, usually done

in a figurative way. Tunisians that bury
a fish under the threshold of a house
being built do not know they are repeating a Roman rite, through which
the threshold of the abode was adorned
with a mosaic depicting fish and phallic
symbols; this was a rite aimed to propitiate fertility and prosperity, while today
it is only believed that it serves to drive
away the evil eye.
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11 PENDANT
Morocco; silver, enamels; 20 x 18 x 1 cm.

9

Pendant in the form called “Cross of the
South”, probably made in the region of
Guelmim, in the south of the country,
strongly influenced by the Mauritanian
style.
Wrought with beading, filigree and
enamels in the yellow, light blue and
blue tones. Usually simpler ones are
found; here, instead, the form is refined
and careful.

13 “KHATEM SULEIMAN” DISK
Libya; metal;
diameter 15.5 cm.

11

9 “TIZERZAI” FIBULAS
Morocco, Tiznit; silver, enamels and glasses.
The most characteristic jewel, in a country where women have always worn
draped cloths, is the fibula, formed by a
big needle, around which there is an
open ring. The two parts of cloth are
thus attached and held in place so as not
to slip. The triangular form of these
enamelled fibulas evokes the symbol of
the female sex.

12a

10
10 NECKLACE
Morocco;
amber, coral, silver, shells.
Necklace from the Tiznit area richly decorated with coral, shells and amber. The
latter is a very popular material, yellow
12b
or brown, considered by the Berbers a
protection against the evil eye. Good
quality ones have a decidedly high price,
12 BRIDAL JEWELLERY SET
so often imitations are used. The four
Morocco;
pendants in silver originate from the
silver, coral, shells, leather, glass beads.
area of Massa; the spiral motif, probably
evoking eternity, has been wrought
Bridal jewellery set, richly decorated
with niello.
with coral, to which the Berbers attrib-
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uted curative properties, and with shells,
brought by caravans from East Africa,
and a symbol of fertility. It is formed by
the following: diadem; belt; pendant
made with the same materials.
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Ornament for the head, called “Helca.”
It is a circle in pierced metal, here decorated with geometric motifs on the
edges, and floral ones inside.
At the centre we find the Star of David
and a rose. However, the Star of David is
only called this way in the western
world.
In Libya it is known as “khatem
Suleiman”, sign of Solomon, and it is always found at the centre of a circle, a
symbol of eternity.
Considered important since antiquity by
Middle Eastern populations, the
“khatem Suleiman” was kept beside his
bed by king Solomon himself (the son
of David and Bathsheba) to drive away
demons and to invoke angels. According to the ancient formulas of alchemy
the two overlapping triangles represent
the primordial elements, a symbol of totality.
The rose, instead, was used for decorating not only jewels, but also ancient
graves, for example in the region of the
rocky desert of Ghirza.
Libyan jewels almost always have a symbolic value. Women, in particular brides,
used many ornaments for the head, with
which they decorated above all the forehead and the temples. Families often
had their own “hairdresser”, traditionally a black African. Long hair was appreciated by everyone and could only be
cut with the consent of the husband.
Sumptuously and heavily adorned, the
bride performed the various phases of a
ritual that could last several days and involve the whole community. Her dowry
included a rich assortment of jewels
whose function was not merely ornamental but also protective. They were to
drive away every occult force, particularly the negative influences of the jinns.
Brides were particularly vulnerable to
the latter.
The bride’s amulets could contain different symbols useful for driving away the
evil eye: from the fish to the crescent,
the hand of Fatima, the Star of Solomon
and the dove.
Precious stones were generally modelled
in the shape of an eye, also one of the
most effective apotropaic symbols.
Silver was used with greater frequency
than gold, not only because of the lower
price but also because it was considered
the purest metal.
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13
In the Libyan tradition and the North 14 BELT
African one in general, white substances
Libya; silver; 84.5 x 6 cm.
like silver, flour, eggs, milk and sugar are
Belt composed by four long embossed
commonly still used for marriages and
sheets
of silver, with a central horseshoeother rituals. They are believed to
shaped clasp and adorned by two en“calm” evil, neutralizing it and creating
graved side fishes. At the lower edge of
a “white” future, i.e. a happy one.

14
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the sheets, decorated with floral motifs
and acanthus leaves, we find a great
number of stylized hands of Fatima (of
“khmesa”).
In North Africa “hands” are used mostly
by women: they present an open palm,
the index and the ring finger the same
length, while the middle one appears
longer. In other variations, as in this belt,
the five fingers represent petals of equal
length attached to the palm. This is an
apotropaic symbol used to drive away
the “evil eye.”
The name Hand of Fatima evokes the
daughter of the Prophet, but khamsa or
khmesa in Arabic means five, an important number for Islam.
The believer prays five times a day, with
his hands lifted toward his face and his
palms pointing towards Mecca. The
open hand during prayer symbolizes
protection and strength. The move15
ments are accompanied by the sentence
“khamsa fi ainek”, meaning “Five fingers on you (on your eyes).” Scholars
used as a secret symbol of Jesus Christ 16 “ZURRAGA” OR “GLADA” NECKLACE
have discovered that the name Allah in
by persecuted Christians.
Libya; metal and beads of glass paste;
Arab contains five elements. The first
Still today, in North Africa, where the
13.5 x 18 cm.
letter, “alif”, is the little finger, the secsea plays an important role in the lives
Necklace worn daily in Libyan villages
ond letter, which is the first “Lam”, repof the populations, it is believed that
and in the South of Tunisia. The name
resents the ring finger, the third letter,
fish bring good luck, drive away maligZurraga or Glada means thread. In effect
i.e. the double “Lam”, represents the
nant spirits and protect children from illthis is a series of beads of glass paste put
middle finger and the index, while the
nesses.
in line, interposed by metal coils and
final A “He” is the thumb. The use of
horseshoe-shaped pendants. This symthis symbol is nevertheless much more
ancient than Islam and its importance is
bol, called Hauafer, is thought to repre15 “SHIAIRIA” NECKLACE
connected to its great force. From the
sent a stylized scorpion; according to
Libya; gilded silver, beads, coloured glass;
hand life that creates is born and sows;
other interpretations it represent the
31.5 x 30 cm.
the hand is the symbol of our action. In
arch, an important symbol in North
various necropolises from the Iron Age
This type of jewel from the 18th century
African rituals. Crossing the threshold
skeletons have been found buried toon was the most popular necklace
one begins to belong to a new world, as
gether with small bronze, bone or horn
model, known along the whole North
in the case of the bride that enters conhands. At Ghirza, a Libyan pre-desert
African coast, from Morocco to Egypt,
jugal life. For this reason doors are decoasis, hands are graven in stone; finally,
from where it seems to have originated.
orated with hands or painted fish and
hands have been found on Punic steles
The one seen here is a particularly resprinkled with animal blood or red dye,
in North Africa.
fined model composed by different
holy water or perfumes. On doors garlic
The fish is a symbol of fundamental imthreads of pearls, from which there
and chilli peppers are hung.
portance for many cultures; an aquatic
hang a large number of amulets:
creature, thanks to its great reproduckhamsa, half-moons, horns and roses.
tive abilities it is considered a symbol of
The name means barley chain, due to
life and fertility.
the similarity of some elements to grains
This characteristic is amply valorised by
of cereal, amply used in the local diet
“primitive” religions, which make it a
and
to foresee the future. Moreover in
female symbol of rebirth and renewal.
cornfields,
considered sacred, propitiaFish live in water and represent the
tory
rituals
were held to attract the
world of the unconscious. In prehistory
benevolence
of Jinn, the spirit of the
they were blended with the wombs of
harvest,
to
safeguard
ploughing and the
the mother goddesses and engraved in
seeding
cycles.
stone, bone and horn. The fish was the
In Tripoli, compared to inland regions,
symbol of the goddess Elat (Al-Lat, godmuch finer work was done, filigree work
dess of the sun) and of Tanith in the
with the addition of pearls and precious
Phoenician-Punic epoch. Considered sastones.
cred in the Roman epoch, the fish was
16
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The Tuaregs too make big use of this
motif. According to some theories, it
would symbolize the woman, since the
letter “t”, represented by a cross, in the
Tifinagh language inidcates the female
gender.
During magic rituals Libyan women scatter drops of oil at the point at which two
roads intersect to ingratiate the jinns.
According to the Muslim tradition, the
cross would be an effective means to
drive away malignant forces to the four
corners of the earth.

19 “HEZAM TAARAH” BELT
Libya; silver.
17
17 “TEKLILA” EARRING
Libya; silver, coral beads and plastics.
Among Arab women, young and elderly,
living in towns or in the country, earrings are the most widespread form of
jewellery. As in this case, the structure is
generally simple, a circle in silver from
which beads and amulets hang; here we
find two triangles – a stylized symbol in
the Phoenician-Punic world of the goddess of fertility Tanith – and a large
number of khmesa (hands). The name
Teklila means “to hang.”
Observing this necklace one realises that
production in the hinterland, less exposed to the external style and influences, remained linked to the old
jewellery tradition. Many nomadic artisans travelled from tribe to tribe, usually
following up the news of some imminent marriage. The work was done outside the customer’s tent, using coins no
longer in circulation and old jewels. The
travelling jeweller took with him a
whole workshop in his bag; customers
often lent a hand by bringing the silver.

18
according to some scholars would be at
the basis of the symbol of Tanith, frequently found in Libya. The cross recalls
the idea of the knot and like all motifs
that represent interlacement it evokes
the sexual act and fertility. Its fundamental characteristic consists in expressing union, but also separation, since
opening it is equivalent to freeing occult
or hidden forces. Arab women tattooed
themselves with cross-shaped motifs on
their faces, on their noses, or on the
index finger of the right hand. This tradition could go back to the epoch of the
Pharaohs, seeing that in paintings some
Libyan characters presented cruciform
tattoos.

Bedouin women, like western women,
loved a narrow waist. The use of metal
belts probably goes back to the Turkish
tradition and domination.
The name of this one is Hezam Taarah,
a sheet of engraved silver, with a big
buckle.
All over Libya, its form evokes the sieve
used by women for couscous and flour.
The buckle, usually gilded, is decorated
with floral motifs and is called Mintaq,
Mighlaq or Sagguara. On the day of the
wedding the bride does not wear a belt,
since it is believed that knots and bows
could jeopardize the first meeting with
the future husband. The bride puts a
belt on again seven days later, when she
receives a visit from her mother, who positions the Hezam around her waist.

18 CROSS PENDANT
Libya; metal; 10.5 x 6 cm.
Pendant in the shape of a cross within a
circle, typical of Libya. Decorated with
geometric and floral motifs and with
different pendants – half-moons and
khamsa. The not very elaborate workmanship and the use of metal indicate
that this was an object for daily lowerclass use.
The cross is an ancient symbol of life.
The Egyptian symbol Ankh, for example,
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23 “BREZI” BELT
Italy, Sicily, Piana degli Albanesi (Arbereshe);
silver and gilded silver.
Done by Nino Amato, a Palermo silversmith, Piazza Meli, Palermo
The Brezi was a central element of the
belt worn by the women of Piana degli
Albanesi on Easter Sunday. The motif
graven in gilded silver often represented
St. George killing the dragon, but also
the Madonna. This belt was part of the
dowry given to the women of Piana by
their fiancés, so as to compose a whole
costume. In a family only the first-born
had the right to own the belt, a unique
piece. This jewel, also known in Turkey
and in some countries of the Ottoman
empire, is only diffused in the Arbesh
community of Piana degli Albanesi and
not in others. In Sicily, the Albanians,
who had the Orthodox religion, arrived
towards the end of the 15th century. It is
only at Piana degli Albanesi that, despite the impetuous development of
means of mass communication, the Albanian language survives.

23
tility in that it represents the one containing the manifold. Some of these
necklaces were reserved, not by chance,
for nannies that nursed the children of
well-off families.
Coral, a hard sea concretion, has been
used in Sicily since antiquity, symbolizing
the blood of Medusa. It was then assimilated by Christian symbolism, becoming
the blood of Christ shed to redeem humanity from original sin. Coral was used
to make objects of a secular character
and amulets with propitiatory value, in
particular to protect children. Not by
chance Caesar Ripa in his Iconologia,
under “Defence against malefic and poisoning enemies” says that a “woman
that carries on her head an ornament
made with those precious stones … carries coral on her neck.”

24 NECKLACE
Italy, Sicily, Trapani; coral, gold; 40 cm.

20
20 NECKLACE – BREAST-PIECE
Syria; silver, shells, coral; 43 x 20 cm.
Necklace with three big heart-shaped
pendants done in silver worked in filigree, hanging from a thread of shells
and two of coral, probably fished in the
Red Sea.
Syria, the crib of Phoenician culture,
over time influenced and was influenced
by Bedouin jewellery. The whole Arabian Peninsula in antiquity was called
“The gateway to the east”: a region of
fabulous riches and a crossroad of important commercial routes. The Romans
called it “Arabia Felix.”
The techniques and the style of the jewels of the Muslim world were inherited
from Greek-Roman Syria, from Egypt
and from Sassanid Persia. The style of
Bedouin goldsmith’s craft is much more
ancient than Islam, but the ornaments
were nevertheless characterized by the
Islamic innovations.
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22
21 BELT
Turkey; gilded silver, beads, velvet,
coloured glass.
Elegant belt in velvet and arabesqueshaped elements in filigree of gilded
silver, like the buckle decorated with
beads.

Coral necklace, constituted by small
cylindrical elements held by a thread on
which there hang clusters of grape. The
clasp of the necklace and the upper part
of the clusters depicting leaves are in
gold. For many Mediterranean peoples
the cluster of grapes is a symbol of fer-

22 NECKLACE WITH CROSS PENDANT
Albania; silver, coins, coloured glasses; 35 x 10 cm.
Necklace with cross pendant worked in
filigree and decorated with coloured
glasses. Alongside a Christian symbol
there are elements proper to Muslim art:
the crescent and coins.

25a

25 CAMEOS IN FRAME
Italy, sicily; 17th century; coral, gold.

21
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Cameos depicting two women’s heads in
coral in frames that are very refined, not
only for the material employed, gold,
but also for the rich decoration with
plant motifs reflecting a taste typical of
the Baroque epoch. These frames can be
almost certainly dated to the second
half of the 17th century.

25b
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CONTEMPORARY ART

1. Mimmo Paladino, Mountain of Salt
2. Pietro Consagra, the great steel Star that marks the entrance to new
Gibellina

SERGIO TROISI

The Mediterranean is not only geography.
Its confines are not defined either in space, or in time.
Predrag Matvejevic´
Bréviaire méditerranéen

The big mountain of salt that Mimmo Paladino conceived as a stage element for Schiller’s The Bride of
Messina directed by Elio Capitani in 1990 stands beside
the big granary and the houses of the Di Stefano barons
like a tutelary presence; occupied by horses of ancient
memory in precarious unstable balance on sloping surfaces, the high ground, above all on moonlit nights, irradiates whitish glimmers that seem to seek, beyond the
cold north wind that also blows in summer, the saltpans
of the coast of Trapani province. A sacred mountain, once
one of many, also for the element mimed by the cement,
that salt that summarizes so many symbolisms of

Mediterranean civilizations: the vital salt of the earth is
the same substance that scattered among the ruins
scorches the vegetation; along the salt routes there travelled idioms, ideas and riches, and its metaphorical power
seems naturally to welcome in itself the task of art that
the Orestiadi Foundation has made its own: going over
and celebrating the rituals of destruction and rebirth that
the earthquake tragically actualized, and renewing the
thousand threads that wove cultures, centuries-old and
in perennial movement, that looking out on the common
Mediterranean water have alternated dialogue and conflict, mixing and splitting without a break. To track down
that vocation in the forms of contemporary art, meaning
in that of the twentieth century which recently ended as
in the researches of the new century, is, in relation to the
traditional historiographic and museological models, an

1
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elliptic direction, apparently a wandering one: but the
linear and evolutionary perspectives that guided interpretation of the 20th century for a long time have ended
and been given the lie by events, and now this doubly
hybrid formulation, of times and cultures, imposes itself
as an occasion of great richness today. Over and above
contamination, in the main buildings, of paintings and
sculptures with fabrics, ceramics and gold objects, the
Museum of Mediterranean Wefts stages an interpretation of contemporary art not only as an aesthetic fact but
also, and indissolubly, as an anthropological datum and
projection.
Seen in this way, the season of Italian art from the
nineteen-forties to the nineteen-sixties acts as a premise:
a collection preliminary to the planning design rendered
explicit subsequently above all through the editions of
the Orestiadis, where the works of the artists active in the
postwar period – De Pisis, Levi, Rosai, Cantatore, Monachesi, even Cagli (here represented by numerous figurative
drawings and by different works from the latest abstract
research) – in their figurative mould work out the echoes
of a common mould that is rather guessed at than
claimed. And perhaps the pivotal work, the one to begin
a visit from, is a version of the series of the “Female swimmers” that Fausto Pirandello painted in the late thirties
and early forties, when one of the classical themes par
excellence several times revisited by the modern tradition, from Cézanne to Derain and Picasso, took on the
character of a dramatic prophecy. Those naked bodies on
the foreshore, those figures with broken gesticulation,
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obsessively strolling about, in the thick material calcined
with colour become the unintentional emblems of the
imminent tragedy, no longer swimmers but fugitives and
deported people taken to the slaughterhouse on the
shoals of great history. In this cycle, which remains one
of the vertexes of European painting between the two
wars, the Mediterranean poignantly denounces its own
divided conscience, the leaden massing of premonitions
in the place of the meridian equilibrium of Greekness.
The picture remains in the collection like a historical
warning, a station of reflection that with its testimony illuminates the layouts of the other rooms, where on the
contrary there are knotted the many threads of the
affinities, the allusions and of the interlacements.
The big sculptures by Pietro Consagra in the courtyard
of the Houses, not far from the big steel star that is the
modern urban gate of Gibellina – that is to say, a diaphragm to go through, and not an element of closure –
in this sense are a declaration of intents: double-fronted,
according to the conception that the artist worked out
from the second half of the sixties as a variation on the
most solemn and dramatic frontality of the previous
works, pierced to allow free circulation of light and air,
these works blend their spiral and arabesqued shape with
the lines and forms of architecture and the landscape. A
short way off, the processional cart of San Rocco, designed by Consagra for the feast of the patron saint of
Gibellina, condenses in an element of the communal
space the rarefied decorative memory of the sculptures,
in an exchange between theatre, rite and refounding of
the community that for many years has been the pulsating centre of the new Gibellina. You have to cross the
threshold of the barn, to pass from light to penumbra,
to find once again the forms of this dialogue: here the
stage machines conceived by Arnaldo Pomodoro for the
rewriting of Aeschylus’“Oresteia” by Emilio Isgrò (the
event celebrated from 1983 to 1985 on the ruins of the
destroyed village that brought Gibellina to the attention
of the nation as a privileged place for experimenting
with a renewed idea of theatre), each to identify a character – Agamemnon, Aegisthus, Cassandra – reuse the
unmistakable phonemes of the language of Pomodoro,
those series of racks, laths, metallic toothings that similar
to ideograms of an unknown writing system tear the surface of things, revealing their mechanisms, in biers with
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3. Alighiero Boetti, Untitled, 1972, embroidered cloth, 50 x 50 cm
4-5. Granary, interior

3

archaic religiousness with which the theatrical rite at the
origin was recognized. It is the regenerated power of the
myth, a theme privileged by so much twentieth-century
culture that at Gibellina, right at the decline of the “short
century”, found an unexpected and amazing result. Similar to guardians, but also divinities that are sometimes
threatening and sometimes exiled or defeated, Pomodoro’s machines take from classical Greece stylized ancestral violence and transplant it, uneasy, to the heart of
the contemporary world.
Theatre and rite are therefore the two faces of the
same working out of the languages of contemporary art.
Perhaps the most symbolic realizations, certainly the most
spectacular of this rediscovered approach to design, is represented by the presenti, the long drapes carried in a procession for the feast of San Rocco, which, from 1985 to
1992 were entrusted to some great Italian artists, in order
Alighiero Boetti, Giulio Turcato, Carla Accardi, Isabella
Ducrot, Renata Boero, and then handed over for the
weaving and patchwork job to the new female workers
in the town in the Belice Valley, who had formed a cooperative. They are displayed horizontally, so as to avoid the
misunderstanding of a wall position that is typical of
paintings and to suggest that community dimension in
which the cloth supported by the hands of the bearers accompanied processional corteges. Although the formal
sign of each artist is clearly recognizable – for example,
the writings and letters of Boetti, or the big stylized flowers of Turcato, or the sign structures of Accardi – the presenti are not a mere variant on figurative codes already
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experimented with. First of all the perspective on the
work changes, handing it over together with the rhythm
of the footstep of the bearers and an ever-changing vision
from above – no high and low – that imposes a different
visual register and a renewed formal organization, just as
the function of the manufactured article also changes;
and secondly, there is also a change in the already partly
historicised codes of Italian art in the years after World
War Two, from the abstraction of Form 1 to arte povera
and conceptual art: that is to say, they become morphemes of a pedagogy, in an endeavour to exit the museum space for rediscovered contamination of social use
and enjoyment. It is the most audacious wager in the
Gibellina site, and today represents the fundamental
yeast of the conception of the Museum of Mediterranean
Wefts and its layout: giving back to contemporary art the
function of being an identificational adhesive connector
– awareness of belonging to one’s own time – through
sharing of its formal processes and participation in enactment of visual languages. It is the same pedagogic intention as that enacted through the work of the craftsmen
involved during big theatrical shows in creating scenes
and costumes drawn by great artists.
In this sense, and also beyond the contingent occasions
through which at different times they have entered the
present collection, the works of some historical artists in
the second part of the twentieth century in the Museum
are re-contextualised according to a different mapping
of meaning: phonemes, precisely, of an open weft. The
works of Consagra and Accardi (including an important
1964 painting, “Homage to President kennedy”), of Dorazio and Turcato, of Angeli, Boetti and Nada Vigo are
placed in a dialogue not according to a linear chronological sequence, in the meantime radically also challenged
in the layouts of some of the most important contemporary art museums, but as a system of signs and images in
a state of becoming in the time of history. What counts
is not pigeonholing in movements and tendencies, each
with its own handbook, but the potential of meaning
that the work frees, according to a position in agreement
with many aesthetic theories (both semantic and structuralist) that have highlighted the relational value of the
work of art. It is not by chance that an important presence in the collection is represented by works done during sojourns of some artists in Gibellina invited by
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Ludovico Corrao to face up to the landscape and the population of the Belice Valley, in open and frequented studios. The first one, in 1984, was Mario Schifano in a state
of grace, who in the big canvases lying horizontally on
the easels did some of the happiest works of his late manner inaugurated at the end of the seventies, with doodles
of colour spread out in skeins and filaments for clouds,
water lilies, profiles of hills, setting aside the pop icons
of the industrial world typical of his production in the sixties. The following year there came Toti Scialoja, who at
the Gibellina auditorium also witnessed the staging of his
surreal fairytale-nursery rhyme rich in games and interlacements of words (starting from the title) “king Xerxes
and the bear” with the children of the village, here represented by the severe wall of colour of one of the “Imprints” that in the second half of the fifties marked his
important contribution to Informal experience, and by
“Grey Gibellina”, with the freest and most open gestural
expressiveness, done during his Gibellina sojourn.
This workshop dimension, starting from the first studios in the eighties on, drove the cultural policies of the
museum in direct contact with the activity of the Foundation and the different editions of the Orestiadi, replacing, in the formation of the collection, the criterion of
horizontal historical documentation typical of traditional
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museums, with that of a constellation of meetings. Thus
alongside the big number of works by Sicilian artists
whose research, in the last decades of the twentieth century, often marked an important variant on the big
trends of the national and foreign panorama, there are
works by artists in non-European circuits that until not
long ago were extraneous to the market system of art.
The investigation of light and sign conducted by Michele
Canzoneri with very refined use of traditional materials
like glass or innovative ones like industrial resins or Plexiglas thus interweaves with the painting of the Tunisian
Hamadi ben Saad, in which the dense sign and colour
memory of his North African roots is poured out, decanted, in the big manner of the modern western tradition; the dreamy and storytelling figuration of another
Tunisian artist, khadraoui, reveals more than one point
of contact with the figurative irony and the manipulatory
practice of papier mâché of Rosario Bruno but also with
the dimension of crossing of codes and iconographies
typical of the Trans-avant-garde (and here of the works
of Mimmo Paladino and Enzo Cucchi, whose recumbent
devil is at once amused quotation and apotropaic act);
the seduction of colour, also tactile, in the works of the
Senegalese ‘Ndoye Mahamodou is echoed in the series of
paintings in which Croce Taravella shapes the structures
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Beuys went to Gibellina in December
1981, visiting the building sites of the new
architecture and the ruins of the old town
destroyed by the earthquake. On that occasion he gave Ludovico Corrao this propitiatory drawing of the long operation
of reconstruction and rebirth, with the
double figure of an angel-wayfarer taken
as a propitiatory guide to the utopia.

1
1 Carla Accardi (Trapani, 1924 - Rome, 2014)
HOMAGE TO PRESIDENT KENNEDY
1964; casein paint on canvas; 170 x 210 cm

5

of industrial archaeology stratifying paints as in bas-relief; and the evanescent and at once primordial figures
of the Tunisian Lisa Seror seem today to converse with
extreme ease with those researches on the myth and archetype that Corrado Cagli undertook in the fifties (here
with the painting “Masks”) identifying an Africa that is
as conjectural as it is powerful.
In a similar perspective of intersections, the works of
artists that have investigated the reduction of perceptive
processes or the properties of materials down to the simplicity of monochrome, such as Turi Simeti and Mauro
Staccioli, also free up a semantic potential that includes
a possible iconic dimension; nor does the work of deletion with which Emilio Isgrò at once silences and emphasizes the text contradict the calligraphic practice of artists
from the other shore of the Mediterranean. There is thus
a doubly contaminative trend, both among the historicized languages of the avant-garde of the later twentieth
century and the possible affinities with a vast patrimony
of signs and figures, and, in the practice of topicality, in
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the activity of the studios organized by the Orestiadi
Foundation consisting in inviting artists to sojourn at
Gibellina. There is a workshop dimension that also affects
materials, as has happened in the recent past with the assemblages of cloth and papier mâché of Elisa Nicolaci or
with the wallpaper and use of sewing with which Alfonso
Leto for years, with extreme inventive freedom, has been
revisiting a globalized imagination. It is the nomadic and
circular structure which Predrag Matvejevic speaks of in
his masterpiece Bréviaire méditerranéen, assuming the
wandering interlacement that constitutes the weft of cultures that share the horizon of the big sea lying between
three continents as the structure and articulation of the
literary text. Matvejevic does not limit himself to investigating the traces and sediments that people have disseminated in the course of history as just as many signs for
archaeology and anthropology detective, but, in this discontinuous mapping, gives an indication for the present
and the near future: it is the same possible geography as
that of the Museum of Mediterranean Wefts.
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After the experience of Form 1, during
the nineteen-fifties Carla Accardi worked
out a progressive identification between
painting and sign, and between the
structural rhythm of the composition and
decoration. In this painting, on the scriptural weaving typical of her production
in that period there is superimposed the
layout of the cross with reference to the
assassination of the American president.

4
from the seventies Angeli worked out
figuration in which the stylized icons –
here pyramids, aeroplanes, arrows and
crosses – allude to a more poetic and
melancholy imagination, as in the cycle
devoted to Dino Campana to which the
painting makes reference.

4 Alighiero Boetti (Turin, 1940 - Rome, 1994)
PRISENTI
1985; satin; 210x1080 cm
For Boetti the big processional canvas
was a chance to return to and verify
some fundamental themes of his research: execution of the piece entrusted
to Gibellina cooperatives, free from direct intervention by the artist, the interest in techniques and procedures for the
so-called lesser arts, playful contamination with stereotyped imageries and stylistic features, the social function of
visual languages, all themes experimented with in the famous Maps woven
by Afghan women.

5 Corrado Cagli (Ancona, 1910 - Rome, 1976)
MASKS
c. 1957

2
2 Franco Angeli (Rome, 1935 - 1988)
CONSTRUCTIVISM AND RECONSTRUCTION
mixed technique on canvas; 220 x 340 cm
An exponent, in the sixties, of that
School of Piazza del Popolo that in Italy
represented the moment of encounter
with the modes of Pop Art, beginning
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3
3 Joseph Beuys (Krefeld, 1921 - Düsseldorf, 1986)
IN GIBELLINA
1981; pencil on paper; 56 x 46 cm

During the fifties Corrado Cagli elaborated that motif of archetypes which is
fundamental to all his work, with a plurality of approaches, from abstraction to
mythographic figuration and the repertoire of tribal masks, as if rendering explicit a famous 1933 declaration of his,
according to which the abstract and the
figurative are for modern art like genres
in poetry. Attention to non-European
cultures, beginning from this phase, is
set alongside attention to the depth psychology of Carl Gustav Jung.
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6 Pietro Consagra
(Mazara del Vallo, 1920 - Milan, 2005)
BIFRONT
168 x 152 x 3 cm

With a continual operation of superimposition and contamination of images
from the daily universe, Leto frustrates
the schematic repetition of figurative
stereotypes, freeing their poetic and
memory potential. In Muezzin the allusion to the carpet as a place of prayer is
combined with the figure of the rose, recurrent in his production.

At the end of the sixties, Consagra
worked out a further variation on that
theme of frontality that had characterized his work since the previous decade;
bifront sculptures, conceived for a more
fluid relationship with the spectator, at
the same time soften the dramatic
rhythm of the previous Interviews, in a
filigree of rhythms and forms open to
light and the surrounding space.

7 Piero Dorazio (Rome, 1927 - Perugia, 2005)
RETICULE
oil on canvas, h. 25 cm
After a first phase linked to the season
of Form 1, starting from the fifties, after
numerous stays in the United States, Dorazio worked out a vision in which
colour and structure coincide in the organisation of the painting surface. The

9
9 Emilio Isgrò (Barcellona Pozzo di Gotto, 1937)
CANCELLED BOOK
25 x 36 x 6 cm

7
series of reticules – in which lines that
are potentially monochrome or different colours are woven according to trajectories that are different each time –
also constitutes a field of investigation
of the nature of perception and light.

The cancellation of famous texts, partial
or integral, since the end of the sixties
has been the best-known practice in the
multiform work of Emilio Isgrò. At once
negation and valorisation of language,
a gesture of denial and recognition, in
the course of time it has taken on mutable characteristics, both conceptual and
of autonomous and amazing painterly
ambiguity.

13
13 Fausto Pirandello (Rome, 1899 - 1975)
BATHERS
c. 1940; oil on wood; 66 x 88 cm

11
11 Mohamadou Ndoye “Doutz” (Dakar, 1973)
UNTITLED
140 x 140 cm
The works of Mohamadou Ndoye represent an ideal moment of meeting between the central African figurative
tradition and the teachings of western
art in the second half of the twentieth
century. In the spread of colour, raised almost to the point of becoming bas-relief,
the chromatic vivacity typical of local textile manufactured articles alludes to the
new townscape of the African outskirts.

5

12
12 Mimmo Paladino (Paduli, 1948)
MOUNTAIN OF SALT
1990
8
8 Mimmo Germanà (Catania, 1944-Milan, 1992)
UNTITLED
mixed technique on canvas; 130 x 160 cm

6
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A collateral exponent of the trans-avantgarde, linked to the climate of return to
painting that powerfully emerged at the

end of the seventies, Germanà elaborated the lesson of expressionism in a
fantastic and sometimes fairy-like variation, in which the spread of bright
colours alludes to a Mediterranean horizon of memory.
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10
10 Alfonso Leto (S. Stefano di Quisquina, 1956)
MUEZZIN
110 x 60 cm
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The recovery of a subterranean, powerful and mysterious anthropological
memory runs through all the production
of Mimmo Paladino, with an exploration
of figural archetypes serving to explore
the psychic value of Mediterranean societies. The irruption of the archaic into
the modern thus takes on the value of a
latent symbolic presence that the artist
brings back to actuality.

The series on the theme of Bathers, to
which Pirandello devoted himself in the
thirties and forties, confers an extreme
dramatic quality on the tension between mythical representation and the
dimension of daily life that is the artist’s
unmistakable figurative and existential
hallmark. Done in the months when Europe was about to plummet into the
abyss of war, this series also becomes a
warning and a tragic premonition.

14
14 Arnaldo Pomodoro (Morciano di Romagna, 1926)
STAGE MACHINES FOR THE ORESTEIAD
1985
Conceived for the Oresteiad as totemic
emblems of the principal characters, Pomodoro’s stage machines work out the
artist’s repertoire – surfaces lacerated by
a system of internal mechanisms similar
to ancient signs of a forgotten alphabet
– in processional structures conducted
on the stage like the biers of religious
feasts.
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painterly experimentation with different 19 Giulio Turcato (Mantua, 1912 - Rome, 1995)
FREEDOM
techniques and supports. The spread of
1973; fibreglass; 5 elements 552x53x50, 513x80
paints, thickened to the point of becomx79,
547x32x77, 525x60x61, 544x58x62 cm
ing relief, underlines that character of
present ruin that is also the recurrent
Conceived to be presented in an open
theme of the artist in the numerous seand varying combination, the slender
ries devoted to townscapes.
and very tall sculptures represent an

ironic and light variation on the motifs
of ancient totemic structures, particularly of Cycladic idols: almost an Areopagus with a surreal and slightly playful
character, here also underlined by the
bright colours, which we also find in the
other works done by Turcato explicitly
for Gibellina.

15
15 Mario Schifano (Homs, Libya, 1934 - Rome, 1998)
AQUATIC
1984; enamel and acrylic on canvas; 216 x 316 cm
During his stay in Gibellina, in the
spring of 1984, Mario Schifano did a
cycle of big paintings: the motif proper
to the artist from the end of the seventies with an idiom of rapid and happy
freedom of gesture – cornfields, waterlilies as a tribute to Monet and whole
season of twentieth-century painting –
contaminated each other with the
promptings of the Sicilian landscape in
an original vision of the Mediterranean
horizon.

16 Toti Scialoja (Rome, 1923 - 2006)
GREY GIBELLINA
1985; 300 x 142 cm
The work of Toti Scialoja constitutes one
of the fundamental reference points of
the long season of informal abstract art,
from the thick spread of colour of the

17
series of the Imprints, in the fifties, to 17 Croce Taravella (Polizzi Generosa, 1964)
the more marked freedom of gesture of
OVEN
the ensuing phases. The tonal dimen1995; mixed technique on metal sheet; 140 x 140 cm
sion, typical of the Roman artistic milieu
The cycle of industrial structures constiin which the artist trained, is also found
tutes an important phase in Taravella’s
in this painting done during his stay in
Gibellina.
artistic career, characterized by continual

18
18 Moussa Traoré (Dakar)
UNTITLED
2004; assembled metal scrap; 280 x 40 x 50 cm
The sculptures of Moussa Traoré arise
from a close encounter with the human
milieu in which he works. They are done
with leftover materials, and assembled
in totemic structures that of daily reality
possess the dismay and the precariousness. His works are an amazing restitution (and a denunciation) of a landscape
devastated by the waste of late industrial modernity.

16
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THE FUNDAMENTAL INHERITANCE

1. Ludovico Corrao with Alberto Burri
2. Ludovico Corrao with Pietro Consagra

ANTONELLA CORRAO

3-4. Realization of the entrance gate of the
Corrao house on Monte Bonifato, on a project
by Pietro Consagra
5. Gibellina 1981, drawing by Joseph Beuys
6. Alcamo 1977, drawing by Pietro Consagra of
the Corrao house
7. Letter from Emilio Isgrò to the Corrao
family, on the occasion of the Orestiadi

3

I am supporting you and I am watching over all of you.
If you are weak, become strong.
If you are timid, become brave.
Start exactly from what you are.
Nothing is nobler and more inspiring than a person that is
so brave as to take the initiative holding aloft the banner
of the Law.
All important stories begin from difficulties. Overcoming
hesitation is the first step in facing any challenge.
Adversities exist so that we can experience deep joy.
With trust, take a vigorous step forward: this is the moment!
Daisaku Ikeda
The Human Revolution. V. 26, 2.

My father’s project was determination to convey to
young people the furore of art as elevation of the vital
state of the soul. A great religious sense always guided
him in this project, a lay, enlightenment religion.
I remember when he took me to Rome with him and
to the studios of artists like Cagli, Turcato, Carla Accardi,

1
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Consagra and Burri. I loved going with him, entering that
world; I felt very fortunate.
I attentively observed his unique way of reaching the
cords of the artist’s heart, accepting no limits, in order to
awaken in the artist the desire to create together something unique and unrepeatable, like the same meeting.
I remember very well when Joseph Beuys came to our
home with his wife and their children, who called him
Boys. I was struck by the extraneousness that they
showed to their father, although they were the people
dearest and closest to him, and I was surprised, instead,
to see how much in tune with him my father already was.
As they walked together on the ruins, Beuys was moved
to tears, and then once at home while we were waiting
for supper, “Boys” made a beautiful drawing that is the
only work that my father kept in his home. They both
had hats.
The meeting that was to mark my life was the one with
Pietro Consagra and Carla Lonzi and with Carla’s son, Battista Lena, a great friend of my brother Vincenzo’s, when
the gates of the Monte Bonifato house were made.
The year of the Orestiadi I met Emilio Isgrò and his
partner, who helped me to get into the world of Milanese fashion in 1985, after I graduated in Rome at the
Academy of Fashion and Costume with top marks with a
dissertation on the shawl.
The association with Arnaldo Pomodoro began during
the rehearsals for the Orestiadi. It lasted a long time
thanks to his enormous generosity; he also put me up in
Milan and at the weekend in his house in the Vigevano
lowland with his partner Ermanno Casasco, and often
also with his friend the gallery owner Nino Soldano.
The meetings with these characters were often shared
with food, in the house on Monte Bonifato. He, my sister and I cooked for whole evenings and the artists always left a drawing in the notebook of the “Lunches”
house. Food and art for him were the places of love and
affections.
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8-9. Home notebook of the “Lunches”
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Orestiadi Foundation in Gibellina

The Museum of Mediterranean Wefts in Gibellina is an evident demonstration of
the fragility of certain conventional dichotomies: art vs. craftsmanship, individual
genius vs. collective knowledge, aesthetics vs. utility.
Ludovico Corrao, its founder, was firmly convinced of the “knowledge of the
hand”, defining himself as an artisan of culture. He created a place of weakness
of confines, where arts and crafts are jointly considered in their being at one and
the same time productions of techniques and symbols, moments of human activity
aiming at a purpose. It is a museum conceived not as mere conservation and
orderly display of objects, but as a constant workshop of ideas, a laboratory of
forms of knowledge, techniques and materials on which they engrave their
impress. The manufactured articles present in the Museum of Mediterranean
Wefts reveal extraordinary ability to overcome spatio-temporal confines: in this
connection, from antiquity to the contemporary world it is possible to identify
persistence in the forms, in the techniques and in the symbols, which is perceived
in the terracotta dish as in textile manufactures or in the goldsmith’s art down to
the works of art of the avant-garde. It is a site that is “museographically alive” as
Cirese puts it, where objects differing in type, origin and dating meet in a
dialogue relationship, even when they have lost their original function.
In the rooms of the Baglio Di Stefano and in the barn every item thus takes on a
communicative value, testifying not only to its past in relation to the context and
the original communities but also to its relation with other objects with varying
provenance, in a relationship precisely of wefts.
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